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A B S T R A C T
The plasma produced by focusing the output of a high-powered,
neodymium glass laser onto plane, metallic targets has been used as a
source for studying the grazing incidence spectra of the elements in
the periodic table from chromium to nickel. Over 400 new identifications
are presented, the vast majority with transitions belonging to the 
„ n k „ n-1  ^ k+1
2s 2p - 2s 2p transition arrays in the 0 I to Be 1 isoelectronic 
sequences. Of particular interest are identifications of 
intercombination lines in the N 1 to Be 1 sequences, which are observed 
for the first time in laboratory spectra of fourth period elements. The 
new data, taken together with other published results, allow a complete 
listing of the 2s^2p^ - 2s^ ^2p^^^ transitions in the elements chromium 
to nickel, from which the appropriate term schemes have been determined. 
In addition to the n = 2 - 2 transitions, the wavelengths of some 
sodium-like transitions of the elements chromium to nickel are presented.
The laser system used in this study has an output power of, 
typically, 50 GW in pulses of a few nanoseconds duration. Special 
features of this system are its high repetition rate and the 
reproducibility of its output and these features have been exploited in 
experiments to distinguish between the emission from different ionisation 
stages. A full description of the laser system is given.
Consideration is, also, given to the various atomic structure 
calculations which have been used to give wavelength predictions of 
n = 2 - 2 transitions. The emphasis is placed on Hartree-Fock methods.
The importance of the n = 2 - 2 transitions is evidenced by the 
variety of plasmas in which they occur and their uses both as a 
diagnostic of certain plasma parameters and for comparison with atomic 
structure calculations. Their occurrence in different plasmas is 
illustrated by the application of the term scheme analysis to tokamak 
and solar flare plasmas, both of which are of topical interest. 
Predictions of the allowed and forbidden, n = 2 - 2 transitions of 
metallic impurity elements which are expected to have sufficient 
intensity to be observed in tokamak discharges are listed and some new 
identifications in solar flare spectra are presented. Of particular 
note amongst these predictions and identifications are those of the 
forbidden transitions within the 2s^2p^ configurations, some of which
fall in the near-UV and visible spectral regions, where high resolution 
spectroscopic techniques can be used. An example of a diagnostic use 
is the measurement of electron densities from line intensity ratios 
and this method is used to estimate the electron densities of some 
solar flare plasmas. In addition, the application of this method to 
high density plasmas, which is being investigated by other authors, is 
discussed. Finally, some of the observed wavelengths are compared with 
the results of atomic structure calculations.
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C H A P T E R  1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The plasma created by focusing a high power laser onto a plane 
target is a useful source for studying atomic spectra. With the present 
generation of multi-gigawatt lasers, it is possible to excite the K and 
L shell spectra of elements in the fourth period of the periodic table. 
The L shell spectra are observed in a variety of solar and laboratory 
plasmas; in addition, they are useful both for determining certain plasma 
parameters and for comparison with atomic structure calculations.
However, in many of these elements, for example the solar-abundant 
elements iron and nickel, the term schemes are inadequately known for 
the full potential of the spectra to be realised. With the availability 
of a sufficiently powerful laser, experiments were carried out to extend 
the term scheme analysis of the fourth period elements by a detailed 
study of some of their L shell spectra.
L shell spectra, being those identified with transitions terminating 
in electron states of the L or n = 2 shell of the atom, are often 
associated with the characteristic X-ray spectra produced, for example, 
by an electron tube. In this case, n = 2 electrons are removed from 
neutral atoms and the subsequent decay of electrons to fill the vacancies 
results in the emission of the X-ray spectra. However, the temperatures 
of laser produced plasmas are high enough for the atoms to be ionised 
many times, so that n = 2 electrons are outermost in the resulting ions. 
The spectrum emitted by a laser produced plasma is, in the main, due to 
transitions of these outer electrons. It follows that the ions giving 
rise to the L shell spectra have an electronic structure similar to that 
of neutral atoms of the second period elements, lithium to neon, which 
have between three and ten electrons. Ions having equal numbers of 
electrons and, therefore, a similarity in their electronic structure are 
termed isoelectronic.
Despite the very different electronic structures of the highly 
stripped ions found in laser produced plasmas from those of the 
corresponding neutral atoms, the binding energies of their respective 
L shell electrons are nevertheless comparable. It is, therefore, to be 
expected that the L shell spectra of fourth period elements emitted by 
laser produced plasmas fall in the extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) and X-ray
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spectral regions. The spectra considered in this study are those 
corresponding to transitions between electron states within the n = 2 
shell. The majority of these n = 2 - 2 transitions are observed at 
wavelengths between 50 and 400 K, in the XUV region of the spectrum.
Since there are no vacancies in the L shell of neon, its electron 
configuration being ls^2s^2p®, it can be seen that neon-like ions cannot 
give rise to n = 2 - 2 transitions. Further, if only those ions that 
have a full K or n = 1 shell are considered, then the ions of interest 
are isoelectronic with the elements lithium to fluorine. The description 
of a particular ion will be given in terms of the spectroscopic notation. 
For example. Ni XXIII indicates carbon-like nickel or Ni^^^, that is 
nickel which has been ionised 22 times.
A detailed introduction to the n = 2 - 2 transitions in the F 1 
to Li I isoelectronic sequences of the fourth period elements is given 
in the next chapter. This chapter includes a discussion of the types of 
plasmas in which these transitions occur, mentions some uses and lists 
the most recent line identification studies. Consideration is, also, 
given to the relative merits of the vacuum spark and laser produced 
plasmas as sources for such studies, reference being made to the special 
difficulties presented by the n = 2 - 2 transitions.
A first step in the analysis of a new spectrum is to obtain 
wavelength predictions of the transitions expected to occur in the source 
There are various ways in which this can be done, although these methods 
can, generally, be divided into two essentially different approaches or, 
in many cases, are a combination of the two. The first is the use of 
ab ïnïtïo atomic structure calculations. These calculations determine 
solutions of Schrodinger's equation describing the particular atom, 
together with the energies of the discrete states which the solutions 
represent. From the energies and the solutions, values of wavelengths 
and probabilities can be found for the various electron transitions 
within the atom. The starting point of the calculations is simply the 
electron configuration and this is dealt with within the framework of 
quantum mechanics. A complete solution of Schrodinger's equation for 
heavy atoms is not practicable and for light atoms would be very 
complicated; consequently, it is necessary to make a number of 
simplifying assumptions. Nevertheless, the calculations are still 
complicated and, therefore, only an outline of these calculations is 
presented in chapter 3. The emphasis is placed on the underlying
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physical concepts; the numerical procedures are not discussed. The 
second approach to the problem of obtaining wavelength predictions, also 
described in chapter 3, is very much simpler and involves the 
extrapolation of the available data for a particular transition along an 
isoelectronic sequence of ions. Although over short extrapolations this 
method can give more accurate predictions than the ah i.nitio calculations, 
it is much more limited in that it can only give wavelengths.
The experiments were carried out using a neodymium glass laser 
system which provides pulses of a few nanoseconds duration and of 
moderate power of, typically, 50 GW. Such a laser has the advantage 
that it can be designed to give a very reproducible output at a high 
repetition rate and this allows extensive experiments to be performed on 
a reasonable time scale. Various spectra were taken, each corresponding 
to a different plasma temperature, and comparisons of these spectra 
allowed the emission from individual stages of ionisation to be 
distinguished. A full description of the laser system is given in 
chapter 4.
The low reflectivity of all materials to normally incident, XUV 
radiation with a wavelength below 300 % makes it necessary to use a 
grazing incidence spectrograph to record spectra of the n = 2 - 2 
transitions of fourth period elements. These instruments have a smaller 
aperture than normal incidence spectrographs and are experimentally more 
troublesome to use, particularly with regard to their focusing. The 
present experiments employed a Rank Hilger, E580, 2 metre spectrograph. 
This spectrograph is described in chapter 5, together with the 
experimental conditions under which the spectra were obtained.
Chapter 6 presents the details of the analysis of the spectra.
About 400 new identifications of 2s - 2p transitions have been made in 
the grazing incidence spectra of the elements of the periodic table 
from chromium to nickel. These identifications, together with the work 
of previous authors, has enabled the complete term schemes of the 2s 2p 
configurations of these elements to be determined. The term schemes are 
given, in addition to a complete listing of the 2s 2p - 2s 2p 
transitions for the elements from chromium to nickel. It should be 
noted that complete shells are, generally, omitted from the notation for 
a configuration; hence, a transition from a configuration ls^2s2p** to a 
lower energy configuration ls^2s^2p^ is written 2s^2p^ - 2s2p .
Of particular interest amongst the identifications are those of
12
intercombination or intersystem lines in the N I to Be I sequences, 
since these are the first observations of such lines in laboratory 
spectra of elements with a high atomic number (Z). The intercombination 
lines are one example of so-called "forbidden” lines, the majority of 
lines observed in a laser produced plasma being allowed in that they 
obey a particular set of selection rules.
The application of the term scheme analysis to two very different
plasmas is discussed in the final chapter. The plasmas are those found
in solar flares and in tokamak discharges; both are of topical interest.
The results given in chapter 6 have allowed some new line identifications
to be made in solar flare spectra and these are presented. As in laser
produced plasmas, forbidden transitions are observed. In addition to
intercombination lines, however, some of the spectra correspond to
2 k
forbidden transitions between electron states within a single 2s 2p 
ground configuration, these transitions arising from a different 
selection rule being broken. Transitions such as those belonging to the 
2s*^ 2p^ - 2s^ ^2p^^^ transition arrays are termed electric dipole 
transitions, whereas those within a single configuration are, usually* 
magnetic dipole transitions.
Such transitions, also, occur in tokamak plasmas and a complete 
listing of both allowed and forbidden, n = 2 - 2 transitions which are 
expected to have observable intensities in tokamak discharges is given. 
This list is compiled for the elements titanium, chromium, iron, cobalt 
and nickel, these metals being likely contaminants.
One diagnostic method, which will be increasingly used in solar 
physics, is the measurement of electron densities from the line 
intensity ratios of certain transitions. A review of the solar flare 
identifications of n = 2 - 2 transitions of fourth period elements has 
allowed the electron densities of some solar flares to be estimated from 
the intensities of these transitions. The application of this technique 
to high density plasmas is being studied by other groups and their work 
is discussed. Finally, a comparison of observed wavelengths of some 
transitions is made with the results of ah inht-io calculations.
13
C H A P T E R  2 
THE FLUORINE- TO L ITH IU M -L IK E , n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIONS  
IN HIGH Z ELEMENTS
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in transitions 
belonging to the 2s 2p - 2s 2p^  ^ transition arrays of the elements 
in the fourth period of the periodic table. This is due to the variety 
of plasmas, both laboratory and solar, in which these transitions are 
observed and to their use for diagnosing certain plasma parameters. The 
transitions belong to the F I to Li I isoelectronic sequences and are 
found in the XUV spectral region.
Accurate wavelength measurements of the 2s^2p^ - 2s2p^^^ transitions 
have led to identifications of another type of n = 2 - 2 transition.
These identifications are of the forbidden transitions within the 2s^2p^ 
ground configurations. They are of particular interest because of their 
diagnostic potential and, like the 2s^2p^ - 2s” ^2p^^^ transitions, are 
observed in both laboratory and solar plasmas.
In this chapter, an introduction is given to the n = 2 - 2 
transitions in high Z elements, reference being made to some of the 
plasmas in which these transitions are observed. The plasma conditions 
necessary for their occurrence are indicated and some diagnostic uses 
are mentioned. A comparison is made between the vacuum spark and laser 
produced plasmas as spectroscopic sources, the advantages of the latter 
source in overcoming the particular difficulties presented by the 
identification of the n = 2 - 2 transitions being noted. A final 
section discusses a use of the transitions very different from that of 
diagnosing plasma parameters. This is the comparison of their accurate 
wavelengths with the results of atomic structure calculations.
THE OCCURRENCE AND USES OF n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIO NS  
IN SOLAR PLASMAS
The initial motivation for the work of identification of the
2s”2p^ - 2s””^2p^^^ transitions arose from the need to analyse XUV solar
flare spectra. The plasma temperature in solar flares is, typically,
within the range 3 - 20 x 10® K. At these temperatures, the fluorine-
to lithium-like ionisation stages of iron and nickel are strongly excited
2 k k+1
(Jordan 1970). Consequently, lines corresponding to the 2s 2p - 2s2p
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transitions of the solar abundant elements neighbouring iron in the
periodic table are expected in flare spectra and, indeed, their
appearance has been confirmed by satellite observations (Kastner et aZ.
1974). Those 2s^2p^ - 2s2p^^^ transitions in ionisation stages produced
in somewhat lower temperature plasmas, including the fluorine-like
ionisation stage of iron and all except the lithium-like stage of
k k+1
calcium, are seen in active sun spectra. The 2s2p - 2p transitions,
if present at all in solar spectra, are only expected to appear weakly;
the upper level of these transitions, being doubly excited, will only
have a small population in the low density solar plasmas. Typical
electron densities of the solar corona and of solar flares, the two
regions which emit the n = 2 - 2 transitions of high Z elements, are
10® - 10^^  cm ® and 10 °^ - 10^® cm ®, respectively.
Once identified, the spectral lines can be used to obtain both
gross and detailed information about the properties of the emitting
solar plasmas. For example, the line intensity ratios of certain 
2 k k+12s 2p - 2s2p transitions allow ion abundances and electron densities
to be determined (Feldman et al. 1980, Doschek et al. 1977, Mason et al. 
1979). The intense iron lines are particularly useful for these
measurements, since they fall in a window of the quiet sun spectrum.
The use of intensity ratios and of transitions in the same ionisation 
stage for the electron density measurements results in a powerful 
technique, since it avoids measuring absolute line intensities or 
estimating the volume of the emitting plasma, two important sources of 
error in earlier methods.
2 k k+1
A knowledge of the accurate wavelengths of the 2s 2p - 2s2p
transitions allows wavelength predictions to be made of the magnetic
2 k
dipole transitions within the 2s 2p ground configurations. These 
transitions occur at longer wavelengths than the 2s°2p^ - 2s” ^2p^^^ 
transitions and are observed throughout the UV region of solar flare 
spectra. They are of the same type as the forbidden coronal lines first 
identified in the visible spectral region by Edlen (1945). Like the
2 iç k+1
2s 2p - 2s2p transitions, the magnetic dipole transitions are, also, 
useful for diagnostic purposes. Again, line intensity ratios are 
sensitive to variations in the electron density of the emitting plasma 
(Feldman et al. 1978, Mason et al. 1979). In addition, the higher 
resolution which can be achieved at the longer wavelengths of those 
lines falling in the vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) spectral region makes the
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measurement of line profiles feasible. From the non-thermal Doppler 
broadening or the Doppler shifted components of such lines, information 
about the mass motions within the flare plasma can be obtained (Doschek 
et al. 1975c, Feldman et al. 1977).
THE n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIO NS IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS
Both the 2s 2p - 2s 2p transitions and the forbidden
2 k
transitions within the 2s 2p ground configurations are observed in
laboratory sources. An example of topical interest is that of tokamak
plasmas. The electron temperatures in tokamak discharges are
sufficiently high for impurities such as titanium, chromium, iron and
nickel to become highly stripped of electrons and this results in the
emission of both allowed and forbidden n = 2 - 2 transitions.
Observations of these transitions have been made in spectra from the
Princeton Large Torus (PLT) (Hinnov 1976, 1979, Suckewer and Hinnov
1978), the TFR-600 machine at Fontenay-aux-Roses (Breton et al. 1979)
and the Divertor, Injection Tokamak Experiment (DITE) at Culham
(Hobby 1979). The electron temperatures in the PLT and TFR-600 plasmas
are similar, being, typically, 1 - 2.5 keV (1.2 - 3 x 10^ K), whereas
those in the DITE plasmas are somewhat lower, lying in the range
0.3 - 1.2 keV. The impurities are released into the plasma by sputtering
or evaporation from the vacuum chamber walls. These are usually made of
stainless steel alloys, which contain chromium, iron and nickel. In
some cases, titanium is evaporated onto the walls between discharges for
the purpose of gettering hydrogen, oxygen and carbon. A further source
of titanium can be the current aperture limiter; although this is often
made of molybdenum or carbon, titanium is sometimes used, as, for
k k+1
example, in recent experiments on DITE. The 2s2p - 2p transitions 
are only expected to be seen weakly in tokamak discharges, since the 
electron densities, which are, typically, 3 x 10^^ - 10^^ cm ®, are too 
low for the doubly excited 2p levels to have a large population.
Diagnostic methods similar to those referenced above for solar 
plasmas can be used in tokamak experiments (Feldman and Doschek 1977, 
Doschek and Feldman 1976, Feldman et al. 1980, Breton et al. 1980).
Very often, the interest lies in the fact that the high ionisation 
stages only originate in the high temperature interior of the discharge 
and, therefore, the spectral lines are characteristic of this region of 
the plasma. For example, the line profiles of the long wavelength.
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forbidden lines are used for determining localised ion temperatures 
(Suckewer and Hinnov 1978, Eubank et al. 1978), as well as mass motion 
effects (Suckewer et al. 1979). The latter are expected to be more 
clearly defined than in solar flares. Both short and long wavelength 
lines are of use in determining ion density distributions from 
measurements of line intensities. A further, indirect method involves 
the derivation of ion concentrations from the temporal variation in 
intensity due to charge exchange during the injection of neutral beams 
(Afrosimov et al. 1978). Since electron densities can already be 
measured accurately by interferometry, it is likely that initial 
experiments to find line intensity ratios will be used to check the 
accuracy of the technique. Subsequent measurements can, then, be used to 
provide additional data, particularly of localised plasma conditions.
As other plasma devices are developed in nuclear fusion research, 
the high temperatures required for the emission of the n = 2 - 2 
transitions of high Z elements will, again, be reached. It is hoped 
that, by then, these transitions will be of use in well-tried diagnostic 
technioues.
THE LOW INDUCTANCE VACUUM SPARK AND THE LASER 
PRODUCED PLASMA AS SOURCES OF n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIONS
Two other laboratory sources which reach high enough temperatures to 
emit the n = 2 - 2 transitions of high Z elements are the low inductance 
vacuum spark and the laser produced plasma (Feldman 1976). The vacuum 
spark has been used for decades as a spectroscopic source (Edlen 1934, 
1947), mainly in its original form, as a high voltage device (Fawcett 
1974). The spectra produced are characterised by lines emitted by a wide 
range of ionisation stages and having small linewidths. A high degree of 
spectral purity can be achieved, since the only impurity observed is the 
element from which the electrodes are made; this is often carbon, but in 
many cases can be the element under investigation. A comparatively 
recent modification of the high voltage vacuum spark is due to scientists 
at the Goddard Space Flight Centre, Maryland (Feldman et al. 1967). The 
new design incorporates a high capacitance in an electrical circuit of 
very low inductance. Despite the operating voltage being somewhat 
smaller than in the high voltage spark, the high value of the capacitance 
results in an increase in the stored energy. This, together with the 
very low inductance, has allowed some of the highest ionisation stages
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seen in the laboratory to be produced. For example, the first laboratory 
observations of hydrogen-like iron and helium-like nickel were made using 
this low inductance vacuum spark as a source (Cohen et al. 1968).
Laser produced plasmas are, also, useful as a spectroscopic source. 
Although it is only fourteen years ago that Ehler and Weissler (1966) 
and Fawcett et al. (1966) recorded the first spectra from laser produced 
plasmas, this source has already, to a large extent, superseded the 
vacuum spark as a means of spectral analysis. As in the vacuum spark, 
very highly stripped ions can be generated and pure spectra can easily 
be obtained, the latter depending solely on the purity of the target 
material. In addition, however, there is a comparatively small range of 
ionisation stages within the plasma. This narrow range of ionisation 
stages means that the spectra are very much simpler than those produced 
by the vacuum spark and, consequently, easier to analyse. The plasma 
temperature can be controlled by adjusting the intensity of the laser 
beam or the beam focusing conditions, so that several different spectra 
can easily be produced covering all the ionisation stages of interest. 
Furthermore, the fine control of plasma temperature that is possible 
with this source allows spectra from plasmas of marginally different 
temperatures to be recorded. Comparisons of these spectra enable lines 
due to transitions within particular ionisation stages to be 
distinguished; this is a great advantage in line identification studies. 
The chief disadvantage of this source is that the Doppler broadening of 
the spectral lines, which results from the significant mass motions 
within the plasma, impose a limit on the wavelength accuracy that can be 
achieved.
Unlike solar and tokamak plasmas, laser produced plasmas emit the 
k k+12s2p - 2p transitions strongly. The high electron densities found
in the core of laser produced plasmas, which are of the order of
10*1 cm~®, result in correspondingly fast electron collisional excitation
rates. This ensures that the doubly excited 2p levels are strongly
populated, with the consequent emission of intense lines due to the
2s2p^ - 2p^^^ transitions. The high electron densities, also, mean that
2 k
the forbidden transitions within the 2s 2p ground configurations will 
not be seen as readily as in tokamak and solar plasmas. The intensities 
of the forbidden lines emitted from the core of the plasma will be orders 
of magnitude weaker than those of the allowed transitions and it is likely 
that the lines will be masked in the spectrum by continuum emission or
18
by allowed lines, if these are present in the same spectral region. 
However, it may be possible to observe the forbidden lines in space- 
resolved spectra at distances from the target surface, since the ions, 
after their formation in the dense core, stream out from the target 
surface to regions where the electron density is significantly lower.
The 2s2p^ - 2p^^^ transitions are, also, expected to occur in vacuum 
spark plasmas, since the electron densities are, again, high, being 
estimated to be between 10 ®^ - 10*  ^ cm ®.
In the past few years, laser produced plasmas have been extensively
used for studying the 2s”2p^ - 2s” ^2p^^^ transitions of the fourth
period elements. The absence from the spectra of these transitions of
two features normally characteristic of atomic spectra seriously
complicates line identification studies. Consequently, the advantages
which laser produced plasmas offer as a source become especially
attractive for these investigations. In many spectra, particularly those
containing transitions for which An ^ 0, there is a tendency for lines
due to transitions within a particular transition array or ionisation
stage to fall in distinct spectral regions. For example, this is
observed, to a large extent, in the soft X-ray spectra of the fourth
period elements, these spectra consisting of n = 2 - 3,4,... transitions
(Gordon et al. 1980). In addition, it is often found that there is a
marked similarity between spectra of neighbouring elements in the periodic
table. A good example of this is illustrated in figure 2.1, which shows
grazing incidence spectra from laser produced plasmas of iron and nickel.
It can be seen that the shorter wavelength regions of the two spectra,
where the n = 3 - 4,5,... transitions lie, are very similar. Both the
similarity of spectra of different elements and the separation of the
spectra into distinct regions aid line identification studies. However,
as can be seen to longer wavelengths in figure 2 .1 , neither of these
features is found in the spectra of the n = 2 - 2 transitions. This is
n k
due to the energy splittings within the 2s 2p configurations being 
similar in magnitude to the 2s”2p^ - 2s” ^2p^^^ transition energies and, 
also, larger than the differences between the mean transition energies 
of each ionisation stage. The result is that lines belonging to each 
multiplet are widely spaced throughout the spectral region occupied by 
the 2s”2p^ - 2s” ^2p^^^ transitions and multiplets from several 
ionisation stages fall in the same spectral region. Further, the small 
changes in the position of the energy levels in moving from one element
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to the next along an isoelectronic sequence are sufficient to change the 
order of the spectral lines, thereby destroying any similarity between 
the spectra. In view of the added difficulties in analysing such 
spectra, the use of a laser produced plasma as a source is particularly 
valuable, since the narrow range of ionisation stages and the ability to 
discriminate between individual ionisation stages makes the analysis 
both easier and more reliable.
The most important contributions to the work of classifying the 
spectra have been made by three groups. At the Naval Research Laboratory 
(NRL), Washington, and the Goddard Space Flight Centre, identifications 
of the most intense 2s^2p^ - 2s2p^^^ transitions in the F I to B I 
isoelectronic sequences have been made for the elements from titanium to 
nickel (Doschek et al. 1974, 1975a, Feldman et al. 1975) and, more 
recently, this work has been extended to include zinc and germanium 
(Behring et al. 1976a). Kononov and co-workers have made detailed 
analyses of the spectra of calcium (Kononov et al. 1975, 1976b), titanium 
(Kasyanov et al. 1974) and iron (Kononov et aï. 1976a), the latter paper 
discussing the identifications made by Kastner et al. (1974) in solar 
flare spectra. The Russian group have, also, extended their 
identifications to include higher Z elements (Kononov et al. 1977) and 
they report observations of oxygen-like intercombination lines (Kononov 
et al. 1976c). Various lines in the laboratory spectra of potassium to 
chromium and some iron transitions in solar flare spectra have been 
studied by Fawcett and Hayes (1975) and Fawcett and Cowan (1975). In 
addition, Fawcett (1975) has collected much of the available data on 
these transitions into a single listing.
Laser produced plasmas, also, provide a useful source for testing 
diagnostic methods applicable to high electron density plasmas. At high 
densities, it is expected that certain line intensity ratios of 
2s2p^^^ - 2p^^^ to 2s^2p^ - 2s2p^^^ transitions will be sensitive to the 
electron density. Some initial tests have been carried out by Doschek 
et al. (1975b) and Peregudov et al. (1978) for transitions belonging to 
the 0 I and N I isoelectronic sequences. The range of electron densities 
for which the method can be used may be wide, possibly extending from 
densities of about 10^® to 10*® cm"® (Skobelev et al. 1978); however, 
different ionisation stages and different elements would be needed to 
cover this range. The technique could, therefore, be applied to plane 
target laser produced plasmas, those produced in compression studies.
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and to the plasmas produced in various other devices, such as exploding 
wires and the plasma focus. Particular applications are likely to be in 
the study of the line focus plasmas used in developing 3s - 3p, XUV 
lasers (Palumbo and Elton 1977, Vainshtein et al. 1978), in the laser 
fusion programme, the microballoons being coated with the most suitable 
element, and in all laser interaction with matter studies where a 
knowledge of the electron density is required.
THE USES OF THE n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIONS IN ATOMIC 
STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
In addition to the n = 2 - 2 transitions being used to diagnose
plasma parameters, these transitions are, also, of use in connection
with atomic structure calculations, since their measured wavelengths are
suitable experimental data for comparison with the results of theoretical
models. Such comparisons have two applications. Firstly, they allow the
effects of various corrections applied to the basic calculations to be
judged and this allows the calculations to be improved. The atomic
structure calculations, usually based on Hartree-Fock methods, calculate
the energy of the electron states. Any errors in these calculations
will affect the wavelength predictions of An = 0 transitions more than
of An z 0 transitions. This is because, for the former, the transition
energies are, usually, smaller and, therefore, the error will be a
greater proportion of the transition energy. It follows that, in
general, the accuracy of the predicted wavelengths of An = 0 transitions
n k
will be the more sensitive test of the calculations. The 2s 2p 
2s” ^2p^^^ transitions are particularly suited for such tests, since, as 
well as being An = 0 transitions, wavelengths are known for the majority 
of the transitions throughout an extended sequence of elements.
A second application relates to the calculation of oscillator 
strengths. Such calculations are necessary, since, as yet, experimental 
data are scarce. The majority of the computer codes that calculate 
electron state energies either can be adapted or already have options 
to calculate oscillator strengths. In many cases, these calculated 
values may be improved by adjusting some of the intermediate parameters 
in the codes until the wavelength predictions are in good agreement 
with experiment.
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C H A P T E R  3 
THE DETERMINATION OF WAVELENGTH PREDICTIONS
The various methods used to obtain wavelength predictions are, 
essentially, of two types, either an empirical approach or ah initia 
calculations. In many cases, a combination of the two is found to be 
most appropriate.
The simplest method is to extrapolate existing experimental data 
along an isoelectronic sequence. The success of this method depends on 
the availability of the required data - the greater the interval over 
which it is necessary to extrapolate, the less accurate the prediction. 
An estimate of the likely line intensity can be made from the previous 
observations of the transition in other elements, although, in some 
cases, this may be misleading. The method should be regarded, chiefly, 
as a quick way of determining wavelength predictions.
A more complete description of the atom or ion of interest can be 
obtained from ah initio atomic structure calculations. These are 
considerably more involved and, usually, require the use of lengthy 
computer codes. However, the calculations can give both transition 
energies and probabilities and, in the absence of the necessary 
experimental data, must be used. Even when empirical extrapolations can 
be made, the atomic structure calculations provide a useful check on the 
empirical method and, when limited experimental data is available, these 
calculations can be used in conjunction with the data as part of a 
semi-empirical approach.
As will be explained In chapter 6 , the purely empirical method was 
found to be most satisfactory in the present analysis. However, ah 
initio atomic structure calculations were initially used and so both 
methods will be discussed. The complexity of the atomic structure 
calculations necessitates a very brief description and, in any case, 
systematic treatments are available in textbooks such as Hartree (1957), 
Froese Fischer (1977), Condon and Odabasi (1980) and Cowan (1981).
ISOELECTRONIC EXTRAPOLATION
When analysing observed spectra, it is found convenient to 
introduce a parameter called the term, T, which represents the energy of 
an atomic level or state. For an isolated hydrogen atom, the term value
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is, simply,
T „ = S ;  (3.1)
R is the Rydberg constant and n the principal quantum number.
Various expressions are used to represent the terms of non-hydrogenic 
atoms or ions; each involves different parameters, which are determined 
empirically. When dealing with isoelectronic sequences, the most 
convenient expression is
Tn = (Z - S)2, (3.2)
since the parameter S, which represents the reduction in the nuclear 
charge due to the screening of the nucleus by the core electrons, is, 
experimentally, found to be slowly varying with the atomic number, Z 
(Edlén 1964).
This behaviour can be understood by considering the Z dependence of 
the strongest contributions to the electron binding energy. The kinetic 
energy of an electron scales as r ^. In highly-ionised atoms having a 
high atomic number, the nuclear force is much stronger than that between 
electrons; the electron orbitals become approximately hydrogenic, their 
radial extent varying as Z ^. For less highly-ionised atoms and 
intermediate Z, this dependence is more accurately given by (Z - si) ^, 
where si is a constant. Consequently, the kinetic energy of an electron 
scales as (Z- si)^. The electron-nuclear energy, will, from a
similar argument, scale as -Z(Z - S2) and the energy associated with the 
electron-electron interaction scales as r  ^ or (Z - S 3 ) ,  S 2  and S 3  being 
constants. It follows that the binding energy will be quadratic in Z, 
as is suggested by equation 3.2. It should be noted, however, that 
this equation does not include relativistic effects and for large Z the 
terms vary more rapidly.
If a transition between two levels having the same principal 
quantum number is considered, the wavenumber is given by the difference 
of the term values.
9 2I(Z - Si) - (Z - 82) J •
Therefore,
_ (Si + S2)1_ 2(82 - Si)R z -  " (3.3)
L ^ J
and it can be seen that a varies approximately as Z. Any function of 
the wavenumber varying slowly with Z is suitable for making an 
isoelectronic extrapolation. Given the linearity suggested by equation 
3.3, the simplest is the first difference of the wavenumbers. In the
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present analysis, a graphical extrapolation proved to be the most 
satisfactory method of obtaining wavelength predictions, despite 
significant departures from the linear relationship being found.
ATOMIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
The essential problem of atomic structure theory is to calculate the 
wavefunction and energy of each quantum state of interest. The 
wavefunction is most conveniently divided into two parts, one describing 
the radial dependence and the other the angular behaviour. A complete 
treatment of the angular properties requires group theoretical 
techniques. However, the free atom essentially has a spherical symmetry 
and this means that, in practice, a simple angular momentum description 
can be satisfactorily used in the majority of cases. This description 
involves giving values of the appropriate angular momenta that are 
necessary to define the state. In contrast, the radial dependence is 
most usefully expressed as a function of the radius. Many of the 
concepts are conveniently introduced by considering the one-electron atom.
THE SCHRÔDINCER EQUATION
The quantum mechanical equation describing the behaviour of a 
particle in a field is the Schrodinger equation,
H = E .
ip is the wavefunction and E is the energy of the quantum state. For an 
electron of mass m in an atom, the Hamiltonian, H, is given by
+ V(r),
where V(r) is the potential of the electron in the field of the nucleus,
■fr is Planck’s constant divided by 2tt and the Laplacian operator.
If the orbital angular momentum operator is L, it can be shown that 
the Schrodinger equation can be written as
= Eijj. (3.4), + vcr)'
In this equation, a unit of length equal to the Bohr radius is used,
which in e.g.s.electrostatic units is
-2
ao = — ; = 0.529A. 
me'^
The unit of angular momentum is ti and V(r) and E are measured in 
Rydbergs, for which the unit is the Rydberg constant,
« = i S  = 13.6 eV.
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ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
In the case of a one-electron atom, the potential is only a function 
of the radius, r; it does not depend on the angular coordinates 6 and (^. 
The field is described as a central field and classically the orbital 
angular momentum is conserved. The corresponding quantum mechanical 
property is that the wavefunction should be an eigenfunction of the 
angular momentum operator.
However, if ip is taken to be an eigenfunction of L, which means 
that it must also be an eigenfunction of the components of L, the 
eigenvalues are found to be zero, since the component operators do not 
commute. It is necessary to choose two angular momentum operators that
do commute. The operator L  ^E L .L  is found to commute with any
component of L . The z component is normally used and the eigenvalues 
of L^ and are employed to describe the angular behaviour of the 
quantum state.
From a consideration of angular momentum operators, it can be shown
that L^ has eigenvalues 1(1 + l)tr^, where 1 = 0 ,2,1 ,2,2 .... and
eigenvalues mtr, where m =  -1 ,-1+1......1 - 1 ,1. 1 is referred to as the
azimuthal quantum number and m the magnetic quantum number. It should 
be stressed that these eigenvalues do not depend on the one-electron 
atom; in fact, they apply to any angular momentum, not just the orbital 
angular momentum.
The eigenvalue equations appropriate to the orbital angular 
momentum are
n r 1 5 1 2^
\p =  1 (1 + 1 ) It" Ip ( 3 . 5 )s in e  98 98  ^ s in^e 9(p^  _
and
9ip 
9(pLg 4' = -  i H  —  = mirip.
Solving these equations gives the angular part of the wavefunction.
ip(e,<p) = (8, cP) = 0 (6).* ((P)
1 m II im m
= (-1) ' 2
^m + |m I j
where m and, consequently, 1 are integral. P^'™'(cos8) are the associated
Legendre functions and the functions Y. are called spherical harmonics.Im
The spherical harmonics are orthonormal in the sense that 
'l.<Y, iY„ ,) = p T  f’f Y* Y„ , sineaea* = a, ,Im I'm 11 mm.
On the left hand side of the identity, the integral is written in the 
more convenient Dirac notation. Again, it should be noted that the
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solution does not depend on the application to a one-electron atom, but 
essentially results from writing the orbital angular momentum operators 
in the eigenvalue equations in spherical polar coordinates.
THE RADIAL EQUATION
The equation describing a one-electron atom, equation 3.4, can be 
rewritten as
L^ (p = r — 2 r - r V(r) + r E ip.
The right hand side of this equation is independent of 0 and (p and, 
consequently, it can be considered to be an eigenvalue equation of L^. 
The solution is the spherical harmonics, and it follows that these
functions will describe the angular behaviour of the wavefunction for
the one-electron atom. Further, by comparison with equation 3.5,
" 9^ 2 2 1r — 2 r - r V(r)+ r E j ip = 1(1 + l)^ i.
Letting
where P^^(r) is a function expressing the radial dependence of ip, it 
follows that
 ^■^2 + + V(r)|p„^(r) = EP„^(r). (3.6)
In a one-electron atom, the potential energy function is
V(r) = - —  .
r
The unit of energy in these equations is, as before, taken to be the 
Rydberg constant, of distance the Bohr radius and that of angular 
momentum ii.
When solving equation 3.6, it is necessary to introduce two 
boundary conditions.
Pnl(O) = ° • Pnl(r)
These ensure that the wavefunction is finite and represents a bound 
electronic state, in that the physical significance of | ip |  ^ is the 
probability density of the electron. The normalisation condition 
<tP|iP>eJ îp*ipr^sin6 d r d 6 d(p = l 
leads to the requirement that
/ r  C  P„i(r)dr = l.
The equation can be solved analytically, its solution being
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[n2[(n + 
where
2Zr
p = —  -
21+1L . (p) is the associated Laguerre polynomial and n , the principal 
n+1
quantum number, is an integer.
It is found that the energy of a one-electron atom is 
72
E (3.7)
n n2
and, when Z = 1, this corresponds to equation 3.1, which applies to the
hydrogen atom. The energy is seen to depend only on n and not on 1 or m.
Furthermore, the range of 1 is restricted to 
0 < 1 < n.
For a particular 1, the functions |P^^(r):^ are found to have 
additional maxima as n increases. In complex atoms, where V(r) is not a
Coulomb potential and equation 3.7 no longer holds, the value of n is
determined from the number of maxima, this being (n - 1).
fZ(n - 1 - 1) !~|2 _1 + 1 . - T  , 21+1
= L n + 1  (P),
ELECTRON SPIN
Empirical evidence, such as the Stern-Gerlach experiment, shows that 
the electron has an intrinsic angular momentum, known as its spin. This 
property is, also, required by the relativistic Dirac theory. It is 
necessary to incorporate the spin angular momentum into the formalism.
A component of the electron spin, as before taken to be the z 
component, can take two eigenvalues. Given the possible eigenvalues of 
the angular momentum operators, the z component must have eigenvalues
mg = ± 2IÏ» the spin angular momentum, denoted by s, being 2 ii. Therefore,
the eigenvalue of is
s(s + 1) = 3 .
An adequate eigenfunction can be written
where represents the z component of the electron spin. The 
eigenfunction is non-zero when mg is either parallel to the z axis, in 
which case = 2, or antiparallel, for which = - 2 « Hence, the
wavefunction for a one-electron atom becomes
I s  r I s
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R E L A T IV IS T IC  CORRECTIONS
A full relativistic treatment involves solving the Dirac equation, 
instead of the Schrodinger equation. This is considerably more 
complicated, there being four radial functions for each nl, rather than 
the single In most cases, however, relativistic effects can be
satisfactorily included by applying first-order relativistic corrections 
to the Hamiltonian. These are derived from the Dirac equation by 
expanding in powers of (“ )" and neglecting all terms that involve powers
V
of —  higher than the second.
It is found that, for a central-field potential, V(r), the 
Hamiltonian, in e.g.s. electrostatic units, becomes
H = - g   ^ [e - V (r)]^ - f c - f  S)
In atomic units, the Hamiltonian is
H = - + V(r) - f  [e - V(r)7 - ^  + f  jC-.S),
where
e" 1
a - He 137 
is the fine-structure constant.
The first of the three additional terms is due to the increase in 
mass of the electron at relativistic velocities and is called the 
mass-velocity term. The second is known as the Darwin term. It arises 
from a relativistically - induced electric moment of the electron. The 
final term is the spin-orbit term. This represents the magnetic 
interaction between the magnetic moment due to the electron spin and the 
magnetic field generated by its orbital motion. It is the most important 
of these terms, being necessary in any description of multi-electron 
atoms and giving rise to gross features in the energy level structure of 
atoms with as small an atomic number as 10.
The spin-orbit term makes it desirable to introduce a new angular 
momentum operator 
J = L + S.
The operators L and S are independent and, therefore, commute. 
Consequently, an eigenfunction of the operators L^ , S^, J  ^ and 
can be found which has non-zero eigenvalues. The eigenvalues are 
1(1 + 1), s(s + 1 )  = -|, j (j + 1) and m, respectively. The vector model 
for the addition of angular momenta can be used to relate j ,1 and s, 
j = l ± s  = l ± - | ;  j   ^ - 2 '
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F is, also, an eigenfunction of L . S, since this operator is given
Is jm
by
L . S = I (J^ - - S^).
Its eigenvalue will be
f = |[j(j + 1) - 1(1 + 1) - s(s + 1)].
Letting
^nlsjm r ^nlsj ' ^Isjm'
the Schrodinger equation reduces to an equation for ^nlgjCr)
corresponding to the non-relativistic equation 3.6.
It is not always necessary to calculate when making
relativistic corrections. In some cases, the non-relativistic radial
functions P ,(r) are adequate and for first-order perturbation 
nl
corrections to be made to the non-relativistic energy eigenvalues, given 
by equation 3.7. The eigenvalues become
^nlj ^ ^  ^MV ^ ^ ^50’
where the three additional terms correspond to corrections to the energy
resulting from, respectively, the mass-velocity, Darwin and spin-orbit
terms of the relativistic Hamiltonian. For a Coulomb potential
V(r) = - ^  
r
and the energy is found to be 
=nlj = - h  -
In contrast to the non-relativistic case, in which the energy 
depends only on n, it now depends both on n and j and, hence, indirectly 
on 1. The mass-velocity and Darwin terms remove the degeneracy with 
respect to 1 and the spin-orbit term the degeneracy with respect to j . 
However, on combining all three corrections, the two states differing in 
1 by 1 and having equal j become exactly degenerate. Additional 
corrections to account for the finite size of the nucleus and quantum 
electrodynamical effects remove any remaining 1 degeneracy. However, 
these additional corrections are small and are, usually, found to be 
negligible given the accuracy with which it is possible to calculate the 
energy level structures of multi-electron atoms.
The splitting of an energy level due to relativistic effects is 
known as the fine-structure splitting. However, it has already been 
noted that, with increasing Z, the splitting rapidly becomes large enough 
to affect the gross rather than fine features of the energy level structure.
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MULTI  -  ELECTRON ATOMS
In the context of the present work, it is necessary to consider 
multi-electron atoms. As before, the Schrodinger equation must be 
solved, but, unfortunately, this becomes more difficult as the number of 
electrons, N, increases. Exact solutions cannot even be found for 
helium-like atoms. As N increases, the approximations that it is 
necessary to make in order to obtain a solution become increasingly 
severe.
There are two main reasons for this. In contrast to the 
one-electron atom for which the wavefunction depends on 4 variables, 
three spatial and one spin coordinate, the wavefunction now depends on 4 
variables for each electron. Given that for large N, accurate analytic 
solutions do not exist, it can be seen that even a listing of the full 
wavefunction describing all the electrons would be colossal. For 
example, if the range of each coordinate is divided into 20 intervals,
it would require 20^*^^ values to define the spatial part of the
wavefunction for just one state of neutral iron! Generally, tens and, 
sometimes, hundreds of states of a particular atom are of interest.
A second difficulty arises because of the electrostatic repulsions 
between the electrons. These are of a similar magnitude to the 
attractive force between the electrons and nucleus. This contrasts with 
the interplanetary gravitational forces, which can be satisfactorily 
treated as causing a perturbation on the planetary motion determined by 
the much stronger force between the planets and sun. If the 
interelectronic distances are included explicitly in the wavefunction,the
calculation is prohibitively complicated for values of N as low as 3 and 4.
THE CE N TR A L -  FIELD MODEL
The approximation usually made to overcome the problem of the 
significant interelectronic forces is to assume that each electron moves 
independently of the other electrons in the electrostatic field of the 
other electrons and the nucleus. This field is taken to be spherically 
symmetric and, therefore, is a central field. The one-electron 
wavefunction, given in equation 3.8, can be used to describe the 
electrons. In this context, the wavefunction is called a spin-orbital 
and for the ith electron is
r^ i i i li SI
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r represents both the spatial and spin coordinates.
In this model, the angular momentum of each electron will be a 
constant of the motion and, hence, cj)^ will be an eigenfunction of the 
one-electron angular momentum operators 1^ ,^ 1^^, and with
3
eigenvalues 1^(1^ + 1), m^^, s^(s^ + 1) = — and m^^, respectively.
An important difference, however, from the solution of the
one-electron atom given above is in the form of the radial dependence,
P (r). This will still be a solution of a differential equation similar 
nl
to equation 3.6, but since V(r) will no longer have a simply expressible 
form, an exact, analytic solution for P^^(r) is not possible. P^^(r), 
again, depends on 1,which appears in the radial equation in a similar 
term to that in equation 3.6. For bound electrons, only discrete 
solutions satisfy the boundary and normalisation conditions. Each 
discrete solution can be labelled with a particular value of the 
principal quantum number, n , determined from the number of antinodes of 
the function P^^(r).
THE S L A T E R -C O N D O N  THEORY
As described above, the central-field model does not give a
particularly good representation of the multi-electron atom. However,
its essential features can, nevertheless, be incorporated into more
sophisticated treatments. One of these is the Slater-Condon theory.
The parameter which is physically important is the wavefunction
describing a stationary state of the atom as a whole, Y . In the
Slater-Condon theory a wavefunction of a quantum state k, Y , is expanded
in terms of a set of basis functions, Y^, 
k k
Y = I Vb fb- (3.10)
The basis functions are assumed to be members of a complete orthonormal 
set,
in practice, it is necessary for this set to be finite.
The Schrodinger equation is 
H Y "  = 
and it follows that
V  = (3 11)
where <Y^|H|Y^,> is the matrix element of the Hamiltonian operator
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between basis functions b and b'. The expansion coefficients, can
be written in terms of a column vector, , and equation 3.11 as a
matrix equation,
H Y^ = Y^. (3.12)
If the matrix which diagonalises the Hamiltonian matrix is T, that
is the only non-zero elements of the matrix T  ^H T lie on the leading
« 1
diagonal, then the k th diagonal element of T HT is the eigenvalue E , 
t ' I h T = (gk 6^^) . (3.13)
If
Also, the kth column of T represents the column vector Y .
This can be seen by rearranging equation 3.13 as 
HT = T(E^ 6,^).
k
The matrix product T(E 6 ) is simply T with its kth column multiplied
k
by E and a comparison with equation 3.12 shows that the k th column of T 
corresponds to Y . If the eigenvalues are not degenerate, the 
eigenfunctions will automatically be mutually orthogonal. In any case, 
the eigenfunctions can be chosen to be orthogonal.
The success of this method, to a large extent, depends on the choice 
of basis functions and the determination of the Hamiltonian matrix 
elements. The diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian matrix can be achieved 
using standard computer programmes.
PRODUCT AND D E TER M INA NTA L FUNCTIONS
The basis functions are normally chosen to be functions of 
spin-orbitals coupled together in an appropriate way. Since I 4 »  ^
is physically interpreted as the probability density of the ith electron 
and probabilities are multiplicative, the simplest way of constructing 
a basis function from the spin-orbitals is the product wavefunction.
However, the product wavefunction does not require the electrons to 
be physically indistinguishable, that is for
|y .|2 = |Y |\ (3.14)
where Y . and Y. are two product wavefunctions which differ because of an 
interchange of two electrons. It follows from equation 3.14, that either
Y. = Y .
1 3
or
Y. = - Y. 
1 3
It is a fundamental postulate of quantum mechanics that the wavefunction
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is antisymmetric on interchanging two electrons, that is that
r  = - Ï..
electrons being fermions.
It is necessary to artificially construct a wavefunction which is 
antisymmetric, this, also, resulting in the physical indistinguishability 
of the electrons being included in the formalism. The simplest 
antisymmetric wavefunction is a linear combination of product 
wavefunctions,
* = * i ( r  ( r  )  * ( r .  )
n ;2 J; N Jn
where the summation is over all N! permutations of j ^ , ....
p is the parity of the permutation and this is even if the permutation is
obtained by an even number of interchanges from the normal ordering and
odd if there are an odd number of interchanges. Alternatively, this
wavefunction can be written as a determinant,
1
Y = (f)i(ri)(J)i (T2)---
<p2 ( ri ) ( t>2 ( r2) --
and, consequently, it is known as the determinantal function.
An antisymmetric wavefunction necessarily obeys the Pauli exclusion 
principle that no two electrons can occupy the same state or spin-orbital; 
the determinantal function vanishes if two spin-orbitals have the same 
quantum numbers, since two rows of the determinant are identical.
An additional consequence of using an antisymmetric wavefunction 
is that there is some correlation between the positions of electrons 
having parallel spins. Physically, the probability of having two 
electrons close together is small, given the repulsive force between 
them. For electrons with parallel spins, this is reflected in the 
antisymmetric wavefunction vanishing when = r^  . It is found that 
energies computed using antisymmetrised basis functions are in much 
better agreement with experiment than those for which product 
wavefunctions have been used. Unfortunately, there is no correlation 
between electrons with antiparallel spins.
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COUPLING OF WAVEFUNCTIONS
To ensure that the number of terms in the expansion of the 
wavefunction, equation 3.10, is kept to a minimum, it is important that 
each basis function is as close to an actual eigenfunction of the atom 
as possible. For an isolated atom, the two parameters that are always 
constants of the motion are the total energy and the total angular 
momentum. Hence, it is desirable to choose the basis functions to be 
eigenfunctions of J  ^ and , where J is the total angular momentum. J is 
given by
J = Z ( I . + S ) .
i  ^ ^
The determinantal function is, in fact, already an eigenfunction of
J , with an eigenvalue 
z
M = Z (m_ . + m . ) .
i ll SI
However, it is necessary to construct a function that is an eigenfunction
of J^. This construction can be illustrated by considering wavefunctions
\p and 4^ The wavefunction
1^  mi 12^2.
Y = Ip Ipn
l^ lg m^mg 1^  m^ 1^  m2
is said to be uncoupled, since no attempt has been made to combine the
wavefunctions in a way that would result in different eigenvalues. In
contrast, the wavefunction Y is a coupled wavefunction, the state
ll I2 Im
being defined by different eigenvalues. Both coupled and uncoupled 
wavefunctions form a complete set of orthonormal functions spanning the 
same space and, hence, one set can be written as a linear combination 
of the other,
= I ^ (3.15)
 ^ mi = - lim2 = - 12
In this case, the expansion coefficients are the Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients or, more generally, vector-addition coefficients.
In a similar way, determinantal functions can be combined to form 
coupled basis functions that are eigenfunctions of . When there are 
more than two angular momenta to be combined, Racah coefficients or 6 - j 
symbols, rather than Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, are used as the vector- 
addition coefficients. The determinantal functions used in the linear 
combination for a particular basis function will all have the same set 
of quantum numbers n^l^. They will differ in the values of their 
magnetic quantum numbers, m^ . and m^ , although these values are 
restricted in that their sum must always be M.
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The set of quantum numbers n^l^ determines the electron 
configuration. The number of coupled basis functions of a configuration 
will be the same as the number of uncoupled, product or determinantal 
functions of the configuration. Also, since J is a good quantum number, 
the number of observed levels for each value of J corresponds to the 
number of coupled eigenfunctions of J  ^with eigenvalue J. Experimentally, 
the value of J of an energy level is most easily determined using the 
Zeeman effect, since the magnetic field splits the level into 2J + 1 
states, each of which corresponds to a particular value of M.
It can be seen that both antisymmetrisation and coupling involve 
summing product wavefunctions, the former summing over permutations of 
electron coordinates and the latter functions having different values of 
the magnetic quantum numbers. These summations are independent and, 
therefore, can be carried out in either order.
SINGLE- AND M ULTI-CO NFIGU RA TIO N APPROXIMATIONS
In many cases, it is satisfactory to limit the expansion in
equation 3.10 to the basis functions of a single configuration; this
is known as the single-configuration approximation. However, for the
ions of interest in the present work, a multi-configuration approximation
is more appropriate. In this approximation, the basis set includes
functions of more than one configuration. The term configuration mixing
k
is used to indicate that the wavefunction Y depends on a mixture of 
basis functions of different configurations. The difference in the 
calculated energies when the single- and the multi-configuration 
approximations are used is said to be due to configuration interaction.
Since J is a good quantum number for an isolated atom, each total 
wavefunction can be identified with a particular value of J. It follows 
that only those basis functions with the same eigenvalue J will be 
present with non-zero coefficients in the basis function expansion, 
equation 3.10.
Similarly, the parity of an eigenfunction is well-defined. It is the 
same for all basis functions of a particular configuration. Consequently, 
mixing will only occur between configurations having the same parity. A 
wavefunction or operator is said to have even or odd parity depending on 
whether its sign remains the same or not, when the sign of its spatial 
coordinates is changed. That is, if 
= ci> (-r^,s^) ,
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the parity is even or odd for c = 1 or - 1, respectively. It can be 
:hat the p
p = ( - 1)
shown th arity of a wavefunction is given by 
Eli
COUPLING SCHEMES
In the above sections, the coupling of wavefunctions has been 
described in terms of a linear combination of uncoupled wavefunctions.
The choice of the vector-addition coefficients in the linear combinations, 
essentially, depends on the way in which the orbital and spin angular 
momenta are coupled. Of particular importance is the order in which the 
angular momenta are added together to give the total angular momentum. 
Although there are various possible orders, only four are found to 
correspond to the physical coupling conditions existing in atoms. The 
best known are the LS and j j coupling schemes.
If the spin-orbit interaction is small compared with the Coulomb 
interactions, it is appropriate to couple the orbital angular momenta 
first, since these are associated with the strongest interactions. The 
coupled functions will be eigenfunctions of L^ and , where the total 
orbital angular momentum is
L = I li-
i
Similarly, the spins can be coupled, so that the coupled functions will, 
also, be eigenfunctions of and S^. The total spin angular momentum 
is given by
^ = I Si"
i ^
Only then are the orbital and spin angular momenta coupled to give the 
total angular momentum
J = L + S ,
since the spin-orbit interaction is the weakest interaction. This 
ordering is known as the LS coupling scheme and it is found to closely 
approximate to the physical coupling conditions existing in many light 
atoms. In pure LS coupling, L,S,M^ and Mg are all good quantum numbers; 
this is in addition to the expected, good quantum numbers J and M.
The other extreme is found to occur in heavy atoms; the spin-orbit 
interaction is much stronger than the Coulomb interactions. It is, 
therefore, appropriate to couple the orbital and spin angular momenta 
of each electron,
L  = 'i " =i'
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before combining the angular momenta of different electrons. The total 
angular momenta for each electron can, then, be added to give J ,
J = Z j . 
i ^
This scheme is known as the jj coupling scheme.
Although many atoms can be satisfactorily described using one of 
the four pure coupling schemes, there are, nevertheless, many instances, 
particularly in atoms of intermediate weight, where the pure coupling 
schemes are inadequate.
In these cases, it is necessary to use a scheme known as
intermediate coupling. As, say, Z increases, L,S,M and M will no
longer be good quantum numbers and each linear combination of uncoupled 
determinantal functions, corresponding to equation 3.15, will contain 
functions characterised by different values of these quantum numbers.
In the pure LS scheme, the non-zero terms in the linear combination will 
have the same values of L, S,M and M .
For convenience, a pure coupling scheme is usually used to label
the energy levels in intermediate coupling, often the most appropriate 
LS label being used. However, it should be realised that the physical 
situation in the atom can differ markedly from that suggested by the LS 
quantum numbers. In some cases, a single label is entirely 
unsatisfactory and the level is described by a linear combination of 
the two or three most appropriate pure LS functions.
The number of electrons in any one nl group or shell is limited 
by the Pauli exclusion principle, this giving rise to the Periodic 
system of elements. Any filled or closed shell has spherical symmetry 
with eigenvalues
L = S = J = 0.
Hence, a closed shell does not contribute to the total values of 
L, S and J for the atom, this depending only on the open shells.
THE CALCULATION OF THE RADIAL FUNCTIONS
Before the basis functions can be found, it is necessary to 
calculate the radial functions P . (r.), which occur in the
spin-orbitals of equation 3.9. The Hamiltonian matrix elements,
<Y. I Hi Y / >, are sensitive to the detailed shapes of the radial functions 
b b
and, consequently, their accurate determination improves the accuracy
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k
with which the energy eigenvalues, E , can be found.
In the calculation of the radial functions, it is not necessary to 
use coupled wavefunctions. However, there is an advantage in using the 
antisymmetrised determinantal functions, rather than product 
wavefunctions. As already noted, the antisymmetrised wavefunction 
includes some degree of correlation for electrons with parallel spins 
and this results in additional terms, when the Hamiltonian matrix 
elements are evaluated. They are known as the exchange terms and, like 
the direct terms, which are present when either product or 
antisymmetrised wavefunctions are used, derive from the term in the 
Hamiltonian representing the Coulomb interaction between electrons. The 
direct terms represent the positive energy of the mutual electrostatic 
repulsion for an uncorrelated distribution of electrons. The exchange 
terms give the decrease in this energy when some allowance is made for 
the correlation of parallel spin electrons.
For each configuration, there will be a set of radial functions
 ^ (r^), one for each electron, or P^^(r), one for each nl. Ideally, 
i i
a different set should be found for each energy level of interest, since 
the electrons can be considered to be in marginally different positions 
for each quantum state. However, the use of only one set for a 
configuration is, generally, a satisfactory approximation and, in most 
cases, it is adequate to consider a single function for each nl, rather 
than for each electron.
The set of radial functions is determined by minimising the 
calculated energy of the atom, within the restrictions imposed by the 
orthonormalisation and boundary conditions.
THE C O N F IG U R A TIO N  -  AVERAGE ENERGY
The energy that is minimised is the configuration-average energy 
defined as
E = Z<i|; lHji|> >
av b b ' ' b
number of basis functions
E < b H b> 
b ‘
number of basis functions
where the summation is over all basis functions of the configuration.
Since the trace of a matrix is invariant under orthogonal transformations, 
this including the transformation which diagonalises the Hamiltonian
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matrix, it can be seen that the configuration-average energy is just
= I
number of states 
the summation being over all eigenstates of the configuration.
Effectively, the average is over sets of one-electron magnetic 
quantum numbers and it corresponds, therefore, to taking a spherically 
symmetrised average over the angular distribution of the electrons in 
the atom. Hence, it is consistent with the use of the central-field
model to overcome the difficulties arising from the electron-electron
interactions, since the central-field model also assumes spherical 
symmetry.
The Hamiltonian for a multi-electron atom must include additional 
terms to account for the interactions between electrons. A suitable 
Hamiltonian, in atomic units, is
H = H, . + H , + H , , + H .kin elec-nucl elec-elec spin-orbit
= - IVi' - IT + I I f- + I qCi) ('i- (3.16)
i 1 1 i>j ij i
The factor ^.(r.)in the spin-orbit terms is often taken to be
The mass-velocity and Darwin terms have been omitted in this, 
essentially, non-relativistic Hamiltonian. In most cases, the effect of 
these terms is small compared with that of the spin-orbit terms. They 
result in a shift in the energy of groups of levels, rather than a 
change in the relative positions of all the levels within a configuration 
as do the spin-orbit terms. The groups of levels, in fact, form the 
atomic terms, each defined by particular values of L and S. Although 
the spin-orbit terms are, strictly, relativistic terms, they are 
essential in any treatment of multi-electron atoms.
Once the Hamiltonian has been chosen, the configuration-average
energy can be calculated. The spin-orbit terms are found to cancel and
the use of antisymmetrised basis functions, together with the Hamiltonian
defined in equation 3.16, leads to a configuration-average energy
2Z I . r r . . . I 2 I . . ,2
"av
<ij|— |ij> are the direct, electron-electron terms and <ijl— |ji> 
^12 1^2
in which the indices in the ket vector are interchanged, the exchange 
terms. Each term in this equation can be written as a radial integral
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involving the functions  ^ (r .) and their complex conjugates. In the case
i i
of the direct and exchange terms, these radial integrals are the Slater 
k k
integrals, F and G , and it follows that the electron-electron energies 
can be written as a linear combination of Slater integrals.
THE H A R T R E E - F O C K  EQUATIONS
The functions P  ^ (r.) are calculated for stationary 
i i
values of E that is 5E vanishes for small variations in av, av
P (r.). The restrictions on P (r.) imposed by the 
"i i  ^ ”i i 1
orthonormalisation and boundary conditions are included using the method
of Lagrangian multipliers. This leads to a set of coupled
integro-differential equations which are known as the Hartree-Fock
equations.
When the radial functions are taken to be the same for a particular
nl group, that is there is a set of functions P^^(r) for each
configuration, the equations are referred to as the restricted
Hartree-Fock equations. The less usual, unrestricted Hartree-Fock
equations have a different radial function, P  ^ (r.), for each electron,
i i
Both the unrestricted and restricted Hartree-Fock equations are coupled,
in that all the radial functions, either P (r.) or P _(r),
n .1. 1 nl
1 1
respectively, occur in each of the equations.
The Hartree-Fock equations can be solved by an iterative process, 
in which trial input functions are used for the radial functions and, 
then, the radial functions are calculated. The process is repeated 
until the input and calculated functions are the same to within the 
required tolerance. The functions are, then, said to be self-consistent 
and the procedure is known as the self-consistent field method.
The solution of the full Hartree-Fock equations is both involved 
and time-consuming and a number of simpler treatments have been 
developed in order to calculate approximate radial functions. These 
treatments usually involve the use of a set of homogeneous differential
equations of the form
[ - è  • P^(r) = . (3.17)
V.(r)is a potential energy function and a Lagrangian multiplier. 
This equation is similar to the hydrogenic radial equation 3.6.
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The main difference between the various approximate methods is the 
functional dependence of the potential energy. If V\(r) depends on the 
radial function P.(r), the equations are coupled and a self-consistent 
field,iterative procedure is required. However, the iteration generally 
converges more rapidly, than if the Hartree-Fock equations are solved.
In addition, problems, such as the occurrence of singularities, can be 
avoided by the use of the homogeneous equations.
The Thomas-Fermi and Thomas-Fermi-Dirac potentials are examples of 
potentials that do not depend on the radial functions of the other 
electrons. Their use' results in a set of uncoupled equations. The 
calculations are relatively simple, but give a poorer accuracy than the 
self-consistent field methods. Examples of the latter are the Hartree, 
the Hartree-Fock-Slater and the Hartree-plus-statistical-exchange (HX) 
methods. Each uses a different expression for the potential function, 
the Hartree method being the simplest and the HX method the most 
sophisticated.
R E L A T IV IS T IC  AND CORRELATION CORRECTIONS
As for the one-electron atom, the full relativistic treatment is 
very much more complicated than the non-relativistic treatment, leading 
to the Dirac-Fock and Dirac-Hartree-Fock equations instead of the 
Hartree-Fock equations. Again, it is necessary to compute about four 
times the number of radial functions as in the non-relativistic case. 
Consequently, it is preferable to apply relativistic corrections within 
the framework of the non-relativistic formalism.
The corrections can be applied in two ways; these correspond to the 
treatments already described for the one-electron atom. Firstly, the 
eigenvalue energies can be adjusted using perturbation techniques. The 
second method involves taking an approximation to the Dirac-Hartree-Fock 
equations, this leading to additional terms being included in the 
differential equations for P\(r^). The latter can be either the full, 
non-homogeneous Hartree-Fock equations or the simpler homogeneous 
equations for the approximate radial functions. The resulting radial 
functions are, then,used throughout the remainder of the calculations.
If the homogeneous equations, corresponding to equation 3.17, are being 
used, it is again necessary to choose an appropriate potential function. 
Normally, if relativistic corrections are applied, one of the more 
sophisticated potential functions requiring a self-consistent field method
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will be used.
The methods so far described only partially allow for the spatial 
correlation between electrons. As a consequence, the calculated 
binding energies are found to be too small, that is not sufficiently 
negative, when compared with experiment. A correlation correction is 
sometimes used to adjust the configuration-average energy. However, 
when correlation effects are particularly important, as is the case for 
highly ionised atoms, an entirely different method may be preferred,
THE DE TER M INA TIO N OF THE E IGENFUNCTIONS AND  
EIGENVALUES
Once the radial functions have been calculated, the determinantal 
functions and the configuration-average energy can be found. It remains 
to calculate the energy level splittings about the configuration-average 
or "centre-of-gravity” energy. After suitable basis functions have been 
chosen, the Hamiltonian matrix elements must be determined and the 
matrix diagonalised, so as to obtain the eigenfunctions and the energy 
eigenvalues of each quantum state. The eigenvalues for a multi-electron 
atom will depend on both n and 1. The 1-independence of the energy of 
the non-relativistic one-electron atom is purely a feature of the 
Coulomb field.
In this final stage of the calculation, it is desirable to use 
coupled basis functions, since their higher symmetry can lead to 
simplifications. If uncoupled functions are used, the elements of the 
matrix to be diagonalised will be formed from basis functions 
corresponding to particular values of M, the uncoupled functions being 
eigenfunctions of It is found sufficient to diagonalise the matrix
whose elements correspond to M = 0, since diagonalisation of the matrices 
corresponding to other values of M only repeats the calculation for some 
of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions already found.
If coupled functions are used, the matrix corresponding to M = 0 
can be subdivided into matrices characteristic of each value of J and 
the smaller matrices diagonalised separately. This is because the 
coupled functions are eigenfunctions of both J^ and J^. In complex 
atoms, this can lead to a significant reduction in the computation 
necessary. Furthermore, it is immediately obvious which eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues correspond to each value of J.
If the coupled functions have been constructed using the coupling
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scheme that corresponds closely to the coupling conditions within the 
atom, a single pure basis function will dominate the linear expansion 
for each eigenfunction. This will both simplify the calculation and 
allow each eigenvalue to be immediately labelled with its proper quantum 
numbers.
For an atom in a magnetic field, M is the only good quantum number 
and the symmetry advantage of the coupled basis functions is lost. 
Nevertheless, in weak fields, each state can still, sensibly, be labelled 
with a value of J, this being appropriate to a lesser or greater extent 
depending on the magnitude of the field.
RADIAT IVE TRANSIT IONS
In addition to giving the eigenfunctions and energies of the 
quantum states of interest, the computer codes performing the ah initio 
atomic structure calculations, also, calculate the energies and 
wavelengths of the allowed and forbidden,radiative transitions between 
the quantum states. Furthermore, most codes calculate transition 
probabilities. This is because it is important to have an estimate of 
the spectral line intensities, when making line identifications, and, in 
dense plasmas, the relative line intensities correspond approximately to 
the transition probabilities. Once the eigenfunctions and energies of 
the initial and final states of a transition have been determined, the 
transition probability can be found comparatively easily.
Usually, it is the transition probability of spontaneous radiative
decay, alternatively known as the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous
emission, A^j, which is calculated by the codes. In this chapter, it is
convenient to differentiate between atomic levels and states in defining
A.., each level, which, for example, in LS coupling is fully determined 
2S+1
by the label Lj, splitting into 2J+1 states when the atom is placed
in a magnetic field. Aj^ j will be defined as the total probability per
unit time of an atom in an excited state, i, making a transition to any
state within a lower level, j .
^ij ■
a^jf is the transition probability of an atom undergoing a transition 
from the excited state i to a particular state j' within the level j .
The Einstein coefficients of absorption, Bj^, and stimulated 
emission, B^j, are easily calculated from A^j using the relationships
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A^j = 8irhc = 4 . 99258 xio"^^ j ^ec"^ (3.18)
and
^i^ij = :j Bji'
where g is the statistical weight of the level, given by 2J+1. Similarly,
the weighted oscillator strength, gf, can be found from
giAii = — — -— —  gf = 0.667025 0  ^gf sec  ^.J me
In both this equation and equation 3.18, the wavenumber, o, is measured 
in cm  ^ or kaysers. The absorption oscillator strength, fj^, and the 
emission oscillator strength, f^j, follow from gf,
= Sjfji = -
For electric dipole transitions,
— —  J I <Y JmI  ^I y ' > 1 ^  , (3.19)
where  ^^  ^ is the q th spatial component of the classical electric 
dipole moment of the atom measured in units of -e a o. Y^  and y are any 
additional quantum numbers required to completely define the initial and 
final states, respectively. The electric dipole moment operator is 
given by the relation
Pg'"' = .
(k)
C is the renormalised spherical harmonic,
Cq^k)(g,4,) 5 Ykq(6,4.).
This form of the electric dipole matrix element, <y JM j E r (i){y  ^J m S , 
is known as the length form. There are two alternative forms,
( F ^ )
and
(^71^)2 <YJM |(ZViV)|Y'j'M'>,
where V is the central field potential and and E are the initial and
final state energies, respectively. The alternative forms are the
velocity and acceleration forms. The length form is the simplest to
calculate and, consequently, is most often used.
The transition probability can also be written in terms of the line
strength, S,
. _ 64 ÏÏ** e^ ao ^  g.
ij 3h (2 J'+ 1)
this being independent of the magnetic quantum numbers.
Once the eigenfunctions and energies of the initial and final states
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are calculated, the appropriate matrix elements can be found and, 
consequently, the transition probabilities. The selection rules follow 
from the conditions required for non-zero matrix elements ; they are 
A J = 0 , ± 1
and
AM = 0 , ± 1, 
with the exception that 
J = j' F 0 .
The electric dipole operator does not depend on S and, hence, in the LS 
coupling scheme,
A S = 0.
It follows that
A L = 0,±1, 
again,with the exception that 
L = L'z 0.
It should be noted that the electric dipole operator has odd parity and, 
hence, electric dipole transitions only occur if the initial and final 
states have opposite parity.
The expression for the transition probabilities of magnetic dipole 
radiative transitions can be obtained by replacing the electric dipole 
moment operator in equation 3.19, - e a^ , with the magnetic dipole
moment operator
M l ,
= - Po N  ( gg - l) s .
gg, £2, is the anomalous gyromagnetic ratio for the electron spin and 
the Bohr magneton.
eh- a
Hence,
The corresponding equation for electric quadrupole radiation is
V I . .wlv. (2)
647T®e^an‘*o^
aE2 15 h II<Y JM |Pq(
( 2 )
where Pg is the q th component of the electric quadrupole operator.
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and has units of -ea^^. Both the magnetic dipole and electric 
quadrupole operators have even parity and, consequently, these 
transitions only occur between states of the same parity. The selection 
rules for magnetic dipole transitions are the same as for electric dipole 
transitions. Electric quadrupole transitions have the selection rules 
A J  = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2  ; J + j'>2
and
A M  = 0, ± 1, ± 2.
Again, the operator does not involve S and so, in the LS coupling scheme,
A S = 0 
and, therefore,
A L  = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2  ; L + L'>2.
THE COMPUTER CODES
Three different computer codes will be referred to in later chapters. 
The first is the Multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) code of 
Froese Fischer (1969,1972). This code solves the Hartree-Fock equations 
in the multi-configuration approximation. This is done repetitively, 
between solving an equation corresponding to equation 3.10 for the 
expansion coefficients y^ . Both solutions are obtained for stationary 
values of the total energy of the atom. In order to reduce the time 
taken for the computation, the option of using a "frozen core" 
approximation is available. In this approximation, the results of a 
previous calculation for the core electrons can be used without variation 
The chief limitation of this code, particularly for the present work, is 
that no relativistic corrections are included.
The HXR code, developed by Cowan (Cowan 1968, Cowan and Griffin 
1976), uses the homogeneous equations of the type given in equation 3.17 
rather than the complete integro-differential Hartree-Fock equations.
The potential function used is that given by the Hartree-plus- 
stat ist ical-exchange method, in which the exchange term of the potential 
is represented by a term derived from the statistical properties of a 
free-electron gas. The code uses the multi-configuration approximation 
and allowance is made for relativistic effects by including the 
mass-velocity and Darwin terms in the radial equations. This approach 
can give results which are in good agreement with those obtained using 
the full Dirac-Hartree-Fock equations.
The published results from a third code, the Superstructure code
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(Eissner et at. 1974), are used and it is of interest to see how this 
differs from the M C H F  and H X R  codes. The Superstructure code can use 
either radial functions supplied by the user, for example, output from 
the M C H F  code, or it can calculate approximate radial functions by 
solving the homogeneous differential equations, equation 3.17, with a 
scaled Thomas-Fermi-Dirac potential. The calculated energies are 
corrected for relativistic effects by using perturbation theory. Again, 
the multi-configuration approximation is used. The output of the code 
is in a form which allows it to be readily used as input to further 
codes from which collisional data are obtained
All three codes give results in the intermediate coupling scheme. 
This is important for the ions to be considered. For example, the 
difference of using pure LS coupling rather than intermediate coupling 
for transition probabilities in the Be I sequence is illustrated by 
Victorov and Safronova (1977) .
1/Z PERTURBATION THEORY
The last reference gives results obtained from a method very 
different from the Hartree-Fock methods already described. This is the 
1/Z perturbation expansion theory; it is most useful for highly ionised 
atoms. Published results of this theory, calculated by Safronova, are 
used in a comparison given in chapter 7 and, since they are found to be 
of particular interest, a brief description of the theory will be given.
The essence of the central-field model is that each electron moves 
independently of the other electrons in a spherically-averaged 
approximation to their field and that of the nucleus. Its use avoids 
the explicit occurrence of the interelectronic distance in the 
wavefunction, which presents an insurmountable calculâtional problem for 
large N. The weakness of this approximation is that it ignores 
correlation effects, that is that the wavefunction should vanish as two 
electrons approach one another. The 1/g perturbation expansion method 
does not rely on the central-field model, consequently, allowing a 
better treatment of correlation effects.
In describing the theory, it is convenient to introduce the variable 
p = Z r . This, effectively, changes the unit of length. In terms of 
this new variable the non-relativistic Hamiltonian can be written as
H = (Hj + §1),
where
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“o = - I - I f
and
i Pi
i > j Pij
The Schrodinger equation becomes
(Hg + fM  = 7 2  ^
and the wavefunction and energy can be expanded in terms of i/z, 
1 , 1
i ’*'1 Ï
and
E = Z (Eq 4- — .
The corresponding expression used by Safronova is
E = Z^Ep + ZEi + E 2 + I  + ~  (z'^e/ + Z^ E^^) + .....  (3.20)
It can be seen that the first four terms of the expansion represent the 
non-relativistic part of the energy. The terms in Z^ and t} refer to 
the relativistic effects that shift the energies of the atomic terms 
rather than individual levels, such as the effects associated with the 
mass-velocity and Darwin terms. Additional terms to those given in 
equation 3.20 are used to determine the fine-structure splitting within 
the atomic terms caused by the spin-orbit interaction.
Clearly,
^0^0 “ ^0^0
and, hence, \p^ will be a linear combination of products of hydrogenic 
spin-orbitals. Similarly,
E, = - I A  - (3 21)
From perturbation theory or, as in the case of Safronova, using a
Feynman diagram technique (Safronova 1975), the other terms in the 
expansions for the wavefunction and energy can be determined.
There are two points of particular interest concerning this method. 
One is that the first-order terms include some configuration interaction. 
If the functions [y JM > represent coupled basis functions formed from 
hydrogenic spin-orbitals in such a way that they are eigenfunctions of 
Hq, then, from the dependence of the eigenvalue Eg given in equation 
3.21, all |yJM> of configurations having the same set of principal 
quantum numbers will be degenerate. First-order perturbation theory for 
degenerate states requires to be a linear combination of all 
degenerate |yJM>, the coefficients in the expansion being < y'jWj Hi [ y J M >
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If the basis functions < y'j'w'} and |y JM> belong to different 
configurations, then, automatically, the interaction between these 
configurations is included. Since there is no interaction between 
configurations of opposite parities, the matrix elements giving the 
expansion coefficients will vanish in this case. Therefore, 
configuration interaction is included between all configurations of the 
same parity and having the same set of principal quantum numbers. It is 
found that the eigenvalues E^ are obtained by diagonalising the matrix 
formed from the expansion coefficients.
A second point of interest is that it is possible to use an 
approximate wavefunction correct to the first-order, \p^ but,
nevertheless, obtain energies correct to the third order. This is a 
result of the third-order energy correction being determined from the 
first-order correction to the wavefunction,
> .
In highly ionised atoms the series are found to converge rapidly, 
for example. Eg often being smaller than the relativistic corrections. 
Consequently, this approach is particularly suitable for these atoms, it 
only being necessary to calculate first-order corrections to the 
wavefunction. It is clear that these first-order corrections, together 
with the higher order corrections if determined, are related to the 
electron-electron interaction term of the Hamiltonian, H^, and are, 
therefore, important in giving a good representation of the electron 
correlation effects.
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C H A P T E R  4 
T H E  L A S E R  S Y S T E M
The performance and characteristics of the neodymium laser system 
are crucial to the present experiments. Its output is focused onto 
metallic targets, thereby creating the high temperature plasmas used as a 
spectroscopic source. Clearly, its characteristics and behaviour will 
determine which spectroscopic studies can be undertaken. The various 
features of the system are, therefore, described in the present chapter.
The laser system is a neodymium glass system; a schematic diagram 
is shown in figure 4.1. It uses a reliable, Q-switched oscillator to 
provide single transverse mode pulses of about 40nsec duration. To 
obtain high powers, it is necessary to use much shorter pulses. 
Consequently, an optical shutter allows a pulse of a few nanoseconds to 
be clipped from the Q-switched pulse. After amplification and spatial 
filtering, the latter to remove unwanted, high frequency components from 
the beam, the pulse is injected into a chain of five amplifiers. The 
output from the final amplifier is, typically, 50 GW. Optical isolators 
are used to prevent damage to the optical components through excessive 
amplification of the radiation back-reflected from the laser produced 
plasma.
In comparison with the largest of today's laser systems, the Culham 
laser system has a fairly modest output power. Although this limits the 
highest plasma temperatures that can be achieved, it does have an 
advantage in that the system can have a very fast repetition rate with 
as short a time as 5 min between shots. This allows extensive and 
systematic experiments to be carried out on a realistic time scale. A 
further advantage of the system, which facilitates such experiments, is 
the good reproducibility of the output. This is due to two factors, the 
use of an electronically switched oscillator and the highly saturated 
gain of the first amplifier making its output much more strongly 
dependent on the pump power than the laser input energy.
LASER ACTI ON AND THE A C TI V E  MATERI AL
Laser action involves the stimulated emission of radiation; atoms 
or ions in an excited quantum state, i, undergo a transition to a lower 
state, j, by interacting with photons of frequency with the emission
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of light of the same frequency. The stimulated radiation exhibits the 
same directional and polarisation characteristics as the incident 
radiation. The power radiated per unit volume, including that emitted 
by spontaneous emission is
p(v..) = h v . j N . A . .  . (N.-N.)B,,n(V..)
where N is the state population density, n the energy density of the 
incident radiation and A and B are the Einstein coefficients of 
spontaneous and stimulated emission, respectively, h is Planck's constant,
It follows that, for laser action to occur, a population inversion 
must be created between the levels i and j. The lasing will continue 
for as long as this inversion can be maintained. Hence, in addition to 
there being a suitable transition in an active material, its energy 
levels and properties must allow a significant population to be 
introduced into the upper level of the transition and the lifetime of 
this level must be long enough to avoid immediate depopulation by 
spontaneous emission.
The neodymium laser is an example of a four-level laser system.
This is illustrated in figure 4.2. In a four-level system, the 
population inversion is achieved between the middle two levels. Pumping
Pumping level
Upper level of 
laser transition, i
Lower level of 
laser transition, j
Ground level
Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of four-level laser system
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of the active material excites the atoms or ions from the ground level 
to the highest level. A fast relaxation occurs, usually by a non- 
radiative transition, to the upper level of the lasing transition, which 
is a metastable level. A population inversion can be easily achieved, 
since the lower level of the lasing transition, normally, has a very 
small equilibrium population. A fast relaxation from the lower level 
to the ground level is desirable, so as to avoid any build-up of 
population in the lower level. This relaxation is, again, by a 
non-radiative transition.
The active material of the neodymium laser is a glass or crystal 
doped with Nd^ ions. This ion has 57 electrons and an electronic 
structure in which an incomplete 4 f shell, containing only 3 electrons, 
lies within a closed 5s^5p^, xenon shell. As is found for many of the 
rare earths, this electronic structure results in a number of sharp 
fluorescent transitions throughout the visible and near-infrared spectral 
regions. These transitions are all between levels within the 4 f^ 
configuration. They are either magnetic dipole transitions or, in the 
majority of cases, are found to be electric dipole transitions. The 
latter are due to the mixing of the 4f^5d levels with those within the 
4 f^ configuration, which occurs because of the interaction of the Nd^^ 
ions with the lattice field. The transition probabilities are small, 
with values, typically, of 10^ to 10^ sec ^; the upper levels, therefore, 
fulfil the condition of being comparatively long-lived.
The 4 f^ configuration contains numerous terms, only some of which
3are illustrated in the level diagram for the Nd ion shown in figure
4.3. In addition to the terms being split into levels, each having a 
particular J, a further complication arises in that there is a Stark 
splitting of the levels due to the lattice field. The lattice field, 
also,gives rise to shifts and broadening of the levels. In a crystal, 
the number of states into which the levels are split depends on the 
crystal symmetry. As is illustrated in figure 4.3, it is usually found 
that the lower the symmetry, the greater the number of states.
In a glass, the active ions do not occupy well-defined lattice 
positions, with the result that the ions see differing lattice fields.
The main effect is to broaden the Stark-split levels, in some cases, to 
the extent that they overlap and, as a consequence, the fluorescent line 
widths are considerably larger than when the host material is crystalline. 
In glasses the line width can be up to 300#, as compared with, for example.
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Figure 4.3 The energy levels of ions, together with the
splittings of some of the levels in three types of crystal 
field and the corresponding absorption (top) and emission 
spectra (bottom) of Nd^ ions in glass. After Patek (1970).
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15 ^ for Nd^ ions in calcium tungstate.
It should be emphasised that,despite the Stark effects just 
described, the lattice only has a comparatively small effect on the term
3scheme of the Nd ion. The Stark splittings are of the order of 
100cm  ^ compared with level intervals of, typically, 1000cm  ^ and it is 
found that the fluorescent lines are reasonably sharp, even when the 
host material is a glass. The comparatively small effect of the lattice 
field is due to the small spatial extent of the 4f wave function, rather 
than to any shielding effect of the surrounding 5s and 5 p electrons.
However, the Nd^ ions are much more sensitive to the differing 
lattice fields with regard to the extent of the level mixing. This 
mixing strongly affects the transition probabilities of transitions 
within the 4 f^ configuration.
The three strongest fluorescent transitions in the Nd^^ ion are the
4 f ^ (^I 9 , 13 , 13 - **Fs) transitions. They occur at wavelengths of 0.88,
2 2 2 2
1.06 and 1.35 ym, respectively. The transition usually used in neodymium
lasers is that at 1.06 ym; it is between the lowest 1 n and **Fs levels
2 2
and is an electric dipole transition. In the Culham laser system, 
Owens-Illinois, ED-2, neodymium-doped glass is used throughout. The host 
material is lithium aluminium silicate and the peak wavelength of the 
transition in this glass is 1.0623 ym. The fluorescence line width is
about 260 ^ , FWHM, and the lifetime of the metastable, 4f^**Fs level is
2
300 y sec.
The absorption spectrum of neodymium-doped glass is shown in figure
34.4. As would be expected from the level diagram of the Nd ion, there 
are a number of absorption bands due to this ion throughout the visible 
spectrum. The rise in the background absorption below a wavelength of 
4000 ^ is due to the glass. The 4f^ - 4f^5d absorption bands are,also, 
found in the UV spectral region. It is clear from figure 4.4, that a
3visible light source will provide the best means of pumping the Nd
ions. Too much UV radiation is undesirable, since it will result mainly
in the heating of the glass, rather than the pumping of the Nd ions.
Xenon flashtubes are used, since these have a continuum emission spectrum
throughout the visible, the emission falling off as the UV spectral
region is approached.
Once excited the neodymium ions decay by generation of heat, to the
4f^**F3 level. The lower level of the lasing transition, the 4f^^In 
2 2
level has a small equilibrium population and the ions undergo a further
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non-radiative transition from this level to the ground level.
2
The properties of neodymium-doped glasses and crystals are dealt 
with in a number of references, such as Brown (1981), Patek (1970) and 
Smith and Sorokin (1966).
THE OSCILLATOR
The oscillator used in the majority of the experiments was a simple 
Q-switched device. As is shown in figure 4.1, it consists of a Pockels 
cell, a polariser, a glass laser rod and a pinhole aperture. The cavity 
is completed by a concave mirror and a plane output mirror.
The Q-switching is achieved by stressing the Pockels cell with its 
quarter-wave voltage. This is the voltage required to rotate the plane 
of polarisation through 45°. With this voltage, the Pockels cell and 
the polariser, which form an optical shutter, block the passage of 
radiation in the cavity, since the Pockels cell is double-passed. A 
population inversion builds up in the laser rod and when the inversion 
reaches a maximum, a point determined experimentally from the 
fluorescence, the shutter is opened. Spontaneous noise is amplified on 
successive passes of the cavity to form a giant, Q-switched pulse. The 
output mirror is partially reflecting, so that part of this pulse is 
emitted from the oscillator.
An Electro Optic Developments Pockels cell, having a deuterated 
potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KD*P) crystal, was used. The quarter 
wave voltage for this crystal is about 4 kV and the Pockels cell is 
switched electronically. The polariser consists of a stack of 8 glass 
plates positioned at the Brewster angle. It is orientated so that the 
laser radiation has a vertical polarisation in the oscillator. The 
optical alignment of the oscillator is greatly facilitated by the 
arrangement of the plates in the polariser; half of the plates are 
positioned so as to compensate for the deviation of the laser beam by 
the other plates.
The ED - 2 laser glass used in the oscillator is doped with 3% of
3Nd ions. Its dimensions are 9.5mm diameter by 180 mm long. The end 
faces of the laser rod are cut so that their normal is at an angle of 4° 
to the rod's axis. This avoids parasitic oscillations between the rod 
ends, which would quench the population inversion. A helical,xenon 
flashtube is used to pump the laser rod. It is parallel triggered 
and is driven by a 450 usec positive current pulse, which has a roughly
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square profile. The efficiency with which the flashtube energy is 
coupled into the laser rod is increased by wrapping the flashtube in 
polished aluminium sheet. The flashtube and rod are enclosed in an 
aluminium alloy chamber, through which chilled, distilled water, 
employed as a coolant, is continuously passed.
The fluorescent lifetime of ED -2 glass and the neodymium ion 
concentration are important factors in determining the gain of the laser 
rod. This, in turn, together with parameters such as the cavity length, 
control the duration of the Q-switched pulse. This was found to be, 
typically, 40-50 nsec for the Culham oscillator.
In order to minimise damage in the amplifier chain, the oscillator 
pulse should have a smooth spatial profile. This is most easily assured 
by the use of a pinhole, which restricts the modes supported by the 
cavity, allowing the transverse electromagnetic 00 (TEMoo) mode to 
dominate. Providing the oscillator is operated in a stable configuration 
and the mirrors are large in comparison with the beam diameter, this 
mode has a Gaussian profile. This profile is particularly suitable, 
since it remains the same shape when the beam propagates in free space.
A consequence is that the beam retains its smoothness as it propagates 
along the amplifier chain longer than would otherwise be the case. The 
optimum diameter of the pinhole was determined experimentally to be about 
2 m m .
The concave mirror has a radius of curvature of 5m and is 100% 
reflecting. The reflectivity of the plane output mirror is 50%. The 
stability of the cavity can be determined given that it is 70cm in 
length. A resonator is stable providing Ogg^g^il, where g = 1 - 
I is the cavity length and R the radius of curvature of the mirror. In 
this case, g^gg = 0.86. The beam diameter at the curved mirror is 7.8mm 
and, at the output mirror, its size is similar to that of the pinhole 
aperture, 2 mm in diameter. Clearly, the beam diameter is small compared 
with the mirrors, which are 25mm in diameter. The laser rod is more 
restrictive, but since it is adjacent to the pinhole, the beam passing 
through the rod is small and the beam profile is expected to approximate 
closely to a Gaussian.
Knowledge of the beam diameter at the mirrors allows the Fresnel 
number of the cavity to be determined. The Fresnel number of a plane- 
parallel resonator indicates the number of Fresnel zones contained by 
the beam on one mirror as seen from the other mirror. In the present
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case, it is more appropriate to determine the number of zones on the 
curved mirror as seen from the beam waist which lies near the pinhole. 
This gives an inverse measure of the diffraction losses from the cavity
a2
and is calculated from the formulea y y , where a is the beam radius at
the curved mirror and X the laser wavelength. I is the distance of the
beam waist from the curved mirror, approximately the cavity length. The 
present cavity has a Fresnel number of about 20.
An important feature of the oscillator is the reproducibility of
its output. This is thought due, mainly, to the use of a Pockels cell 
to Q-switch the cavity. It contrasts with systems using dyes, in which 
a shot-to-shot fluctuation is expected and whose performance depends 
critically on the age of the dye. In the Culham system, the shot-to-shot 
variation was generally smaller than could be measured with an Instrument 
Technology Ltd., vacuum photodiode and Tektronix, 519 oscilloscope. 
Although the oscilloscope trace, shown in figure 4.1, appears smooth and 
approximately Gaussian in shape, it is not thought that it is of a 
single temporal mode. Rather there are so many temporal modes present 
that their superposition appears smooth. The energy in the Q-switched 
pulse is, typically, expected to be of the order of 10mJ.
For the initial experiments, a pulse transmission mode (PTM) 
oscillator was employed. In the arrangement used, the output mirror is 
replaced by a Glan-Thompson prism and cavity-dumping Pockels cell. An 
80% reflecting mirror bleeds a small proportion of the Q-switched pulse 
into a spark gap. This triggers as the Q-switched pulse reaches its 
maximum and results in the cavity-dumping Pockels cell being stressed 
with a quarter-wave voltage. Consequently, all the laser energy in the 
cavity is rejected by the Glan-Thompson prism, forming a pulse of 
duration equal to the transit time of the cavity,about 8 nsec. This 
configuration has the advantage of giving a particularly intense pulse, 
with a negligible pre-pulse. Eventually, it was found to be too critical 
and unreliable to be used in conjunction with a system as complex as the 
Culham system and was replaced by the simpler Q-switched oscillator.
It is possible that the unreliability of the PTM oscillator was due to 
a build-up of small-scale damage in several of the components.
Details about the theory relating to oscillators are given in 
standard textbooks, such as Pâtek (1964), Siegman (1971) and Svelto 
(1982). Allen (1969), in addition to giving a brief introduction to the 
subject, reprints some of the early publications on lasers.
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THE PULSE CLIPPING OPTICAL SHUTTER
The duration of the Q-switched pulse is considerably longer than 
can be amplified to the laser powers required to generate high 
temperature plasmas. Consequently, an optical shutter is used to clip 
short pulses from the Q-switched pulse. The shutter consists of two 
dielectric-coated polarisera and a Pockels cell. The first polariser is 
used to reinforce the polarisation of the beam from the oscillator. The 
second polariser, which is crossed with the first, transmits a pulse 
when the Pockels cell is stressed.
Initially, it was thought that the highest temperature plasmas 
would be achieved from the highest laser powers and, consequently, that 
the shortest pulse duration was required. In fact, the shortest pulse 
was obtained using the PTM oscillator. The PTM pulse was found to 
have a fast fall time and it was possible to obtain a pulse of duration, 
typically, 1.2 to 1.5 nsec, by switching at its tail-end.
The switching was accomplished using a Blumlein circuit, which is 
pulsed by a laser-triggered spark gap positioned adjacent to the Pockels 
cell. This allows the coaxial cable forming the circuit to be very 
short. The circuit is shown in figure 4.5. One end of the cable is 
attached to the terminals of the spark gap, the other is open-circuited. 
The Pockels cell is connected to the outer conductor at the centre of 
the cable and a resistor of twice the cable’s impedance is connected in 
parallel with the cell.
Electrically, the Pockels cell behaves as a very small capacitance, 
5pF, and its effect can be neglected. The voltage on the spark gap is
the same as that required to switch the Pockels cell and this charges
the central conductor of the cable. Half the energy in the laser pulse
is used to trigger the spark gap. The plasma formed in the gap,
effectively, short-circuits the cable end and a pulse corresponding to 
the cable discharging is transmitted along the cable. When this voltage 
pulse reaches the Pockels cell, half is reflected by the resistor and 
half transmitted. This has the result of stressing the Pockels cell 
for the time that the pulses take to travel to the cable ends and back. 
The phase change on reflection at the short circuit ensures that the 
returning pulses cancel the voltage across the Pockels cell. The 
nominal capacitance of the cable used, UR67 cable, is lOOpFm  ^ and the 
inductance 0.25pHm ^. This means that the impedance is 50 and the 
transmission velocity 0.2 m nsec ^.
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Figure 4.5. Electrical circuits used in switching the pulse clipping 
Pockels cell. a) Blumlein circuit, b) Series circuit, c) Circuit 
used with impedance-matched Pockels cell .
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The arrangement shown in figure 4.1 is suitable for use with the 
Q-switched oscillator. The oscillator's output is less intense than the 
PTM oscillator pulse and, consequently, it is necessary to clip near to 
the pulse centre in order to obtain the maximum intensity. In this case, 
the whole oscillator pulse is used to trigger the spark gap, after being 
reflected from the second polariser. The distance of the spark gap from 
the Pockels cell makes it necessary to use a series pulsing circuit, 
rather than the Blumlein circuit, since, for a Insec pulse, each half of 
the Blumlein circuit should only be 10 cm long. In the series circuit, 
which is illustrated in figure 4.5, UR67, coaxial cable is again used, 
there being a long and a short length of cable. The long cable is 
terminated in a resistor of equal value to the impedance of the cable 
and the Pockels cell is placed in parallel with the resistor. The cable 
length determines the delay of the voltage pulse in arriving at the 
Pockels cell. The short cable is open-circuited; the optical pulse 
length is determined by twice the transit time of this cable. The other 
ends of the cables are connected in series across the spark gap. In 
this circuit, twice the half-wave voltage used to stress the Pockels 
cell is connected across the spark gap, the centre conductor of the 
short cable being charged. The voltage and terminating resistor should 
be varied until the maximum switched intensity is achieved with the 
minimum of after-pulse.
With this switching system, the shortest pulse duration was found to 
be about 1.5 nsec. Shortening the open-circuited cable leads to a loss 
of intensity, rather than a reduction in the pulse duration. A different 
laser-triggered spark gap and various other circuits, including a 
full-wave switching circuit (Morgan and Peacock 1971), were tried, but 
no way was found of significantly reducing the pulse length in a 
reliable system. The area enclosed by any circuit loop is important in 
determining the rise time of the voltage pulse. In all the circuits 
tested, it was essential to use the minimum possible area, in order to 
obtain the fastest rise time and, hence,the shortest pulse.
In the circuits described above, a standard Electro Optic 
Developments Pockels cell was used. This has a 1 2 m m  diameter aperture 
and a KD*P crystal. The half-wave voltage is about llkV, which is 
higher than the calculated value, because of various losses.
The most satisfactory and versatile switching system incorporated a 
new design of Pockels cell, the impedance-matched Pockels cell. This
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cell has four high-voltage BNC terminals, in contrast to the two screw 
terminals of the earlier models. It is designed so that a voltage pulse 
can be input to one electrode and, then, travel via a delay cable to the 
other electrode. The crystal is stressed for the length of time that it 
takes the pulse to pass along the delay cable. The pulse is dumped into 
a long cable, which is terminated with an RC combination of a relatively 
long characteristic time. The circuit is illustrated in figure 4.5.
The design is such that the voltage pulse sees an impedance close to 
50Q as it passes through the Pockels cell; reflections are, therefore, 
minimised. UR43 coaxial cable is used in the circuit. This cable has 
a smaller diameter than the UR67 cable, only 5mm as compared with 
10.3mm. However, the electrical characteristics given above for the 
UR67 cable are the same for both cables. A voltage of 9.5 kV, 
the half-wave voltage of the KD*P crystal, is placed on the spark gap.
This last switching system did allow marginally shorter pulses to 
be obtained. However, its main advantage was to allow the optical pulse 
length to be easily varied. This enabled experiments to be readily 
carried out, in which the effect on the plasma temperature of different 
laser pulse durations was investigated. It was found that the shortest 
laser pulse duration did not give the highest temperature plasma, as 
determined by the highest ionisation stage observed in the spectra. A 
pulse duration of about 3.7 nsecs, FWHM, was found to be optimum.
Those switching systems used in conjunction with the whole laser 
system were found to be reliable, giving reproducible output pulses.
The variation in intensity of the clipped-out pulse was, typically, less 
than ±5% and, in many cases, was smaller than could be measured with 
the vacuum photodiode, 519 oscilloscope combination.
In the earlier switching systems, a simple dielectric, 
laser-triggered spark gap was used. This consists of a sheet of Melinex 
lightly held between two brass electrodes. The electrodes are supported 
in a perspex mount. The laser beam is focused through a hole in the 
centre of one electrode, puncturing the Melinex. Two different circuit 
configurations are required in the different switching systems. In the 
Blumlein circuit, for example, the high voltage supply is connected via 
current-limiting resistors to one electrode and the other is earthed.
The triggered gap acts as a short circuit allowing the inner conductor 
of the Blumlein cable to discharge. In the other configuration, used 
with the impedance-matched Pockels cell, the gap acts as a switch in the
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high voltage line to the Pockels cell.
The area enclosed by the cables, when connected to the gap, must be 
minimised, so that the rise time of the voltage pulse is as fast as 
possible. A second dielectric, laser-triggered spark gap was tested, in 
which this area is fixed and is designed to be as small as possible. 
However, it did not result in a significant improvement to the rise time 
of the observed optical pulse and was more awkward to use than the 
simpler design.
The dielectric spark gap was, eventually, replaced by a pressurised 
gas spark gap. This is filled with nitrogen at a pressure of about 60 
to 80 p.s.i. It was more convenient to use, since it avoided having to 
replace the Melinex between laser shots.
The switching system, also, incorporated dielectric polarisera 
manufactured by Technical Optics; these are made of glass substrates 
coated with layers of dielectric. The coatings were, on the whole, 
resistant to laser damage, but were, eventually, affected by exposure to 
the atmosphere. The polarisera are orientated at the Brewster angle. 
Figure 4.6 shows a typical, measured transmission curve for each 
polarisation as a function of orientation. It can be seen that there is 
only a small tolerance in their alignment.
THE PREAMPLIFIERS
Much of the oscillator energy is lost in the optical shutter. So 
as to simplify the alignment of the laser system and to ensure that the 
pulse being injected into the amplifier chain is of a reasonable 
intensity, preamplifying laser cavities are used after the optical 
shutter. Initially, two preamplifiers were found to be sufficient, but 
the smaller intensity of the Q-switched oscillator output made three 
preferable. The gain of each cavity is, typically, between 2.5 and 4.
As in the oscillator, ED-2, glass laser rods are used, the cavities being 
in every respect identical with that used in the oscillator.
The alignment of the laser system was accomplished using a 
continuous wave (CW) He-Ne laser. The He-Ne beam was aligned along the 
Nd^ laser beam using polaroid burn patterns, the CW beam being directed 
through a hole in the first burn pattern onto the centre of a second 
burn pattern. The various components were then aligned using the He-Ne 
beam. Without the preamplifiers, some of the burn patterns would be 
too weak to be seen. The difference in the refractive index of the
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Figure 4.6. Typical transmission curves of a dielectric polariser 
for radiation with planes of polarisation parallel, E y , and
perpendicular, E , to the plane of incidence
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components at the He-Ne laser wavelength, 6328 A, and 1.06 ym did not 
present any difficulty when using this alignment procedure.
THE SPATIAL FILTER
Before injecting the preamplified pulse into the main amplifier 
chain, its spatial profile is smoothed using a spatial filter. The beam 
is passed through an aperture of about 2.8 mm diameter and then focused 
onto a pinhole aperture by a concave mirror of 2.5m radius of curvature. 
The diameter of the pinhole aperture is selected so as to pass the 
central maximum of the diffraction pattern formed. This was done 
experimentally. The selected diameter was found to vary considerably, 
ranging from 0.9 to 1.7mm.
When a uniform beam is truncated by a circular aperture, the
resulting Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is an Airy disc. In a spatial
filter, this is preferable to the Gaussian spatial distribution that results 
from focusing a Gaussian beam without an aperture, since the minima in 
the Airy disc pattern do occur at zero intensity. It would be necessary 
to cut the Gaussian profile at a finite intensity, this leading to 
further unwanted diffraction rings. In practice, the beam being 
truncated is not uniform; its intensity is greatest at its centre and it 
contains high spatial frequency components. Nevertheless, the resulting 
diffraction pattern approximates to an Airy disc pattern.
The central maximum of an Airy disc pattern is approximately
Gaussian in profile and, therefore, is suitable for injecting into the
amplifier chain. The unwanted high spatial frequency components of the 
beam fall in the rings of the Airy disc pattern and, consequently, are 
stopped by the pinhole aperture. The diameter of the pinhole aperture 
used roughly corresponds to the theoretical value of the diameter of the 
central maximum of an ideal Airy disc pattern, which, for the present 
case, is 1.15mm.
A semi-reflecting plane mirror is used to direct the laser beam 
onto the curved mirror. The truncating aperture is positioned in front 
of the plane mirror. The latter is 80% reflecting; 20% of the radiation 
is used to trigger a spark gap, which pulses a 2" diameter Pockels cell. 
The cell is part of an optical shutter used to isolate different parts 
of the amplifier chain.
It should be noted that the Airy disc pattern is formed about 20cm 
beyond the focal plane of the curved mirror, since the beam from the
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oscillator is diverging. The calculated value for the full angle 
divergence of the oscillator, 1.3 mrad, is consistent with measurements. 
The beam can be considered to diverge from a point close to the pinhole 
aperture in the oscillator. However, this would lead to the Airy disc 
pattern being formed about 40 cm beyond the focal plane of the curved 
mirror and it must be supposed that there is some focusing effect in 
the preamplifiers.
The curved mirror of the spatial filter changes the beam's 
divergence. On leaving the spatial filter, the beam has a full angle 
divergence of about 3 mrad. However, it should be noted that the beam 
profile changes as the beam propagates along the amplifier chain.
Under these circumstances, the concept of divergence is ill-defined, but, 
for practical purposes, the divergence can be considered to increase as 
the beam progresses along the amplifier chain.
THE AMPLIFIER CHAIN
Five amplifiers are used to amplify the output of the spatial 
filter. Each successive amplifier has a larger diameter laser rod.
This allows the laser energy to be progressively increased without the 
energy density reaching levels that would cause damage to the optical 
components. The laser beam is allowed to diverge unaided along the 
length of the amplifier chain. Beam expanders would add to the alignment 
difficulties and, if lenses, would increase losses due to surface 
reflections and contribute to the self-focusing of the laser beam. The 
radius of curvature of the mirror in the spatial filter governs the 
divergence. This is chosen so that when the laser beam almost fills the 
output face of each rod, the amplifiers are separated by a distance of 
about 2 to 3 m.
The first amplifier is built from an older design, incorporating 
two helical, xenon flashtubes. These are driven by a 500 y sec, positive 
current pulse and are parallel triggered. The laser rod is made of 
ED-2, silicate glass. It is 16 mm in diameter and 54 cm long; its end 
faces have a 4° wedge. As in the oscillator, polished aluminium sheet 
is wrapped around the flashtubes and flowing, chilled, distilled water 
is used as a coolant. The assembly is contained in an aluminium alloy 
chamber.
The magnetic field due to the discharge current flowing in the 
helical flashtubes is in the direction of the propagation of the laser
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beam. It, therefore, will result in the plane of polarisation of the 
beam being rotated due to the Faraday effect. Since the laser rod in the 
16 mm amplifier is relatively long, a check was made to see if the 
rotation was significant. The Verdet constant of E D -2 glass, at a 
wavelength of 1.06 ym is, nominally, -0.004 min gauss  ^cm  ^and the 
maximum rotation is estimated to be about 10°. This is not thought 
serious, since it only results in a 3% loss in energy at the next 
polari ser.
The other amplifiers are all of a similar design and are pumped by 
linear flashtubes. The laser rods, again made from ED-2 glass, are 50 cm 
in length. Their diameters are 32 mm, 45 mm, 54mm and the final 
amplifier uses an exceptionally large rod whose diameter is 75 mm. The 
larger diameters make it advisable to increase the angle at which the 
end faces are cut and a 6° wedge was chosen for all the rods. It should 
be noted that this is insufficient to eliminate the possibility of 
parasitic oscillations in the 75mm amplifier. However,this is not 
thought serious, since this rod has a low concentration of Nd^^ ions.
The linear flashtubes are, again, xenon filled. They are driven by 
a negative current pulse of about 600ysec duration and are triggered by 
a 60 kV pulse in series with the discharge current. The number of 
flashtubes varies from 6 in the 32 mm amplifier to 16 in the 75 mm 
amplifier. They are arranged uniformly around the rods and the current 
pulses are fed alternately into opposite ends of successive flashtubes. 
This minimises the force on these fragile components due to the magnetic 
fields generated by the discharge currents.
An arrangement of curved reflectors is positioned outside the 
flashtubes. The reflectors are chromium plated. Various metals were 
tested and chromium was found to be the most satisfactory. Its 
reflectivity in the visible and near-UV spectral regions is not as high 
as that of some other metals considered; however, it was found to be 
unaffected by the cooling water for much longer periods. The choice was 
made, therefore, on the basis of minimising the maintenance necessary, 
in order that the laser system could be used extensively for experiments.
The design of the amplifier cavities enables individual flashtubes 
to be replaced, without affecting the alignment of the laser rod, and 
the side walls of the cavities can be unscrewed to allow debris from a 
broken flashtube to be removed. The laser rods can, also, be removed 
easily and without affecting the flashtubes. The cavities are made out
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of aluminium alloy and are filled with continuously flowing, chilled, 
distilled water, which is used to cool the laser rods and flashtubes. In 
use, the amplifiers were found to be entirely satisfactory, giving 
months of trouble-free running. Virtually the only maintenance necessary 
was the replacement of an occasional broken flashtube.
CAINS OF THE AMPLIFIERS
The main parameters determining the use of the laser system are its 
output energy and power. The maximum energy that can be achieved depends 
on the gains of the amplifiers. These, in turn, are controlled by a 
number of factors, such as the flashtube pumping levels, the coupling
efficiencies of the flashtube radiation into the laser rods, the
3concentration of Nd ions in the rods and saturation effects.
When amplifying laser pulses whose duration is about a nanosecond 
or longer, it is rare that small-signal gain can be achieved. This is 
defined as exp[a (N^ - Nj)L], where a is the stimulated emission 
cross-section and L the length of the gain medium. o(N^ - I^) is
usually referred to as the small-signal gain coefficient, a. The
energy in the laser pulse soon becomes significant compared with the 
energy that it is possible to store in the gain medium. Consequently, 
there is insufficient stored energy to allow the exponential relationship 
to hold and the gain is said to saturate. The gain in all the amplifiers 
of the Culham system is saturated to a lesser or greater extent.
In operating the laser system, the only direct control on the gains 
is the voltages to which the flashtube capacitors are charged; these 
voltages determine the flashtube pumping levels. The other factors 
affecting the gains are fixed by the design of the amplifiers and the
properties of the laser rods. Gains, energies and powers are given for
a laser pulse duration of 3.7 nsec in table 4.1, which, also, lists 
other associated parameters. This relatively long pulse duration was 
used in the present experiments. During the experiments, the flashtube 
voltages were varied considerably to give a wide range of output energies 
The values given in the table correspond to moderately high laser powers, 
typical of those used everyday, rather than the very highest that could 
be achieved. The latter were only used when absolutely necessary, since 
there was a much greater likelihood of damaging the laser system. It 
should be noted that higher powers can, also, be achieved using shorter 
pulse durations, although their use results in lower energies.
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To illustrate the extent to which the gain of an amplifier can vary, 
energy measurements are given for the 16mm amplifier in table 4.2. This 
amplifier is chosen, since it has a heavily saturated gain and a 
particularly wide variation of gain with flashtube voltage; the gain 
reaches an exceptionally high value. Consequently, the most detailed 
measurements were made for this amplifier. The energies were determined 
using a thermoelectric calorimeter in conjunction with a microvoltmeter. 
The measurements were checked with a second, less sensitive, 
thermoelectric calorimeter and energy meter and the gains were compared 
with values derived from photodiode measurements. All are reasonably 
consistent.
Table 4.2. Gain measurements for the 16mm amplifier
Input energy 24 mJ
, . , _  , First calorimeter 
Flashtube voltage,kV ^ ^ .
Energy,J Gain
Second calorimeter 
Energy,J Gain
Photodiode
Gain
6.00 0.49 20 0.53 22 18
6.50 0.76 32
7.00 1.17 49 45
7.50 1.7 71
8.00 2.4 100 2.8 117 90
Input energy 35 mJ
 ^ , ,, First calorimeter 
Flashtube voltage,kV „  ^ ^ .
Energy,J Gain
6.00 0.49 14
6.48 0.70 20
7.00 1.13 32
7.50 1.7 49
8.00 2.3 66
It can be seen from the measurements that the gain of the 16mm 
amplifier can vary from about 15 up to the very high value of 100. This 
is unusual; the range of values for the other amplifiers is much smaller, 
The high gain suggests a particularly good coupling of the flashtube 
energy into the rod. It is also indicative of a very low input energy, 
the gain at the beginning of the rod being exponential.
A second interesting feature is that, for input energies of 24 and
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35 mJ, the output energy depends only on the flashtube voltage and not 
on the input energy. Confirmation that the input energies were 
significantly different was given in photographs of the input beams 
recorded on Kodak, type I- Z plates. The dependence of the output energy 
on flashtube voltage alone suggests that the gain becomes heavily 
saturated towards the end of the laser rod. It is an advantage in that 
any fluctuations in the oscillator energy or jitter in the pulse clipping 
system are not reproduced in the output of the laser system. The latter 
is found to be very reproducible, varying by only a few percent.
Saturated gain occurs in the other amplifiers, particularly the 75mm 
amplifier.
A simple computer code was used to model the gains in the amplifier 
chain. The basis of this code is the one-dimensional, analytic solution 
of the photon transport equation in a gain medium given by Frantz and 
Nodvik (1963). The solution was adapted to the case of an input pulse 
having a Gaussian temporal profile. Given estimations of the population 
differences in each rod, the code calculates the saturated gain, energy 
and power, with their respective densities, at each stage in the 
amplifier chain. In addition, the change to the temporal pulse shape, 
due to the gain saturation, is illustrated graphically and calculations 
of the depletion in the excited state populations enables the 
amplification of the pulse back-reflected from the target plasma to be 
estimated. Of particular importance, the break-up integral or B integral 
is calculated for the conditions existing in the laser system. The B 
integral is a measure of the self-focusing of the laser beam.
The calculated energies obtained from an initial run of the code 
were compared with measured values and this allowed the input population 
differences to be adjusted. It was then possible to judge how best to 
run the laser system to achieve the desired output energy with the 
minimum likelihood of damage.
If fairly high laser powers are required, it is important to pump 
the final amplifiers hard. This allows the pumping of the initial stages 
to be relaxed and reduces the laser intensity passing through much of the 
system. This, in turn, reduces the self-focusing of the laser beam, an 
important cause of damage. A further consideration is that the energy 
density output from the 54 mm amplifier is generally found to be the 
highest anywhere in the system. Pumping the final amplifier hard, 
reduces this energy density for a particular output energy from the
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system.
For the very highest output energies, it was found necessary to 
pump all the amplifiers hard. The code suggested that this could be 
done without the energy densities or the B integral becoming dangerously 
high. In contrast, this is not the case if phosphate glass is used in 
the system. Pumping the system at the same levels in its present 
configuration, but with phosphate glass replacing the ED-2 silicate glass, 
would result in significantly increased energies throughout the system.
The bulk and surface damage thresholds of silicate and phosphate glasses 
are similar and, consequently, the energy density would be dangerously 
high at some points in the system. Further, the B integral would become 
undesirably high; this is despite phosphate glasses generally having a 
smaller non-linear refractive index, which results in a proportionally 
smaller increase in the B integral than the output energy.
When the gain is saturated, the depletion of the population 
inversion towards the end of the laser pulse will reduce the 
amplification and, consequently, lead to a change in the pulse's 
temporal profile. The code showed that, in the present case, this led 
to a steepening of the leading edge of the laser pulse. This is 
desirable in that it is expected to result in a higher temperature laser 
produced plasma. A modification to the code enabled the observed 
temporal pulse shape at the 16mm amplifier to be input numerically.
The result is not found to be significantly different from when a 
Gaussian pulse shape is assumed. Some change in the pulse shape could 
be observed at the end of the amplifier chain. The calculated change in 
the temporal profile of the laser pulse is illustrated in appendix 1, 
which, also, gives further details of the code.
The real situation is far more complicated, than has, so far, been 
suggested, since the gains and energy and power densities have a radial 
dependence. The discussion of these parameters given above refers to 
radially-averaged values.
Generally, the gain is higher towards the edges of the laser rods.
The radial variation in gain increases with Nd^^ concentration, since 
more of the pumping radiation is absorbed in the rod edges, and there is 
less available to reach the rod axis. It follows that large diameter 
rods should have a low Nd concentration, in order to keep the gain 
profile reasonably flat. As a rule of thumb, the product of diameter 
and concentration is usually taken to be 40mm%.
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In the Culham system, this product is required to be somewhat higher, 
This ensures that the spatial profile will change from a Gaussian to a 
square shape, as the beam passes through the system. The square profile 
will allow the maximum amount of energy to be extracted from the final 
amplifier. The Nd^^ concentration in each rod and values of the product 
are given in table 4.3. It can be seen that the product for the 45mm 
amplifier is particularly high. Subsequently, the concentration was 
reduced to as given in figure 4 .1.
Table 4.3. Diameter, concentration products for the Culham laser system
Amplifier, mm Nd^^ concentration, % Product, mm %
16 3 48
32 2 64
45 2 90
54 1 54
75 0.5 38
The spatial profile of the beam output from the laser system affects 
its focusing. If the beam has a square profile, an Airy disc diffraction 
pattern is formed. The central maximum of this pattern contains 83% of 
the energy in a diameter of 3.6 pm, when the Soro, f/1.4 lens is used. 
This diameter is about 3.8 times the diffraction-limited spot size of a 
Gaussian beam focused with the same lens.
However, the geometric aberrations of the Soro lens result in a 
significantly larger focal spot of about 30pm diameter. Further, X-ray 
pinhole pictures suggested that the spot size was larger, even, than 
this, the plasma having a dimension along the target surface of over 
120pm. To relate this directly to the spot size may result in an 
overestimation. However, a large focal spot would be expected, if there 
was significant small-scale self-focusing and, at high powers, beam 
break-up could clearly be observed.
LASER DAMAGE
It has already been noted that excessive laser energy densities and 
self-focusing can result in damage to the optical components of the 
laser system. Since this is one of the major problems in designing and 
running a high power laser system, this topic warrants further discussion.
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The possible types of damage can often be associated with one of two 
causes. The first is excessive energy densities and the second excessive 
power densities. In laser systems having a pulse duration of the order 
of 10 nsecs or longer, damage due to excessive energy densities usually 
predominates. Inclusions in the glass absorb more energy than can be 
dissipated, with the result that the glass cracks or small bubbles are 
formed. The inclusions responsible for such damage are often metallic, 
an example being particles of platinum from the crucibles in which the 
laser glass is prepared.
Damage thresholds vary considerably and depend on the quality of 
the glass. Typical thresholds for bulk damage are 5 J cm~^ up to 
20 J cm ^. Surface damage thresholds are generally somewhat lower, 
depending critically on the quality of the surface finish. With use, 
very small-scale damage will develop in the laser components and the 
damage thresholds will gradually be reduced. At the onset of visible 
damage, further damage will occur very readily.
In lasers whose pulse duration is shorter than a nanosecond, smaller 
energies are involved and damage due to excessive powers is more usual. 
The damage mechanisms are often more complicated; for example, it is 
possible to have a plasma formation in the glass due to multiphoton 
absorption and avalanche breakdown. An additional factor is 
self-focusing. The non-linear refractive index of the glass components 
leads to a phase retardation of those parts of the wavefront where the 
intensity is high. This has the effect of focusing the laser beam, 
either the whole beam or more importantly small areas of the beam. The 
latter, small-scale self-focusing, is aptly described by its alternative 
name of beam break-up.
Clearly, as the beam begins to focus, the power density will 
increase further and the self-focusing will be further enhanced. The 
end result is often a series of bubble trains running along the length 
of the laser rods. Beam break-up can start from diffraction of the 
laser radiation around flaws in the components, dust particles on 
surfaces, previous damage sites or even from overfilling the laser rods. 
The diffraction introduces ripples and hot spots onto the beam's spatial 
profile and these grow as the laser propagates through the system. It 
should be noted that self-focusing is an accumulative effect and, 
consequently, it is important to use the minimum length of glass in any 
high power laser system.
The figure of merit used to indicate the extent of self-focusing is
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the B integral. This is defined as the phase shift, , resulting from 
the passage of a laser beam of intensity I through a length L of glass 
and is calculated from
® = T  Jo ^
where n and n^ are the ordinary and non-linear refractive indices, 
respectively. Acceptable values given for the B integral vary 
considerably, although, typically, these lie between 5 and 10.
A system whose optical components are of a very high quality can be 
run at higher power levels, since there are fewer opportunities for 
ripples and hot spots to develop. Having a large distance between 
amplifiers can also help, since one particular spatial frequency is found 
to grow most rapidly. This frequency will dominate as the beam reaches 
the end of an amplifier. However, as the beam propagates between 
amplifiers the frequency of this dominant ripple will be reduced, so 
that it will no longer correspond to the fastest growing frequency when 
the beam enters the next amplifier. The most satisfactory way of 
smoothing the spatial profile is to pass the beam through a spatial 
filter. Clearly, to reduce the likelihood of damage from either 
excessive energy densities or self-focusing it is essential to keep all 
optical surfaces free from dust and other particles or deposits and 
to house the laser in as clean an atmosphere as possible. Damaged 
components must be replaced before they result in further damage.
It should, also, be remembered that beam break-up will affect the 
focusing of the output from the laser system. Although damage to the 
system may be avoided, the energy contained in the beam will not be 
useful in many applications, if it cannot be focused to a small spot.
For example, from this consideration, Holzrichter and Speck (1976) 
suggest that the B integral should be limited to about 4.5.
Systems in which the laser pulse duration is between 1 and 10 nsecs 
are prone to damage from both excessive energy densities and excessive 
power densities and the Culham laser system falls into this category.
In running the system, the intention was to limit the maximum energy 
and power densities to about 3 Jem  ^ and 3 G W c m  ^, respectively. 
However, this was not possible. Table 4.1 shows that at moderately high 
powers the energy density output from the 54 mm amplifier exceeded 
4 J cm  ^ and this corresponds to a radially-averaged rather than peak 
value.
An acceptable value for the B integral of about 5 was adopted.
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When long pulses were being used, it is thought that the B integral of 
the system was close to this value; however, it almost certainly exceeded 
5 with shorter pulses. It should be noted that the B integral of 3.0 
given in table 4.1 is calculated from averaged and not peak power 
densities.
The smoothness of the spatial profile of the laser beam in the 
early stages of the amplifier chain was checked using a camera, which 
recorded the beam on infra-red sensitive, Kodak, type I - Z plates. At 
high powers, beam break-up in the later stages of the system could be 
clearly observed even on polaroid burn patterns. The self-focusing in 
the system was modelled using a computer code developed by P. D. Roberts. 
Figure 4.7 shows an output from the code illustrating the growth of the 
Fresnel diffraction rings that result from truncating the beam by an 
aperture.
The high gain towards the edges of the rods, required for converting 
the Gaussian spatial profile into a square profile, led to Fresnel 
diffraction rings developing near the rod edges. These became so intense 
in the 45mm amplifier, that an aperture was used to remove them, so as 
to avoid damage in the 54mm amplifier. As can be seen from table 4.3, 
the former has a particularly high diameter, concentration product, which 
indicates a very high gain at the rod edge. During the experiments a 
hard aperture of about 45mm diameter was used in front of the 54mm 
amplifier. This is to be replaced by a Hoya, apodized aperture of a 
similar diameter and whose edges have a transmission 'v. exp-(— )
Despite exceeding the design safety limits, the Culham laser system 
was, nevertheless, fired over 5,000 times in target experiments before 
damage became serious. This is quite exceptional; normally, components 
in a high power laser system are replaced after a few hundred shots.
The first damage observed was pitting of the surfaces of the 45mm 
and 54mm laser rods. Later, bubble trains due to self-focusing were 
produced in the 54mm rod. From the energy densities listed in table 4.1, 
damage in the 45mm rod may be unexpected. However, it is again 
necessary to remember that these are radially-averaged rather than peak 
values and the peak energy density is probably significantly greater than 
the average value at this stage in the system.
The above discussion of laser damage in the optical components gives 
little more than an outline. Further information on this extensive 
subject can be found in the proceedings of the annual symposiums on Laser
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Induced Damage in Optical Materials held in Boulder,Colorado (Glass and
Guenther 1969-78, Bennett et al. 1979, 1980).
OPTICAL ISOLATION
A significant amount of radiation is reflected from the target 
plasma back along the laser system. If this is amplified as it passes 
through the system, it can very soon reach levels which are high enough 
to cause damage. Consequently, it is essential to have optical shutters 
isolating different sections of the amplifier chain in order to stop the 
back-reflected pulse.
Two optical shutters are used for this purpose. The first of these 
isolates the 16mm amplifier, with its exceptionally high gain, from the 
rest of the amplifier chain. The shutter consists of a Pockels cell 
having a KD*P crystal of 2” diameter and dielectric polarisers. The 
large diameter of the Pockels cell, which makes the device rather 
exceptional, ensures a uniform field over the central area of the crystal 
through which the beam passes. The cell is switched with a voltage of
12.5kV for about 7 nsec. This allows the incident beam to pass, but
blocks the back-reflected pulse. It also prevents any pre-pulse from 
travelling the length of the amplifier chain. A pre-pulse would deplete 
the excited state populations before the main laser pulse reaches the 
amplifiers and can lead to a significant reduction in the gain. The 
switching is achieved using a Blumlein cable connected to the spark gap 
that is situated beyond the semi-reflecting mirror of the spatial filter.
The second shutter used is a Faraday rotator positioned between the 
54mm and 75 mm amplifiers. The size of the beam at this point in the 
system would make the crystal of a Pockels cell prohibitively expensive; 
this is a particularly important consideration, since crystals are 
prone to damage, its threshold being lower than that for most glasses.
The Faraday rotator uses a glass having a high Verdet constant, in the 
present case Hoya, FR4 glass. The sample used has a diameter of 60mm 
and a thickness of 21mm.
Dielectric polarisers are positioned on either side of the rotator, 
orientated so as to pass radiation whose plane of polarisation has been 
rotated through 45°. The plane of polarisation of the back-reflected 
radiation is rotated through a further 45° and is rejected. Two 
polarisers are used between the rotator and 54mm amplifier, so as to 
increase the efficiency of the isolator.
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The specified Verdet constant of FR4 glass for a wavelength of 
1.06pm is -0.0345 min oersted  ^cm  ^and, consequently, a field of 
37 kgauss is required throughout the FR4 glass to rotate the plane of 
polarisation through 45°. This field is generated using a superconducting 
magnet contained in a cryostat designed by Thor Cryogenics. The cryostat 
is shown in figure 4.8, together with the power supply for the magnet and 
the liquid helium and nitrogen controllers.
This system is more reliable than the alternative method of obtaining 
such a high field, in which a solenoid is pulsed with the current 
produced by discharging a capacitor bank.
The cryostat is constructed of stainless steel. The superconducting 
magnet sits in a liquid helium vessel and this is surrounded by a liquid 
nitrogen jacket, so as to minimise the boil-off of helium. Both are 
contained in an evacuated chamber. The measured field at the centre of 
the solenoid is 0.735 kgauss amp ^; this value is consistent with the 
computed value. Hence, a current of about 50 amps is required to flow 
in the solenoid to give the desired Faraday rotation. Further details 
about the operation of the cryostat are given in appendix 2 .
THE FLASHTUBE CIRCUITS
The circuits used for driving the helical and linear flashtubes are 
shown in figure 4.9. It can be seen that the energy for each helical 
flashtube is stored in three 38 pF capacitors, whereas the linear 
flashtubes are pulsed with the current from nine such capacitors.
The stored energies of the capacitor banks given in figure 4.1 
correspond to the maximum energies that could be used with the flashtubes. 
In practice, the use of these energies would shorten the flashtube 
lifetimes. Stored energies typical of everyday use are given in table 
4.4. From the listed energies an estimate of the efficiency of the 
laser system can be made. Taking an output energy of the system of 
about 135 J, the efficiency of the laser system is found to be 0.07%.
3Further information about all aspects of high power, Nd laser 
systems can be found in the detailed Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
semi-annual reports and in the textbook by Brown (1981). The latter,
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Table 4.4.  Energies stored in the capacitor banks
Capacitors, pF Voltage, kV Energy, kJ
Oscillator 3 X  38 5 1.4
Preamplifiers 3 X  3 X  38 8 10.9
Amplifiers
16 mm 2 X  3 X  38 8 7.3
32 mm 6 X  9 X  38 5 25.7
45 mm 8 X  9 X  38 5 34.2
54 mm 12 X  9 X  38 5 51.4
75 mm 16 X  9 X  38 5 68.5
'
Total stored energy 199.4
one of the few books on the subject, gives numerous references to the 
wealth of available literature.
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C H A P T E R  5 
E X P E R I M E N T A L  T E C H N I Q U E
In this chapter, the grazing incidence spectrograph and the target 
chamber are described and details of the experimental procedure used in 
obtaining spectra are given. Since there is confusion in the literature 
over the correct theoretical treatment of the concave diffraction 
grating, it was thought worthwhile to include those aspects of the 
theory most relevant to its use in the grazing incidence spectrograph.
A critical review of the most important theoretical studies of the 
concave grating by methods of geometrical optics is given by Lawson 
(1984).
THE GRAZING INCIDENCE SPECTROGRAPH
The low reflectivity of all materials to short-wavelength, normally 
incident, XUV radiation requires the use of a spectrograph in which the 
radiation falls on the diffraction grating at a large angle of incidence. 
This is essential if wavelengths below 300 £ are to be recorded. The 
advantage of this geometry follows from the intensity of the reflected 
radiation from any surface increasing with angle of incidence, providing 
this is greater than the Brewster angle, until there is total reflection 
at an angle of incidence of 90°.
From considerations of size, ease of focusing and the limitation of 
certain aberrations, it is convenient for the grating, itself, to be the 
focusing element. The alternative would be to employ mirrors, again at 
large angles of incidence, since all lens materials absorb radiation of 
wavelengths below about 1000 Size is an important consideration, 
since the spectrograph must be contained in a vacuum chamber, air 
absorbing UV radiation below a wavelength of 2000 ^ .
These requirements are the special features of the grazing incidence 
mount, which is illustrated in figure 5.1. It makes use of a spherical, 
concave grating, on which the rulings are spaced such that their 
projections on a chord of the sphere are equidistant. As early as 1883 
Rowland (1882,1883) showed that, for such a grating, the dispersed images 
will be focused on a circle providing the entrance slit, also, lies on 
this circle. Its diameter is equal to the grating’s radius of curvature 
and the grating is positioned tangentially. The circle is known as the
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Figure 5.1. The grazing incidence mount.
Rowland circle.
THEORY OF THE CONCAVE DIFFRACTION GRATING
The most significant contributions to the theory of the concave 
diffraction grating are those of Mack et al. (1932), who employ physical
optics, and Beutler (1945) and Namioka (1959), whose treatments are
based on geometrical optics. Welford (1965) has considered the 
aberrations associated with diffraction gratings and Samson (1967) gives 
a comprehensive review of the concave grating and VUV spectrographs.
The focusing and aberrations of the concave grating are most 
conveniently described using geometrical optics. The focusing conditions 
can be derived by applying a modified form of Fermat’s principle. The
modification is necessary in order to include the effect of diffraction.
Let the origin, 0, of a rectangular cartesian coordinate system be 
at the pole of the grating and a point P with coordinates (u,w,|) lie on 
the grating surface. Suppose that B, (x', y’, z’), is the image of a point
A, (x, y,z), which lies on the entrance slit of the spectrograph. This is
illustrated in figure 5.2. Consider the ray APB, then
AP^ = (x-u)^ + (y-w)^ + (z-|)^ (5.1)
and
PB^ = (x’-u) ^ + (y’-w) ^ + (z’-l)^ . (5.2)
The optical path length is 
[G] = [AP] + [PB].
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Fermat’s principle requires that the optical path length is stationary.
In this case, this condition must be satisfied for different positions of 
P on the grating surface, that is 
9[G]
and
9 w
5[G]
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=  0
= 0 . (5.3)
The third partial derivative is omitted, since only two of the three 
variables u,w,l are independent. Taking the spherical grating surface to 
have a radius of curvature R,
u = R - /r  ^- w^- . (5.4)
These equations will lead to the focusing conditions of a concave 
mirror appropriate, only, to the zero order of the spectrum. It is 
necessary to include a term to take account of the diffraction by the 
grating. The shape of the grating rulings will be ignored, the grooves 
being treated as reflecting lines equispaced along a chord of the sphere. 
Their direction is taken to be in planes perpendicular to the w axis and 
the groove spacing in the w direction is d. To give constructive 
interference at the focus, it is required that the path difference
n  A (x,y,z
Figure 5.2. The cartesian and polar coordinate systems.
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between radiation reflected from adjacent grooves will be mX, where m is 
the order of the spectrum and X the wavelength; that is 
9[G] mX
9 w d (5.5)
The inclusion of the negative sign means that the usual convention 
regarding the sign of the spectral order is followed. Equation 5.3 
remains unchanged.
The expression for [G] is most usefully written in the form of a
power series. By transforming the coordinates of A and B to cylindrical
polar coordinates, with the substitutions 
X  = r cosa y = r sina
x' = r’cosB y'= r'sinS,
and expanding the radical in equation 5.4 as a binomial series,
w*+|2 (w^+l^yZ (w2+|2)3 
^ '
equation 5.1 can be written as
AP^ = (r-w sina)^ + w^cos a(cos a-^) + l^(l-^cosa) + (z^-2zl)
. (w^+ r cos a ,
* - i p -  <1— — ) •
In this expression, the first term is larger than all subsequent terms
and, consequently, on taking the square root, the radical can, again, be 
expanded as a binomial series. Further rearrangement allows the
following expression for AP to be derived
An / 1 1 r , r w^ r . 1^  (z^-2zl ) ■,AP = i r-w sin a} + —  4cosa(cosa- — )—  + (1-—  cos a) —  +-- -------• ' 2 ‘- R r  R T* n ' iH R r
3 r
—  cos a) —. sina r . r. w  _ r  ^i~w , 2 r. , ^ w i+ — -— jcos a (cosa-— ) — 2 + (1- s 2- + (z -2zl)— 2;
+ ^ {cosa(cosa- ^ ) . 2 cosa . r.sin a  — (cosa-— ) w** I r 2 !^73 - - ( 1-^cosa) -3
+ (T-— cos a)
. 2 cos a , r .sin a  — (cosa-— )
w^l^ 1 r (w^+|2)2
+ - d - - c o s a )  -7: ^
sin^a- ^ ^-^(cos a- ^ ( z ^ - 2 z I ) — 3 - (1- ^  cos a) ( z ^ - 2 z I )— 3
_ ^ K r 2 R r
The coordinates w, I and z are assumed to be small compared with r and R
|5 ^3,2
and terms of order — 4, — 1*, ~~pr~ ) ••• and above have been neglected.
Terms of a particular order are enclosed by brackets of the type { }.
The similarity between equations 5.1 and 5.2 means that a 
corresponding expression in which r, a and z are replaced by r', B and z' 
can be derived for PB.
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F O C U S I N G  C O N D I T I O N S
The refractive index will be taken to be unity, this being 
appropriate to radiation in a vacuum. Consequently, the optical paths 
[AP] = AP
and
[PB] = PB.
To a first order approximation, therefore, the optical path [G] is 
[G] = r - wsina + r' - wsin0.
Applying the modified form of Fermat’s principle, equation 5.5, gives
= - (sina + sing) = - ^  . 
d w d
This is the grating equation and it can be seen that it is the same as
that found for a plane grating,
mA = d (sina + sing). (5 .7)
To a second order approximation,
[G] = r - wsina + ^ {cosa (cosa-^)^ + (1-^cosa)^ + — 7 ^^^}
Ir r’ w^ r’ 1^ 2z'l^i
+ r’ - w sin g + —  {cos g(cosg- — ) — , + (1- —  cos g)— , + --- — ---  }
(5.8)
Applying equation 5.5 gives
(cosa- ^  (COS B - f )  = 0 (5.9)
The solution of this equation which is of interest in connection with
the grazing incidence mount is
r = R cos a , r ’ = R cos g (5.10)
and it gives focusing conditions for the concave grating, in fact,
defining the Rowland circle.
Applying equation 5.3 to the second order approximation for [G]
results in the equation
r I z  r’ 1 z’
(1 - ~ cos a) —  - —  + (1 - — cosg)— , - —  = 0 (5.11)
In contrast to equation 5.9, this equation cannot be made 
identically zero if the conditions defined by equations 5.10 apply. 
However, taking I to be small allows the focusing condition for points 
lying off the x - y plane to be derived to a first approximation. This 
condition is that
-  = - -| (5.12)
r r '
It can be seen that a focusing requirement for the concave grating 
is that both the slit and the diffracted images forming the spectrum lie
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on a cylinder, which has the Rowland circle as a right cross-sect ion. 
The position of the centre of the image of a point source lying off the 
Rowland circle is given by equation 5.12, The Rowland circle passes 
through the pole of the grating.
ABERRATIONS
Inspection of equation 5.6 shows that, even when the focusing
conditions derived above are satisfied, there will still be numerous
3rGl 9fGlhigher order terms present in the partial derivatives and -rr—  .
d W  0 1
Each of these terms represents an aberration of the image.
The most serious of these aberrations, particularly with regard to 
the grazing incidence mount, is astigmatism, that is the focusing of a 
point source as a line. If the intensity from a point is distributed 
along a line, there will be a serious loss of intensity at any point on 
the image. In addition, the line images are found to be curved. 
Consequently, the superposition of the many astigmatic images of points 
along a finite length of illuminated slit only partially compensates 
for the loss of intensity, the resultant image being broadened.
To a good approximation, the size of the astigmatic image formed 
from a point source can be found from equation 5.11. Letting the point 
source lie in the x - y plane and substituting equations 5.10 gives 
z' = A I cos B,
where
, s i n ^  a s i n ^  B .
A = ).
cosa cos
Consequently, taking the length of the grating rulings to be 2L, the length
entrance
slit
ast igmat ic 
image
source
diffraction
grating
Figure 5.3. Formation of astigmatic image.
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of the astigmatic image of a point source is
Z’ = 2AL cos 3. (5.13)
Similarly, from equation 5.11, the image length due to a source of
length 2a at the entrance slit situated symmetrically above and below
the X - y plane is
Z' = 2 c o s 3(AL + — —  ) . (5.14)
cos a
In practice, however, the source is usually remote from the slit.
As shown in figure 5.3, the radiation falling on the grating subtends a 
smaller angle than if the source was at the slit. Equation 5.14, 
consequently, overestimates Z'. It follows from the geometry that, for 
this case, the correct equation for Z’ is
Z’ = 2cos3 (AL - ^ ^  ) . (5.15)
The appropriate length of slit, again taken to be symmetrical about the 
X  - y plane, is given by
"  ■ ‘r
where the source, length 2s, is a distance b from the slit. For an
extended source for which equation 5.16 gives an illuminated length of
slit greater than the actual slit length, the latter should be used. It
should be noted that equation 5.16 does not give the total illuminated
length of slit, this being
2 (bL + sR cos a)
2a =
b + R cos a
Evaluation of the above equations shows that the large angles of 
incidence and diffraction characteristic of the grazing incidence mount 
results in severer astigmatism than for any other concave grating mount.
The importance and form of the other aberrations which occur can be 
found from the appropriate term in the expression for[G]. For example, 
the term in I^w represents coma, those in I** and w^ I^  spherical aberration 
and in wz^ spectral line curvature. Terms containing (w^+I^) can be 
considered as describing a defocusing aberration. It should be noted 
that, when the astigmatism is large, terms containing I may have a 
different significance than might otherwise be expected. The coma term 
l^w is found to contribute strongly to a spectral line curvature, 
referred to as astigmatic curvature, and the character of the spherical 
aberration terms containing I change.
Both Beutler (1945) and Welford (1965) give detailed discussions of 
individual aberrations. However, it should be noted that there is some 
confusion as to the correct treatment of some of the terms. It appears
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that there are errors both in Beutler's and Welford’s presentations. In 
addition, the critical evaluation of Beutler's work, given by Namioka 
(1959) is unsatisfactory. A critical review of these papers is given by 
Lawson (1984). This review explains the discrepancies between the 
different approaches and it is hoped allows their merits to be more 
clearly judged.
RESOLVING POWER AND OPTIMUM GRATING DIMENSIONS
The main effect of the various aberrations, in so far as the use of 
the grazing incidence mount is concerned, is to broaden and lengthen the 
spectral lines, thereby reducing the intensity at any image point and 
limiting the chromatic resolving power that can be achieved. The 
chromatic resolving power is, alternatively, referred to as the spectral 
resolution.
To determine the resolving power, the intensity distribution of the 
radiation within a spectral line must be calculated using physical 
optics. The case of a point source is satisfactorily dealt with by 
Mack et at. (1932) and, consequently, only an outline of the method need 
be given here.
Consider the radiation emitted from a point source at the entrance 
slit and exclude the case where a and 3 are small. Given the latter 
condition, the astigmatism is large. This results in the Fresnel zones 
on the grating surface being very narrow in the I direction in comparison 
with the grating dimensions, the Fresnel zones being defined as the areas 
which reflect radiation not differing in phase by more than tt to any one 
image point. Consequently, only a very narrow strip of the grating is 
effective in reflecting radiation to a particular image point and a two 
dimensional calculation will give the intensity to a good approximation.
The narrowness of the Fresnel zones can be confirmed for a 
particular geometry by calculating the zone widths for a simple case, 
the first zone always being the widest. For example, for the case of a 
point source and image in the plane of symmetry, it follows from equation 
5.8, that, when w = 0 , the total width of the kth zone is
Ip = 2 y ^ ^ ( / k  - /k 1). (5.17)
It is convenient in the calculation of the intensity to choose the 
point source to be at z = 0 . Putting z and I = 0 in equation 5.6 and 
using the equations for the Rowland circle, equations 5.10, gives to
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fourth order
_ . sin^a w**
AP = R c o s a  - w s i n a  + --------- 3 .
8 cos a R
The optical path to an image point B at z' = 0  is, therefore,
[G] = [AP] + [PB]
Aw*"
= R(cos a + cos 3) - w( s i n a  + sin 3) + ~ ~3~ .
If the amplitude of the radiation reflected from the n th element of the 
grating is a ^ , n being defined such that 
w = n d ,
then the intensity at the image point B is
ZiTi
I = H a  e x p { ^ ^  [G]
n 
n
In order to determine the intensity distribution along the Rowland
circle, it is convenient to introduce the position of a point on the
Rowland circle in terms of the wavelength separation from the central
maximum of intensity. This can be done by letting
sina + sin 3 = ^  (A - AX), 
d
3 is only weakly dependent on w and, hence, n. The approximation will
be made that this dependence can be ignored. Therefore, it follows that
I r27TiR , ^^  1
I = I exp I— r—  (cos a + cos 3 ) |
n
Hence
_ IV r 2 TTi m AX w A w  . 1 1 2I = |^a^exp{—
n
or, assuming that the number of rulings is sufficiently large for the
summation to be treated as an integral,
_ I f w a(w) r 2 7 T i . m A X w  Aw**^! , 2
where the width of the grating is 2W.
A further assumption is that a(w) is independent of w, that is that 
the amplitude of the reflected light is the same from all elements of 
the grating. This is, unquestionably, never true and for most practical 
cases it is expected that this is the poorest approximation made in the 
derivation. However, it does allow a quantitative description of the 
intensity distribution, however approximate this may be. By changing 
the variable to n , where n is defined by the following equations.
w 4 X R \ i
n = -  , c = — ) , (5.18)
and letting
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" = c' (5.19)
the intensity can be written as
where
and
I =
y =
c =
c l : exp i (yn + n ) dn
2 TT m c AX 
Xd
ca
Mack et at. evaluate this integral graphically by an extension of 
the Cornu spiral method and, then, plot the distribution of the relative 
intensity within a spectral line for various values of H. They show 
that, in many cases, the intensity curves do not have minima at small 
values of y , near line centre, and only in the limiting case of H 0, 
as the width of the grating vanishes, do the minima occur at zero 
intensity. It follows that Rayleigh’s criterion, that two lines of equal 
intensity are theoretically resolved when the central maximum of one 
coincides with the first minimum of the other, cannot be generally 
applied to the concave grating. Instead, Mack et at. extend this 
criterion by generalising a property of single slit diffraction patterns 
which are considered resolved by Rayleigh's criterion. Two lines of
1.09
1.00
0.88
P
0.50
0.00
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
H
Figure 5.4. Variation of ^  with H. After Mack ri at. (1932)
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equal intensity are taken to be resolved when the minimum total intensity
g
between the lines is — 2 as great as the total intensity of both at the
central maximum of either of the lines.
If AX and y are used to represent the values of AX and y when 
P P
this condition is satisfied, then the resolving power
»p ■ à  f ü '
P P P
where N is the number of grating rulings used. It can be seen that the
resolving power appropriate to a plane grating is modified by a factor
— ^  . Figure 5.4 shows the variation of —  with H. Initially, the y H y
P P
gradient is constant, being approximately one. From equation 5.20, it
follows that the resolving power increases with the number of grating
rulings used. However, for a certain grating width, when H is somewhat
greater than unity, —  is seen to fall sharply and this has the effect
^P
of reducing the resolving power as H, which is proportional to the
grating width, is increased. The width of the grating for which the
resolving power is maximum will be taken to be the optimum width. Mack
et at. find that this occurs for values of —  and H of, respectively,
^P
1.09 and 1.18, when the resolving power will be
i? = A  = 0.92 mN = 1.84 W  ^ ^  . (5.21)
p AX^ opt d
In this expression, W is half the optimum grating width. Using
opt
equations 5.18 and 5.19 the optimum width can be written,
2 W  ^ = 2 cH = 2.36 ( ^ ^  ) ** (5.22)
opt TT A
The other important factor in deciding the width of the grating to
be used is intensity. Mack et at. find that the intensity of the central
maximum of a line varies parabolically with small values of H, but, for
H larger than unity, the intensity follows closely the curve illustrated
in figure 5.4. Consequently, the optimum width of the grating defined
above from considerations of the resolving power is, also, optimum from
the point of view of intensity.
The analysis, so far, refers to the case of a point source. However,
in most practical cases a finite length of the slit is illuminated. The
astigmatism and spectral line curvature will, then, result in a further
loss of resolving power. A full treatment requires integration along
the length of the grating rulings, in addition to integration across
the grating width. Such a treatment would be very complex. However, an
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estimation of the importance of the change in resolving power for a 
certain length of slit can be made using geometrical optics.
In the two dimensional calculation for the case of a point source, 
terms in the series expansion of the path length, equation 5.6, up to the 
fourth order were included. Those found to be important were the linear 
term in w and that in (w^+l^)^, which has been described as giving rise 
to a defocusing aberration. When a finite length of slit is considered, 
the effect most important in reducing the resolving power is the 
curvature of the spectral lines. For a system in which the astigmatism 
is large, this is described by the third order terms in l^w, z^w and zlw.
Two special cases are of note. For a point source in a system with 
large astigmatism the line focus is curved. This curvature is referred 
to as astigmatic curvature. Secondly, if the astigmatism is negligible, 
a line source will still be imaged as a curved line, since the angular 
deviation of the radiation is dependent on z. This is comparable to 
prismatic spectral line curvature and is termed enveloping curvature.
Note that, in this case, the term in P w  represents coma, rather than 
spectral line curvature. In general, a spectral line will comprise of 
astigmatically curved lines distributed at all points along a line with 
enveloping curvature. This is illustrated in figure 5.5.
For an estimation of the effect on the resolving power, the 
calculation can be limited to that for an image lying in the plane of 
symmetry. Taking terms in the optical path length, [G], up to the third 
order and assuming that the focusing conditions, equations 5.10, are 
satisfied, the expression for [G] follows from equation 5.6;
enveloping astigmatic combination of enveloping
curvature curvature and astigmatic curvature
Figure 5.5. Structure of a spectral line in a grazing incidence 
spectrograph.
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[G] = R ( c o s a  + cosg) - w (sina + sing) + ^  {aI^ + }
2R  ^ COS a ^
where
B = + S i 4 |  )
COS a COS 6
Differentiating with respect to w,
1 ^ ^  = - (sina + sinB) + ^ 2  {bI^ + ~ ■ (5.23)
From equation 5.11,
I = — ^A cos a
and substituting this into equation 5.23 gives
= - (sina + sing) + {b + A tana (A cos a - 2)}.
(5.24)
If [G] is regarded as a point characteristic function of Hamilton, 
then, it is shown by Lawson (1984) that the angular separation of a ray 
from the direction to the perfect focus is
AB = _ 1 _  |IG] .
COS g 9 w
From the grating equation, equation 5.7,
m AX = d cos g Ag
and, therefore,
AX = 
m^ 9 w
Consequently, in the plane of symmetry, the wavelength separation from 
the perfect focus of the astigmatic line image of a point source at z is
cos^a + At^na (Acosa - 2)}.
The first term of equation 5.24 is neglected, since it does not 
contribute to the spectral line curvature. Its effect has already been 
included in the two dimensional calculation for the intensity.
For a uniformly illuminated slit of length 2a which is symmetrical 
about the x - y plane, the wavelength spread of the image is
AX = -— -Atz 2—  •(b + Atana(Acosa - 2)}. (5.25)
c 2m A R cos a '■ ^
As expected,the aberration is asymmetrical, falling on only one
side of the ideal focus. When the source is remote from the slit, the
situation, generally, found in practice, it can be shown from figure 5.6 
that the illuminated length of slit appropriate to equation 5.25 is
2a = ------------   . (5.26)
" + ARcos%a (Acosa- 1)
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Figure 5.6. Ray path from an extended source
The source, of length 2s, is taken to be a distance b from the slit. For 
an extended source that results in an illuminated length of slit greater
than the actual slit length, the latter should be used in equation 5.25.
2 aSimilarly, if the length of the grating rulings, 2L, is less than - - — ,
the grating being the limiting aperture, ALcosa should replace a in 
equation 5.25.
Equation 5.25 gives the wavelength spread due to the use of a finite 
length of slit. If this spread is small in comparison to the wavelength 
separation of two resolved peaks, the finite slit length will not degrade 
the resolving power. Clearly, the resolving power will be affected when 
the wavelength spread is similar in size to the separation of the 
resolved peaks. However, it should be noted that the intensity 
distribution within the wavelength spread is not a square function, but 
is peaked on the side of the ideal focus. Consequently, the effect will 
be smaller than would be suggested simply by the extent of the aberration 
These considerations result in a rough criterion that the effect of the 
finite length of slit on the resolving power can be neglected if the 
wavelength spread, is smaller than the wavelength separation of
the peaks of two lines which are considered resolved.
If AA^ is greater than the wavelength separation of two resolved 
peaks and no loss of resolving power can be tolerated, the length of 
either the slit or the grating rulings must be limited by an aperture.
As a rough guide, the size of the aperture should be such that the 
criterion is satisfied. This topic is discussed more fully and precisely
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by Lawson (1984).
It follows from the above that the use of an optimum grating width 
is crucial if the best chromatic resolving power is to be achieved. 
Further, it may, also, be desirable to restrict the length of slit or 
grating rulings in order to improve the resolving power. The need for 
this and the necessary size of the aperture can be estimated from the 
criterion given above. It should be stressed that the calculations are 
only appropriate to systems having large astigmatism.
Another factor which is important in determining the resolving power 
is the width of the entrance slit of the spectrograph. Before deciding 
the optimum grating dimensions for a particular wavelength range, it is 
necessary to consider the effect on the resolving power of the entrance 
slit. If the slit is the factor determining the resolving power, further 
limitation of the grating dimensions will reduce the intensity of the 
spectrum without increasing the resolving power.
THE WIDTH OF THE SPECTROGRAPH ENTRANCE SLIT
An important assumption in the above treatment is that the slit is 
infinitely narrow. In practice, the spectrograph must have a finite slit 
width and its size affects both the chromatic resolving power and 
i n t e n s i t y .
From simple geometrical considerations, a finite source will give 
rise to an image of finite dimensions. Take the slit to have a width s 
and be in a plane normal to the direction of the rays falling on the 
grating. Differentiating the grating equation, equation 5.7, gives 
COSO Aa + cos3 A 3 = 0
and
mAX = d cos3 A3.
It follows from these equations and from the geometry that the width of 
the image along the Rowland circle can be written
Ap =
g COS 3 cos 3
or, in terms of the wavelength spread,
AX = 
g mR
A second consideration is that a slit with a finite width has its 
own diffraction pattern, this in addition to the diffraction pattern of 
the concave grating. Only when the slit is infinitely narrow will it 
give rise to a coherent circular wavefront, such as is implicitly
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assumed in the evaluation of the integral in the two dimensional 
calculation of the resolving power. Following the treatment of Mack 
et at. (1932), it is convenient to combine the effect of the slit's 
diffraction pattern with the geometric image size.
The radiation passing through the slit can be considered as a 
divergent coherent beam within the limits of the first minima of the 
diffraction pattern. An estimate of the angular width of this beam is 
2A . Hence, on the grating surface the beam has a width of
2W, = ^
d s
Making the approximation that the grating is plane, consider the line 
width resulting from a point source illuminating a width 2 of the 
grating. This is
To combine the two effects, the single slit Fraunhofer diffraction 
pattern on the Rowland circle of width AA^ must be integrated over the
range AA^. This can be done using the Cornu spiral method and Mack et at.
find that the resultant spectral line has a width
AA = 1.10 AA = 1.10 (5.27)
s g mR
It can be seen that the geometric image is only increased by 10%.
This comparatively small change justifies the assumptions made, for 
example, that the grating is treated as a plane grating. Taking the 
wavelength separation of lines which are just resolved to be the same as 
the line width, the resolving power due to the finite slit width is
s
Ideally, the slit width should be chosen, so that it does not limit 
the resolving power in the particular wavelength region of interest. 
However, this is not always possible, since the need for sufficient 
intensity and the tendency of very narrow slits to become blocked by 
target debris determine the narrowest practicable slit width. The same 
considerations mean that once is larger than the resolving power due 
to the grating throughout the wavelength range to be used, there is no 
advantage in reducing the slit width further.
THE E 580 CRAZING INCIDENCE SPECTROGRAPH
The grazing incidence spectrograph used in the present studies is a 
Rank Hilger, E 580 spectrograph. This is shown in figure 5.7. The 
plate holder of this instrument defines the Rowland circle, which has a
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diameter of 2 metres. The entrance slit is fixed during the focusing of 
the instrument and for these experiments was positioned so as to define 
an angle of incidence of about 88°. The diffraction grating is held in 
a mount which allows adjustment in all necessary directions. Its 
illuminated width can be controlled by adjustment of a pre-grating slit. 
This, together with the plate holder, grating and its mount, is contained 
in an aluminium alloy vacuum chamber. A 6" diffusion pump is used to 
evacuate the vacuum chamber through a port positioned directly underneath 
the grating. A more detailed description of the spectrograph is given 
by Gabriel et al. (1965).
The spectrograph and target chamber were supported by a specially 
designed trolley. This allows considerable flexibility in their use, 
the trolley being easily positioned so that the laser beam from either 
the whole or part of the laser system can be directed into the target 
chamber at the correct angle.
THE DIFFRACTION CRATINC
A spherical concave diffraction grating was used in the spectrograph. 
Made by Bausch and Lomb, it is a gold replica grating, ruled with 600 
lines per mm and with a listed blaze angle of 1° 31'. To satisfy the 
focusing conditions, it is necessary that the grating's radius of 
curvature is 2 metres, the same as the diameter of the Rowland circle of 
the spectrograph.
The position of the plate holder is such that only positive orders 
of the grating can be observed. Taking the angle of incidence to be 88°, 
the grating equation, equation 5.7, becomes 
6xl0"^raA = sing + 0.9994, 
the wavelength having units of X. Curves showing the variation of X as 
a function of g for the first three positive orders are shown in 
figure 5.8.
From the geometry, the length of the arc measured along the Rowland 
circle from the position of the zero order can be shown to be
p = R (a + g). (5.28)
Therefore, A is related to p, measured in mm, by the following 
expression :
6 x l 0 ”^mA = sin (5xlo"^p - 1.5359) + 0.9994.
This is illustrated in figure 5.8.
It should be noted that the grating equation is not used for
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accurate wavelength measurements in spectra recorded with this instrument. 
Usually, the only parameter known to the required accuracy is the spacing 
of the rulings on the grating. The diameter of the Rowland circle 
depends on the accuracy with which the plate holder is machined and it 
can differ from 2 metres by a small but significant amount. Of more 
importance, the angle of incidence depends on the precision with which the 
pole of the grating and the slit are positioned on the Rowland circle 
during the focusing of the instrument. In fact, the care with which the 
focusing is carried out determines whether the grating equation is, in 
any way, appropriate.
A further consideration is wear of the reference surface of the 
plate holder. Once this occurs, the Rowland circle is no longer precisely 
defined, this invalidating the grating equation. There was evidence that 
the plate holder being used was beginning to suffer from wear.
One approach, which can be used to determine accurate wavelengths, 
is to fit the grating equation to certain calibration lines by varying 
the parameters R and a. This method was tried, the fitting being carried 
out with the aid of a small computer programme. However, each fit was 
only found to be valid over a limited wavelength range. A single grating 
equation could only be used in conjunction with a correction curve. It 
is suggested that this is due to irregularities in the reference surface 
of the plate holder and, possibly, in the surface of the plates.
It became evident that the simplest way of measuring wavelengths 
accurately was to interpolate between calibration standards, either 
using a graphical method or a polynomial fitting procedure.
The use of a blazed grating enhances the grating efficiency in a 
particular spectral region. This is achieved by shifting the maximum of 
the single slit diffraction envelope due to the entrance slit from the 
position of the zero order. That the blaze of the grating does affect 
its efficiency at grazing angles of incidence is confirmed by Gabriel 
et at. (1965). They note that, at an angle of incidence of 88°, the 
grating was found to lose efficiency considerably when used "downhill" 
rather than "uphill", the latter being the expected orientation of a 
grating for observing positive spectral orders. The meaning of "uphill" 
and "downhill" becomes clearer on referring to figure 5.9, in which the 
incident radiation is seen to fall on an "uphill" section of the grating.
The peak of the diffraction envelope is found in the direction in 
which radiation is specularly reflected from the surface of the groove.
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Therefore, if the blaze angle, the angle at which the groove surface is 
inclined to the plane of the grating, is 6,
cc - 0 = 6 - 3 •
Hence,
a + 6
2
It should be remembered that the sign convention being used is that B is 
negative for the grazing incidence spectrograph. The blaze wavelength, 
the first order wavelength corresponding to the peak of the diffraction 
envelope, can be found from the grating equation. Rewriting equation 
5.7 as
mX = 2 d sin (~ ■^-~ ) cos ( ^ ) ,
the blaze wavelength,
Xg = 2d sin 0 cos (a - 0) .
Therefore, for a grating with a blaze angle 1° 31', taking the other
parameters to have the same values as above, the blaze wavelength is 54 ^ 
In the second and third order spectra, there will be corresponding peaks 
in the efficiency of the grating at, respectively, half and a third of
this wavelength. It should be noted that the blaze wavelength often
quoted in grating specifications, which is the Littrow blaze wavelength, 
is inappropriate to the grazing incidence mount, since it is derived 
assuming that a s 3.
Figure 5.9. Orientation of the blaze of the grating
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The wavelength range of interest for the present experiments extends 
from about 70 to 300 ^ . Given a peak grating efficiency at a wavelength 
of 54 ^ , it might be expected that the fall off in efficiency will be 
evident in the spectra towards the upper end of the wavelength range. 
Indeed, the spectra at long wavelengths are found to be very weak and, 
to a large extent, this is attributed to the small blaze angle of the 
grating. It is, also, likely that the overall distribution of energy 
within the spectrum is decreasing at these wavelengths; for example, the 
peak emission of a black body at a temperature of 800 eV occurs at 3 ^ . 
This might contribute further to the effect.
THE DISPERSION OF THE SPECTROGRAPH
The dispersion of the spectrograph can be described in terms of the
angular dispersion, or the linear dispersion, The angulard A d A
dispersion can be derived by differentiating the grating equation, 
equation 5.7;
d6 m
dX d cos 3
Using equation 5.28, the linear dispersion is
dp _ d£ d_3 ________ _m R
dX = d g ’ dX =
These equations can be written as a function of the wavelength:
dB _ ____ m_________
dX / { d ^ - ( m X- d sina)^}
and
dp _ mR______
dX / { d ^ - ( m X - d s i n a ) ^ } '
Figure 5.10 illustrates the variation of the angular and linear
dispersions with wavelength for values of R, d and a of 2 m, 1/600 ram and
88°, respectively. The first three positive orders are plotted and the
increase in the dispersion with spectral order is clearly seen.
THE ASTIGMATISM OF THE GRAZING INCIDENCE MOUNT
The most serious aberration of the concave grating when used in the 
grazing incidence mount is astigmatism. The length of the astigmatic 
image of a point source can be derived quite simply and is given by
equation 5.13. For the more realistic case of a finite source remote
from the slit, this length is found from equation 5.15, the appropriate
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illuminated length of slit being calculated using equation 5.16.
To emphasise the extent of the aberration, figure 5.11 shows the 
variation of the image length with wavelength for the E 580 spectrograph 
having the parameters given above. The length of the grating rulings is 
2.5 cm. The calculation assumes that the source is a distance of 4 cm 
from the slit and an estimation of the length of the source is 0.5mm. 
However, a comparison of equations 5.13 and 5.15 shows that the 
astigmatism is extreme, whatever the size or position of the source, 
especially when it is remembered that the width of the photographic 
plates is only 5 cm.
A consequence of the extreme astigmatism is that the Fresnel zones 
are very narrow. Figure 5.12 shows the dependence of the widths of the 
first three zones on wavelength. The widths are calculated using 
equation 5.17. They are fairly insensitive to the spectral order, 
changing by only a few per cent. It can be seen that the first zone is, 
as expected, the widest and that it is very narrow in comparison to the 
length of the grating rulings and other spectrograph dimensions. This 
comparison is used to justify the two dimensional approximation in the 
calculation of the resolving power.
THE RESOLVING POWER AND OPTIMUM GRATING AND 
SLIT DIMENSIONS
At short wavelengths, the most important parameter in determining 
the resolving power of the spectrograph is the width of its entrance slit 
The separation of the jaws of the slit was fixed using 5 pm foil, but it 
is thought that the distance between the centre of the jaws was somewhat 
narrower. An estimation of the slit width, measured from the diffraction 
pattern of a helium-neon laser beam, is 4pm. Using equation 5.27, the 
size of the image due to the finite slit width can be calculated, a 
value of 0.037 £ being obtained for the first spectral order. The 
radius of curvature and grating spacing are taken to be 2 m and 1/600 mm, 
respectively. The resolving power due to the finite slit width is 
directly proportional to wavelength and this dependence is shown for the 
first order spectrum in figure 5.13.
A second consideration in determining the resolving power of the 
instrument is the effect of the grating and this depends on the grating 
dimensions. In the two dimensional calculation of intensity, it is 
found that the resolving power reaches a maximum for a particular
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grating width. This is taken to be the optimum width. Figure 5.14 shows 
the variation of the optimum width with wavelength. It is calculated 
from equation 5.22, the angle of incidence being 88°. The optimum width 
is found to be comparatively insensitive to the spectral order, changing 
by only a few per cent. From figure 5.14, it is clear that a grating 
width of 1.5 to 2.0 cm is required to give the best resolving power in 
the wavelength range 20 - 300 X.
The choice of the smaller or larger width depends on the wavelength 
region of chief interest. It would be desirable for the grating 
resolving power to be at least five times that due to the slit, so as to 
avoid any significant degradation of the resolving power by the grating. 
However, with a 4pm slit width and the grating being used, this is not 
possible throughout the whole wavelength range 20 - 300 ^ . Figure 5.15 
illustrates the grating resolving power in the first order spectrum 
which is calculated from equation 5.21 assuming that the optimum grating 
width is used at each wavelength. Also shown is the ratio of this 
resolving power to that due to the slit. It can be seen that, if 
wavelengths between 60 and 120 ^ are particularly important, then, a 
grating width of 1.5 cm should be used. This will ensure that the 
comparatively poor resolving power at these wavelengths due to the slit 
is not reduced further. At longer wavelengths, the larger grating width 
will minimise the effect of the grating on the resolving power, in 
addition to giving a higher spectral intensity. If the whole wavelength 
range is of interest, a suitable compromise must be made.
Figure 5.13 allows the resolving power due to the slit to be 
compared with that calculated for the grating with widths of 1.5 and 
2.0 cm. These results have been obtained by scaling the resolving power 
shown in figure 5.15 linearly with the optimum grating width for that 
wavelength. At wavelengths longer than that for which the actual grating 
width is the optimum width, respectively 63 and 114 ^ , the scaling allows 
the resolving power to approach smoothly the value for a plane grating. 
This value is appropriate when the width is such that H, defined by 
equation 5.19, is less than unity. At short wavelengths, where the 
actual grating width is larger than the optimum width, the resolving 
power is reduced so as to approach its asymptotic value when the optimum 
width and wavelength vanish. The asymptotic value of the resolving power 
is given by Mack et al. (1932) and is a factor 0.81 smaller than the 
maximum value for that wavelength.
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For the present experiments a grating width of about 1.5 cm was used. 
The whole wavelength range was of interest and the need for the highest 
resolving power throughout this spectral region, particularly at the 
shorter wavelengths, where the resolving power is, in any case, poorer, 
was considered to be of prime importance.
It should, perhaps, be remembered that there are significant 
approximations made in the calculation of the optimum grating width. 
Consequently, although there is no question, but that the width should 
be restricted to a value close to that given by the theory, too much 
concern about the precise width is unjustified, if the theoretical value 
is being used. In any case, the resolving powers for different grating 
widths, like those shown in figure 5.13, are very similar in some 
wavelength regions.
Clearly, the grating width is best determined by experiment for a 
particular spectrograph, grating and source. Unfortunately, in practice, 
the time that this takes may not be available. For example, it was found 
necessary with the E 580 spectrograph to carry out the time-consuming 
precise focusing after setting the grating width. A change to this width 
would necessitate repeating the precise focusing of the instrument.
Finally, in the optimisation of the spectrograph parameters to give 
the best resolving power, it is necessary to consider restricting the 
length of the grating rulings or slit. Applying the criterion that the 
wavelength spread of the image aberrated through spectral line curvature 
must be no greater than the wavelength separation of the peaks of 
resolved lines, it is found that the length of the source can be about 
8 mm before any significant loss in resolving power will occur. This 
length is shown in figure 5.16 as a function of wavelength for the first 
three spectral orders. The wavelength spread of the aberrated image is 
calculated from equation 5.25, the spectrograph parameters being as 
given above. The illuminated length of slit is given by equation 5.26 
and the source is taken to be 4 cm from the slit. Clearly, the length 
of the laser produced plasma giving an intense emission is much less 
than 8 mm and, consequently, no limitation of the length of the grating 
rulings or slit is necessary.
It should be noted that the resolving powers in the higher order 
spectra are multiples of those given in figure 5.13, this being exactly 
so for the resolving power due to the slit. Consequently, the same 
optimisation would result from considering the second or third order
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spectra.
In practice, the resolving power that can be achieved will depend 
on various factors, in addition to those discussed above. The above 
theory assumes that the focusing conditions are exactly met and, 
therefore, the care with which the focusing is carried out is of the 
utmost importance. Another consideration is the properties of the 
photographic plate at the particular level of exposure used.
In making a measurement of the resolving power, broadening of the 
spectral lines by the source, the relative intensities of the spectral 
lines being used and physiological factors will all affect the result. 
The limitation of the definition of resolving power should also be 
realised, in that it is often possible to visually distinguish as being 
separate,lines which theoretically would not be regarded as resolved.
It is, also, necessary to have suitably spaced lines appearing in the 
spectra.
The resolving power of the spectrograph used in the present 
experiments was measured in spectra emitted by low temperature plasmas. 
In these spectra, the effects of the source, seen chiefly as Doppler 
broadening, were minimal. At 100 ^ , the resolving power was estimated 
to be better than 1 in 3000. Reference to figure 5.13 shows that this 
is the resolving power expected due to the slit. It would suggest that 
the effect due to the grating is small and that the focusing achieved 
is very satisfactory.
Once the grating width is fixed it is possible to calculate the 
aperture ratio. This is a useful parameter for measuring the light 
collection of a spectrograph and is defined as the ratio of the focal 
length to the width of the limiting aperture, effectively the inverse 
of the angle subtended by this aperture. Consequently, for a concave 
grating spectrograph, the aperture ratio is the ratio of the diameter 
of the Rowland circle to the grating width. In the present case, the 
spectrograph is adjusted such that the aperture ratio is f/130.
FOCUSING THE E 580 SPECTROGRAPH
The geometry of the grazing incidence mount is such that the 
alignment of the spectrograph is particularly sensitive to small 
movements in its components. Consequently, the spectrographs are, 
generally, more troublesome to focus than those employing other mounts 
and are more prone to lose their focus.
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In order to reduce these difficulties, the grating of the E 580 
spectrograph is held in a sophisticated mount, illustrated in figure 5.17. 
All the necessary movements are controlled by micrometers. Despite its 
sophistication, the mount has the disadvantages that each of its 
movements is not entirely independent from the others and that the 
micrometers, once changed, cannot be precisely reset.
The initial positioning of the plate holder is carried out using a 
special alignment jig, when the instrument is purchased. The plate 
holder is supported by three studs. These are positioned with respect 
to the two reference surfaces of the spectrograph, the top surface of 
the chamber and its front surface around the entrance slit port. Once 
the studs are positioned, they should not, normally, be readjusted.
The surface of the plate holder defines the Rowland circle or 
rather a cylinder whose cross section is the Rowland circle. To focus 
the instrument, it is necessary to position the entrance slit and the 
pole of the grating on the cylinder and adjust the orientation of the 
grating. In addition, the width of the grating used is reduced to its 
optimum value by adjusting a pre-grating slit.
The first step in this procedure is to position the top jaw of the 
entrance slit with the aid of a "gooseneck" mechanical jig. This 
consists of a small body, to which is fixed a long arm, the gooseneck.
The body is supported on three pins, arranged so that it can be 
positioned on the surface of the plate holder. Single or twin 
electrical contacts attached to the end of the arm operate lights on a 
control box. Adjusting screws on the body of the jig allow the angle 
and tilt of the gooseneck to be altered until the electrical contacts 
just touch a metal edge placed across the plate holder's surface. 
Consequently, as the jig is placed in different positions on the plate
holder, the contacts will describe the Rowland circle.
To give easy access to the entrance slit, the grating mount is 
removed from the spectrograph and the pre-grating slit is widened. The
distance between the entrance slit and grating determines the angle of
incidence and, consequently, the appropriate entrance slit mount must be 
fitted. In the present experiments the required angle of incidence was 
88°. A slit mount which is modified so that the slit jaws are attached to the 
outside was used. This modification avoided the necessity of removing 
the mount from the body of the spectrograph every time a slit adjustment 
is made, a particularly unsatisfactory procedure. Using the gooseneck
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Figure 5 .17 . The grating mount of the E 580 spectrograph  
A fte r the E 580 instruction manual.
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fitted with the twin contact attachment, the top jaw of the entrance 
slit is positioned on the Rowland circle or cylinder.
While setting up the gooseneck, it was noticed that the plate
holder being used was beginning to show signs of wear. It was found that 
the adjustment of the gooseneck varied for different positions on the 
plate holder.
The initial adjustment to the grating mount can be made by replacing 
the grating with a metal blank and using the single contact attachment 
on the gooseneck to position the pole of the grating on the Rowland circle. 
However, this same adjustment can be made quite satisfactorily using a
white light source placed a short distance from the entrance slit. The
lower jaw of the slit is replaced and adjusted so that the slit width is 
wide enough for the zero order image to be clearly seen on a ground glass 
screen held against the plate holder.
Referring to the lettering given in figure 5.17, micrometer B, which 
controls the longitudinal tilt, is adjusted until the zero order image 
is observed at a distance from the pole of the grating equal to that 
between the grating and slit. For an angle of incidence of 88°, this 
distance is 7.0 cm. Micrometer A is, then, adjusted so that the shape 
of the image is symmetrical about its mid-point. Next, micrometer M 
allows the grating to be rotated so that the image is perpendicular to 
the plane of the Rowland circle. Finally, the height of the grating is 
altered using micrometer E to bring the zero order into focus.
Once the preliminary adjustments are completed using the white 
light source, the spectrograph and target chamber must be prepared for 
recording spectra, so that the precise focusing can be accomplished. 
First, the pre-grating slit should be adjusted to give the optimum 
grating width by observing with the aid of a mirror the light from a 
tungsten bulb or laser scattered from the grating surface.
Next, the jaws of the entrance slit should be cleaned, using a 
piece of soft wood, such as a matchstick, and the lower jaw repositioned 
with small pieces of 5 pm thick, iron foil placed between the outer ends 
of the slit. The slit width can, then, be checked from the Fraunhofer 
diffraction pattern of a helium-neon laser beam. This is best done by 
removing the grating mount. The kinematic mount which supports the 
grating mount enables the grating to be replaced in the same position.
It should be noted, however, that once the precise focusing has been 
carried out, the grating mount should not be removed unless this becomes
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absolutely necessary. Although it is possible to remove and replace the 
mount without affecting the focusing, it is much more likely that the 
alignment will be disturbed. Finally the target chamber and vacuum 
pumps are connected.
During the recording of the first spectra, the distance of the zero 
order from the pole of the grating should be checked and micrometer B 
readjusted, if necessary. If the spectrum lies at an angle to the 
length of the photographic plate, it is necessary to rotate the grating 
using micrometer M. This may result in the spectral lines becoming 
twisted, that is non-perpendicular to the plane of the Rowland circle or 
the length of the plate. If, also, the shape of the lines is 
asymmetrical, this being seen most clearly in zero order, the transverse 
tilt, controlled by micrometer A, should be varied. This last adjustment 
should remove any twist in the spectral lines.
However, if after repeating these adjustments, the spectral lines 
remain twisted, it is an indication that the entrance slit is tilted. A 
small twist in the spectral lines can be tolerated or it may be possible 
to correct this aberration by rotating the entrance slit mount. However, 
it should be remembered that the slit is offset from the centre of the 
mount and, consequently, a rotation will also affect the height of the 
slit centre. If the twist is unacceptable, it is usually quickest to 
reposition the top jaw of the slit with the gooseneck jig.
Providing the shape of the spectral lines is symmetrical, it remains 
to adjust the height of the grating, controlled by micrometer E, for 
various positions of the longitudinal tilt, micrometer B, until the 
best focus is achieved in the wavelength range of interest. The main 
difficulty in this procedure is that it is only possible to determine 
the best focus by passing through it and the micrometers cannot be 
precisely reset.
If the plate, grating and entrance slit all lie exactly on the 
Rowland circle, the best focus should be independent of wavelength and 
the position of the zero order should be that given by theory. In 
practice, it is rare that this is the case.
Another aspect of the focusing where practice differs from what 
might be expected theoretically is the shape of the spectral lines. 
Usually, a well-focused line produced by a concave grating spectrograph 
is widest at its centre. In the present arrangement, the extreme 
astigmatism and the dominant broadening being due to the slit might fee
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expected to result in a line of uniform width. However, it was observed 
during focusing that, for most grating positions, the lines were 
narrowest at their centres.
For a particular longitudinal tilt of the grating, the line is 
comparatively broad with a shadow to one side. As the height of the 
grating is changed, the shadow becomes narrower, but the line ends broaden. 
The shadow, then, disappears and the line ends split, gaining the 
appearance of a fishtail. A further change in the grating height 
enhances the fishtail, the split extending further into the centre of the 
line. Eventually the whole line becomes split. An alteration of the 
grating longitudinal tilt moves the shadow, if present, from one side of 
the line to the other or enhances one side of the fishtail. As always,
the line shapes are seen most clearly in zero order.
The spectrograph was to be used, initially, for line identification 
studies. Consequently, the focus was optimised for the centre of the 
lines, where the highest resolution can be achieved. To obtain the 
best focus, the longitudinal tilt of the grating was adjusted until the 
shadow was equally distributed about the line. The best focus was found 
to occur when the grating height was varied such that the shadow just 
disappeared. The focus was optimised for the wavelength range 50 - 300 X,
The cause of the unexpected line shapes is not known. They have
been observed with two different E 580 spectrographs, each with their own 
grating, and both focused using a laser produced plasma as a source. 
Clearly, consideration should be given to whether the geometry of the 
source in relation to the spectrographs is responsible. The intense 
emission comes from a plasma whose volume is very small in comparison 
with many other sources and which is positioned in close proximity to the 
entrance slit.
During the use of the spectrograph, there are two causes likely to 
result in a severe loss of spectral intensity. One is that the entrance 
slit is blocked by target debris. The lower jaw should be removed and 
the jaw edges cleaned with a piece of soft wood. If the jaw can be 
replaced to give the correct slit width without the upper jaw being 
disturbed, it should not be necessary to refocus the spectrograph.
The second cause of a loss of spectral intensity is diffusion pump 
oil condensing on the grating surface. This can be serious if a number 
of shots have been fired before the problem is realised, since UV 
radiation converts ordinary diffusion pump oil to a hard lacquer! The
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grating mount must be removed from the spectrograph and cleaned by 
running a high purity organic solvent, such as absolute alcohol, down 
the grating surface. Too high a water content in the solvent could 
result in electrolysis between the coating and substrate of some gratings, 
Other impurities may mark the surface as the solvent evaporates. In any 
case, the cleaning should be carried out as quickly as possible.
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES
The spectra were recorded on extra thin, Ilford, Q2 photographic 
plates. These plates are suitable for short wavelength applications, 
since their emulsions do not contain gelatin, which absorbs XUV radiation 
However, the absence of gelatin means that the emulsions are particularly 
sensitive to pressure and special care must be taken in handling the 
plates.
At first, Kodak D 19 developer was used. However, it was found that 
when used with one particular batch of plates, this developer resulted 
in the emulsion becoming grainy and having streaks. With this batch, it 
was necessary to use Ilford ID 13 developer. This is prepared in two 
solutions, one of which is caustic. After mixing, the solutions 
deteriorate rapidly, having a bench life of, at most, two hours.
A development time of, typically, 4 mins was used. However, since 
it was not intended to make accurate intensity measurements, this time 
was varied to enhance the development of weak spectra or to avoid losing 
detail in well-exposed spectra.
THE TARGET CHAMBER
The target chamber used in the experiments is an aluminium alloy 
vessel, which is fastened onto the front of the Rank Hilger, E 580 
spectrograph. A schematic diagram is shown in figure 5.18. The chamber 
has a semi-circular cross-section of diameter 40cm and its depth is 15cm. 
Its floor and ports are welded to the sides and an ”0" ring is used to 
vacuum seal the chamber lid.
The chamber and spectrograph must be evacuated to a pressure of 
about 10  ^ torr, so as to avoid oxygen and nitrogen lines appearing in 
the spectra. The evacuation of the chamber, also, prevents gas 
breakdown, which would occur at the high laser intensities of the 
focused beam; this, however, places less of a restriction on the vacuum
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Figure 5.18. Schematic diagram of the target chamber
required than considerations of spectral purity. A 3" diffusion pump 
and liquid nitrogen trap are used, the pressure being monitored with 
Pirani and Penning gauges.
The target chamber and spectrograph are connected by a flexible pipe 
This avoids pressure on the slit jaws of the spectrograph, which might 
result in their misalignment.
The laser beam enters the chamber through one of two large glass 
windows. An angle of incidence at the window of between 10° and 20° 
ensures that the beam can pass through the lens, falling on the target 
close to the spectrograph slit. This large angle of incidence, also, 
ensures that reflections from the window do not return through the laser 
system.
THE TARGET CHAMBER LENS
A Soro, aspheric, f/1.4 lens with a focal length of 11 cm was used 
to focus the laser beam in the target chamber. One of its surfaces is 
plane. The lens is aplanatic, being corrected both for spherical 
aberration and coma. Since these aberrations depend on wavelength, the 
corrections are only appropriate for light of a single wavelength, in
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this case 1.06 ym. The internal reflections of the incident laser beam 
tend to focus along the axis of the lens, as shown in figure 5.19. So 
as to avoid damage due to too great a concentration of laser energy, a 
hole is drilled through the centre of the lens.
A versatile lens holder was designed for the Soro lens. It, also, 
holds a cylindrical lens which can be used in conjunction with the Soro 
lens. The lens holder is shown in figure 5.20. It allows the lens to 
be moved in all directions. Four of its movements are controlled by 
motors, so that the adjustments can be made when the chamber is evacuated 
Dissimilar metals between moving parts were incorporated into the holder 
by the workshop and, therefore, are not shown in the original design 
given in appendix 3. The holder was found to be very satisfactory in 
every respect, giving precise and easy movement and has been used in both 
point and line focus experiments.
Figure 5.19. Internal reflections in the Soro lens.
THE TARGETS
The plane targets employed in the point focus experiments are small 
discs cut from 10 mm diameter rods of the spectroscopically pure metals, 
all having a specification of at least 99.99% purity. The small discs 
are supported by gluing them, using "Araldite”, into holes set near the 
edge of a larger 60 mm diameter aluminium disc. The surfaces of the 
composite target are, then, machined, so that they are flat and parallel
to within a tolerance of 50 ym.
The targets are firmly screwed to a holder. The design of the
holder allows the target to be rotated with the minimum of movement of
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the target surface from a single plane. Since it is essential to use an 
undamaged surface for each laser shot, the rotation is controlled by a 
motor, so that the adjustment can be made under vacuum.
The target is positioned about 4 cm from the slit of the E 580 
spectrograph, the direction of the plasma plume being roughly parallel to 
the slit. A "Melinex" screen is placed between the target and lens to 
stop debris from the target coating the surface of the lens. It is 
positioned as close to the lens as possible so as to minimise damage 
from the laser beam. After a number of shots the screen becomes opaque 
through laser damage and deposition of target material and, therefore, 
must be renewed. The frequency depends on the intensity of the laser 
beam, but is, typically, every 5 to 15 shots.
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT
An important aspect of the experiment is the focusing of the laser 
beam and the alignment of the focal spot relative to the spectrograph. 
This focusing and alignment must be carried out on setting up the 
experiment, minor adjustments being made from day to day.
A crucial aspect of the alignment procedure is to ensure that the 
height of the plasma plume is correct in relation to the slit of the 
spectrograph. The acceptance angle of the spectrograph is small, the 
aperture ratio being about f/130, if the spectrograph is adjusted to give 
the best focus. This corresponds to an acceptance angle of less than 
and,at a distance of 4 cm from the slit, radiation from a height of only 
300 ym of the source falls within this angle.
Experience has shown that careful initial alignment saves 
considerable time in the fine adjustment of the plasma height. The slit 
mount used on the spectrograph is such that the radiation is incident on 
the grating with an angle of 88°. Because of this, it is convenient to 
mount the spectrograph with its chamber tilted at 2° to the horizontal. 
This angle is measured using a spirit level placed against the top 
surface of the chamber, this being one of the reference surfaces of the 
spectrograph. Radiation falling within the acceptance angle, therefore, 
enters the spectrograph horizontally.
By directing a horizontal helium-neon laser beam across the surface 
of the target at the height of the spectrograph slit, it is possible to 
fix the height at which the plasma should be formed. A ImW helium-neon 
laser beam is directed along the axis of the neodymium laser beam by
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aligning it on the centres of polaroid burn patterns. This helium-neon 
beam must always fall on the target at the correct height. Small 
adjustments can be made by altering the Soro lens height. For larger 
corrections, it is necessary to adjust the angle of the final turning 
mirror of the lens system, together with the lens height.
Initially, the lens is positioned so that the ImW helium-neon beam 
passes through the hole in the centre of the lens, falling on the target 
at the correct height and at a distance of about 4 cm from the 
spectrograph slit. It is usually necessary to adjust the orientation 
and position of the final mirror of the laser system and the position of 
the lens to accomplish this. The angle of the lens is, then, set by 
placing a mirror against the plane surface of the lens and observing the 
reflection of the helium-neon beam. Since the lens was used with its 
plane surface towards the laser system, the reflected helium-neon beam 
must not coincide with the incident beam. The lens is adjusted until 
the beams are at an angle of about 10 mrad to one another.
Next, the distance between the lens and the target is adjusted, 
using callipers, to 11.05 cm. It has been found, by experience, that 
this value gives a satisfactory initial setting for the focusing of the 
neodymium laser beam. If any of the adjustments made are large, then 
the alignment procedure is repeated. The final step is, always, to 
recheck the height of the helium-neon beam at the target surface.
Fine adjustments to the focusing of the Soro lens and to the 
positioning of the height of the plasma relative to the spectrograph 
slit require the use of the neodymium laser system. The focusing can be 
achieved by monitoring the back-reflected pulse of single shots of the 
laser system on target. This is done most simply by comparing the burn 
patterns produced on polaroid positioned around the pinhole of the 
spatial filter. Experiments in various materials suggested that the 
highest ionisation stages were observed in spectra, when the back- 
reflected pulse was most intense. This criterion was used generally as 
a focusing condition.
In contrast to the focusing of the lens, the fine adjustment of the 
height of the plasma required a more lengthy procedure involving the 
recording of spectra. The lens height, which controls the plasma 
height, is adjusted until the most intense spectrum is obtained. Given 
a satisfactory initial alignment, this adjustment can be completed by 
taking only three or four spectra. So as to avoid having to repeat the
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procedure from day to day, the target is not rotated until the laser is 
ready to be fired. If necessary, the helium-neon beam can, then, be 
realigned into the hole created by the previous shot.
THE EXPERIMENT
In addition to the focusing and alignments already described, one 
further parameter was investigated to ensure that the optimum conditions 
for observing spectra of the highest ionisation stages had been achieved. 
This parameter was the duration of the laser pulse. As explained in the 
previous chapter, the output pulsewidth of the laser could be easily 
varied from about 1.5 ns upwards. Spectra were recorded for various 
pulsewidths, the pump power level to the amplifier stages being kept 
constant. The effect of increasing the pulse length under these 
conditions is to slowly decrease the laser output power, while greatly 
increasing the output energy.
The degree of ionisation was observed to increase with pulse 
duration up to a value of 3.7 ns FWHM. Since the plasma temperature 
increases with the laser output power, this result is unexpected. It 
was not possible to determine the reason, although two contributory 
factors can be suggested. The longer pulses may allow the plasma to 
approach more closely the conditions of stationary ionisation balance. 
Alternatively, the lower intensity of the longer pulses may have improved 
the beam quality through a reduction in non-linear refraction in the 
laser glass and, therefore, have raised the focused intensity at the 
target.
As the optimum position of the focusing lens was approached, it was 
often found that the overall intensity of the spectrum became 
significantly weaker. This necessitated taking multiple exposures of, 
typically, 5 to 10 laser shots. However, in some cases up to 15 shots 
were required.
The explanation of this effect is not certain and there was 
insufficient time to investigate it further. However, the observations 
made were consistent with the intense radiation from the core of the 
plasma, which forms a significant part of the emitted radiation, being 
screened from the spectrograph by the sides of the small, deep holes, 
which were produced in most materials by the well-focused laser beam.
An important part of the experiment was to record spectra 
corresponding to different plasma temperatures. A fine control of the
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temperature, as indicated by the degree of ionisation, was achieved by 
adjusting the focusing of the output lens or the output power of the 
laser system. The highest output power used was, typically, 40 GW, 
corresponding to about 4 x 10^ ** W cm~^ at the target surface.
Figure 5.21 shows high temperature spectra of chromium, iron and 
nickel and figure 5.22 illustrates the change in the nickel spectrum as 
the temperature is varied. It can be seen in figure 5.22, that there is 
significant broadening of the spectral lines as the temperature is 
increased. This is more pronounced in figure 5.23, which shows the 
spectra at a wavelength of 132 8 emitted by different temperature iron 
plasmas. As the temperature increases, the lines are, initially, 
broadened and, then, split, the short wavelength component being very 
much weaker than the longer wavelength component. This line shape is 
particularly clear in the higher order spectra of the low ionisation 
stages.
The main features of the asymmetrical line shape can be explained 
in terms of Doppler broadening and radiative transfer effects. However, 
first, it is necessary to appreciate some aspects of the structure of a 
plane target laser produced plasma. The ionisation occurs in a dense, 
hot core, which, parallel to the surface, has dimensions somewhat larger 
than the focal spot of the laser beam and whose thickness perpendicular 
to the surface is small, possibly of the order of microns. Once formed 
the ions stream out from the target surface, each ionisation stage being 
concentrated in a conical shell of plasma. The highest ionisation stage 
lies along the plasma axis and the lower stages are found at increasing
angles to this axis (Irons et al. 1972).
Consequently, if observations are made at right angles to the plasma 
axis, spectral lines identified with the lower ionisation stages are 
expected to show greater Doppler broadening due to streaming. The 
importance of streaming as opposed to thermal motion as a broadening
mechanism and the general features of the model described above are
consistent with the observation that the broadening is more extreme in 
the spectra of the lower ionisation stages.
In an optically thin plasma, the broadening is expected to be 
symmetric, the blue-shifted emission from ions closest to the 
spectrograph being balanced by the red-shifted emission from the far 
side of the plasma.
Asymmetries in the line shape arise in optically thick plasmas from
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the non-coincidence of the emitting and absorbing regions of the plasma. 
If the source function, that is the ratio of the emissivity to opacity, 
has a maximum on the plasma axis, the spatial distribution of the 
emitting region will be centred closer to the axis than the absorbing 
region (Irons 1975). Consequently, the majority of red-shifted photons, 
emitted on the far side of the axis, will be able to travel to the 
spectrograph without being absorbed, while the blue-shifted photons must 
pass through an absorbing region to reach the spectrograph. The result 
is an asymmetric line profile in which the red peak is more intense than 
the blue peak. For a fuller discussion reference should be made to 
Irons, who gives computed line profiles exhibiting this asymmetry.
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C H A P T E R  6 
S P E C T R A L  C L A S S I F I C A T I O N S
Two features normally characteristic of atomic spectra are the 
similarity between the spectra of consecutive elements in the periodic 
table and, within the spectrum of a single element, the tendency of 
spectral lines belonging to the same transition array or ionisation 
stage to fall in distinct spectral regions. These features are, 
usually, exploited in line identification studies. However, neither 
occurs in the spectra of the n = 2 - 2 transitions of high Z 
elements and their absence seriously complicates the analysis of these 
spectra.
Consequently, the advantages offered by a laser produced plasma as 
a spectroscopic source, namely, the spectral purity, the narrow range of 
ionisation stages present in any one spectrum and the fine control of 
plasma temperature possible, are particularly valuable, since the precise 
ionisation stage of individual spectral lines can be determined. 
Unfortunately, laser produced plasmas have a disadvantage in that there 
can be significant Doppler broadening of lines in those spectra emitted 
from high temperature plasmas. As well as limiting the accuracy of the 
wavelength measurements that can be achieved, the broadening results in 
nearby lines becoming blended. In view of this blending and of the 
uncharacteristic lack of order in the spectra, it can be seen that good 
wavelength predictions are required in any analysis to obtain spectral 
classifications.
This chapter contrasts two experiments that used different methods 
for obtaining wavelength predictions in analyses of the spectra of the
n = 2 - 2 transitions of fourth period elements. In the first, an
unsuccessful attempt to analyse a nickel spectrum, the wavelength 
predictions proved to be inadequate. Although the experiment was, 
therefore, unsatisfactory, it clearly showed what improvements were 
necessary in order to make a successful analysis. The second experiment 
was much more extensive, involving the recording of spectra emitted
by a number of different temperature plasmas of the elements from
chromium to nickel. A much simpler method was used to obtain 
wavelength predictions. The two experiments are described and the 
details of the final analysis are presented.
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIONS OF NICKEL
The first experiment, the unsuccessful attempt to classify n = 2 - 2 
transitions of nickel, used two spectra in the analysis, one emitted 
from a high temperature and the other from a low temperature plasma.
Lines belonging to the higher ionisation stages could be distinguished 
by comparing these spectra.
Some authors suggest that it is necessary to use self-consistent 
field calculations or some other theoretical technique as the basis of 
any method for obtaining satisfactory wavelength predictions of the 
n = 2 - 2 transitions of fourth period elements (Fawcett and Hayes 1975). 
In view of this, the results of the Multi-configuration Hartree-Fock 
(MCHF) computer code of Froese Fischer (1972) were used as part of a 
semi-empirical approach. The differences between the theoretical and 
previously published observed wavelengths for a particular transition 
were extrapolated along an isoelectronic sequence, a computer programme 
being used to carry out a least squares fitting of the differences to a 
polynomial. As a check on this semi-empirical method, a simple 
extrapolation of wavelengths was carried out, again using the polynomial 
fitting programme. The semi-empirical extrapolations of Edlen 
(1969, 1972) were, also, extended to include nickel, these giving the 
splittings within the 2s^2p^ ground configurations. However, a 
comparison of the predicted splittings with those derived from published 
observations in iron, cobalt and nickel showed that these extrapolations 
were insufficiently accurate to be of any value, being made over too 
great an interval in Z.
Despite the use of two sets of wavelength predictions and both high 
and low temperature spectra, it was not possible to obtain sensible 
identifications. In quite a few cases, the separations of energy levels 
were found to be inconsistent and it was by no means clear how to correct 
the identifications.
The possibility of obtaining wavelength predictions for cobalt by 
interpolation and analysing a cobalt spectrum as a means of checking the 
nickel identifications was considered. However, for some transitions 
there was more than one cobalt spectral line that would fit the 
predictions, the check on the nickel identifications, therefore, being 
inconclusive. In other cases, there was no satisfactory cobalt line 
present in the spectra. It became clear that no confidence could be 
placed in the classifications of the nickel spectrum and it was necessary
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to approach the problem in a different way.
A subsequent comparison of these initial results for nickel with 
those of the second analysis, which is thought to be correct, shows that 
only about 60% of the identifications are in agreement. In hindsight, 
it can be seen that the main reason for the initial analysis being 
unsuccessful was the use of unsatisfactory wavelength predictions.
For the n = 2 - 2 transitions of fourth period elements, it is 
essential to use self-consistent field calculations which have 
relativistic corrections. The MCHF computer code used was inadequate in 
this respect. The wavelengths obtained directly from this code were 
between 10 and 30 X longer than the observed wavelengths. In contrast, 
the Hartree-X code of Cowan (Cowan and Griffin 1976) does have 
relativistic corrections. In, for example, the N I sequence for the 
elements from titanium to nickel, this latter code gives wavelengths that 
are, typically, six times closer to the observed values. Of perhaps more 
significance, it is expected that the variation with Z of the results of 
the relativistic Hartree-X code will be closer to that of the observed 
wavelengths than was found using the MCHF code, this behaviour with Z, 
essentially, determining the accuracy of the semi-empirical approach.
In addition, for the majority of unidentified transitions, there 
were insufficient published data to simply extrapolate wavelengths to 
obtain reliable predictions in nickel and it has, subsequently, been 
found that some of the available data were incorrect.
Although the semi-empirical extrapolations gave predictions which 
were considerably better than the direct output of the MCHF code, both 
these and the predictions from the empirical extrapolations differ from 
the observed values by up to 3 S. It is illustrative to consider an 
average density of spectral lines, although it should be emphasised that 
the distribution of spectral lines throughout the nickel spectrum is far 
from being uniform. Given that this is, typically, two lines per ^ , it 
can be seen that for the poorest predictions, the transition could 
correspond to any one of 12 spectral lines. At the time of making the 
analysis, further confusion arose since it was thought that the accuracy 
of the predictions was better than ±lX. It is likely that the use of 
the Hartree-X computer code as the basis of a semi-empirical method would 
have given satisfactory wavelength predictions, with the possible 
exception of those for the Be I isoelectronic sequence. Unfortunately, 
at the time, this code was not available.
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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Although the initial experiment proved to be unsuccessful, it 
clearly indicated how the experiment and analysis could be improved. 
Since there was difficulty in obtaining good wavelength predictions, a 
technique was required to differentiate between the numerous spectral 
lines. Using a laser produced plasma as a source, an obvious way to do 
this was to use several spectra, each corresponding to a different plasma 
temperature. By comparing these spectra, it would be possible to 
differentiate between lines belonging to the various ionisation stages, 
the higher ionisation stages being absent from the cooler plasmas. It 
was hoped that this would reduce, somewhat, the accuracy of the 
wavelength predictions needed and, in any case, simplify the analysis. 
For such a comparison, it was expected that at least five spectra would 
be required, in contrast to the two used in the initial experiment.
In the analysis of the nickel spectrum, the use of a semi-empirical 
method based on self-consistent field calculations had not given 
satisfactory wavelength predictions. It was, therefore, decided to use 
an empirical method, extrapolating the available data for a transition 
along an isoelectronic sequence. As explained in chapter 3, the 
variation of the wavenumber with Z is approximately linear for An = 0 
transitions and a graphical extrapolation of the first differences of 
the wavenumbers was considered. In contrast to the semi-empirical 
approach, this method has the advantage of simplicity and quickness. In 
addition, the use of a graphical method has greater flexibility than 
computed polynomial fitting procedures and allows the behaviour of the 
extrapolation to be visually checked.
However, it was realised that there was insufficient published data 
to extrapolate to nickel, since for a number of transitions in the 
higher ionisation stages - nearly all in the Be I isoelectronic 
sequence - there is only reliable data available for the elements in the 
periodic table up to calcium. It was necessary to obtain more data in 
lower Z materials. An investigation of the five elements from chromium 
to nickel was thought to be adequate. All of these elements are, 
themselves, of interest in either solar or fusion research. The high 
repetition rate and the reproducible output of the laser system allowed 
extensive experiments to be considered in which spectra were obtained at 
five different plasma temperatures in each of the elements. Satisfactory 
isoelectronic extrapolations, consistent term schemes and the correct
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temperature dependence of the lines would greatly increase confidence 
in the results.
In practice, the empirical wavelength predictions were found to be 
quite adequate, the method proving to be unexpectedly sensitive. It is 
thought that the success of the analysis demonstrates that purely 
empirical extrapolations can be used to obtain wavelength predictions of 
the n = 2 - 2 transitions of fourth period elements.
Comparisons of the spectra corresponding to different plasma 
temperatures allowed the precise ionisation stages of the majority of 
the spectral lines to be determined. As had been expected, this both 
greatly simplified the analysis and allowed less accurate wavelength 
predictions to be used. In the Be I isoelectronic sequence, the analysis 
would not have been possible without knowledge of the ionisation stage 
and, with so little available data for the fourth period elements in 
this sequence, it is not certain that even improved semi-empirical 
predictions would, by themselves, have been sufficient.
A further improvement was to refocus the spectrograph. Difficulties 
had arisen in the first analysis through blending of nearby lines. 
Although the Doppler broadening of the spectral lines is an inherent 
feature of the source and, therefore, cannot be avoided, its effects can 
be minimised by careful focusing of the spectrograph. On refocusing 
the instrument, a considerable improvement in the spectral resolution 
was achieved; in the spectra emitted by the lowest temperature plasmas 
observed, the resolution was better than 1 in 3000 at 100 This
increased resolution not only reduced the blending in the spectra from 
high temperature plasmas, but also allowed other Doppler and radiative 
transfer effects, such as the splitting of lines belonging to the lower 
ionisation stages to be clearly resolved. This is illustrated in 
figure 5.23, in which the splitting of the doublet lines and the 
appearance of an intermediate third line is clearly resolved. Before 
the spectrograph was refocused, these features were blended in all 
spectra.
THE LINE IDENTIFICATIONS IN THE SPECTRA OF THE 
ELEMENTS FROM CHROMIUM TO NICKEL
The extensive and systematic experimentation outlined above has 
proved worthwhile, since it has been possible to identify both numerous 
allowed n = 2 - 2 transitions and sequences of intercombination lines.
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many of which are observed for the first time in laboratory spectra of
high Z elements. In all, over 400 new identifications have been made in
the spectra of the elements from chromium to nickel. Most of these lines 
are assigned to transitions within the 2s^2p^ - 2s^ ^2p^  ^ transition 
arrays belonging to the 0 I to Be I isoelectronic sequences. The first 
laboratory observations of lithium-like transitions in chromium and 
manganese are given and intercombination lines are observed for the 
first time in laboratory plasmas of high Z elements in the N I to Be I
sequences. New intercombination lines are seen in the 0 I sequence. in
addition, wavelengths of four sequences of sodium-like, n = 4 - 5 
transitions are given. These sodium-like lines are found to be 
particularly intense in the cobalt and nickel spectra and, consequently,
can lead to confusion with the n = 2 - 2 transitions.
A complete listing of wavelengths and line intensities of the
observed transitions within the 2s°2p^ - 2s^ ^2p^^^ arrays in the F I to
Li I isoelectronic sequences is presented, together with their
classifications, for the elements chromium to nickel in tables 6.2 to
6 .8. This listing includes both new identifications and those reported
by other authors. Table 6.1 contains a similar listing for the
sodium-like transitions. Using the wavelengths of the n = 2 - 2
transitions given in the tables, the complete term schemes for the
II k2s 2p configurations in these elements have been determined and these 
are given in tables 6.9 to 6.15. For ease of reference to the tables, 
the term schemes together with some of the more intense transitions are 
illustrated in figures 6.1 to 6.7 by Grotrian diagrams for iron.
LS coupling notation is used to describe the energy levels. This 
is both because of its simplicity and its use throughout the literature 
in connection with these transitions. However, it should be emphasised 
that, in these high Z elements, there is considerable mixing of the pure 
LS levels and a more appropriate description would be given by 
intermediate coupling notation. Evidence for this mixing in the 0 I and 
Be I sequences is presented in terms of the "anomalous" variation of 
transition energies with nuclear charge. The S - D and D - S forbidden 
transitions observed in the N I and B I sequences are, also, thought to 
be a result of this level mixing.
The line intensities listed with each wavelength are based on a
^ 2pS 2p3 _ 2s2pG
2
transition in each element an intensity of 10. In cases where blending
scale from 1 to 11 that is fixed by giving the 2s  P 3 -  Si
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might result in a misleading intensity, this is indicated by the letter 
"a”. For some lines, the blending has, also, made it difficult to 
measure wavelengths to an accuracy better than the wavelength spread of 
the blend. In these cases, wavelengths have been calculated from the 
derived term schemes. All such wavelengths are entirely consistent with 
the extrapolations and measurements of the spectra; they are denoted in 
the tables by the letter ”b” .
In making the line identifications, much use has been made of the 
observed relative line intensities of lower Z elements reported by other 
authors. The identifications in each isoelectronic sequence are 
discussed in more detail in the appropriate section below.
WAVELENGTH PREDICTIONS
The wavelength predictions for the allowed n = 2 - 2 transitions 
were made by graphical extrapolations along isoelectronic sequences of 
the differences between the wavenumbers of consecutive elements. When a 
sufficient number of transitions had been identified, further predictions 
were made by applying the Rydberg-Ritz combination principle.
Although the extrapolations were found to show significant 
deviations from the expected linear behaviour, this method still proved 
to be a sensitive technique for predicting the wavelengths of these 
transitions. The accuracy of the predictions varied considerably, 
depending on the interval over which the extrapolation was made. For 
some transitions in the C I to Li I sequences, it was necessary to 
extrapolate from calcium. In the worst of these cases, the predictions 
were found to differ by about 2 ^ from the observed wavelengths; the 
ability to determine the precise ionisation stages of the lines in the 
appropriate spectral region proved to be invaluable. Once the 
identifications in chromium were completed, the accuracy of the 
predictions in the heavier elements was greatly improved and further 
identifications in manganese and iron resulted in the predictions in 
cobalt and nickel being within 0.15 R of the observed wavelengths.
The intercombination lines belonging to the 0 I isoelectronic 
sequence were identified by extrapolating from the wavelengths of the 
2s^2p** - 2s2p^ transitions observed by Kononov et al. (1976c) in
iron, nickel, copper and zinc and by using the Rydberg-Ritz combination 
principle. In the other sequences, the wavelengths of the 
intercombination lines were predicted using the energy levels calculated
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by Fawcett (1975) and the combination principle and extrapolations, where 
necessary. The accuracy of the predictions in the N I sequence was found 
to be about ±2 R for lines in the spectral region around 100 X. In the 
C I and Be I sequences, the predictions were found to be better, being 
accurate to, respectively, ±0.1 and ±0.4 X in the same region of the 
spectrum. The B I sequence will be discussed in more detail below. 
Predictions for the 2s2p^ ^82 - 2p** ^ P£ transition in the C I sequence 
were made using solar flare data given by Dere (1978).
WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION OF THE SPECTRA
In thé initial experiment, some difficulty had been experienced in 
obtaining a good wavelength calibration of the nickel spectrum. Carbon 
and fluorine spectral lines superimposed on the nickel spectrum were 
used as wavelength standards. However, discrepancies of up to 0.07 X 
were found between the spectrum calibrated in this way and previously 
published wavelengths of n = 2 - 2 transitions and second order n = 3 - 4 
lines. A Zeiss/Jena Abbe comparator was used for making the measurements 
and the width and visibility of the spectral lines allowed a measurement 
reproducibility of, typically, ±0.005 to 0.01 X to be easily achieved.
In the analysis of the chromium to nickel spectra, it was decided, 
in the first instance, to use only previously published wavelengths of 
n = 2 - 2 transitions and relax, somewhat, the desired wavelength 
accuracy. Only if this proved to be unsatisfactory, was it thought 
necessary to reconsider the method of calibration. The quoted accuracies 
of the published wavelengths for these transitions is usually given as 
±0.01 X. Discrepancies between the results of different authors 
suggested that this accuracy is rather optimistic; an accuracy of ±0.03 X 
was thought to be realistic. It was expected that any more serious 
discrepancies would become evident in the analysis and these wavelengths 
could be remeasured and improved. In fact, one or two wavelengths were 
adjusted, because of such discrepancies. Since a measurement 
reproducibility of about ±0.01 X can be achieved by careful measurement 
of the chart recorder output of a microphotometer, wavelength 
measurements were made in this way, a Rank Hilger, L459 microphotometer 
being used. Careful comparisons were made with the photographic plates 
to ensure that the features observed on the traces corresponded to 
spectral lines. A graphical calibration curve was employed in the 
analysis.
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A problem arose, because of the splitting of spectral lines 
belonging to low ionisation stages in the high temperature plasmas. This 
splitting can be explained in terms of Doppler and radiative transfer 
effects (Irons 1975). A comparison of second order spectra emitted by 
high and low temperature plasmas showed that, within the accuracy being 
considered, the mean of the measurements of the outermost edges of the 
line shape gave the wavelength of the line centre as measured in the 
unaffected low temperature spectra.
Little difficulty was found in obtaining consistent term schemes, 
if the wavelength accuracies were taken to be ±0.03 X at wavelengths 
less than 180 X and ±0.06 X above this wavelength. This was taken as an 
indication that these were, indeed, realistic accuracies. A poorer 
accuracy is adopted for lines to longer wavelengths than 180 X, since 
second order lines were used to calibrate this spectral region and the 
first order lines were, generally, weaker and more difficult to measure.
However, since the completion of the analysis (Lawson and Peacock
1980), some discrepancies have been found. The semi-empirical 
extrapolations of Edlen (1981a) differ from the present results by about 
0.05 X in the 120 X region of the chromium spectrum. In addition, 
discrepancies of about 0.1 X have been noted for the wavelengths of the 
sodium-like, 4f - 5g transitions in manganese and iron. The latter 
transitions are blended, this making the wavelength measurements 
difficult, particularly in manganese; it is not clear whether these 
discrepancies are due to the blending or to an error in the calibration 
of these spectral regions.
Obviously, a careful recalibration of the spectrum is required 
using independent wavelength standards. Until this is done, it is not 
possible to suggest modifications to either the calibration or 
accuracies, since the majority of comparisons made show agreement 
within the accuracies given; rather, note should be taken of the 
discrepancies mentioned above. It, perhaps, should be emphasised, that, 
as yet, there is no evidence to suggest that any of the identifications 
listed in this chapter are incorrect with regard to the ordering of the 
spectral lines.
The above wavelength accuracies infer that the accuracy of the 
energies given in the term schemes is about ± 250 cm ^, there being 
greatest uncertainty in the energies of those levels defined by only one 
transition. However, if modifications to the wavelength calibrations of
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the spectra prove necessary, then it is likely that the energies will, 
also, require adjustment. If so, the accuracy of ±250 cm”  ^ will prove 
to be inappropriate.
Na I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
The wavelengths of four sequences of sodium-like lines are given in 
table 6.1. These lines are found to be intense in the present spectra, 
particularly in cobalt and nickel. Consequently, their identifications 
are presented so as to avoid possible confusion with the n = 2 - 2 
transitions. The lines correspond to 2p^4f - 2p^5g and 2p^4d - 2p®5f 
transitions. In each case the long wavelength member of the multiplet 
is too weak to be seen.
Wavelength predictions for the 4d - 5f transitions in iron and 
nickel were calculated using the Hartree-X computer code (Cowan and 
Griffin 1976). The discrepancies between predicted and observed 
wavelengths were smaller than 0.2 X. Extrapolations of the wavenumber 
differences between consecutive elements were used to derive the 
remaining wavelengths. Predictions for the 4f - 5g transitions were 
obtained from extrapolations of the data given by Kononov et al. (1977).
Table 6.1. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with sodium I
Transition Cr XIV Mn XV Fe XVI Co XVII Ni XVIII
2p^4d-2p^5f
^Da-Zps 187.02(2) 163.41(1) 144.06(2) 127.96(3) 114.46(6bl)
^Ds-^Fy 187.30(2a) 163.63(3a) 144.25(2a) 128.20(4a) 114.74(6)
2 2 
2p^4f-2p®5g
204.91(3a) 178.61(3a) 156.80(2a) 138.97(5a) 123.96(8a)A
205.01(3) 178.69(3a) 156.88(4a) 139.04(5a) 124.04(8a)A
2 2
Wavelengths given in X.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength, 
a indicates possible spurious line intensity due to blending, 
bl denotes blend.
A line previously identified by Kononov et al. (1977) .
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Figure 6 .8 .  Extrapolation curves for the 2s^2p‘*^Pi - 2s2p^^Pi 
and 2 s2 p ^P 2 - 2p^ ^ P% transitions.
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F I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
The spectral lines belonging to the F I isoelectronic sequence, an 
intense doublet, have already been identified by other authors in all the 
elements considered. For completeness, they are listed in table 6.2 and 
the term schemes are given in table 6.9.
Table 6.2. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with fluorine I
Transition Cr XVI Mn XVII Fe XVIII Co XIX Ni XX
2s^2p^-2s2p^
Zpg-Zgi 106.62(10)BC 100.00(10)BC 93.93(10)AD 88.35(10)B 83.17(10)B
2 2
Zpi-^Si 115.33(9)BC 109.35(10)BC 103.95(10)AD 99.02(9)B 94.49(10)B
2 2
Wavelengths given in X.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength. 
Capital letters refer to previous identifications.
A Boiko et al. (1970). C Fawcett (1971).
B Doschek et al. (1974). D Feldman et al. (1973).
O I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
The allowed transitions in this sequence are well known and 
intercombination lines identified with the 2s^2p** ^P - 2s2p^ ^ Pi 
transitions have been reported by Kononov et al. (1976c). It has been 
possible to complete the identifications of the ^P - ^Pi sequences and 
identify other sequences of intercombination lines. The classifications 
and term schemes are presented in tables 6.3 and 6.10, respectively.
In this sequence, two of the isoelectronic extrapolation curves used 
for predicting wavelengths were found to have an atypical behaviour. In 
general, the extrapolation curves of the wavenumber differences of 
consecutive elements are similar in shape to that of the 2s 2p Pi 
2s2p^ ^Pl transition shown in figure 6 .8 . For a few longer wavelength 
transitions the curves are as for the beryllium-like 2s2p P2 - 2p F2 
transition, illustrated in the same diagram. The extrapolation curves 
associated with the 2s^2p** ^ Sq - 2s2p^ ^ Pi and 2s^2p Pq -  2s2p Pi 
transitions, shown in figure 6 .9, exhibit a quite different behaviour, 
the former curve showing a definite maximum within the range of elements 
studied and the latter rising more steeply than "normal" at high Z. The 
reason for the rapid divergence of these curves at high Z is attributed
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Figure 6.9. Extrapolation curves for the 2s^2p‘‘^Po - 2s2p^^Pi 
and 2s^2p‘*^So - 2s2p^^Pi transitions.
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Table 6.3. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with oxygen I
Transition Cr XVII Mn XVIII Fe XIX Co XX Ni XXI
2s^ 2p**-2s2p
3p2-lpi
5
89.57b(7) 84.05(6) 78.90(4)0 74.10(4) 69.62(4)0
3po-^ Pi 94.49(2) 89.03(1) 83.89(1)0 79.01(2bl) 74.43b(2a)
3Pi-lPi 94.69(1) 89.59(1) 84.89(1)0 80.51(1) 76.45(1)
^D2~^Pi 101.91(9)AC 96.23(10bl)AC 91.02(9)E 86.19(10)A 81.69(9)A
3P2-^ P1 116.53(9)AC 108.76(8)AC 101.55(8)EF 94.94(8)A 88.81(9)A
:Pi-3po 120.84(8)AC 113.30(8)AD 106.33(6)E 99.89(7)A 93.91(8)A
3P2-3P2 122.91(11)AC 115.38(11)AC 108.37(10)EF 101.88(11)A 95.85(lla)A
3po-3pi 125.00(7)AC 117.25(7)AD 109.97(6)E 103.16(8)A 96.79(9)A
3pl-3pl 125.35(8bl)AC 118.22(6)AD 111.70(5)E 105.72(7)A 100.23(7)A
3P1-3P2 132.76(9)AC 126.09(8)AD 120.00(8bl)EF 114.40(8)A 109.29(10)A
^So-lpi 117.20(6)A 111.39(5)AD 106.12(4)E 101.39(5a)A 97.13(6a)A
D^z-Spi
^D2~^P2 147.40(2) 139.65(3) 132.63(4a) 126.22(3)
109.44(1)T
120.33(5)
2s2pS-2pG
^Pi-^ So 97.20(3a) 91.90(2) 87.02(1) 82.48(1) 78.28(3a)
iPi-^So 129.78(8)3 122.29(7)BD 115.42(7bl)BD 109.14(9bl)B 103.40(9bl)B
Wavelengths given in X.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength, 
a indicates possible spurious line intensity due to blending, 
bl denotes blend.
b indicates that wavelength given is calculated from term scheme.
T follows wavelength of tentative identification.
Other capital letters refer to previous identifications.
A Doschek e t  a l .  (1974).
B Doschek e t  a l .  (1975b).
C Fawcett (1971).
D Fawcett e t  a l .  (1974).
E Feldman e t  a l .  (1973).
F Kastner e t  a l .  (1974); identifications in solar flare spectra.
G Kononov e t  a l .  (1976c).
to mixing between the 2s^2p^ ^ Sq and the other level of equal J within the 
same configuration, the 2s^2p*^ ^Pq level (Kononov 1978). Computational 
results suggest that the energy of the upper levels of each of the 
transitions vary smoothly with Z and, consequently, the extrapolation 
curves give a fairly sensitive indication of the movement of the lower 
energy levels.
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Figure 6.10. Extrapolation curves for the 2s2p’Pi - 2p^ P^o 
and 2s2p^ Pi - 2p^ S^o transitions.
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A similar effect is observed in the Be I sequence between the 
2s2p^Pi - 2p^ ^Po and 2s2p^Pi - 2p^ ^ Sq transitions. The extrapolation 
curves are illustrated in figure 6.10. It can be seen that, in this 
case, it is the 2s2p^Pi - 2p^ ^Pq curve which has a maximum and the 
2s2p^Pi - 2p^ ^So curve a steep rise. Again strong mixing of the 
2p P 0 and 2p^ ^S0 levels is responsible for the divergence of the 
transition energies at high Z.
N I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
On the whole, good agreement has been found with previously 
published identifications and it has been possible to extend these 
identifications to include other elements and other sequences of 
transitions. There was no evidence, however, of lines corresponding to 
the 2s^2p^ - 2s2p** ^ D| transition in any of the spectra and this brings
into question the identification of this transition in iron (Kononov 
et al. 1976a).
The forbidden 2s^2p^ - 2s2p** ^ Si transition is seen as an intense
2 2
line in these spectra. This transition and the corresponding, but weaker
one in the B I sequence, the 2s2p^ ^ Si - 2p^ transition are thought to
2 2
be a result of the mixing of energy levels with equal J.
Sequences of nitrogen-like, n = 2 - 2 intercombination lines have
been seen for the first time in laboratory plasmas. Using these
identifications, it is possible to predict the wavelengths of the
2s^2p^(‘*S3 - 2pg) and 2s^2p^(‘*S3 - ^Pi) forbidden lines; in iron, the 
 ^  ^ 2 2 
predicted wavelengths are, respectively, 309.4 ±0.2 A and 384.5 ±0.4 A.
However, there are discrepancies between these values and the
identifications of the transitions at 326.76 and 411.61 X in solar flare
spectra (Widing 1978), which cast doubt on the solar flare
classifications. Predictions for the various forbidden lines seen in
solar flare spectra can be calculated from the term schemes, which are
given in table 6.11. Table 6.4 lists the observed wavelengths and
identifications for this sequence.
C I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
It has been possible to add a significant number of new 
identifications to the list of published transitions in this sequence, 
particularly for the elements cobalt and nickel. A sufficient number 
of transitions within the troublesome 2s2p^ - 2p** array, many of whose
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Table 6.4. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with nitrogen I
Transition Cr XVIII Mn XIX Fe XX Co XXI Ni XXII
2s^ 2p^ -2s2p**
2 2
90.63(4a) 85.41(2) 80.51(2) 75.87(2bl) 71.48(2)
2 2
94.16(1) 88.75(1) 83.69(1) 78.90(2a) 74.37(1)
D^a-Zpi 95.77(7)6 89.26(5)6 83.24(4bl)6H 77.69(4)6 72.52(3)
=D3-:P3 102.32(7)6 96.24(10bl)6 90.60(4)66 85.40(5bl)6 80.55(4)6
D^s-^ Ps2 2
104.98(10)6 99.17(9)66 93.78(8)66 88.77(9)6 84.06(9)6
2pi-2pi 105.92(2)6 99.01(2)6 92.63(1) 86.66(1) 81.04(1)
2p3-2pi 110.41(lla)6 104.13(9bl)6 98.38(9bl)66 93.00(10bl)6 88.00(9a)6
P^l-'PI2 2
113.99(10bl)6 107.68(4)6 101.83(3)66 96.36(3) 91.20(4)
:P3-:PS2 2
119.21(6)6 113.75(4)6 108.83(4)66 104.27(4) 100.12(5a)
D^a-^ Si 
2 2
106.84(7)F 100.50(6)F 94.64(5)F6 89.25(7) 84.24(6)
"S3-^ D3
2 2
108.37(2) 101.92(1) 95.95(2) 90.31(3) 85.02(3)
119.62(8)F 113.04(6)F 106.98(5)F6 101.30(6a) 95.95(7a)
=P3-=Si
2 2
125.38(8bl) 119.76(2) 114.72(1) 110.08(6a) 105.88(1)
=D3-=D3 125.51(10a)6 117.74(8)60 110.63(8)66 104.14(9)6 98.16(10)6
D^s-^Ds 
2 2
128.10(11)6 120.46(10a)6D 113.34(10a)B6 106.76(10)6 100.60(10)6
“Sg-Vi 
2 2
136.52(7)6 127.28(7a)6 118.66(8bl)6G6 110.71(8bl)6 103.31(6a)A
139.87(11)6 130.59(8)60 121.83(7)66 113.70(9a)6 106.04(llbl)B
'*S3-‘*P52 2
149.80(10a) 141.03(10a)60 132.85(10bl)66 125.15(9bl)6 117.91(10bl)B
^Pl-^ Ü3 143.53(4a) 135.33(2) 127.86(1) 120.91(2) 114.45(6bl)
P^s-^ Ds 
2 2
149.94(8a)6 142.68(4)60 136.06(3a)6 130.02(5a) 124.48(3)
2s2p**-2p^
80.59(1) 75.90(2bl) 71.54(1)
“Ps-^Ps 93.36(2a) 88.08(1) 83.23(4bl) 78.71(2) 74.49(2a)
*P3-:P32 2
92.71(1) 88.24(1) 84.03(1) 80.16(1)
D^g-^ Pl 112.27(6)CE 104.90(4)C 98.09(4)C6 91.76(4) 85.86(4)
'Da-'P3 122.56(5)C 115.84(3)C 109.66(4a)C6 103.93(4) 98.58(5)
^Ds-^ Pa2 2
123.87(9)CE 117.41(6)C 111.60(6)CH 106.23(8bl)C 101.31(7)
140.82b(6a) 130.97(4) 122.00(3a)6 113.76(6a) 106.16(5a)
155.46(5) 146.57(3) 138.49(2)6 131.09(3) 124.31(4)
:P3-*P32 2
157.40(8) 148.48(5) 140.44(4)6 133.06(6) 126.32(6)
S^i~^ Pa 2 2
147.79(3) 139.36(2) 131.70(2)6 124.67(3) 118.21(3)
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Table 6.4.  continued 
Wavelengths given in X.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength, 
a indicates possible spurious line intensity due to blending, 
bl denotes blend.
b indicates that wavelength given is calculated from term scheme. 
Capital letters refer to previous identifications.
A Breton et aZ. (1979); identification in tokamak spectra.
B Doschek et al. (1974).
C Doschek et al. (1975b).
D Fawcett et al. (1974) .
E Fawcett and Hayes (1975).
F Feldman et al. (1975).
G Kastner et al. (1974); tentative identification in solar flare
spectra.
H Kononov et al. (1976a).
lines are weak and blended, have been identified to allow a confident 
determination of the splittings within these configurations. Carbon-like, 
n = 2 - 2 intercombination lines have been observed for the first time in 
laboratory plasmas of high Z elements. The classifications and term 
schemes are presented in tables 6.5 and 6.12, respectively.
In this sequence, several discrepancies have been found with the 
work of other authors. Wavelengths of, respectively, 108.12 and 117.51 X, 
for the 2s^2p^ ^Pq - 2s2p^ ^Pi and 2s^2p^ ^P% - 2s2p^ ^Pi transitions in iron, 
are preferred to the values of 108.45 and 117.89 X reported by Kononov 
et al. (1976a). This redefining of the 2s2p^ ^P% level has allowed the 
2s^2p^ ^P2 - 2s2p^ ^Pi transition, as well as two 2s2p^ ^Pi - 2p** ^P 
transitions, to be identified.
The 2s2p^ D^j - 2p** ^Pq sequence in the elements from potassium to 
chromium, identified by Fawcett and Hayes (1975), does not fit an 
extrapolation curve from lower Z elements. For this transition in 
chromium, a wavelength of 118.31 %. is preferred to the value of 118.81 ^ 
given by Fawcett and Hayes. The iron line at 125.29 ^ , which has been 
assigned to the 2s2p^ ^ Pi - 2p** ^ Sq transition (Kononov et al. 1976a), 
better fits the prediction for the 2s2p^ ^P2 - 2p** ^P% transition; an 
alternative identification for the 2s2p^ ^ Pi - 2p** transition is
127.04 S.
As in the N I sequence, there are discrepancies between the 
predicted wavelengths of forbidden lines calculated from the present 
term schemes and identifications made in solar flare spectra. Widing 
(1978) identifies lines at 567.76 and 330.23 S with, respectively, the 
2s^2p^(^Pi - ^Da) and 2s^2p^(^Pi - ^So) transitions in iron, whereas the
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Table 6.5. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with carbon I
Transition Cr XIX Mn XX Fe XXI Co XXII Ni XXIII
2s^ 2p^ -2s2p^
P^i-^ Pi 95.88(3) 89.85(2) 84.26(1) 78.98(2bl) 74.07(2a)
P^o-^ Si 104.18(6)0 97.51(3)0 91.28(3)0F 85.43(5bl) 79.99(2)
P^i-^ Si 109.64(8)CD 103.53(5)0 97.88(5)OF 92.61(6)0 87.66(6a)
P^2-^ Si 113.97(10bl)CD 107.89(8)0 102.22(7bl)OF 96.88(8a)0 91.83(7)0
"D2-^ Pi 110.37(9a)CD 104.13(9bl)0 98.36(9bl)0 93.02(10bl) 88.11(5a)
P^2~^ D2 111.88(5) 105.24(3) 99.08(3) 93.12(4a) 87.50(4bl)
P^o-^ Pi 125.93(4) 116.70(2) 108.12(2) 100.14(2) 92.75(2)
P^l-^ P2 132.11(2) 123.30(6a) 115.15(4a)F 107.58(3a) 100.50b(3a)
P^l-^ Pl 133.99(9) 125.42(6a) 117.51(6bl) 110.14(5a) 103.23(6a)
P^i-^ Po 134.89(5) 126.46(3) 118.69(8bl)F 111.47(4a) 104.70(3a)
P^z-^ Pz 138.45(10)CD 129.55(8)0 121.21(8)0F 113.37(9a) 106.02(llbl)
P^z-^ Pi 140.51(3) 131.88b(2a) 123.83b(l)E 116.22(1) 109.06(2bl)
"So-^ Pl 126.30(llbl) 119.12(4) 112.47(4)F 106.23(8bl) 100.42(5a)
D^2~ ^Dz 126.33(llbl)CD 119.54(9)0 113.30(10a)OF 107.49(10a)0 102.08(10bl)0
P^o-’Di 148.64(6) 138.30(3) 128.73(5)BF 119.92(5) 111.86(8a)A
P^l-^ Di 160.01(2) 150.71(2a) 142.27(1) 134.57(1) 127.46(1)
P^l-^ Dz 160.30(7)C 150.80(5) 142.16(6a)F 134.13(5) 126.54(6)
P^z-^ Ds 165.46(7)C 155.21(4) 145.65(4)F 136.75(5) 128.30(6)
P^z-^ Dz 169.73(1) 151.50 FN
2s2p^ -2p**
S^z-^ Pz 95.62(2) 90.76(1) 86.26(1) 82.09(1) 78.21(1)
D^g-^ Dz 111.18(4) 104.67(2) 98.69(3) 93.00(10bl) 87.77(2a)
D^i-^ Po 118.31(6) 111.01(6bl) 104.29(3) 98.07(2) 92.32(2)
D^z-^ Pl 118.67(7)C 111.00(6bl) 103.83(4a) 97.16(5a) 90.96(2)
D^i-^ Pl 118.83(6) 111.04(6bl) 103.77(3a) 96.93(8a) 90.49(3)
D^z-^ Pz 128.43(llbl) 121.49(5a) 115.08(3a) 109.14(9bl) 103.67(4a)
D^i-^ Pz 128.63(3) 121.55(4a) 115.01(2a) 108.84(2) 103.07(2)
D^g-^ Pz 130.99(9)C 124.56(6) 118.71(8bl) 113.24(8a) 108.27(7)
P^z-^ Dz 127.95(1) 120.82(1) 114.30(1) 108.16(3a) 102.50(1)
P^o-^ Pi 137.89(2) 129.31(2) 121.36(1) 113.93(2a) 107.00b(l)
P^i-^ Po 138.15(4) 130.38(2) 123.33(2) 116.97(1) 111.23b(5a)
P^l-^ Pl
'Pz-'Pi
138.86(1)
140.92(6) 132.79(4a) 125.29(3) 118.31(4) 111.78b(5a)
=Pi-'Pz 152.42(3) 145.16(2) 138.61(1) 132.63(2) 127.21(2)
P^z-^ Pz 154.92(3) 148.10(1) 142.05(5a) 136.56b(6a) 131.60(2)
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Table 6.5. continued
Transition Cr XIX Mn XX Fe XXI Co XXII Ni XXIII
2s2p^ -2p**
ipi-^So 143.57(6a) 135.06(3) 127.04(3) 119.55(4) 112.55(3)
D^2~ 163.94(9) 153.98(5) 144.79(6a)F 136.49(8a) 128.87(8bl)
^Si-Spo 179.18(4bl) 167.12(2a) 156.21(1) 146.40(1) 137.55(2)
3Sl-3pi 180.37(3) 167.19(2a) 155.06(2) 143.87(3bl) 133.54(3)
3Si-*P2 203.94b(10a) 192,20(1) 181.57(1) 171.79(2)
^Pi~^ D2 201.82(2) 190.23(1) 170.09(2)
Wavelengths given in ^.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength, 
a indicates possible spurious line intensity due to blending, 
bl denotes blend.
b indicates that wavelength given is calculated from term scheme.
N means that line is not observed in present spectra.
Other capital letters refer to previous identifications.
A Breton at a l . (1979); identification in tokamak spectra.
B Fawcett and Cowan (1975); identification in solar flare spectra.
C Fawcett and Hayes (1975).
D Feldman e t  a l . (1975).
E Kastner e t  a l . (1974); identification in solar flare spectra.
F Kononov e t  a l . (1976a).
present work leads to predictions of 588.1 ±0.9 and 336.0 ±0.3 for
these transitions. Again, this brings the identifications made in the 
solar flare spectra into question.
B I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
Apart from the identifications made by Kononov e t  a l . (1976a) in
iron, very few boron-like transitions have previously been observed in 
the elements from chromium to nickel. This reflects the difficulty of 
exciting these very highly ionised species. However, in the present 
irradiation experiments, it has been possible to excite the boron-like 
ions strongly, and, consequently, a number of new identifications have 
been made.
Two discrepancies have been found between the present 
identifications and those of Kononov e i  a l .  An assignment of the weak 
2s2pZ ^ Si - 2p^ ^ Pi transition in iron to a line at a wavelength of 
139,64 X, instead of one at 139.82 X, allows three other 2s2p^ - 2p^ ^ Pi
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Table 6.6. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with boron I
Transition Cr XX Mn XXI Fe XXII Co XXIII Ni XXIV
2s^2p-2s2p^
116.05(5)6 108.14(4)B 100.78(4)BF 93.90(3) 87.50(4bl)
2P1-2P1 117.95(3) 109.78(2) 102.23(7bl)F 95.16(1) 88.54(1)
2P3-2P3 128.42(llbl)BD 121.16(9)6 114.41(8)BCF 108.03(10a)B 102.11(10bl)B
2P3-2P1
2 2
130.76(9)0 123.23(6a) 116.28(6)F 109.70(6) 103.53(6a)
:pi-=Si 131.50(9)A 124.08(7) 117.17(7)EF 110.71(8bl) 104.64(6a)A
=P3-^Si
2 2
147.62(1)T 141.53b(3a)T 136.01(3a)
Zpl-^Dg 156.00(8) 145.45(5) 135.78(6)EF 126.82(5) 118.52(5)
Zps-^Ds 175.42(7bl) 165.34(4) 155.92(4)F 147.09(4) 138.80(4)
2P3-=D3
2 2
179.21(4bl) 161.74(1)T
2s2p2-2p3
^Ps-^Ds
2 2
122.29(2) 115.69(2) 109.53(3a) 103.80(2) 98.39(1)
:D3-:P3 129.26(4) 120.50(10a) 112.21(2) 104.45(2) 97.17(6a)
=DS-2P3 131.31(7) 122.97(4) 115.19(4a) 107.91(4) 101.13(2)
=D3-2P1
2 2
135.26(6) 127.36(7a) 120.03(8bl) 113.17(5a) 106.68(3)
^Pl-^S3 133.82(7) 125.35(5a) 117.52(6bl)F 110.23(4a) 103.43(9bl)
**P3-\S3 140.75(9a) 132.90(6a) 125.71(6)F 119.12(5) 113.14(4)
“Ps-^Sa
2 2
148.99(9) 141.49(6a) 134.65(6)F 128.37(6) 122.72(5)
^Sl-Zpg 152.86(3) 140.55(2) 129.17(1) 118.68(1) 109.03(2bl)
=Si-:pi
2 2
161.33(2) 149.97b(3a) 139.64(1) 130.06b(2a) 121.15(1)
=D3-2Ds 164.63(4) 154.43(3) 144.85(6a)F 136.12(3a) 127.78(2)
167.97(8) 158.51(5) 149.87(5)F 142.05(5) 134.73(4)
2D3-=D3
2 2
169.87(5) 160.42(3) 151.54(3) 143.30(3) 135.47(2)
^Ds-^Ds
2 2
173.42(4) 164.83(3a) 157.03(4a) 149.88(2) 143.30(2)
Zpi-Zpa
2 2
176.42(1) 164.87(2a) 153.96(1) 143.89(3bl) 134.53(2)
2P3-2P32 2
180.85(5) 168.72(4a) 157.37(4)F 146.86(5a) 137.01(2)
=Pi-=Pi2 2
187.79(3) 177.99(3) 169.08(1) 160.97(2)
2P3-=P12 2
192.82(1) 182.48(2) 173.21(1)
^Si-^Dg 
2 2 213.10(4a)
198.04(2a) 171.50b(l) 159.69(1)
^P3-^Ds
2 2
258.57b(4a) 243.69(1)
2 2
271.72(2) 258.95(2a)T
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Table 6.6. continued 
Wavelengths given in X.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength, 
a indicates possible spurious line intensity due to blending, 
bl denotes blend.
b indicates that wavelength given is calculated from term scheme.
T follows wavelength of tentative identification.
Other capital letters refer to previous identifications.
A Breton et 0.1. (1979); identifications in tokamak spectra.
B Doschek ct al. (1975a).
C Fawcett and Cowan (1975); identification in solar flare spectra.
D Fawcett and Hayes (1975).
E Kastner ct al. (1974); identifications in solar flare spectra.
F Kononov ct al. (1976a).
transitions to be identified, as well as giving a better fit to the
extrapolation curve. In addition, the 2s2p^ ^ Dj - 2p^ ^ Da transition in
2 2
iron, which, in the present work, is identified with a line at 157.03 X, 
appears to have been confused with the sodium-like, 4f - 5g doublet at 
156.80 and 156.88 X. There is strong evidence for the identification of 
the sodium-like doublet throughout the isoelectronic sequence, since the 
doublet structure can be clearly resolved in all but the highest 
temperature spectra.
In addition to the lines identified with allowed transitions, a 
sequence of boron-like lines has been observed which cannot be assigned 
to any forbidden transition within the doublet or quartet systems. This
sequence has been identified with the 2s2p^ - 2p^ ^ Ds transition.
2 2
It was more difficult to make reliable wavelength predictions for 
the intercombination lines by isoelectronic extrapolation of the data 
listed by Fawcett (1975), since the energy levels for the quartet system 
are only available for the elements up to phosphorus. Therefore, to 
estimate the relative positions of the quartet and doublet systems, 
isoelectronic extrapolations were carried out for four transitions.
Also, an extrapolation of the differences between the theoretical and 
observed values of the energies of the 2p^ **Si level was made. The 
theoretical energies were calculated from the known energies of the 
2p^ and 2p^ ^ D levels using the following expressions for the 
interaction energies of the respective levels (Edlen 1964);- 
2p^ ^ P
2p^ ^ D 
2p^ “"S
3Fo
3Fo - 6F2 
3Fo - 15F2
The mean and standard deviation of the results of all five 
extrapolations led to wavelength predictions of, respectively.
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Table 6.7. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with beryllium I
Transition Cr XXI Mn XXll Fe XXI11 Co XXIV Ni XXV
2s^-2s2p
^So-^Pi 149.87(10a)A 141.09(10a) 132.84(10bl)B 125.15(9bl) 117.91(10bl)
2s2p-2pZ
^P2”^D2 154.61(4) 145.27(3) 136.53(4) 128.24(4) 120.53(3)
3P1-3P2
^Po-^Pi
3P1-3P1
3P2-3P2
3pi-3po
*P2-SPl
165.03(5)
168.62(4)
175.45(7bl)
184.48(6)
190.98(4)
197.61(2)
154.28(4)
157.58(4)
164.48(3)
175.18(5)
181.69(2)
188.45(4)
144.36(4)
147.24(3)
154.27(2)
166.74(4)
173.31(2a)
180.10(1)
135.24(4)
137.73(3)
144.83(2)
159.00(4a)
165.75(1)
172.42b(10a)
126.73(3)
128.85(8bl)
135.95(2)
151.90(3)
158.84(1)T
165.36(2a)
IPi-^So 170.16(4) 159.33(4a) 149.22(3) 139.80(3) 130.99(2)
^Pi-^D2 259.97(2) 239.87(1) 221.33(5bl) 204.10(1) 188.13(2)
Wavelengths given in X.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength, 
a indicates possible spurious line intensity due to blending, 
bl denotes blend.
b indicates that wavelength given is calculated from term scheme.
T follows wavelength of tentative identification.
Other capital letters refer to previous identifications.
A Breton et al. (1979); identification in tokamak spectra.
B Kastner et al. (1974); identification in solar flare spectra.
95 ± 5 X and 99 ± 5 X for the 2s2p^ ‘'P5 - 2p^ ^ Ds and 2s2p^ **P5 - 2p^
2 2  2 2
transitions in nickel. These are the only predictions close to the 
observed line at 98.39 X.
Independent predictions obtained when additional corrections are 
applied to the Froese Fischer multi-configurational Hartree-Fock computer 
programme, support the choice of these two transitions, favouring the
identification of the sequence of lines with the **Ps - transition
2 2
(Dankwort and Trefftz 1978). The results infer predictions of 122.4 and
109.4 X for this transition in chromium and iron, respectively: the 
observed lines are at wavelengths of 122.29 and 109.53 X in these 
elements.
Tentative assignments of 2s^2p^P - 2s2p^ "*P transitions in solar
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Table 6.8. Classifications of lines isoelectronic with lithium I
Transition Cr XXll Mn XXlll Fe XXIV Co XXV Ni XXVI
2s-2p
222.98(3)AB 206.89(3a)AB 191.99(4a)AB 178.20 NP 165.42 NTA
279.74(6bl)AB 266.89(1)AB 255.10 NAB 244.25 NP 234.20 NAB
Wavelengths given in X.
Relative line intensities listed in brackets after each wavelength, 
a indicates possible spurious line intensity due to blending, 
bl denotes blend.
N indicates that line is not observed in present spectra.
P refers to wavelengths predicted by isoelectronic interpolation.
T follows wavelength of tentative identification.
Other capital letters refer to previous identifications.
A Sandlin et al. (1976). 1 identifications in
B Widing and Purcell (1976). J solar flare spectra.
flares by Sandlin et al. (1976), based on further independent predictions,
again, favour the identification of the sequence of lines in the spectra
of the laser produced plasmas with the **P| - transition. However,
there is a small discrepancy between the results of Sandlin et al. and
the present identifications. The former infer a wavelength for the
**Ps - ^Ds transition in iron of 109.45 X as compared with the observed 
2 2
value of 109.53 A. This discrepancy, although small, is much larger than 
the expected accuracy of the present measurements and would result in 
greater discrepancies at the longer wavelengths of the forbidden lines.
Table 6.9. Energy levels isoelectronic with fluorine 1
Level Cr XVI Mn XVI1 Fe XVI11 Co XIX Ni XX
2s^2p^
P^3 0 0 0 0 0
2
70,830 85,510 102,620 121,960 144,040
2s2pS
^Si
2
937,910 1,000,000 1,064,620 1,131,860 1,202,360
Energies given in cm ^.
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Table 6.10. Energy levels Isoelectronic with oxygen I
Level Cr XVll Mn XVlll Fe XIX Co XX Ni XXI
2s^2p**
^P2 0 0 0 0 0
^Po 58,150 66,580 75,350 83,930 92,840
^Pl 60,380 73,590 89,430 107,410 128,290
^D2 135,160 150,640 168,770 189,300 212,230
^So 263,180 292,070 325,100 363,240 406,820
2s2pS
^P2 813,600 866,700 922,760 981,550 1,043,300
^Pl 858,150 919,460 984,690 1,053,300 1,126,000
^Po 887,920 956,220 1,029,900 1,108,510 1,193,140
^Pl 1,116,420 1,189,820 1,267,430 1,349,530 1,436,370
2p"
^So 1,886,950 2,007,550 2,133,830 2,265,780 2 ,403,490
Energies given in cm ^.
which fall in the 200 to 350 X region of the spectrum. Consequently,
there is some doubt about the solar flare identifications, particularly
as their relative intensities are not entirely satisfactory.*
Given that the identification of the sequence of lines in the
spectra of the laser produced plasmas is correctly made with either the
2s2p^ **P5 - 2p^ ^ Ds or the 2s2p^ "^ Pg - 2p^ transition, the most 
2 2 2 2
convincing evidence for the choice of the former comes from the
extrapolation curve of the 2s^2p^Pa - 2s2p^ **Pi transition and from
2 2
calculations of relative intensities. If the wavenumbers of the
2s^2p^Pa - 2s2p^ **Pi transition are calculated assuming that the sequence 
2 2
is identified with the **P5 - transition, then, the extrapolation
2 2
curve is found to have a sharp maximum. Such a curve is unacceptable. 
Figure 6.11 contrasts this extrapolation curve with that for the same 
transition when the identification of the sequence is made with the
**P5 - transition. The latter curve would appear to be more
2 2
reasonable having a behaviour closer to that of the "typical"
* This discrepancy has now been explained; see page 216
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Figure 6 .11. Extrapolation curves for the 2s^2p^P| - 2s2p^'*Pi
and 2s^2p^Pa - 2s2p^^Pg transitions.  corresponds to the
sequence of lines being identified with 2 s2 p^**P5 - 2p^^D|
transition, .... with the 2 s2 p^'*P5 - 2p^^D; transition.
2 2
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Table 6.11. Energy levels isoelectronic with nitrogen I
Level Cr XVIII Mn XIX Fe XX Co XXI Ni XXII
2s^2p^
"S3
2
0 0 0 0 0
126,040 131,820 138,270 147,080 157,480
2
150,800 162,520 175,810 191,530 209,380
^Pl2
226,100 242,190 260,090 280,260 302,450
264,490 291,800 323,180 359,030 400,120
2s2p4
"Ps2 667,560. 709,070 752,730 799,040 848,100
"P32 714,950 765,760 820,820 879,510 943,040
732,490 785,670 842,740 903,260 967,960
922,800 981,120 1,042,210 1,107,330 1,176,180
2
931,420 992,670 1,058,130 1,128,170 1,203,460
^Si
2
1,062,060 1,126,820 1,194,850 1,267,470 1,344,630
^P32
1,103,370 1,170,890 1,242,080 1,318,040 1,398,940
1,170,210 1,252,140 1,339,680 1,434,250 1,536,480
2p^
1,738,700 1,844,390 1,954,150 2,069,560 2,190,550
^Pl2
1,813,480 1,934,420 2,061,730 2,197,080 2,340,890
Energies given in cm ^.
extrapolation curve, such as is found for the 2s^2p^P3 - 2s2p^^Ps 
transition. The curve for this last transition is, also, shown in 
figure 6.11. It should be emphasised that, in this diagram, it is the 
wavenumber that is plotted against Z and not the first difference of 
the wavenumbers as was the case in figures 6.8 to 6 .10.
Further evidence comes from calculations of the relative intensities 
of the lines within the 2s2p^ **P - 2p^^D multiplet. These calculations 
are made using the procedure described in chapter 7, this chapter, also, 
containing references to the relevant data. In allowing for the high 
electron densities of laser produced plasmas, which are, typically,
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T  able 6.12. Energy levels isoelectronic with carbon I
Level Cr XIX Mn XX Fe XXI Co XXII Ni XXIII
2s^2p^
P^o 0 0 0 0 0
3pi 47,770 59,560 73,910 90,750 109,390
3P2 82,420 98,630 117,300 138,240 161,190
D^2 184,690 212,260 243,950 281,890 324,460
S^o 298,990 333,090 371,520 415,540 463,620
2s2pS
S^2 404,440 443,970 487,030 534,430 585,620
D^2 671,590 722,690 777,350 836,320 899,650
D^i 672,750 723,070 776,810 833,860 893,970
D^3 686,810 742,930 803,900 869,520 940,610
'Po 789,100 850,320 916,460 987,840 1,064,460
P^l 794,120 856,900 924,880 998,650 1,078,110
^P2 804,690 870,560 942,330 1,020,310 1,104,380
'Si 959,860 1,025,500 1,095,560 1,170,490 1,250,160
^D2 976,270 1,048,820 1,126,550 1,212,170 1,304,040
^Pl 1,090,760 1,172,580 1,260,650 1,356,890 1,459,440
2p"
^P2 1,450,200 1,545,780 1,646,320 1,752,610 1,864,230
3P1 1,514,290 1,623,630 1,740,460 1,865,550 1,999,010
P^o 1,517,960 1,623,890 1,735,720 1,853,540 1,977,150
'D2 1,586,250 1,698,270 1,817,220 1,944,830 2,079,990
S^o 1,787,280 1,912,990 2,047,800 2,193,360 2 ,347,930
Energies given in cm ^.
10 ®^ - 10^  ^ cm ^, it is assumed that the energy level populations vary 
linearly with electron density up to the point where the levels are 
statistically populated. The calculations show that the intensity of
the *^ P5 - ^Ds transition is about 50 times greater than that of the
. } 2
P5 - D3 transition.2 2
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Table 6.13. Energy levels isoelectronic with boron I
Level Cr XX Mn XXI Fe XXII Co XXIII Ni XXIV
2s^2p
0 0 0 0 0
ZP3
2
83,030 99,360 118,230 139,310 163,570
2s2pZ
354,620 379,660 405,620 431,580 457,980
"P30 391,410
424,980 461,060 499,320 540,950
"Ps2
430,700 470,670 513,870 559,800 609,950
^D32
641,030 687,540 736,490 788,490 843,710
^Dg
2
653,090 704,190 759,590 819,160 884,030
^Si
2
760,460 805,930 853,490 903,250 955,660
^Pl2
847,810 910,880 978,190 1,050,890 1,129,490
^P3
2
861,700 924,710 992,260 1,064,940 1,142,910
2p^
"S3
2
1,101,890 1,177,430 1,256,540 1,338,780 1,424,810
^D32
1,229,720 1,310,890 1,396,400 1,486,340 1,581,860
1,248,440 1,335,070 1,426,850 1,523,160 1,626,280
1,380,320 1,472,710 1,569,610 1,672,110 1,781,090
^P3
2
1,414,650 1,517,410 1,627,690 1,745,850 1,872,810
Energies given in cm ^.
For completeness, the possibility of the sequence of lines being 
identified with the only other intense transition in the 2s2p^ - 2p^
multiplet was considered. This is the **Ps - transition and it is
2 2
expected to be emitted with about half the intensity of the **Ps -
2 2
transition. However, as well as the wavelength predictions being less 
satisfactory, it would be expected that a sequence of lines c o r r e s p o n d i n g
to the more intense **Ps - transition would, also, be seen in the
2 2
spectra. No such sequence is observed.
Consequently, the sequence of lines is identified with the
2s2p^ **Pg - 2p^ ^ Dg transition, this allowing the doublet-quartet level 
2 2
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Table 6.14. Energy levels isoelectronic with beryllium I
Level Cr XXI Mn XXII Fe XXIII Co XXIV Ni XXV
2s^
^So 0 0 0 0 0
2s2p
^Po 318,100 333,340 348,210 363,160 378,630
3pi 341,180 359,970 379,160 398,740 419,190
3p2 405,090 437,290 472,130 509,240 549,980
^Pl 667,230 708,770 752,760 799,040 848,100
2p^
P^o 864,800 910,360 956,160 1,002,060 1,048,750+x
P^l 911,150 967,940 1,027,370 1,089,210 1,154,730
P^2 947,140 1,008,130 1,071,870 1,138,180 1,208,290
1,051,890 1,125,660 1,204,570 1,289,000 1,379,650
S^o 1,254,910 1,336,400 1,422,910 1,514,340 1,611,520
Energies given in cm ^.
X indicates possible error due to tentative identification.
separation to be fixed in the term schemes, which are given in table 6.13 
The observed wavelengths for this sequence are listed in table 6.6.
Be I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
Only two previous laboratory observations of beryllium-like 
transitions have been made in these elements. Consequently, it was 
possible to make a significant contribution to the identifications in 
this sequence, all the allowed transitions being identified.
A sequence of intense intercombination lines was observed, which 
was satisfactorily identified with the 2s2p^?2 ~ 2p transition. It
appears that, with increasing Z, the upper level of this transition 
preferentially decays to the 2s2p^P2 level, instead of the expected 
2s2p^Pi level, since the 2s2p^P% - 2p^ ^ Ü2 transition is found to be weak
in these elements.
Good agreement is found with the observations of the 2s So -
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Table 6.15. Energy levels isoelectronic with lithium I
Level Cr XXII Mn XXIII Fe XXIV Co XXV Ni XXVI
2s
0 0 0 0 0
2p
357,470 374,690 392,000 409,420+x 426,990
2
448,470 483,350 520,860 561,160+x 604,520+x
Energies given in cm 
X  indicates possible 
identification.
2s2p^Pl transition in
1
error due to 
solar flare
predictions and 
spectra, which
tentative 
for chromium and iron
are reported by Widing (1975) and for manganese by Sandlin et al, (1976) 
Table 6.7 contains a list of the observed wavelengths with their 
classifications. The term schemes are presented in table 6.14, the 
letter x indicating a possible error due to the tentative identification 
of the 2s2p^Pi - 2p^ ^Pq transition in nickel.
Li I ISOELECTRONIC SEQUENCE
Emission lines in the Li I sequence are observed weakly in the 
chromium, manganese and iron spectra. The absence of these lines from 
the cobalt and nickel spectra is due both to the extreme difficulty of 
exciting these very high ionisation stages and to the long wavelength of 
the transitions, which occur in a spectral region where the grating 
efficiency is low.
Despite the low intensity of the lines making the analysis less
certain, a comparison with identifications made in solar flare spectra
(Widing and Purcell 1976) confirmed four of the identifications made.
The present wavelength of 191.99 ^ for the ^Si - ^Pg transition in iron
2 2
is preferred to the published laboratory wavelength (Fawcett 1975), 
since it is in better agreement with the solar flare data and results in 
a smoother extrapolation curve. The sequences, whose wavelengths are 
given in table 6 .8, are completed with solar flare observations (Sandlin 
et al. 1976) and two reliable predictions. The term schemes are 
presented in table 6.15.
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C H A P T E R  7 
APPLICATIONS OF THE SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATIONS
The importance of the n = 2 - 2 transitions of the fourth period 
elements is evidenced by their occurrence and uses in various plasmas.
In this chapter, consideration is given to the application of the 
spectral classifications already listed to two plasmas of topical 
interest, namely tokamak and solar flare plasmas.
Wavelengths are presented for the allowed and forbidden, n = 2 - 2 
transitions of likely metallic impurity elements, which are expected to 
have sufficient intensity to be observed in tokamak discharges. New 
identifications have been made in solar flare spectra and a review of all 
solar observations of these transitions is presented. Using these 
identifications, ratios of line intensities are used to determine 
electron densities by a method proposed by other authors. The 
application of this method to determine electron densities in high 
density plasmas is also discussed.
Comparisons between theoretical and observed wavelengths can 
indicate the validity of the various models used in atomic structure 
calculations. Since the n = 2 - 2 transitions are particularly suited 
for making such comparisons, the chapter is completed by comparing the 
available theoretical data for Fe XXI with the experimental data given 
in the previous chapter.
THE n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIONS OF METALLIC IMPURITY 
ELEMENTS IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS
There is current interest in the allowed and forbidden n = 2 - 2 
transitions of the metallic impurity elements found in tokamak 
discharges, because of their use for certain diagnostic purposes. It is, 
therefore, timely to list wavelengths of all the n = 2 - 2 transitions 
expected to be seen in tokamaks in order to facilitate their 
identification. Such a listing is presented for the elements titanium, 
chromium, iron, cobalt and nickel, these being the most likely metallic 
contaminants in the plasmas, which are usually of hydrogen or helium. 
Titanium impurities result from its frequent use for gettering hydrogen, 
carbon and oxygen and from its use in current-aperture limiters in 
various machines. The other elements are components of the alloys from
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Table 7.1. Wavelengths, transition probabilities and theoretical intensities of transitions 
isoelectronic with fluorine I.
Transition Ti XIV Cr XVI Fe XVIII
X(X) A(s-l) 1 X(X) A(s-l) I X(X) A(s-l) I
2s^2p®-2s2p 6
121.98A 6.5+lOa 8.9+2d 106.63A 6.9+lOb 6.2+2e 93.92A 8.5+lOb 4.2+2e
129.44A 2.7+lOa 3.7+2d 115.35A 2.8+lOb 2.5+2e 103.94A 3.2+lOb 1 .6+2e
2s^2p^
(2P3-2P1) 2117.07 1.9+3a 4.1+ld 1410.8 6.1+3b 1 .33+2e 974.86 1.8+4b 3.3+2e
2 2 ±0.088
(2117.74
±0.08)
±0.4D ±0.05C
Transition Co XIX Ni XX
X(X) A(s"l) I X(X) A(s-l) I
2s^2p^-2s2p 6
^Ps-^Si 
,  ^ 2
88.34A 9.4+lOc 3.3+2f 83.ISA 1.04+llb 2.5+2e
Pi- Si
2 2
99.00A 3.4+lOc 1.19+2f 94.50A 3.6+lOb 8.6+le
2s^2p^
(2pa-2p ) 
2 2
820.0 3.1+4C 4.8+2f 694.54 5.0+4b 6.8+2e
±0.2D ±0.15D
The estimated wavelength accuracy is better than ±0.01 X unless otherwise stated. 
Wavelengths above 2000 X are in air (vacuum wavelengths are given in brackets). 
Theoretical intensities have units of photons s ^sr  ^ per ion number; they are calculated 
for an electron density of 4x10^^cm  ^ and for the temperatures of maximum ion abundance 
under ionisation equilibrium.
A Calculated values of Edlen (1981a).
B New laboratory observation.
C Solar-flare observation of Sandlin et al. (1977).
D Predictions of Edlen (1977).
a Transition probabilities listed by Bhatia et al. (1980) . 
b Transition probabilities listed by Feldman et al. (1980).
c Transition probabilities found using data from Feldman et al. (1980) in conjunction 
with our own calculations, 
d Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Bhatia et al. (1980). 
e Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Feldman et al. (1980). 
f Theoretical intensities found by graphical interpolation.
which the vacuum vessels are constructed. In addition to the wavelengths 
listed, transition probabilities and estimates of the line intensities 
calculated for conditions typical of a tokamak plasma are given for each 
transition.
This listing has already led to the identification of long 
wavelength forbidden transitions by M. F. Stamp in spectra from the 
Divertor, Injection Tokamak Experiment (DITE) at Culham (Lawson et al.
1981). One of these spectra,of the UV spectral region around a
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Figure 7.1. UV titanium spectrum
wavelength of 2000 X, is shown in figure 7.1. It can be seen that the 
fluorine- and boron-like magnetic dipole transitions of titanium are 
intense, being clearly seen against the background. They are, also, well- 
separated from other spectral features. Given that high resolution 
spectroscopic techniques can be used at these wavelengths and that this 
spectral region is experimentally less demanding than the XUV region, 
where the allowed transitions are observed, it can be appreciated that 
these lines are ideal for diagnostic purposes.
The wavelengths, transition probabilities and estimates of line 
intensities are presented in tables 7.1 to 7.7. This compilation is 
comprehensive in that it includes all the allowed and forbidden n = 2 - 2 
transitions of the metallic impurity elements likely to be found in
Table 7.2. Wavelengths, transition probabilities and theoretical intensities of transitions 
isoelectronic with oxygen I.
Transition Ti XV Cr XVII Fe XIX
X(X) A(s-l) I X(X) A(s-l) I X(X) A(s-l) I
2s22p'*-2s2pS
102.24 A 4.8+9a 1.9+le 89.60A 7.7+9C 1.17+lf 78.89 A 1.12+lOc 7.1+Of
^Dz-lpi 115.03A 1.20+lla 4.7+2e 101.93A 1.37+llb 2.1+2f 91.02A 1.6+llb 9.8+lf
^So-lPi 131.14A 9.0+9 a 3.5+1e 117.21A 1.02+10b 1.5+lf 106.IIA 1.13+lOb 7.2+Of
3P2-3P1 134.62A 1 .9+lOa 2.9+2e 116.59A 2.4+lOb 2.1+2f 101.55A 3.2+lOb 1.7+2f
:pi-3po 138.36A 4.2+lOa 1.9+2e 120.89 A 5.0+lOb 1.08+2f 106.32 A 6.1+lOb 4.6+lf
3P2-3P2 140.39A 2.9+10 a 8.4+2e 122.96A 3.4+lOb 5.8+2f 108.35A 3.9+lOb 4.4+2f
3P1-3P1 142.ISA 9.5+9 a 1.43+2e 125.42A 1.11+lOb 9.4+1f 111.69A 1.29+lOb 6.8+1f
^Po-^Pi 142.74A 1.21 + lOa 1.8+2e 125.06 A 1.40+10b 1.18+2f 109.95A 1.6+lOb 8.7+lf
*P1-3P2 148.59A 8.4+9 a 2.5+2e 132.82 A 9.6+9b 1.6+2f 119.98A 1 .07+10b 1.21+2f
165.70A 8.2+8 a 2.4+le 147.45A 1.35+9C 2.3+lf 132.62A 2.0+9C 2.3+lf
^So-^Pi 189.64A 2. 7+8 a 4.0+be 168.14A 4.8+Bc 4.0+0 f 151.60A 7.3+8C 3.9+Of
2s^2p'*
(Spi-'So) 567.35 
±0.10F
2.2+4 a 3.4+le 493.59
±0.09F
5.6+4b 2.6+lf 424.25
±0.06E
1.32+5b 1.7+lf
(^Pz-^Dz) 919.3
+0.3F
2.3+3 a 4.1+le 740.4
±0.2F
6.4+3b 7.0+1f 592.21
±0.06C
1.6+4b 9.2+lf
(^Pi-^Dz) 1438.7
±0.6F
2.2+2 a 3.9+Oe 1339.1
±0.7F
4.1+2b 4.5+Of 1259.1
±0.3G
6.8+2b 3.8+Of
(^P2-^Pl) 2545.08
±0.08B
(2545.84
±0.08)
1.26+3 a 2.3+le 1656.2
±1.1F
4.4+3b 7.4+lf 1118.07
±0.05D
1.38+4b 1.37+2f
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Table 7.2. (continued)
Transition Co XX Ni XXI
X(X) A(s-:) I X(X) A(s"l) I
2s^2p'*-2s2p®
3p^-ipi 74.10A 1.30+lOc 5 .9+0 g 69.63 A 1.48+lOc 4.9+Of
^Dz-^Pi 86.19A 1.7+lld 7.5+lg 81.70A 1.7+llb 5.7+lf
^So-ipi 101.39A 1 .20+10d 5.4+0 g 97.14A 1 .26+lOb 4.1+Of
:P2-3Pi 94.93A 3.6+lOd 1.5+2 g 88.82 A 4.2+lOb 1.37+2f
3pi-3po 99.88A 6.7+lOd 2.7+1 g 93.92 A 7.4+lOb 1.36+lf
3P2-:P2 101.88A 4.3+lOd 4.0+2 g 95.86 A 4.6+lOb 3.6+2f
3pi-3pi 105.71A 1.37+lOd 5.8+lg 100.24A 1.46+lOb 4.8 + lf
3po-^Pl 103.16A 1.8+lOd 7.5+lg 96.80A 1.9+lOb 6.3+lf
3P1-3P2 114.41A 1.13+lOd 1.06+2 g 109.31A 1.19+lOb 9.3+lf
^Pz 126.21A 2.4+9C 2.3+1 g 120.35A 2.9+9C 2.2+lf
^So-^Pi 144.88A 8.5+8C 3.6+0 g 139.07A 9.4+8C 3.1+Of
2s^2p**
C^Pi-^So) 391.04 
±0.08 F
2.0+5d 1.21+lg 358.99
±0.07F
2.9+5b 7.2+Of
(^P2-^DZ) 528.46
±0.14F
2.6+4d 9.4+lg 471.13
±0.06E
4.0+4b 7.5+lf
(^Pi-^Dz) 1223.8
±0.7F
8.4+2d 3.0+0 g 1190.8 
±0.7 F
1.02+3b 1.9+Of
(3pz-3pi) 930.1 
±0.4 F
2.3+4d 1.5+2 g 779.6
±0.3F
3.9+4b 1.6+2f
The estimated wavelength accuracy is ±0.01 X unless otherwise stated. Wavelengths above 
2000 X are in air (vacuum wavelengths are given in brackets) .
Theoretical intensities have units of photons s  ^sr  ^per ion number; they are calculated 
for an electron density of 4 x 10^^ cm  ^ and for the temperatures of maximum ion abundance 
under ionisation equilibrium.
A Calculated values of Edlen (1981a).
B New laboratory observation.
C Solar flare observation of Dere (1978), Sandlin et at. (1976) and Widing (1978).
D Solar flare observation of Sandlin et at. (1977).
E Solar flare observations of Sandlin et at. (1976) and Widing (1978).
F Predictions of Edlen (1981a).
G Prediction made using data from sources B and C.
a Transition probabilities listed by Bhatia et at. (1980).
b Transition probabilities listed by Feldman et al. (1980).
c Transition probabilities found using data from Bhatia et at. (1980) in conjunction
with our own calculations, 
d Transition probabilities found using data from Feldman et at. (1980) in conjunction 
with our own calculations, 
e Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Bhatia et at. (1980).
f Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Feldman et at. (1980) together with
transition probabilities as referenced, 
g Theoretical intensities found by graphical interpolation.
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tokamak discharges which are expected to have an observable intensity.
The choice of which transitions to include was determined from their 
theoretical line intensities, all possible electric and magnetic dipole 
and electric quadrupole transitions being considered. For ease of 
reference to the tables, Grotrian diagrams are presented for titanium in 
figures 7.2 to 7.8.
Where possible, the wavelengths given are those of laboratory and 
solar flare observations and the tables are completed with reliable 
predictions. In a few cases, the reliability of the observed wavelengths 
is in question and predictions are preferred. Accurate semi-empirical 
calculations are now available for the FI, 01, Be I and Li I isoelectronic 
sequences (Edlén 1979a,b ,1981a). These calculations involve a smoothing 
of the observed values along an isoelectronic sequence of transitions 
and, since this reduces random experimental errors, the results are to 
be preferred to the original observations. In the other sequences, much 
use is made of the laboratory wavelengths listed by Fawcett (1975) and 
those given in chapter 6 and of the solar flare observations recorded in 
the NRL Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) experiments on Skylab.
These data were also used in making the wavelength predictions.
Those for the forbidden transitions within the ground configurations 
were found by graphically smoothing the wavenumbers derived from the 
term schemes of Fawcett (1975) and those presented in chapter 6. The
Table 7.3. Wavelengths, transition probabilities and theoretical intensities of transitions 
isoelectronic with nitrogen I.
Transition Ti XVI Cr XVIII Fe XX
X(X) A(s"l) I X(X) A(s-l) I A(X) A(s“ )^ I
2s^2p3-2s2p**
‘*S3-^P3 102.38K
2 2
1.12+9b 6.8+Of 90.63C 2.3+9d 7.5+Oh 80.500 4.3+9 a 7.7+Og
^Da-^Pi 110.57A 3.5+lOb 4.2+lf 95.77C 3.2+lOc 2.5+lh 83.250 3.0+lOa 7.3+0 g
'D3-:p3 116.21A 1.5+lOb 9.3+lf 102.32C 1.6+lOc 5.3+lh 90.600 1 .6+lOa 2.8+1 g
118.23A 7.7+lOb 4.7+2f 104.98C 9.0+lOc 2.9+2h 93.790 1.04+11 a 1.9 + 2g
121.398 2.4+lOb 7.4+lf 106.83C 3.4+lOc 5.3+lh 94.650 4.5+lOa 3.4 + 1 g
2Pl-2pi 1 2 1 .54A 6.0+9b 7.1+Of 105.92C 5.3+9C 4.1+Oh 92.630 4.6+9a 1.14+Og
:pj-:p; 124.81 A 6.2+lOb 7.3+lf 110.41C 8.1+lOc 6.2+lh 98.370 1.00+11 a 2.4 + 1 g
:P1-ZP3 128.39A 5.7+9b 3.4+lf 114.OOC 7.2+9C 2.3+lh 101.830 9.3+9a 1.7 + 1 g
:p3-:pl
2 2
132.04A 4.3+9b 2.6+lf 119.21C 9.4+9C 3.0+lh 108.82 0 9.9+9a 1.8 + 1 g
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T a b l e  7 . 3 .  ( c o n t i n u e d )
Transition Ti XVI Cr XVIII Fe XX
X(X) A(s  ^) I X(X) A(s"i) I A(&) A(s"i) I
2s^2p^-2s2p“
2 2
122.95
10.05K
1.5+8b 1.7+Of 108.36C 5.5+8 d 3.6+Oh 95.930 1.7+9 a 5.3 + Og
134.74 A 2.7+lOb 8.2+1f 119.62C 3.2+lOc 5.0+lh 106.98 0 3.8+lOa 2.9+lg
138.77 A 8.6+9b 2.6+lf 125.38C 5.5+9 c 8.5+Oh 114.710 3.l+9a 2.3+0 g
“D3-^D j
2 2
143.45 A 2.8+lOb 3.1+2f 125.51C 3.5+lOc 2.3+2h 110.640 4 .3+lOa 1.36+2 g
^Dg-^Ds 145.65A 2.4+lOb 4.7+2f 128.IOC 2.8+lOc 2.6+2h 113.350 3.3+lOa 1.5+2 g
^Dg-^Da 
2 2
146.54
10.07K
6.2+8b 6.9+Of 129.54 
±0.05J
3.0+8C 2.0+Oh
“S a - V i
2 2
157.81A 1.30+10b 2.8+2f 136.52C 1.6+lOc 3.2+2h 118.660 2.1+lOa 2.7 + 2 g
‘’S3-“P3 
2 2
161.17 A 1.20+10b 5.5+2f 139.87C 1.48+lOc 6.1+2h 121.830 1.8+lOn 5.3+2g
“Pa-^Ps 
2 2
169.74A 1.02+10b 8.5+2f 149.80C 1.17+lOc 9.2+2h 132.850 1.33+lOa 7.5+2g
Zpi-^Da 162.48A 2.7+9b 3.0+lf 143.55C 2.9+9C 1.9+lh 127.860 3.1+9 a 9.8+0 g
Zps-^Dg 167.19A 4.9+9b 9.6+lf 149.94C 5.6+9 c 5.1+lh 136.050 6.3+9 a 2.9 + lg
Zps-^Da 
2 2
168.36
±0.09K
4.3+8b 4.9+Of 151.92 
±0,07 J
6.4+8C 4.2+Oh 139.07
±0.06J
7.4+8 a 2.4+0 g
^Da-“Pi 
2 2
164.90 
±0.08J
1.15+8d 2.2+Oh 142.02 
±0.06J
2.9+8 a 3.9+0 g
^Da-^Pg 211.45
±0.14K
8.6+7b 7.2+0f 184.67
±0.10J
2.4+8d 1.9+lh 162.83 
±0.08J
5.9+8 a 3.3+1 g
^Dg-^Pg 218.24 
±0.14K
7.1+7b 5.9+Of 193.54 
±0.11J
1.40+8d 1.09+lh 173.43
±0.09J
2.5+8 a 1.43 + 1 g
^Pi-“Pi 
2 2
197.52
±0.11J
1.02+8d 2.0+Oh 171.69 
±0.09J
2.4+8 a 3.2+0 g
Zps-^Ps 
2 2
249.3
±0.2K
6.1+7b 2.8+0f 222.04
±0.15J
1.09+8d 4.5+Oh 201.01
±0.12J
1.8+8 a 5.1+0 g
2s^2p^
(‘s,-^P3> 455.8 
±0.4 J
7.0+3b 4.3+lf 377.9
±0.3J
1.48+4 c 4.7+lh 309.25
±0.03E
2.7+4 a 3.0+1 g
('S3-^P3> 505.4
±0.5J
4.5+3b 1.9+lf 442.1
±0.4J
1.19+4C 3.2+lh 384.2
±0.4J
3.0+4 a 4.2+1 g
(“Sa-^Dg) 
2 2
763.8
±0.9J
7.4+lb 1.7+Of 662.8
±0.7J
3.2+2C 5.2+Oh 567.81 
±0.06 0
1.23+3a 1.7+1 g
(“Sa-^Da) 
2 2
860.5
±1.5J
1.9+3b 2.6+lf 793.3
±1.3J
5.9+3C 6.4+lh 721.48 
±0.IIL
1.6+4 a 1.25+2g
(^Da-:Pa)
2 2
969.4
±0.9J
4.5+3b 2.8+lf 721.9 
±0.8 J
1.40+4C 4.4+lh 541.35
±0.06H
4.1 + 4 a 4.4+lg
(^Dg-Zps) 
2 2
1130.5 
+ 1.3J
1.7+3b 1.02+1f 879.4
±1.2J
4 .4+3c 1.40+lh 679.29
±0.12L
l.ll+4a 1.21+lg
(^Da-Zpi) 
2 2
1225.1
11.5J
1.35+3b 5.6+Of 998.6
±1.5J
2.9+3C 8.0+Oh 821.8 
±1.4 J
5.5+3a 7.8+0 g
(^Da-^Dg) 
2 2
4030 
±20 J 
(4030 
±20)
1.40+2c 2.3+Oh 2665.1 
±0.3D 
(2665.9 
±0.3)
4.5+2 a 6.0+0 g
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Table 7.3. (continued)
Transition Oo XXI Ni XXII
X ( X ) A(s"i) I X( %) A(s"i) I
2 s^2 p^-2 s2 p ‘*
“Ss-^Pa
2 2
75.87C 5.5+9 d 7.2+0j 71.500 6.9+9d 6 .0 + 0  h
^Da-Zpi 77.68C 2.9+lOe 3.0+0j 72.520 2.8+lOc 1.5+Oh
^Da-Zpg 85.39C 1.49+lOe 2 .0 + 1 j 80.540 1.36+lOc 1.18+lh
^Ds-Zpa
2 2
88.77C 1 .1 2 +lle 1.47+2j 84.070 1 .2 1 +llc 1.05+2h
^Da-^Si
2 2
89.25C 5.1+lOe 2 .6 + 1 j 84.230 5.7+lOc 2 .0 +lh
93 . 00c 1 .1 0 +lle 1.15+1j 8 8 . 0 0 0 1 .2 1 +llc 6.4+Oh
2 p i - 2 p ^ 96.350 1.06+10e 1.39+1j 91.200 1.21+lOc 1.05+lh
2 pa-2 pa
2 2
104.28 0 1.03+108 1.35+1j 1 0 0 . 1 1 0 1.07+lOc 9.3+Oh
**8 3 - ^ 0 3  
2 2
90.32 0 2.6+9d 5.8+0j 85.030 4.0+9d 6.5+Oh
Z p i - ^ S i 101.290 4 .1 + lOe 2 .1 + 1 j 95.960 4.5+lOc 1 .6 +lh
2P3-=S1
2 2
110.090 2.2+9e 1 .1 2 +0 j
=D3-=D3 104.140 4.7+lOe 1.06+2j 98.150 5.2+lOc 8.4+lh
^Ds-^Ds
2 2
106.760 3.6+lOe 1.06+2j 100.610 3.9+lOc 6.7+lh
110.710 2.3+lOe 2 .6 +2 j 103.310 2.6+lOc 2 .6 +2 h
''Sa-hPs 113.700 2.1+lOe 5.0+2j 106.040 2.3+lOc 4.9+2h
‘^ S3-‘*P5
2 2
125.150 1.41+lOe 7.3+2j 117.910 1.49+lOc 7.2+2h
2pi-^D3 120.910 3.l+9e 7.0+0j 114.440 3.1+9C 5.1+Oh
^P 3 -^Dg 130.020 6.7+9e 2 .0 + 1 j 124.470 7.0+9C 1.19+lh
2P3-=D3
2 2
133.66 
±0.05J
7.5+8e 1.7+0j 128.82 
±0.05J
7.0+8C 1.13+Oh
^D3-‘*Pi 
2 2
132.22
±0.05J
4.3+8d 4.8+0j 123.32 
±0.05J
6 .2 +8 d 6.0+Oh
^D3-**P5
2 2
153.35 
±0.07J
8 .6 +8 d 4.4+1j 144.72 
±0.06J
1.24+9d 6 .0 +lh
^D5-**P5
2 2
164.60 
±0.08J
3.3+8d 1.7+1j 156.51 
±0.07J
4.3+8d 2 .1 +lh
160.48 
±0.08J
3.5+8d 4.0+0j 150.20 
±0.07J
5.2+8d 5.1+Oh
:p3-hP3
2 2
192.14
±0.11J
2 .1 +8 d 5.2+0j 184.04 
±0 .1 0 J
2 .6 +8 d 5.5+0 h
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T a b l e  7 . 3 .  ( c o n t i n u e d )
Transition Co XXI Ni XXII
X(%) A(s"l) I X(%) A(s-l) I
2s^2p^
('*S3-^P3)
2 2
278.5 
±0.2 J
3.5+4 e 2 .0+1j 250.2 
±0.2 J
4.4+4 c 1 .01+lh
("S3-'Pl)
2 2
357.0
±0.3J
4.6+4 e 4.1+1j 330.9
±0.3J
7.1+4C 3.5+lh
("S3-^Dg) 
2 2
522.2 
+0.4 J
2.3+3e 2 .4+1j 478.08 
±0.06 F
4.2+3C 3.3+lh
('*S3-^D3)
2 2
680.6 
±1.2 J
2.5+4 e 1.46+2j 636.6
±1.0J
3.9+4C 1.23+2h
(^Da-^P3) 
2 2
471.4
±0.4J
6.7+4e 3.6+1j 412.2 
±0.4 J
1 .09+5C 2.5+lh
(^Dg-^Ps) 
2 2
596.9 
±0.7 J
1.7+4e 9.5+0j 524.9
±0.7J
2.7+4C 6.1+Oh
(^Da-^Pi)
2 2
750.7 
±1 .IJ
7.1+3e 6.3+0j 689.2
±1.2J
8.7+3C 4.3+Oh
(^Dg-^Dg) 
2 2
2242 
±10 J 
(2243 
±10)
7.2+2e 7.5+0j 1920±9J 1.10+3C 8 .6+Oh
The estimated wavelength accuracy is ±0.03 X unless otherwise stated. Wavelengths above 
2000 X are in air (vacuum wavelengths are given_in brackets).
Theoretical intensities have units of photons s ^sr  ^ per ion number; they are calculated 
for an electron density of 4 x 10^^ cm~^ and for the temperatures of maximum ion abundance 
under ionisation equilibrium.
A Laboratory observations listed by Fawcett (1975).
B Laboratory observation of Feldman et al. (1975).
C Laboratory observations listed by Lawson and Peacock (1980).
D Laboratory observation of Suckewer and Hinnov (1978).
E Solar flare observation from Dere (1978), Lawson and Peacock (1984) and Sandlin 
et al. (1976).
F Solar flare observation from Lawson and Peacock (1984) and Widing (1978).
G Solar flare observation from Widing (1978) and sources as for E.
H Solar flare observation of Widing (1978).
J Predictions made using data from Edlen (1972) and Lawson and Peacock (1980) and
appropriate solar flare and tokamak observations.
K Predictions made using data from sources A and J.
L Predictions calculated from wavelengths of observations D, F and H.
a Transition probabilities given by Bhatia and Mason (1980). 
b Transition probabilities listed by Bhatia et al. (1980). 
c Transition probabilities listed by Feldman ct al. (1980).
d Transition probabilities found using data from Bhatia and Mason (1980) and Bhatia 
et al. (1980) in conjunction with our own calculations, 
e Transition probabilities found using data from Bhatia and Mason (1980) and Feldman 
et al. (1980) in conjunction with our own calculations, 
f Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Bhatia et al. (1980).
g Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Feldman ci al. (1979) together with
transition probabilities as referenced, 
h Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Feldman et al. (1980) together with 
transition probabilities as referenced, 
j Theoretical intensities found by graphical interpolation.
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smoothing was achieved by extrapolating the differences of consecutive 
wavenumbers along an isoelectronic sequence, the observations of the 
forbidden transitions, where available, being included unaltered in the 
extrapolations. Adjustments, which, on the whole, were found to be 
small, were made to the resulting smoothed values so that they were 
consistent with the Rydberg-Ritz combination principle. Modified term 
schemes were then completed using the observed laboratory wavelengths 
and predictions of transitions between configurations were calculated 
from these term schemes. In this way, reliable wavelengths were 
obtained for all the transitions of interest. Detailed references to 
the various sources of data used are given in the tables.
As an aid to making identifications, estimates of the wavelength 
accuracies are presented for both observations and predictions. For 
the majority of observations, these accuracies are as given in the 
original source. However, where the data are unavailable or are 
questionable, alternative estimates are suggested.
As with the listed wavelengths, the transition probabilities are 
selected from a number of sources, those considered to be the most 
reliable being adopted. In many instances where there are differences 
between the sources used, there is no decisive reason for preferring any 
one set of results. Generally, in these cases, the most complete set is 
used. Of the sources, the listings of Bhatia et at. (1980) and Feldman 
et al. (1979, 1980), in many cases, show good agreement with other 
published values and, since they are the most comprehensive, many data 
are taken from these references. Where no data have been published, as, 
for example, is the case for nearly all transitions in cobalt, Hartree-X 
self-consistent field calculations (Cowan and Griffin 1976) have been 
used to provide new data. Since comparisons of the results of these 
calculations with published energy levels and transition probabilities 
indicate some significant discrepancies, the output of the computer code 
has been adjusted to fit those transition probabilities which are 
regarded as being more reliable. This adjustment involved multiplying 
the Hartree-X output by a factor required to give agreement for other 
transitions in the same isoelectronic sequence. In general, the 
transition probabilities of the strongest, allowed transitions are 
thought to be the most reliable, whereas there is greatest uncertainty in 
the values for weak, forbidden transitions. However, the mixing of energy 
levels can lead to very significant uncertainties. Reference should be
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Table 7.4. Wavelengths, transition probabilities and theoretical intensities of 
transitions isoelectronic with carbon I.
Transition Ti XVII Or XIX Fe XXI
A(%) A(s"l) I A(s"i) I X(%) A(s"l) I
2s^2p^-2s2p 3
3Pl-lPl 109.40J 2.1 + 9a 8.5+Of 95.87C 3.5+9e 4.8+Oh 84.260 5.2+9C 2. 3+0 g
^Po-^Si 119.29A 8.3+9 a 8.6+lf 104.19C 9.3+9b 6.5+lh 91.280 1 .02+lOc 4 .4 + 1 g
^Pi-^Si 123.66A 2.4+lOa 2.4+2f 109.64C 2.6+lOb 1 .8+2h 97.880 2.7+lOc 1.18+2g
^Pz-^Gi 127.78A 4 .8+lOa 5.0+2f 113.97C 5.6+lOb 3.9+2h 102.22 0 6 .6+lOc 2.8+2 g
^Dz-lpi 1 2 4 .57A 5.3+lOa 2.1+2f 110.37C 6.2+lOb 8.4+lh 98.36 0 7.2+lOc 3.3+1 g
3pz-^Dz 126.63
±0.05J
2. 9+9 a 3.2+lf 111.87C 5 .3+9e 2.5+lh 99.070 8.4+9C 1.5 + 1 g
^Dz-^Dz 141.96A 4.0+lOa 4.6+2f 126.33C 4.5+lOb 2.1+2h 113.300 5.0+lOc 9.0+1 g
142.57A 1.42+10 a 5.7+lf 126.30C 1.6+lOb 2.2+lh 112.470 1.9+lOc 8.6+0 g
3P0-3P1 146.85 
±0.07J
3.9+9 a 9.7+1f 125.94C 4.2+9b 6.2+lh 108.120 4.5+9 c 4.2+lg
^Pl-^Pz 152.17 
± 0.07J
l.ll+9a 4.5+lf 132. lie 7.8+8b 1.9+lh 115.150 4.4+8C 5.4+0 g
:P1-'P1 153.54A 8.4+9a 2.1+2f 133.990 1.19+lOb 1.8+2h 117.510 1.7+lOc 1.6+2 g
^Pi-^Pc. 154.09B 1.6+lOa 1.39+2f 134.890 2.0+lOb 9.5+lh 118.690 2.4+lOc 6.5+1 g
^Pz-^Pz 158.46A 1.37+10 a 5 .5+2f 138.450 1.7+lOb 4.2+2h 121.210 2.2+lOc 2.6+2g
^Pz-^Pl 159.94A 3.7+9 a 9.2+lf 140.510 3.5+9b 5.2+lh 123.820 3.2+9C 3.0+lg
"Po-^Di 172.22 6.4+9 a 2.3+2f 148.650 8.9+9b 2.6+2h 128.730 1.23+lOc 3. 7+2 g
± 0.09J
^Pi-^Di 181.49 1.29+9a 4.6+lf 159.99C l.ll+9b 3.2+lh 142.26C 8.3+8c 2.5+lg
±0.10J
^Pi-^D 2 182.08 A 6.7+9a 5.1+2f 160.30C 8.3+9b 3.5+2h 142.16C l.Ol+lOc 2.7+2 g
^P2-^Ü3 188.31A 5.4+9a 5.5+2f 165.46C 6.1+9b 4.0+2h 145.65C 6.8+9c 2.1+2 g
151.62 6.9+7C 2.1+0 g
±0.07 0
^Pz-^Dz 191.16 9.8+7a 7.5+Of
±0.11J
^Dz-^Pz 183.23 9.4+7a 3.8+0f 161.31 1.7+8e 4.2+Oh 143.22 2.0+8c 2.4+0 g
± 0.10J ±0.080 ±0.060
^Dz-^Pl 185.21 1.9+8 a 4.6+Of 164.11 2.7+8e 4.0+Oh 146.88 2.9+8c 2.7+0 g
± 0.10J ±0.08 0 ±0.070
224.35 3.1+8 a 3.2+lf 199.19 6.0+8e 4.0+lh 178.64 1.02+9c 3.1 + lg
± 0 . 1 5 J ±0.120 ±0.100
^Dz-^Di 227.5 6.2+7 a 2.2+Of 204.91 1.23+8e 3.6+Oh 187.71 2.0+8c 6.2+0 g
± 0 . 2 J ±0.130 ±0.110
^Pl-^Sz 326.4 5.3+6 a 9.4+Of 280.2 1.38+7b 9.7+Oh 242.07 3.4+7c 8.5+0 g
±0.2H ±0.2H ±0.06E
^Pz-^Sz 356.7 7.7+6 a 1.35+lf 310.4 1.6+7b 1.14+1h 270.52 3.3+7 c 8.3+Og
±0.3H ±0.2H ±0.06E
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Table 7 . 4 .  ( c o n t i n u e d )
Transition
2s^ 2p2
Ti XVII
A (%) A(s"i) I A(X)
Cr XIX
A(S ') I A(X)
Fe XXI
A(S 1) I
(^Pi-^So) 470.2 2.5+4d 3.1+lf 398.0 6.1+4d 2.5+lh 335.9 1.38+5d 1.8+lg
±0.4 G ±0.30 ±0.2 0
(3pj_iD^) 898+20 1.9+3d 2.6+lf 729.9 5.8+3d 4.4+lh 587.5 1.6+4d 6.0+lg
± 1 . 1 0 ±0.70
(3p2_iD2) 1172+30 2.3+3d 3.1+lf 977±2G 6.0+3d 4.6+lh 788.6 1.5+4d 5.5+lg
± 1.20
(^Po-^Pl) 3370.6 4. 5 + 2 d 1.02+1f 2097±7G 1.8 + 3d 4.1 + 1 h 1354.08 6.5+3d 1.47 + 2g
+0.1D
(3371.6
+0.1)
(2097±7)
(^Pl-^P.:) 3834.6 2,2+2d 7.1+Of 2884
+0.3D
(3835.7
±0.3)
±130
(2885
±13)
±0.05F
4.6+2d 1.7+lh 2303±8G 8.3+2d 2.6+lg
(2304±8)
Transition Co XXII Ni XXIII
A(X) A(s-^) I A(%) A(s-') I
2s"2p"-2s2p
"Pl-^Pl
3
78.98C 6.1+9e 1.48+0j
^Po-^Si 85.44C 1.06+10e 3. 6 + 1 j 79.98 0 l.lO+lOb 2.9+lh
^Pl-^Si 92.610 2.8+lOe 9. 5 + 1 j 87.660 2.9+lOb 7.6+1 h
^Pl-^Si 96.88 0 7.1+lOe 2 . 4 + 2 j 91.830 7 . 7 + lOb 2.0+2 h
^Dz-:pi 93.020 7.8+lOe 1 .9+1j 88.110 8.4+lOb 9.8+Oh
93.130 1 .OO+lOe 1.38+1j 87.500 1.15+lOe 1 .28+lh
107.490 5.2+lOe 7. 1 + 1 j 102.080 5 .5+lOb 6.1+lh
'So-'Pl 106.230 2.0+lOe 5 . 0 + 0 j 100.420 2 .2+lOb 2.6+Oh
3po-3pi 100.140 4.6+9e 3. 2 + 1 j 92.750 4.7+9b 2.2+lh
3pi-3p2 107.570 3.8+8e 2 . 8 + 0 j 100.500 1.6+8b 1.00+0 h
3Pl-3Pl 110.140 2 .O+lOe 1.39+2j 103.230 2.4+lOb l.ll+2h
3pi-3po 111.470 2.6+lOe 4 . 3 + 1 j 104.700 2.9+lOb 1.9+lh
3PZ-3P2 113.370 2.5+lOe 1 .8+2j 106.020 2.9+lOb 1.7+2h
^Pz-^Pi 116.230 3.0+9e 2 . 1 + 1 j 109.060 2 .8+9b 1 .31 + lh
^Po-^Di 119.930 1 .45+lOe 4. 3 + 2 j 111.850 1.7+lOb 4.8+2h
SPl-^Di 134.560 6.8+8e 2 . 0 + 1 j 127.470 5.1+8b 1 .45+lh
^Pl-^Dz 134.130 1.11+lOe 1. 9 + 2 j 126.540 1.21 + lOb 9.5+lh
SPz-^Ds 136.750 7.2+9e 1 .7+2j 128.300 7 .7+9b 1 .44+2h
^Pz-^Di 143.77
±0.060
1.17+8e 3 . 5 + 0 j 136.47 
±0.06 0
1 .9+8b 5.5+0 h
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T a b l e  7 . 4 .  ( c o n t i n u e d )
Transition Co XXII Ni XXIII
A(%) A(s-l) 1 X(%) A(s-l) I
2 s ‘2p^-2s2p^
^Dz"^Pz 135.39 
±0.06 G
1.7+8e 1.28+0j
^Dz-^Pl 139.49 
±0.06 G
2 .6+8e 1.8+0j
^Dz-^Ds 170.12 
±0.09 G
1 .27+9e 2 .9+1j 162.32 
±0.08 0
1.5+9 e 2.9+lh
^Dz-'Di 181.12
±0.10G
2 .4+8e 7.3+0j 175.61
±0.09G
2 .8+8e 8 .O+Oh
^Pl'^Sz 225.39
±0.10H
5.2 + 7 e 7.5+0j 209.98
±0.11H
7.9 + 7b 5.9+Oh
^Pz-^Sz 252.48
±0.13H
4.6 + 7 e 6.6+0j 235.57
±0.14H
6.3+7b 4.7+Oh
2s^2p^
(^Pl-^So) 308.0
±0.2G
2.0+5d 1.24+1j 282.3 
±0.2 G
2.9+5d 6 .O+Oh
(Spi-^Dz) 523.4
±0.5G
2 .6+4d 5.7+1j 465.0
±0.5G
4.2+4d 4.3+lh
(Spz-^Dz) 697.1
±1.0G
2.4+4d 5.1+1j 612.2
±0.9G
3.6+4d 3.7+lh
(^Po-^Pl) 1104±2G 1.19+4d 2. 0 + 2 j 913 + 2G 2.1+4d 2.3+2h
(3P1-*PZ) 2100±9G
(2100±9)
1 .05+3d 3.2+1j 1933±8G 1.29+3d 3.8+lh
The estimated wavelength accuracy is ±0.03 X unless otherwise stated. Wavelengths above 
2000 % are in air (vacuum wavelengths are given in brackets).
Theoretical intensities have units of photons s ^sr  ^ per ion number; they are calculated
for an electron density of 4x10^^ cm  ^ and for the temperatures of maximum ion abundance
under ionisation equilibrium.
A Laboratory observations listed by Fawcett (1975).
B Laboratory observation of Fawcett ct al. (1974).
C Laboratory observations listed by Lawson and Peacock (1980).
D New laboratory observations.
E Solar flare observations of Dere (1978).
F Solar flare observation of Sandlin et al. (1977).
G Predictions made using data from Edlén (1972) and Lawson and Peacock (1980) and
appropriate solar flare and tokamak observations.
H Predictions made using data from Dere (1978), Lawson and Peacock (1980, 1984) and 
Ridgeley and Burton (1972).
J Predictions made using data from sources A and G.
a Transition probabilities listed by Bhatia ei al. (1980).
b Transition probabilities listed by Feldman et al. (1980).
c Transition probabilities of Mason ct al. (1979).
d Transition probabilities given by Nussbaumer and Rusca (1979).
e Transition probabilities found using data from Bhatia et al. (1980), Feldman i ^ -.
(1980) and Mason ct al. (1979) in conjunction with our own calculations,
f Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Bhatia ct C l . (1980) together with 
transition probabilities as referenced, 
g Theoretical intensities found from data of Feldman et a,
transition probabilities as referenced, 
h Theoretical Intensities obtained from data of Feldman ct at
transition probabilities as referenced, 
j Theoretical intensities found by graphical interpolation.
(1979) together with
(1980) together with
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made to Lawson et at. (1981) for the details of the effects of this 
mixing on the transition probabilities.
Because of the very significant departures from a statistical 
population of the energy levels in tokamak plasmas, the transition 
probabilities give little indication of the strength of the line 
emission. Consequently, it was thought valuable to present theoretical 
line intensities for each transition. It should be emphasised, however, 
that, since the intensities depend on model calculations of level 
populations, their absolute accuracies are expected to be poorer than 
those of the transition probabilities.
Table 7.5. Wavelengths, transition probabilities and theoretical intensities of 
transitions isoelectronic with boron I.
Transition Ti XVIII Cr XX Fe XXII
X(%) A(s” ^) I X(2) A(s"i) I M h A(s":) I
2s^2p-2s2p^
^Pl-^P3 133.86A 5.4+9 a 2.2+2f 116.06B 6.0+9d 1.28+2h 100.78B 6.5+9C 6.1+lg
^Pl-^Pl 136.27A 5.6+9 a 1.26+2f 117.96B 3.9+9d 4.4+lh 102.23B 2.7+9C 1.18+lg
^P3-^P3 144.76A 3.3+10 a 1.33+3f 128.42B 3.9+lOd 8.3+2h 114.41B 4.6+lOc 4.3+2g
^P3-^Pl
2 2
147.58A 2.5+lOa 5.7+2f 130.76B 3.0+lOd 3.4+2h 116.28B 3.6+lOc 1.5+2 g
^Pl-^Si 148.42A 2.6+lOa 8.4+2f 131.50B 3.2+lOd 8.6+2h 117.17B 4.0+lOc 1.01+3g
^Pa-'Si
2 2
161.94 
±0.08 F
1.41+8b 4. 6 + 0 f 136.OIB 1.18+8b 3.0+0 g
2pi-203 179.87A 6.4+9 a 8 . 4 + 2 f 156.OIB 8.4+9d 8.2+2h 135.78B 1.12+lOc 9.1+2 g
^Ps-^Ds 197.83A 4.7+9 a 8.9+2f 175.42B 5.5+9d 4.8+2h 155.92B 6.4+9C 1.8+2g
^P3-^D3
2 2
200.11 
±0.12 F
1.7+8b 2.2+lf 179.20B 9.5+7b 9.3+Oh 161.75B 2 .8+7b 2.3+Og
2pi-‘*P3 
2 2
301.9
±0.3F
3.9+5 a 3.6+Of 255.54
±0.13F
8.8+5d 2.9+Oh 216.91
±0.09F
1.9+6C 2.0+0 g
2pi-“Pi 
2 2
324.9
±0.3F
1 .8+7a 1.41+lf 282.1 
±0.2 F
3.9+7d 2.4+lh 246.54 
±0.12 F
8.1+7C 3.3+lg
2P3-“P5 
2 2
330.6
±0.3F
1.38+7 a 4.2+lf 287.7
±0.2F
3.5+7d 3.9+lh 252.80 
± 0.13F
6.8+7C 2.0+lg
^P3-"P3
2 2
363.7
±0.4F
2.4+6a 2.2+lf 324.3
±0.2F
4.6+6d 1.6+lh 291.7 
±0.2 F
8.2+6C 8.7+0 g
^P3-**Pl 
2 2
397.6
±0.5F
6.2+6 a 5.0+Of 368.2
±0.3F
1.00+7d 6.2+Oh 348.0
±0.2F
1 .41+7C 5.7+0 g
2s^2p
(^Pl-^P3) 1777.95 
 ^  ^ +0.10D
1.5+3 a 7 . 1 + 1 f 1205.8
±0.6E
4.9+3d 1.7+2h 845.55
±0.1C
1.40+4 c 2.4+2 g
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Table 7 . 5 .  ( c o n t i n u e d )
Transition Co XXII1 Ni XXIV
X(%) A(s-:) I A(%) A(s-i) I
2s^2p-2s2p z
^Pl-^P3 93.89B
95.15B
6.8+9e
2.4+9e
4 .3+1j 
5.9+0j
87.50B
88.54B
7.0+9d
2.0+9d
2.8+lh
2.9+Oh
^P|-^P3 108.03B 5.1+lOe 3 .2+2j 102.11B 5.5+lOd 2.2+2h
2p3-2pi 
2 2
109.70B 3.9+lOe 9.5+1j 103.53B 4.2+lOd 6.0+lh
^Pl-^Si 
2 2
^P3-^Si 
2 2
110.71B
130.93 
±0.04 F
4.3+lOe
2.6+8e
1.04+3j 
6. 2 + 0 j
104.64B
126.22 
±0.04 F
4.7+lOd 
4 .4+8 e
1.05+3h
9.6+Oh
2pi-203 
2 2 
2P3-2D5 
2 2
126.82B 
147.09B
1.29+lOe 
6 .9+9e
9. 1 + 2 j 
1.02+2j
118.52B 
138.BOB
1.5+lOd
7.5+9d
8.6+2h
5.7+lh
^Pi-^Ps
2 2
200.21 
±0.08 F
2.6+6e 1.8+0j 184.90
±0.10F
3.7+6d 1.8+Oh
^Pl-“Pl 
2 2
231.64 
±0.11 F
1.13+8e 3.4+1j 218.39
±0.14F
1.6+8d 3.2+lh
^ P s - V s  
2 2
237.79 
±0.IIF
9.6+7e 1.5+1j 223.99
±0.15F
1.35+8d 1.13+lh
277.8
±0.2F
1 .06+7e 7. 4 + 0 j 265.0
±0.2F
1 .36+7d 6.4+Oh
^P3-‘Pj 342.2 
±0.2 F
1.6+7e 4. 8 + 0 j 339.6 
±0.3 F
1.7+7d 3.6+Oh
2s^2p
(^Pl-^P|) 717.0
±0.8E
2.3+4e 2. 5 + 2 j 611.9
±0.8E
3.7+4d 2.5+2h
The estimated wavelength accuracy is ±0.03 A unlessotherwise stated.
Theoretical intensities have units of photons s ^sr  ^ per ion number ; they are calculated 
for an electron density of 4xl0^*cm  ^ and for the temperatures of maximum ion abundance 
under ionisation equilibrium.
A Laboratory observations listed by Fawcett (1975).
B Laboratory observations listed by Lawson and Peacock (1980).
C Laboratory observation of Suckewer and Hinnov (1979).
D New laboratory observation.
E Predictions made using data from Edlén (1977) and Lawson and Peacock (1980) and 
wavelength of observation C.
F Predictions made using data from Fawcett (1975) and Lawson and Peacock (1980). 
a Transition probabilities listed by Bhatia rt al. (1980).
b Transition probabilities of Dankwort and Trefftz (1978).
c Transition probabilities listed by Feldman aZ. (1979).
d Transition probabilities listed by Feldman ct al. (1980).
e Transition probabilities found using data from Dankwort and Trefftz (1978) or from
Feldman et al. (1979, 1980) in conjunction with our own calculations.
Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Bhatia ct al. (1980) together with 
transition probabilities as referenced.
Theoretical intensities found from data of Feldman ct al. (1979) together with 
transition probabilities as referenced.
Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Feldman rt al. (1980) together with 
transition probabilities as referenced.
Theoretical intensities found by graphical interpolation.
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The line intensities were calculated from the formula
1 - 1 - 1  I = — N A photons s sr per ion number,
4 tt i ij
where A is the transition probability of the spontaneous radiative
ij
decay i -> j and is the fraction of the total ion number found in level 
i. N. is dependent on the electron density and, ignoring excitation by 
proton collisions, is less strongly dependent on temperature. Values of 
N., calculated for an electron density of 4 x 10^^cm ^, have been taken 
from the model calculations of Bhatia et ai. (1980) and Feldman et ai. 
(1979,1980). The electron temperature is that for which the abundances 
of the particular ion species is a maximum under ionisation equilibrium. 
The calculations include electron collisional excitation and de­
excitation and spontaneous radiative decay between levels within the 
2s^2p^ configurations. An initial comparison of calculations which 
also include excitation and de-excitation by proton collisions suggests 
a somewhat poorer agreement with experiment than if these processes are 
excluded (Suckewer and Hinnov 1979); consequently, the populations 
obtained without proton interactions have been used. Whatever further 
comparisons reveal with regard to proton collisions in Ohmically heated 
discharges, it is likely that they will be much more important during 
neutral beam injection. It is also worth noting that the effect of 
including proton excitations is, in any case, comparatively small in 
the calculations of Bhatia et ai. (1980) and Feldman et ai. (1979,1980),
Table 7.6. Wavelengths, transition probabilities and theoretical intensities of 
transitions isoelectronic with beryllium I.
Transition Ti XIX Cr XXI Fe XXIII
A(%) A(S-') I A(%) A(s I A(s"l) I
2s^-2s2p
^So-^Pi 169.59A 1.43+lOa 4.4+3d 149.90A 1.7+10b 3.5+3e 132.87A 2.0+lOb 2.9+3e
^So-^Pi 328.34
±0.05A
1.35+7 a 1.25+2d 293.17 
±0.04 A
2.7+7b 1.13+2e 263.74
±0.03A
4.9+7b 1 .2 2 +2 e
2s2p-2pZ
^Pz-^Dz 175.32A 1 .40+9a 6.0+Od 154.61A 2 . 7 + 9 b 6.2+Oe 136.50A 4.7+9b 4.9+0e
'Pl-'P2 189.47A 3.4+9 a 2.8+ld 165.03A 4.3+9b 1.6+le 144.39A 5.4+9b 5.0+Oe
"Po-'Pi 193.53A 4.2+9 a 2.6+ld 168.62A 5.2+9b 1.6+le 147.27A 6.6+9b l.OO+le
'Pl-'Pl 199.89A 2.8+9a 1.8+ld 175.43A 3.4+9b 1.04+le 154.33A 4 .2+9b 6.4+Oe
'Pz-'Pz 2 0 6 . 12A 7.1+9a 5.7+ld 184.47A 7.6+9b 2.8+le 166.71A 7.9+9b 7.2+Oe
:P2-:Pl 218.51A 3.7+9a 2.3+ld 197.57A 4.l+9b 1 .24 + le 180.09A 4.5+9b 6.9+Oe
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Table 7 . 6 .  ( c o n t i n u e d )
Transition Ti XIX Cr XXI Fe XXIII
A(X) A(s ") I A(X) A(s“ ") I A(X) A(s-i) I
2s^-2s2p
"Pi-"So 194.36A 2 .2 + lOa 4.9+Od 170.16A 2.7+lOb 4 .O+Oe 149.22A 3.2+lOb 2 ,5+Oe
"P i- " D z 304.93
10.05A
2.9+9a 1.23+ld 259.97
±0.03A
3.6+9b 8.4+Oe 221.31
±0.03A
4 .6+9b 4 .8+Oe
2s2p
(:Pl-:P2) 2344.6
±0.2B
(2345.3
±0.2)
1.00+3a 4.1+Od 1565.6
±1.2C
3.3+3b 9.5+Oe 1078.9
±0.6C
9.8+3b 1.8+le
Transition Co XXIV Ni XXV
A(X) A(s-l) I A(X) A(s-l) I
2s^-2s2p
"Sn-"Pi 125.17A 2.2+lOc 2.6+3f 117.95A 2.4+lOb 2.4+3e
"So-^Pl 250.78
±0.03A
6.4+7C 1.24+2f 238.81
±0.03A
8.4+7b 1.22+2e
2s2p-2pZ
"Pz-"D z 128.25A 5.9+9C 3.8+0f 120.50A 7.4+9b 2.6+Oe
3pi-3pz 135.23A 6.1+9C 3.8+Of 126.73A 7.0+9b 3.2+Oe
3po-3pi 137.71A 7.4+9C 7 .3+0f 128.80A 8.3+9b 5.0+Oe
^Pl-^PI 144.83A 4.6+9C 4.6+Of 135.96A 5.1+9b 3.1+Oe
"pz-"Pz 158.99A 8.0+9C 5.0+Of 151.91A 8.0+9b 3.7+Oe
^P2-^Pl 172.41A 4.7+9C 4.7+Of 165.36A 4.9+9b 3.0+Oe
"Pl~"So 139.79A 3.6+lOc 2.0+Of 130.99 A 3.9+lOb 1.7+Oe
"P i -"D z 204.07 A 5.2+9C 3.4+Of 188.14A 5.9+9b 2.1+Oe
2s2p
(3pi-3Pz) 905.2
±0.4C
1.6+4C 2.1+lf 764.6
±0.3C
2.7+4b 1.7+le
The estimated wavelength accuracy is ±U.uz A uniess oxnerwxse suateu.
2000 X are in air (vacuum wavelengths are g i v e n i n  brackets).
Theoretical intensities have units of photons s "sr per ion number; they are calculated
for an electron density of 4 x l 0 " c m " 3  for the temperatures of maximum ion abundance
under ionisation equilibrium.
A Calculated values of Edlén (1981a)
B New laboratory observation.
C Predictions of Edlén (1981a)
a Transition probabilities listed by Bhatia et al. (1980).
: : : : : :  : : : : : : : : :  c..so>.
with our own calculations, 
d Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Bhatia et at. (1980).
e Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Feldman ct al. (1980).
f Theoretical intensities found by graphical interpolation.
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this contrasting with the independent calculations of Suckewer and Hinnov 
(1979). This difference arises chiefly from the larger electron 
collisional excitation rates used in the former calculations, there being 
no great difference in the proton excitation rates between these separate 
calculations.
A more detailed discussion of the wavelengths, probabilities and 
line intensities for the transitions in each isoelectronic sequence is 
given by Lawson et al. (1981).
SOLAR OBSERVATIONS OF THE n = 2 -  2 TRANSIT IONS  
OF FOURTH PERIOD ELEMENTS
Emission lines identified with transitions within the 
2s^2p^ - 2s”~^ 2p^'^^ array of the solar abundant elements in the fourth 
period of the periodic table are observed in the XUV region of active 
sun and solar flare spectra. There is interest in these transitions
Table 7.7. Wavelengths,transition probabilities and theoretical intensities of 
transitions isoelectronic with lithium 1.
Transition Ti XX Cr XXII Fe XXIV
A(X) A(s-") 1 A(X) A(s“") I A(X) A(s ") I
2s-2p
=Si-2p3
2 2
259.30A 2. 6+9 a 2.3+3C 223.02A 3.3+9b d 192.02 A 4 .4+9 b d
=Si-2Pi
2 2
309.09B 1.5+9 a 1.43+3C 279.71B 1.7+9b d 255.lOB 1.9+9b d
Transition Co XXV Ni XXVI
A(X) A(s ") I X(X) A(s‘") I
2s-2p
:Si-:p3
2 2
178.20A 5.0+9b d 165.38A 5.8+9b d
:Si-:pi
2 2
244.23B 2.0+9b d 234.20B 2.1+9b d
The estimated wavelength accuracy is ±0.02 X unless otherwise stated. 
Theoretical intensities have units of photons s "sr " per ion number; they are 
calculated for an electron density of 4xl0"" cm  ^and for the temperature of 
maximum ion abundance under ionisation equilibrium.
A Calculated values of Edlén (1979a).
B Calculated values of Edlén (1979b).
a Transition probabilities listed by Bhatia et al. (1980).
b Transition probabilities found using data from Bhatia ct al. (1980) in
conjunction with our own calculations. 
c Theoretical intensities obtained from data of Bhatia ct al. (1980). 
d Theoretical intensities not available.
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because of their use for diagnostic purposes, such as determining 
differential emission measures (Dere and Cook 1979) and electron 
densities (Dere et at. 1979) of the high temperature emitting plasmas. 
The intense iron lines of this type fall in a window of the quiet sun 
spectrum and are, therefore, particularly useful for such measurements.
The magnetic dipole transitions within the 2s°2p^ ground 
configurations occur at longer wavelengths than the 2s^2p^ - 2s""^2p^^^ 
transitions and can be seen throughout the UV spectral region. In 
addition to the diagnostic uses referenced above, the longer wavelength 
magnetic dipole transitions fall in spectral regions which are ideal for 
the use of high resolution spectroscopy. This allows the measurement of 
line profiles. From the Doppler broadening or the Doppler shifted 
components of the lines, information can be obtained about ion 
temperatures and the mass motions of particular regions within the flare 
plasma (Cheng et al. 1979). It should be noted that in flares the 
broadening can be so extreme that similar information can be obtained 
from the shorter wavelength resonance lines (Widing and Spicer 1980).
All relevant solar observations have been studied in compiling the 
listings. Those used are mainly observations of solar flares, although 
some of the transitions occur in the active sun.
In this study, it became evident that a significant number of 
observed lines were blends, particularly in the region to shorter 
wavelengths than 400 X. Clearly,a knowledge of the blending of lines is 
essential, if the line intensities or profiles are to be used in a 
diagnostic application. Special attention is given to this problem, any 
evidence or possibility of blending being noted.
A number of authors report XUV spectra of the quiet and active sun. 
Only the more recent of these are of interest. Of the spectra recorded 
photoelectrically, Manson (1972) compares the intensities of spectra of 
a very quiet and of an active sun. These are the results of rocket 
flights on 3 November 1965 and 8 August 1967, respectively. Malinovsky 
and Heroux (1973) report observations made from a rocket flown on 
4 April 1969. At this time, there was some solar activity, but no flares 
occurred during the flight. Measurements of the intensities of 
classified lines due to radiation from the whole solar disc are presented
In an analysis by Widing and Sandlin (1968), Manson's observations 
of the very quiet sun, initially reported by Manson (1967,1968), are 
used in conjunction with photographically recorded spectra to give
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classifications and intensities of lines falling in the wavelength range 
33 - 110 X. Freeman and Jones (1970) present the results of three rocket 
flights, launched on 20 March 1968, 17 April 1969 and 20 November 1969. 
The spectra were recorded photographically, the absolute intensity 
calibration of the film being determined.
The high resolution possible with photographic records has been 
exploited by Behring et al. (1972,1976b). These authors present listings 
of wavelengths that are the most accurate available for the XUV spectral 
region. In addition, many new identifications are given. The spectra 
used in their analyses were observed from rockets flown on 16 May 1969 
and 21 September 1973. A further experiment in which photographic 
spectra were obtained is described by Firth et al. (1974) , who give the 
results of a rocket flight on 14 March 1973. Three spectrographs were 
used, two observing the quiet solar disc and the third a region above 
the solar limb.
The only observations of solar flare spectra below a wavelength of
170^ are those of Kastner et al. (1974). The spectra were recorded
photoelectrically from the Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) - 5 satellite
in 1969. The intensities of the observed lines were found to be
extremely variable, both from flare to flare and throughout the lifetime
of a single event. Out of the many flares observed, the spectra of five
flares have been studied in detail, special attention being given to the
strongest two. Kastner et al. identified some of the spectra with 
2 k k+1
2s 2p - 2s2p transitions in iron. These identifications have been 
modified and extended by Fawcett and Cowan (1975), Feldman (1976) and 
Kononov et al. (1976a).
The majority of XUV solar flare observations to longer wavelengths 
than 170 X were made using the NRL spectrohellograph in the Apollo 
Telescope Mount (ATM) on Skylab. Two important exceptions are the 
results given by Neupert (1971) and Purcell and Widing (1972). These 
are among the first observations of high temperature lines in this 
wavelength region. Neupert reports an identification of the lithium-like 
doublet in iron, observed in spectra from OSO - 3. Purcell and Widing 
present various identifications of images in rocket spectroheliograms 
with argon, calcium and iron transitions. The rocket was launched on 
4 November 1969.
The Apollo Telescope Mount on Skylab carries two NRL spectrographs. 
The one denoted by S082A is an objective grating spectroheliograph,
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which photographs dispersed images of the sun between 170 and 630^ with
a spatial resolution of about 3”. In spectra recorded with this
instrument, Widing (1975) and Widing and Purcell (1976) have identified
and determined improved wavelengths of beryllium- and lithium-like
transitions in various elements. Dere (1978) has compiled an almost
complete list of lines measured on flare plates recorded with the
spectroheliograph. The high temperature lines are classified according
to the temperature of the emitting plasma by Sandlin et al. (1976) and
Widing (1978). These authors, also, make a number of identifications,
2 k
the latter with forbidden transitions within the 2s 2p ground 
configurations.
A spectral region not covered by either NRL/ATM instrument is that 
from 630 to 970&. One n = 2 - 2 transition occurring in this region, 
which is expected to have sufficient intensity to be observed in solar 
flares, is the forbidden transition within the ground configuration of 
boron-like iron. An observation of this transition from the OSO- 6 
satellite is reported by Noyes (1972). The theoretical data enabling 
this identification to be made was provided by Kastner (1971).
The XUV spectra originate in either solar flares or the solar corona 
To longer wavelengths, the spectra also contain features which originate 
in the cooler chromosphere-corona transition zone and the chromosphere. 
Features from the latter region dominate the spectrum as the visible 
region is approached. Consequently, there are proportionally fewer high 
temperature lines as one progresses through the VUV and visible regions
of the spectrum. In addition, high temperature lines expected to be
present are, sometimes, masked by the spectrum originating in the cooler 
solar regions. Despite the VUV and visible regions being comparatively 
unrewarding in a study of high temperature lines, the information which 
can be readily gained from measurements of the profiles and shifts 
justifies a search of the available spectra for the few observations of
n = 2 - 2 transitions which might be seen.
One of the latest rocket flights in which spectra of the VUV 
region were photographed is reported by Ridgeley and Burton (1972).
The flight was on 5 August 1971. Solar limb and disc spectra were 
recorded in the wavelength range 550 to 2000 X with the aim of studying 
the structure of the transition zone.
The NRL/ATM instrument on Skylab used for observing the wavelength 
region 970 to 4000 R is a double-dispersion, normal incidence grating
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spectrograph, denoted S082B. Flare observations of three forbidden lines 
of highly ionised iron made with this instrument are reported by Doschek 
e t  a t .  (1975c). Sandlin e t  a l .  (1977) and Sandlin and Tousey (1979) give 
more accurate wavelength measurements of these lines, together with a 
listing of coronal and transition zone lines. The lines are classified 
according to the temperature of the emitting plasma. Cheng e t  a l .
(1979), also, give an improved wavelength for the Fe XXI, forbidden line 
at 13542 . A complete list of the spectral lines in this wavelength 
region emitted by the solar flare on 15 June 1973 is reported by Cohen 
e t  a l .  (1978) .
Results from the Harvard ultraviolet instrument in the Apollo 
Telescope Mount on Skylab, a near-normal incidence spectrometer- 
spectroheliometer, are presented by Vernazza and Reeves (1978). 
Intensities of a composite or averaged spectrum in the wavelength range 
280 to 1350^ are given for different solar structures. The use of a 
photoelectric detecting system limited the spectral resolution to about 
1.6^ (FWHM) . With this resolution, it is expected that a very 
significant number of the observed lines will be blends, particularly 
at the shorter wavelengths.
Another group who have made VUV observations of the flaring and 
non-flaring sun is that at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory. Bruns 
e t  a l .  (1979) report results obtained with the Orbiting Solar Telescope-1 
on board Salyut-4. Like the NRL/ATM, S082B instrument, their 
spectrograph employs two gratings orientated so as to give dispersion in 
directions at right angles to each other. In this case, however, each 
grating is used in a Wadsworth mount, this resulting in spectra having 
low astigmatism. None of the spectral lines Bruns e t  a l .  report appear 
to originate in the very high temperature plasmas found only in flares. 
Their tentative identification of the line at a wavelength of 1354.3^ 
as being a blend of Cl and Fe XXI is thought incorrect, given the 
absence of any other high temperature lines; this line would appear to 
be correctly identified with the Cl transition.
Several publications concerning observations in the visible region 
of the spectrum are of interest in the present study. Dollfus (1957) 
presents the results of an analysis, giving classifications determined 
from the spatial distributions of line intensities. These 
classifications are in agreement with those according to ionisation 
potentials, which, together with the majority of identifications, were
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given by Edlén (1942). The spectra were obtained, chiefly by Lyot,using 
a coronograph in 1936 to 1938 (Lyot 1939) and during the eclipse in 1952 
(Lyot and Dollfus 1953). Waldmeier (1951) and Pecker e t  a l ,  (1954), 
also, present observations of high temperature lines which provide 
further confirmation of Edlén's identifications. More recently, 
Jefferies e t  a l .  (1971) reports observations made during the eclipse 
in 1965.
Further details regarding the flights and the instrumentation 
employed in the experiments whose results are used in the review are 
given in table 7.8.
The data presented in chapter 6 , together with other results
Hi kreviewed by Fawcett (1975), have enabled the term schemes of the 2s 2p 
configurations to be determined for the solar abundant elements in the 
fourth period of the periodic table. Also used are the semi-empirical 
extrapolations of Edlén (1979a,b,1981a,b,1982). These extrapolations 
enable the experimental data to be smoothed, resulting in more accurate 
wavelengths and providing a check on previous identifications. This has 
allowed an apparent inconsistency in the boron-like sequence to be 
explained; the details are discussed below.
In cases where there are neither direct observations from which to 
construct the term scheme, nor semi-empirical extrapolations, wavelengths 
have been derived from graphical extrapolations in which the first 
differences of the wavenumbers have been plotted against the atomic 
number.
Theoretical relative line intensities for chromium, iron and nickel 
appropriate to the electron densities expected in the solar corona and 
solar flares, typically 10 °^ to 10^^  cm ^, were obtained from the 
references given in tables 7.1 to 7.7. Estimates of the line intensities 
for calcium were made by extrapolating these data and those given by 
Bhatia e t  a l .  (1980) for titanium.
The most important experiments used in compiling the listings of 
classifications have been described above, although not all of those 
described have been found to have results identified with the n = 2 - 2 
transitions of interest. Where identifications have been given in the 
references, they have been checked against the present list of
wavelengths and intensities. A search was then made to see if any
further identifications could be made.
Tables 7.9 to 7.15 list the solar observations identified with
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n = 2 - 2 transitions of fourth period elements. In addition to the 
solar wavelengths, calculated wavelengths or laboratory wavelengths of 
each transition are given for comparison. These are mainly from the 
semi-empirical calculations of Edlén. Since the solar line intensities 
and temperature or enhancement classifications are important in making 
the identifications, these are included in the tables. More details 
about the various classification schemes used by the different authors 
are presented in table 7.16. This table also explains the intensity 
scales and the meaning of the other notations used.
In any diagnostic applications, it is essential to know the extent 
of spectral line blending. Consequently, an important aspect of this 
study was to check for any possibility of line blending. In some cases, 
the solar observation is described as being a blend of lines in the 
original reference. In others, it has become evident that certain lines 
must be blends. Anomalously high intensities, wavelength discrepancies 
between solar and calculated values and wavelength coincidences of 
transitions both expected to have observable intensities normally 
indicate blends. In addition, lists of quiet and active sun lines have 
been checked to see if there is any likelihood of blends between 
previously observed lower temperature lines and the reviewed lines. In 
this check, only the first order of the quiet and active sun spectra were 
considered. Where there is any evidence of blending, this is noted in 
the final column of tables 7.9 to 7.15.
The inclusion of coincident quiet and active sun lines in the
tables, even when there is no definite evidence of blending, is thought
important, because the lower temperature lines can be greatly enhanced
2 k k+1
in solar flares. For example, the 2s 2p - 2s2p transitions of iron 
appear in a window of the quiet sun spectrum between wavelengths of 90 
and 145X. This is well-illustrated in spectra presented by Kastner 
et al. (1974). Therefore, it might be expected that these lines would 
be free from blending. However, with the spectral resolution possible 
in the photoelectric system used by Kastner et al., this is not the case. 
There is significant blending both between the n = 2 - 2 transitions and 
with enhanced quiet and active sun lines, particularly for the 
transitions in the Cl isoelectronic sequence.
Of the experiments listed in table 7.8, those of most interest are 
the OSO - 5 solar flare observations reported by Kastner et al. (1974) 
and the NRL/ATM spectroheliograph observations. The latter are
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presented by a number of authors. It should be noted that there appears 
to be a systematic wavelength error in the results of Kastner et at. 
between wavelengths of 110 and 120 X. This is illustrated in figure 7.9 , in 
which the differences between the solar and calculated wavelengths of 
identified lines are plotted against the calculated wavelengths.
The inconsistency between wavelengths of the solar identifications 
of transitions within the 2s^2p^P - 2s2p^^P multiplet in iron, made by 
Sandlin et aZ. (1976), and the present laboratory measurements of boron­
like transitions has been explained by Edlén (1981b). Semi-empirical 
extrapolations have indicated errors in a few of the laboratory
wavelengths, the worst being for the 2s2p^^D3,s - 2p^^Ds transitions for
2 2 2
which the differences are 0.08 and 0.05, respectively. This leads to a 
repositioning of the 2p^^Ds and quartet levels, which allows both the 
solar and laboratory observations to be fitted to the same term scheme. 
This will, also, affect the predictions for the 2s^2p^P - 2s2p^*^P 
transitions given in table 7.5. The predictions derived from Edlén's 
(1981b) semi-empirical extrapolations are to be preferred.
It should be noted that the intensities of the solar observations 
of the 2s^2p^P - 2s2p^^P transitions in iron are still not as expected, 
even allowing for the blends given in table 7.13. For example, the
^Pi - ^Pi transition is expected to be at least 3 times stronger than
2 2
the P3 - **P3 transition, at solar electron densities. This would
2 2
suggest the possibility of there being other blends.
The line listed by Widing (1978) at 478.08X is identified with the
2s^2p^(^S3 - ^Ds) transition of nickel in table 7.3. The semi-empirical2 2
extrapolations of Edlén (1982) give a calculated wavelength for this 
transition of 477.7 X, showing that this identification is incorrect.
A more detailed discussion of the classifications of the solar 
observations is given by Lawson and Peacock (1984).
ELECTRON DENSITIES OF SOLAR FLARES FROM 
INTENSITY RATIOS OF n = 2 - 2 TRANSITIONS
Using the observations listed in the previous section, electron 
densities have been determined for the high temperature components of 
some solar flare plasmas. The method used compares the theoretical and 
observed ratios of spectral line intensities which are found to depend
on the electron density.
The necessary theoretical data is already available in publications
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such as Mason et aZ. (1979). These publications show that the densities 
for which ratios of the n = 2 - 2 transitions likely to be observed in 
solar plasmas are sensitive include those expected in the solar corona 
and flares. For example, ratios of the n = 2 - 2 transitions in iron 
are, generally, dependent on density in the range 10^ ° to 10^ cm~^. They, 
therefore, provide an excellant means of diagnosing the high temperature 
components, '^lO^K, of coronal and flare plasmas.
An advantage of using line intensity ratios to determine the 
electron density is that the measurement of absolute line intensities is 
unnecessary. Further, when transitions in the same ionisation stage are 
used, there is no need to estimate the volume of the emitting plasma.
This is especially difficult for structures which are comparable in size 
to the spatial resolution of the observing instrument. Both absolute 
intensity measurement and the determination of the plasma volume are 
sources of error in previous methods, the most frequently used being to 
obtain the density from the volume emission measure (Mariska et al. 1979).
The use of the observations reviewed in the previous section, to 
which special consideration was given to blending, together with a 
careful application of the theory so as to minimise errors, is expected 
to result in the most reliable measurements of electon densities made 
using the n = 2 - 2 transitions in iron to date. Data from only two 
experiments are found to be appropriate, these having accurate 
intensities given for observations of suitable transitions. The data 
used are reported by Kastner et aï. (1974), the only authors to present 
solar flare spectra in the wavelength range 66 to 171^, and by Widing 
(1978), who has made a study of the high temperature lines in the range 
320 to 600 £ observed with the NRL Apollo Telescope Mount 
spectroheliograph (S082A) on Skylab. Many of the other authors whose 
results are reviewed only give intensity estimates.
Only two of the observations given by Widing can be used to 
calculate densities. These are of nitrogen-like magnetic dipole 
transitions in iron. Their intensities are derived from a photographic 
record of the flare on 17 December 1973 and are, therefore, time 
integrated.
In contrast, the spectra of Kastner et al. were recorded using a 
photomultiplier. This detector scanned the spectrum from low to high 
wavelengths, taking 3 minutes to cover the spectral range of interest. It 
should be noted that, even during the slow decay phase of a flare, the
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plasma conditions could alter within this time. It might be expected, 
therefore, that densities derived from widely separated lines in the 
spectrum will have a greater uncertainty than those from neighbouring 
1ines.
The possibility was considered of obtaining a relative intensity 
calibration for the spectra of Kastner et al., by using branching ratios 
of emission from the same upper energy levels. However, there was an 
insufficient number of unblended transitions to enable this to be done. 
Providing transitions from a number of different ionisation stages were 
used, such a calibration would have allowed for the changing plasma 
conditions and the variation of the efficiency of the spectrometer with 
wavelength, which is not given.
In the following analysis, data from the two strongest flares 
observed by Kastner et al. are used. These occurred on 25 February and 
12 March 1969 and are denoted by the letters B and E, respectively.
More limited data for some other flares is given, but no suitable ratio 
can be determined for these flares.
The line ratios used to calculate electron densities are listed in 
tables 7.17 to 7.20. The ratios are between transitions in the 01 to BI 
isoelectronic sequences, in all cases in iron. The tables also give the 
resulting electron densities, together with a mean density where 
appropriate. All densities,measured in cm ^, are presented both in the 
tables and in the text in terms of their logarithm to the base 10.
The reason for the intensity ratios varying with electron density 
can be understood when the excitation mechanisms are considered. Ions 
are excited to higher states, mainly, by electron collisions. The level 
population is determined by the equilibrium between this excitation and 
de-excitation by both electron collisions and the spontaneous emission 
of radiation. Clearly, the electron collisional rates are strongly 
dependent on the electron density and, consequently, at low densities 
the populations are similarly dependent. At high densities, the 
collisional processes are so fast, that the populations tend to values 
determined by the statistical weights of the levels; this happens to the 
populations in the lower energy levels first. If an intensity ratio is 
considered between transitions from a higher and a lower energy level, 
the ratio will usually be a function of density, for a particular range.
Despite the above model’s simplicity - it only includes two of the 
atomic processes governing the level populations - it can give results
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that are in reasonable agreement with those of more sophisticated models.
In addition to the inclusion of the necessary physical processes,
another factor affecting the accuracy of the models is the number of
configurations considered. Results from a simple model (Feldman ct al.
1980), including electron collisional excitation and de-excitation and
n kspontaneous radiative decay between levels within the 2s 2p
configurations, are used in the present analysis of Fe XIX transition
ratios. For this ionisation stage, blending makes a reliable
determination of density impossible; the model is more than adequate for
the illustrative calculation given.
In the other sequences, more sophisticated models are used. The
atomic processes included are electron and proton collisional excitation
and de-excitation in the ground configuration, electron collisional
excitation from the ground to excited configurations and spontaneous
radiative decay for all levels. For Fe XXI, photoexcitation between
levels of the ground configuration was considered (Mason et al. 1979).
A 6000K photosphericradiation field, with an appropriate dilution factor,
was included in the model; however, this did not affect the level
populations in the density regime considered.
The number of configurations included in the calculations varied.
The simplest calculation is for Fe XX (Bhatia and Mason 1980). This
includes the three configurations 2s^2p^, 2s2p^ and 2p^. In contrast,
that for Fe XXII (Mason and Storey 1980) is the most complex, considering
three different sets of configurations. Energy levels and radiative
data are calculated for all three sets. However, because of the extreme
demands placed on the computational facilities by the larger sets,
n k
collisions! data is found using only the three 2s 2p configurations.
In addition, electron collisional excitation followed by cascading from 
a number of configurations was included in the final statistical 
equilibrium equations to study the effect on the 2s^2p^?3 and 2s2p^ 
level populations.
Both Mason et al. (1979) and Mason and Storey (1980) note that there 
is only a small change in the level populations with temperature over the 
range for which there is a significant abundance of Fe XXI and Fe XXII ions, 
respectively. Further details of the calculations can be found in these 
references and in Mason (1975).
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Ratios of Fe XIX transitions
The theoretical line intensity ratios for Fe XIX are calculated 
from data given by Feldman e t  a t .  (1980). These authors list transition 
probabilities and level populations for three electron densities,
13.2,13.6 and 14.0. The ratios of the products of the probabilities and 
populations give the required intensity ratios. Despite the limited 
range for which the populations are listed, appropriate to tokamaks 
rather than solar plasmas, the data has proved to be sufficient.
The analysis for this ionisation stage emphasises the need for the 
correct choice of transition ratios. In the spectra observed by Kastner 
e t  a t .  (1974), 6 positive identifications can be made with Fe XIX 
transitions, all being within the 2s^2p**^P - 2s2p^^P multiplet. However, 
ratios of transitions from the 2s2p^^Pi,2 levels are found to be 
insensitive at densities between 13 and 14, the variation being less 
than the experimental errors; any significant variation would be expected 
to occur at lower electron densities.
The transition from the other 2s2p^^P level, the ^Pi - ^Pq 
transition is observed and all ratios of ^P - ^Pi,2 transitions with 
the former are found to be sensitive, within the range of densities given 
by Feldman e t  a t .  It should be noted that, if ratios had only been 
considered with the strongest Fe XIX transition, the ^p2 - ^P2 transition, 
only one density sensitive ratio would have been found, instead of five.
The reason for the density sensitivity of ratios with the Pi - Po 
transition is probably due to the poorer coupling of the 2s2p^^Po level, 
as compared with the other 2s2p^^P levels, with the levels in the ground 
configuration. Transitions from the higher energy 2s2p^^Pi level also 
form density sensitive ratios with those from the 2s2p^^Pi,2 levels,
A difficulty arises in that the 2s^2p^^P% - 2s2p^^Po transition is 
blended, probably with the Ne VII, 2s2p^P2 - 2s3d^Dg transition at 
106.19 ^  . The calculated electron densities, listed in the middle 
columns of table 7.17, are, consequently, expected to be too high. The 
results of a second calculation, in which it is arbitrarily assumed that 
both components of the blend have equal intensities, are given in the 
final columns of this table. It can be seen that this modification 
reduces the mean densities for flares E and B from 13.6 and 13.9 to
13.1 and 13.3, respectively.
Widing (1978) lists two solar observations identified with Fe XIX,
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Table 7.17. Electron densities determined from Fe XIX transitions
Transition Wavelength
Electron densities 
flare E flare B
Modified densities 
flare E flare B
2s^2p**-2s2p'
3P2-:P1
3P2-3P2
3po-3pi
3Pi-:pi
3Pi-3p2
101.55 
108.37 
110.14 
111.80 
119.92
13.9 14.0
13.6 14.2
13.6 14.2
13.3 13.3
13.4 13.7
13.3 13.4
13.2 13.6
13.1 13.5
12.9 12.9
13.0 13.2
Mean densities 13.6 13.9 13.1 13.3
The observations are from Kastner et al. (1974).
All ratios are with the 2s^2p**^Pi - 2s2p^^Po transition at 106.28^. 
Wavelengths are in ^ .
The logarithms of densities in cm  ^ are given.
The modified densities allow for the 2s^2p‘*^Pi - 2s2p^^Po transition 
being blended, equal intensities being supposed for the two blended 
components.
magnetic dipole transitions. However, he notes that the intensity of the 
longer wavelength observation is spuriously low, because of image 
aberrations, and a comparison with theory confirms this. Nevertheless, 
future observations of these transitions will be useful for density 
measurements, particularly as they occur in a different wavelength region 
from the resonance transitions.
Ratios of Fe XX transitons
The theoretical data for Fe XX is presented by Bhatia and Mason 
(1980) in the form of intensity ratios. They are given for a wide range
of densities, from 11.0 to 15.0.
Six identifications in the 2s^2p^ - 2s2p** transition array are made
with the solar observations of Kastner et al. (1974). Two of these, the
and **83 - **Ps transitions cannot be used because of blending 
2 2  2 2
with stronger transitions. It should be noted that another three of
these observations may be blended. Although the other components are
expected to be weak, this could be a possible source of errors.
An estimate of the likely size of errors can be made by comparing
the theoretical and observed intensity ratios that are insensitive to
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electron density. With the available observations in this ionisation
stage, this comparison can be made for only one ratio, the
**83 - **P3 / ^83 - ^Pi ratio. The logarithms of the observed intensity 
2 2 2 2  
ratio are 0.00 and 0.14, respectively, for flares E and B, as compared
with a theoretical value of 0.27. If a similar error is then assumed in
the intensity ratios used to calculate the electron densities, it leads
to an error in the density of about 0.3.
Table 7.18. Electron densities determined from Fe XX transitions
Transitions Wavelengths
Electron 
flare E
densities 
flare B
2s^2p^-2s2p‘*
^ S 3- ^ P i
2 2
^ D 3- ^ D 3
2 2
118.70
110.86
12.7 12.8
^S3-*P32 2 121.85 13.1 13.1
^D3-^D3 
2 2
110.86
■’sr'pj 118.70 12.8 12.4
2 2
113.45
^S3-^P32 2 121.85 13.3 12.7
2 2
113.45
Mean1 densities 13.0 12.8
8tandard deviations 0.3 0.3
Estimated error 0.3 0.3
Transitions Wavelengths Electron density
2s ^2p ^('*83-2d 5)
2 2 567.76 12.
2s22p3(2D3-2p3)
2 2
541.35
 1
The observations of the resonance transitions are from Kastner 
et al. (1974); those of the forbidden transitions are from 
Widing (1978).
Wavelengths are in %.
The logarithms of densities in cm  ^ are given.
The estimated error is derived using the difference between the 
observed and theoretical ratios of the density insensitive ratio, 
“83 - ‘*P3 / **83 - ^Pi.
2 2 2 2
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Of the other intensity ratios, those between the **83 - 3 and
2 2 . . 2 2 ' 2
Ds - D| transitions show a significant variation throughout the range
of densities for which data is available, whereas the range over which
the **83 - *^ Pi,3 / - 2[)g intensity ratios are sensitive is more limited
2 ^ 2 ^  ^ 2 ^ 2 ^The D 5 - D5 / D3 - D3 ratio only varies with density below values
2 2 2 2
of 12 .
The electron densities determined from the first four density 
sensitive ratios are given in table 7.18 for the two strongest flares,
E and B, which are observed by Kastner e t  a l .  The mean electron 
densities are 13.0 and 12.8, respectively. The standard deviations of 
the results are both 0.3; this is the same value as the estimated error 
determined assuming the same error in the intensity ratios as is found 
for the insensitive intensity ratio.
The variation of the intensity ratio of the 2s^2p^(‘*S3 - 293 ) and
2 3 2 2 2 2 
2s 2p ( D| - P^), magnetic dipole transitions extends throughout the
range of interest. Widing (1978) gives intensities for both transitions
and the resulting electron density is 12.1. It should be noted that
Widing expects the intensities of lines in this part of the spectrum to
be underestimated due to image aberrations, this error increasing with
wavelength. This would lead to an overestimation of the density.
However, the two lines are adjacent in the spectrum and the effect is
not thought to be serious.
Ratios of Fe XXI transitions
The theoretical intensity ratios of Fe XXI transitions are listed by 
Mason e t  a l .  (1979) for densities ranging from 11.0 to 15.0. Despite 
the number of identifications made with Fe XXI transitions in the spectra 
of Kastner e t  a l .  (1974), only five can be used in the present analysis; 
this is because of line blending. Even two of these five, the 
2s^2p2 3pi - 2s2p^^Di,2 transitions, are blended with each other. However, 
these transitions can still be used to calculate densities, since 
knowledge of the branching ratios allows the relative intensities of the 
components of this blend to be found as a function of density.
Among the possible ratios of observed transitions, those with a 
transition from the 2s2p^^D% level are found to be sensitive throughout 
the range for which data is available. The 2s2p^^Di level is the lowest 
triplet level in this configuration and is strongly coupled to the 
ground level.
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The calculated electron densities are given in table 7.19. Only one 
measurement is possible for flare E , this resulting in a density of 12.3. 
For flare B, a mean logarithmic density of 11.7 is found, the standard 
deviation being 0 .3, the same as for the densities calculated using 
Fe XX transitions.
Table 7.19. Electron densities determined from Fe XXI transitions
Transitions Wavelengths
Electron 
flare E
densities 
flare B
2s^2p2-2s2p'
^P2-^P2
^Po-^Di
121.17
128.74
— 11.5
^Pi-^D2
^Pq-^Di
142.18
128.74
12.3 12.1
^P2-^D3 145.66
11.9
^Pe-^Di
128.74
3p2-3p2
^Pl-^Di
121.17
142.18
— 11.3
^P2-^D3
SPl-^Di
145.66
142.18
— 11.8
Mean density — 11.7
Standard deviation — 0.3
Estimated error 0.4
The observations are from Kastner et al. (1974).
Wavelengths are in X .
The logarithms of densities in cm  ^ are given.
The estimated error is derived using the difference between the observed 
and theoretical ratios of the density insensitive ratio.
^P2 - ^P2 / ^P2 - ’Ds -
A further indication of the likely size of errors can be found by 
comparing the theoretical and observed intensity ratios that are 
insensitive to density. This is the case for the / ^P2 -
ratio. The logarithm of the theoretical intensity ratio is 0.22, 
whereas that for the observations is - 0.12. This discrepancy suggests 
an error of about 0.4 in the electron density, a value, again.
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Table 7.20. Electron densities determined from Fe XXII transitions
Transitions Wavelengths
Electron 
flare E
densities 
flare B
2s^2p-2s2p^
117.18
13.1 13.2
2P3-=D5
2 2
155.89
2Pl-203 
2 2 135.73 13.3 13.0
^P3-^D5
2 2
155.89
Mean densities 13.2 13.1
Estimated errors 0.2 0.2
The observations are from Kastner et al. (1974).
Wavelengths are in ^ ,
The logarithms of densities in cm  ^ are given.
The estimated error is derived using the difference between the observed 
and theoretical ratios of the density insensitive ratio,
^Pl - ^Si / ^Pl -
2 2 2 2
comparable to the standard deviations.
Ratios of Fe XXII transitions
With the available data, only two intensity ratios of Fe XXII 
transitions are found to be of use in measuring electron densities.
This is partly because only four Fe XXII transitions within the 
2s^2p - 2s2p^ multiplet can be positively identified with observations 
made by Kastner et al. (1974). Of these, one, the P3 - P3 transition, 
is thought to be blended, but, in any case, is not of use, and a second,
the ^Pi - ^Si transition, might be blended.
2 2
The theoretical data is listed by Mason and Storey (1980) for 
densities within the range 12.0 to 15.0. Among the possible ratios of
observed transitions, the ^P^ - ^S% / ^P^ - D5 the
/ ^pg _ ratios are found to be sensitive to electron
2 2 2 2  
density throughout this range.
Some of the other intensity ratios are dependent on density, but 
to a lesser extent. Clearly, the most reliable density measurement will 
be obtained when there is a large variation in the intensity ratio with
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density. The variation of these other ratios is thought insufficient 
for them to be used, being only two or three times the estimated error 
over a density range of three orders of magnitude.
The ^Pi - ^Si / ^Pi - ^D3 intensity ratio is insensitive and has,
2 2 2 2
therefore, been used to estimate the likely error. This is 0.15 in the
logarithm of the intensity ratio, corresponding to an error of about 0,2
in the electron densities. The calculated electron densities are
presented in table 7.20, the mean densities being 13.2 and 13.1 for,
respectively, flares E and B.
The results given in table 7.17, obtained using the Fe XIX
transitions, are not considered reliable, because of the blending of the
2s^2p‘*^Pi - 2s2p^^Po transition. They are presented to illustrate the 
need for the correct choice of ratios and to demonstrate the usefulness 
of these transitions for measuring electron densities, given a 
well-resolved spectrum. That the calculated densities are high is 
shown by arbitrarily choosing the two components of the blend to have 
equal intensities. It is interesting to note that this sharply modified 
intensity only reduces the calculated densities by about 0.6, to values 
similar to those obtained using the nitrogen- and boron-like transitions 
observed by Kastner e t  a l .  (1974)
The electron densities calculated using the Fe XX to Fe XXII 
transitions, listed in tables 7.18 to 7.20, range over more than an order 
of magnitude. It must be supposed that this range is an indication of 
differing plasma conditions or is simply due to errors in the 
measurements and theoretical models.
Two of the nitrogen-like transitions used are observations of a 
different flare from those observed by Kastner e t  a l .  (1974). These 
observations are of the magnetic dipole transitions reported by Widing 
(1978). Although the resulting density, 12.1, is expected to be of a 
similar magnitude to those calculated from the observations of Kastner 
e t  a l . ,  no detailed comparison can be made. The latter observations 
result in densities of about 13.0, when ratios of nitrogen- and 
boron-like transitions are taken, and somewhat lower, about 12.0, when 
carbon-like transitions are considered.
The spectra of Kastner e t  a l .  were recorded using a scanning 
spectrometer. A change in the flare conditions during a scan would 
result in a systematic difference between densities calculated from
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widely-spaced lines in the spectrum and those calculated from 
neighbouring lines either near the beginning or the end of a scan. No 
such difference can be found; any change in the plasma conditions must 
result in a smaller variation than the noted experimental errors. By 
the same argument, there can be no significant variation in the 
spectrometer efficiency throughout the wavelength range of interest.
The most significant errors are expected to be in the experimental 
measurements arising from such factors as additional blended components, 
scattered light and the intensity calibration and due to inaccuracies in 
the theoretical models. Two types of inaccuracies in the theoretical 
model might be supposed. Firstly, individual level populations or 
transition probabilities may be in error. The standard deviation of the 
calculated densities would give a measure of these errors, which would 
be indistinguishable from the random experimental errors. Secondly, all 
the populations or probabilities for a particular ionisation stage might 
be over- or underestimated; the theoretical intensities may still form a 
relatively consistent set of data when compared with observations, but 
would result in densities which, on an absolute scale, are in error.
The latter are more difficult to estimate. Some self-compensation might 
be expected, since intensity ratios are considered.
The standard deviations are found to be small, typically being 0.3. 
This is comparable to the errors estimated from insensitive intensity 
ratios, which, in any case, provide similar information. This value is 
significantly smaller than the order of magnitude difference between the 
electron densities calculated from carbon-like transitions and those 
from nitrogen- and boron-like transitions. A lower density for a plasma 
region of intermediate temperature to two higher density regions is 
unexpected, although it should be remembered that the observations of 
the carbon-like transitions differ markedly from those of the nitrogen- 
and boron-like transitions. The intensities of the Fe XX and Fe XXII 
lines were comparable in flares E and B, whereas Fe XXI is almost absent 
from flare E.
Unfortunately, without more experimental data it is not possible to 
determine whether the errors are much greater than is indicated by the 
standard deviations or whether the method, with the presently available 
theoretical data, is already a very sensitive measure of density. 
Certainly, the latter possibility would be more acceptable, if the 
analysis of other sets of observations show a more expected density with
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temperature behaviour, in which the density increases monotonically with 
temperature, as is illustrated, for example, by Dere and Cook (1979).
It is particularly unfortunate that the Harvard experiment planned for 
the Solar Maximum Mission Satellite had to be cancelled, since this 
covered the appropriate wavelength range.
In any case, the present analysis suggests electron densities of 
about 12.0 to 13.0. This is somewhat higher than other measurements in 
solar plasmas of these temperatures. For example, in plasmas having a 
logarithmic electron temperature of around 7, typical of the ionisation 
stages being discussed, Dere and Cook (1979) find the electron density 
to lie between 11.0 and 12.0. The measurements are of the flare observed 
from Skylab on 9 August 1973. For the same flare, Doschek et al. (1977) 
calculate a density of 11.7 from a density sensitive ratio of Ca XVII 
transitions.
The present analysis, also, demonstrates the potential of this 
method for diagnosing the high temperature components of flare plasmas.
In using the method, the suitability of the observations must be checked, 
particularly with regard to line blending. All possible intensity 
ratios should be considered, only those for which there is a large 
variation in the intensity ratio with density being of interest.
This last criterion limits the usefulness of the Fe XXll ionisation 
stage, since all but two of the intensity ratios considered had only a 
weak dependence on electron density or were insensitive. This assumes 
that the transitions already observed are the most likely ones to be 
observed with a measurable intensity in future spectra. In contrast, 
the Fe XX and Fe XXI ionisation stages are of more use, despite the 
blending of many Fe XXI lines, since ratios of the unblended transitions 
have a strong density dependence.
The analysis of the Fe XIX ionisation stage highlights the 
requirements of future experiments designed to measure electron densities 
and other parameters for which line intensities must be determined. The 
difficulty in this ionisation stage arises from the blending of the 
2s^2p^^Pi - 2s2p^^Po transition. The other component of the blend is 
thought to be the Ne VII, 2s2p^P2 - 2s3d^Da transition at 106.19 ^ . If 
this identification is correct, the wavelength separation of these 
transitions is 0.13 In order to make an accurate measurement of
intensity, the spectral resolution must be significantly better than 
this separation. It can be seen from the details of the spectroscopic
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instruments described in the table 7.8, that such a spectral resolution 
can only be achieved by recording the spectrum photographically, if 
reasonable spatial and temporal resolutions are also required.
This example is not an isolated instance; as is shown in tables
7.9 to 7.15, spectral line blending is a serious problem in this spectral 
region. Consequently, most information will be obtained from spectra 
which have the highest possible spectral resolution. The use of 
photographic records makes the data analysis more difficult and somewhat 
less accurate, than if photodetectors are used, but, in the absence of 
spectrometers with greatly improved spectral resolution, the most useful 
spectra for detailed measurements are unquestionably those recorded 
photographically.
DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY IN HIGH 
DENSITY PLASMAS USING INTENSITY RATIOS OF 
n = 2 -  2 TRANSITIONS
Observations of the n = 2 - 2 transitions in high density plasmas 
can be used to determine the electron density by a similar method to that 
already described for the lower density solar plasmas. Again, a 
comparison of observed line intensity ratios with theory is to be 
preferred, since this avoids measuring absolute line intensities, as is 
necessary if individual transitions are considered. The use of intensity 
ratios, also, means that it is unnecessary to determine the volume of 
the emitting plasma, although this can be estimated with much greater 
certainty in laboratory plasmas than in solar plasmas.
The main difference between the methods is that, at higher densities,
different transitions must be used. With increasing density, the level
k+1
populations in the singly excited, 2s2p configurations tend towards
k+1
their statistical values. At these densities, the 2s2p configurations 
contain sufficient population for further excitation to the doubly 
excited, 2p^^^ configurations to be significant. The populations of the 
doubly excited configurations depend on the electron density. This is 
illustrated, for example, in figure 7.10, which shows level populations 
in the 2s^2p^, 2s2p^ and 2p^ * configurations of Ti XVII. These results 
are calculated using the Titan computer code (Gordon 1980), an electron 
temperature of 6 x lO^ K being assumed. It follows that for a range of 
densities, beginning with those at which the transitions from the doubly 
excited configurations become observable, line intensity ratios between
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Figure 7.10.  Fractional populations of some Ti XVII levels as a 
function of electron density
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transitions from a doubly excited and from a singly excited configuration 
will be sensitive to changes in density.
Experimentally, this is very convenient, since both the 
2s 2p - 2s2p^^^ and 2s2p^^^ - 2p^^^ transitions fall in the same 
spectral region; consequently, relative intensities can be measured 
fairly easily. Further, if the spectrum of the n = 2 - 2 transitions 
is intense, there will be a sufficient number of these transitions to 
obtain the necessary relative intensity calibration, by using the 
branching ratios of transitions from the same upper level.
The range of densities which can be measured using this technique 
is wide; it depends on the particular transitions used, their ionisation 
stage and the element in which they occur. For example, calculations 
presently available (Doschek et al. 1975b, Feldman and Doschek 1977,
Peregudov et al. 1978) suggest that employing elements in the periodic
table from calcium to zinc allows densities within the range 16 to 21 to 
be determined from intensity ratios of oxygen-, nitrogen- and beryllium­
like transitions. As in the previous section, the densities measured in 
units of cm  ^ will be given in terms of their logarithms. The use of 
higher Z elements, usually, enables higher densities to be measured and 
Feldman and Doschek demonstrate how the range can be extended to 
densities of about 12 employing lower Z elements. If it is necessary 
to use a particular element in an application, the widest density range 
will be ensured, if all the ionisation stages are considered.
The wide range of densities for which the method can be used means
that it is appropriate for most dense plasmas, providing a suitable
element is either present in the plasma or can be introduced. Of special 
note are applications in laser produced plasmas. Measurements of 
densities have been made in point-focus laser produced plasma experiments.
For example, iron targets have been used by Doschek et al. (1975b) and a
number of elements, calcium, titanium, iron, nickel and copper, have 
been investigated by Peregudov et al. (1978).
The method is particularly appropriate to the line-focus laser
produced plasmas used to obtain lasing on 3s - 3p transitions in the VUV
and XUV spectral regions (Elton 1975), since the electron temperatures 
are such that the n = 2 shell configurations must be present in the 
plasmas. It is also possible to envisage experiments in which a high Z 
element is introduced into one of the layers forming the wall of a 
microballon used in compression studies. It should be noted that the
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method is most simply applied to optically thin plasmas. If this is not 
the case, as is likely in compressed or line-focus plasmas, allowance 
for the optical depth should be made both in the measurements and in 
the theory.
The theoretical models used by Doschek e t  a l .  (1975b), Skobelev
e t  a l .  (1978) and Peregudov e t  a l .  (1978) include electron collisional
excitation and de-excitation and spontaneous radiative decay between the 
XI k
levels of the 2s 2p configurations. This is a rather simple description 
of the problem; it corresponds to the model used by Feldman e t  a l .
(1980), who present results for the low density case. A fuller treatment 
should consider excitation with resulting cascades from a much larger 
number of configurations. These will include doubly excited 
configurations, which, at high densities, will contain a significant 
population. Another important process, for example in plane target 
laser produced plasmas at distances from the target surface, is 
recombination with cascading from high n levels.
Both Doschek e t  a l .  (1975b) and Skobelev e t  a l .  (1978) note that the
cross-sections of collisional excitation by double electron transitions 
2 k k+2
between the 2s 2p and 2p configurations are small, but neither 
indicate the extent to which they affect the level populations.
Similarly, it would be useful to have some measure of the effect on the
populations of collisional excitation by ions, another process expected 
to be small, but possibly not negligible.
In optically thick plasmas, the reabsorption of radiation would be 
expected to alter the populations. If this is the case, it would not 
be sufficient just to avoid using optically thick lines when making 
measurements; the model, itself, must be modified. The necessary 
modifications severely complicate the theory, since radiative transport 
within the plasma must be considered.
The simple models of Doschek e t  a l .  (1975b) and Skobelev e t  a l .  
(1978) have the advantage that the line intensity ratios are found to be 
only weakly dependent on electron temperature. They also assume steady- 
state level populations. Given the processes included in these models, 
this would seem justified, since the rates of the processes are faster
than the time scale of the plasma changes, which, at least, is Insec.
Clearly, the inclusion of additional processes and configurations 
will complicate the model. It would, therefore, be useful to know how 
well the simple model agrees with experiment. Unfortunately, the
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measurements made to date are not very satisfactory.
In experiments involving point-focus laser produced plasmas, Doschek 
et at. (1975b)and Feldman and Doschek (1977) use spectra that are not 
space-resolved. Although it would be desirable to use a spectrum which 
is both temporally and spatially resolved, this is, experimentally 
quite difficult. However, a spectrum, which is time-integrated, but 
spatially resolved, can be obtained relatively easily with an additional 
slit placed in the plane of the Rowland circle of the spectrograph. 
Spatial resolution is thought to be the minimum requirement of a 
spectrum to be used for making comparisons with other measurements of 
electron density.
The use of a slit in the plane of the Rowland circle gives spatial 
resolution in a direction at right angles to the target, the orientation 
of the target being in a plane parallel to that of the Rowland circle.
The electron density will also vary radially. It is interesting to note 
that the tendency of the ionisation stages to separate radially into 
conical shells (Irons et 0.1. 1972) will effectively give some radial 
spatial resolution, if density measurements are obtained from different 
ionisation stages.
Vinogradov et dl. (1978) and Peregudov et al. (1978) have recorded 
space-resolved spectra of various fourth period elements. They make 
density measurements at various distances from the target and find 
values of the logarithmic density that lie between 18 and 20. These are 
roughly what would be expected.
A detailed comparison of the measurements with those obtained by a 
different method would be particularly interesting, since the 
measurements are for regions where recombination is important. This 
process is not included in their model and, consequently, such a 
comparison would provide a useful test. Unfortunately, the only 
comparison made is by Peregudov et at. with results obtained from the 
Stark broadening observed in an entirely different plasma, one formed of 
carbon. This is rather unsatisfactory given that Peregudov et al. also 
note some dependence of the electron density on Z.
Obviously, there is a need for a comparison of the measurements 
obtained using the simplest theoretical model with the results of a 
different method of measuring electron density, applied to the same 
plasma. The alternative method could be the use of Stark broadened line 
profiles. It would be necessary for the plasma to contain a low Z
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element such as boron, as well as the fourth period element. Radial 
separation of the ionisation stages may complicate the analysis, if a 
large radial variation in density is observed. However, a realistic 
averaging of radial densities could be made or the radial distribution 
of densities determined from observations of the plasma at different 
heights. Such a comparison would show whether the limitations of the 
theoretical model are less serious than the experimental errors or 
whether further development of the model is needed for high density 
measurements.
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED 
WAVELENGTHS
Comparisons of experimentally measured wavelengths with ah 'in'it'io 
atomic structure calculations have two uses. Firstly, they provide a 
test of the calculations, allowing the method to be modified and 
improved. Secondly, they can lead to a more accurate determination of 
transition probabilities. Some of the computer codes used in the 
calculations allow intermediate parameters to be varied. Adjusting 
these parameters until the code reproduces the experimental wavelengths 
usually results in improved transition probabilities.
The codes calculate the energies of the levels and then subtract 
them to obtain transition energies. Since it is the transition energies 
that are compared with experiment, an error in the energy of a level is 
more apparent the smaller the transition energy. Consequently, An = 0 
transitions are generally a more sensitive test of the calculation. The 
n = 2 - 2 transitions have been measured throughout a long sequence and 
are, therefore, particularly valuable in this respect.
As an illustration of the way in which a comparison of the observed 
and calculated wavelengths can highlight the differences between models, 
wavelengths are compared for carbon-like transitions in iron. These 
transitions are chosen, since the results of ah in'it'io calculations 
are available, which involve substantially different techniques.
Most atomic structure calculations are based on Hartree-Fock 
methods. In these, the emphasis is on the accurate calculation by 
variational procedures of the radial wave function. Four such 
calculations are available for Fe XXI, two presented by Bogdanovich et al. 
(1978) and two by Mason et al. (1979).
The first Hartree-Fock calculation of Bogdanovich et al. , which
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they denote by HF, is a relatively simple calculation in which the 
configurations 2s^2p^, 2s2p^ and 2p^ are included. No interaction 
between the configurations is considered. In the second calculation, 
labelled HF^, interactions between the two configurations of the same 
parity, the 2s^2p^ and 2p** configurations, are allowed. These 
calculations are compared with the experimental data in table 7.21. The 
first two columns list the observed wavelengths and the corresponding 
transition energies and the next columns contain the transition energies 
calculated by the HF and HF^ methods. Also given with the latter 
energies are the differences between the observed and theoretical 
energies.
Nearly all the experimental data used are taken from table 6.5. 
However, three wavelengths obtained from solar flare data and listed in 
table 7.4 are appropriate to the comparison and a wavelength for the 
2s^2p^(^Pi - ^P2> transition has become available from observations in 
PLT (Hinnov and StJckewer 1980), since the compilation of table 7.4.
The first calculation of Mason et al. , method A, uses two sets of 
configurations, which are treated separately. Of interest ip the present 
comparison is the first of these sets which includes the 2s^2p^, 2s2p^ 
and 2p^ configurations. Configurational interaction is included in the 
calculations, so that this method is comparable to the HF^ method. A 
single, more complete set of configurations, 2s^2p^, 2s2p^, 2p^, 2s^2p3s, 
2s^2p3d, 2s2p^3p, 2p^3s and 2p^3d, is used in the second calculation, 
method B. Again, all possible configurational interactions are permitted 
The resulting transition energies for the two calculations are given in 
table 7.21, together with the differences between the observed and 
calculated energies.
The publication in which the calculations are described is concerned 
with low density plasmas. Consequently, the energies of the levels 
within the 2p** configuration, which would be very weakly populated in 
these plasmas, are not given. This means that energies are not available 
for transitions within the 2s2p^ - 2p^ transition array.
In addition to the two Hartree-Fock calculations, Bogdanovich et al. 
present the results of a perturbation theory calculation, which involves 
an expansion in powers of 1/Z. The results are given in the final column 
of table 7.21. In contrast to the Hartree-Fock methods no attempt is 
made to calculate accurate radial wave functions; in fact, hydrogen-like 
wave functions were used in these calculations. The perturbation theory
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enables higher terms in the 1/Z expansion to be treated, allowing a 
better modelling of the electron - electron interactions. In contrast, 
the Hartree-Fock methods only give the first term of this expansion, 
accurately. It is interesting to note that the effect of configurational 
interaction between the 2s^2p^ and 2p*^  configurations is automatically 
included in the first order perturbation theory. Further details about 
the Hartree-Fock and perturbation theory calculations are given in 
chapter 3.
The calculations of Kastner et al. (1977) and Nussbaumer and Rusca 
(1979) have not been included in the comparison. These authors only 
give results for the forbidden transitions within the ground 
configuration and the two intercombination lines from this configuration 
to the 2s2p S2 level. There are too few experimental data for these 
transitions to allow any useful comparison to be made. Both of the 
calculations use the Hartree-Fock method and are, therefore, expected to 
give similar results to the other Hartree-Fock calculations.
The mean and standard deviation of the differences between the 
observed and theoretical transition energies are given for each method 
in table 7.22. For the calculations by Mason et al., the energy 
differences are limited to those transitions in the 2s^2p^ - 2s2p^ array 
and within the 2s^2p^ ground configuration. To allow the results to be 
readily compared, corresponding means and deviations are given for the
Table 7.22. The means and standard deviations of the differences between 
the observed and theoretical transition energies
Model
HF HFs Method A Method B
Perturbation
Theory
Excluding 2s2p^-2p** 
array :
Mean 10,600 -5,200 600 6,300 -800
Standard deviation 9,800 6,900 6,600 6,000 1,100
All transitions: 
Mean
Standard deviation
9,300
10,700
700
11,400
-1,900
2,500
Energies in cm ^.
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other methods, in addition to those calculated using all the available 
data.
A comparison of the means and standard deviations obtained for the 
Hartree-Fock calculations of Bogdanovich et al. shows that both 
calculations have similar deviations. The advantage of the more refined, 
HF^ calculation is in its much smaller mean energy difference.
A more detailed comparison suggests that this is mainly due to a 
tendency of the HF^ calculation to overestimate the energies of the 
transitions within the 2s^2p^ - 2s2p^ array, this balancing the 
underestimation of many of the other transition energies. In contrast, 
the HF calculations underestimate the majority of the transition energies. 
It follows that the interaction between the 2s^2p^ and 2p** configurations, 
which is included in the HF^ calculation, results in a lowering of the 
levels within the ground configuration. Note that the separation of
the 2s2p^ and 2p^ levels are the same in both the HF and HF^
calculations. The levels associated with the largest discrepancies are 
the 2s2p^^Si,^Pi and ^82 levels, the 2p^^p^ level and the ^Sq level in 
both the 2s^2p^ and 2p** configurations.
In the Hartree-Fock calculations of Mason et al., the standard
deviations of the energy differences are, again, similar to one another,
but are somewhat smaller than the comparable deviations for the 
Hartree-Fock calculations of Bogdanovich et al. Given also that, for 
method B, the mean is intermediate to the comparable HF and HF^ means 
and that,for method A, it is significantly better, it follows that the 
calculations of Mason et ol. are more accurate for this ionisation stage. 
It is, also, interesting to note that, in the calculations of Bogdanovich 
et al. , the more refined calculation gives the better results; in 
contrast, it can be argued that the simpler calculation of Mason et al., 
method A, is preferable for determining transition energies. All but 
one of the results of method B underestimates the transition energies, 
this resulting in a mean energy difference very different from the ideal 
case of zero. For method A, the spread in the energy differences is 
similar to that for method B, but is centred around a mean value close 
to zero. For estimating the energy of a transition, therefore, method A 
is preferable. Nevertheless, it is expected that method B will give 
more accurate values for the transition probabilities, since it includes 
more configurations.
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Method A overestimates the energies of transitions from the 2s2p^ 
singlet levels and the 2s2p^^Si level. All other energies are 
underestimated. Broadly speaking, the calculation appears to predict a 
greater spread in the energy levels of the 2s2p^ configuration than is 
observed; the 2s2p^^Pi,^D2 and ^Si levels, the highest in the 
configuration, have too large an energy and the lowest levels, the 
2s2p3 3p and levels, too small an energy. The estimation of the energy 
separation of the configurations is good, since the mean energy 
difference is small.
The energy differences for method B appear more random. However,
it is clear that the calculation predicts a smaller separation between
2 2  ^
the 2s 2p and 2s2p configurations than is observed.
The most remarkable aspect of this comparison is the results of the 
perturbation theory calculations. These results are significantly better 
than those of the Hartree-Fock calculations. For example, the comparable 
standard deviation is over five times smaller than those of the 
calculations of Mason et al. Generally, the perturbation theory 
calculation tends to overestimate the transition energies. However, the 
discrepancies are so much smaller than are found in the other methods, 
that, despite this, the mean is still about the same as the more accurate 
of the calculations of Mason et al.
It should be noted that Bogdanovich et al. made a comparison between 
the three sets of results that they presented and the available 
experimental data. However, the latter was more limited for their 
comparison and because of this, the considerable improvement of the 
perturbation theory results over those of the Hartree-Fock methods was 
not evident.
The comparison that has been made is very limited and, therefore, it 
would be unjustified to draw any general conclusions. However, now that 
the experimental data is available, further comparisons of perturbation 
theory and Hartree-Fock results with observations of transitions in 
other isoelectronic sequences and elements would be valuable, particularly 
when it is recalled that the perturbation theory calculations only used 
the relatively crude, hydrogen-like radial wave functions! Clearly, 
perturbation theory calculations in which more accurate radial wave 
functions are used would be of especial interest.
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C O N C L U S I O N
Many new identifications are presented which have been made in 
spectra of laser produced plasmas of the elements in the periodic table 
from chromium to nickel. The identifications are of both allowed and 
forbidden transitions within the 2s^2p^ - 2s^ ^2p^^^ transition arrays 
in the 0 1 to Be I isoelectronic sequences. The forbidden lines are in 
most cases intercombination lines, which in the N I to Be I isoelectronic 
sequences are identified for the first time in the laboratory spectra of 
high Z elements. These observations, together with the results of other 
authors, have enabled term schemes to be calculated for the 2s^2p^ 
configurations of the elements chromium to nickel.
In the experiments in which the laser produced plasmas were observed, 
spectra were recorded at various plasma temperatures. Comparisons of 
these spectra have enabled the precise ionisation stage of the majority 
of spectral lines to be determined. This, together with the self- 
consist^iiey of the term schemes and the satisfactory extrapolation curves 
which fit the published data for lower Z elements, gives confidence in 
the new identifications.
There are a number of uses of the results. They form a useful 
basis from which wavelength predictions of the n = 2 - 2 transitions in 
higher Z elements can be determined; this will enable further 
identifications to be made. A laser produced plasma would again be a 
suitable source. Copper and molybdenum are elements of particular 
interest, because of their use in nuclear fusion research.
Further, the results, together with other published data, make it 
possible to predict the wavelength of any n = 2 - 2 transition in the 
elements of the fourth period of the periodic table up to nickel. Using 
the available observations and, where necessary, these predictions, a 
complete listing of the wavelengths of the n = 2 - 2 transitions can be 
compiled for these elements.
One application of this listing considered in detail regards nuclear 
fusion research. Wavelengths, transition probabilities and theoretical 
intensities are presented for the allowed and forbidden, n = 2 - 2 
transitions in the F I to Li I isoelectronic sequences which are expected
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to have an observable intensity in tokamak discharges. This listing is
given for titanium, chromium, iron, cobalt and nickel, these being the
most likely metallic impurity elements. The listed transitions belong 
2 k k+1chiefly to the 2s 2p - 2s2p transition arrays, but also include
2
forbidden transitions within the 2s 2p ground configurations. The
latter are intense in the spectra of the low density tokamak plasmas
and, occurring throughout the UV and visible spectral regions, are
particularly suited to high resolution spectroscopic techniques. The
listed data have already led to the identification of some long
wavelength forbidden transitions in DITE at Culham and it is hoped will
serve as a useful reference for making further identifications.
Another application of the wavelength listing of the n = 2 - 2
transitions relates to solar plasmas. A study has been made of the
appropriate solar spectra for observations of the transitions in fourth
period elements. The resulting compilation includes some new
identifications of transitions both belonging to the 2s^2p^ - 2s2p^
2 karrays and within the 2s 2p ground configurations. Of special interest 
in this study are those lines, mainly identified with iron transitions, 
that are observed in solar flares. Particular attention has been paid 
to the blending of the spectral lines; in most spectra, this is found to 
be a serious problem at wavelengths less than about 400^.
The interest in the n = 2 - 2 transitions of fourth period elements 
arises because of their suitability for certain diagnostic applications. 
This allows the high temperature plasma regions to be studied, in which 
the highly-stripped ions giving rise to the transitions occur.
An example of a diagnostic application is the measurement of 
electron densities from line intensity ratios of n = 2 - 2 transitions. 
Using this method, electron densities have been determined for three 
solar flares; values of 10^^ - 10^^ cm  ^ have been found for plasma 
regions having an electron temperature 'V lO^K. The special consideration 
given to the blending of lines and the careful application of the theory 
is thought to make this the most reliable determination of electron 
density using these transitions to date.
This analysis clearly shows the usefulness of the method for 
calculating electron densities. Unfortunately, suitable observations of 
these transitions in solar spectra are limited and it is hoped that this 
work will encourage further experiments to be carried out. The 
observations will be of use both for the calculation of electron
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densities and for other diagnostic applications.
The analysis, also, demonstrates the need for spectra having the 
highest possible spectral resolution at wavelengths shorter than 400^, 
if line intensities are to be used in a diagnostic application. With 
present-day technology, this requirement strongly favours the use of 
photographic rather than photoelectric recording of the spectra, assuming 
that good spatial and temporal resolution are also required.
Consideration has also been given to the use of line intensity 
ratios of the n = 2 - 2 transitions to measure electron densities in 
high density plasmas. Although the method looks promising, it is 
essential to make a comparison of the results with measurements obtained 
by another method. This would show whether the theoretical model 
presently being used is adequate or whether other electron configurations 
and effects such as recombination must be included. A laser produced 
plasma would be a convenient source for these experiments.
The final application of the identifications in the spectra of the 
laser produced plasmas that has been considered is a comparison of the 
experimental data with the results of atomic structure calculations.
The long and complete sequences of n = 2 - 2 transitions are particularly 
suited to this purpose. An interesting outcome of this comparison was 
the superiority of a method involving a 1/Z perturbation expansion over 
the more usual Hartree-Fock techniques. This is especially notable, 
since simple hydrogenic wave functions were used in the expansion method. 
A calculation incorporating accurate wave functions into an expansion 
might be expected to give a further improvement. Unfortunately, the 
comparison made was limited by the small amount of available theoretical 
data obtained using the expansion method. Clearly, when more data 
becomes available, further comparisons will be of interest. It is hoped 
that these will indicate ways in which the present theory can be 
improved, particularly with regard to highly-stripped ions.
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A P P E N D I X  1 
THE PROPAGATION OF RADIATION THROUGH THE 
LASER SYSTEM
The most important consideration when operating the laser system
is to avoid damage to its optical components. This requires a sensible
choice of power and energy densities. Damage will, eventually, occur at
even moderate power levels and so the system should always be run in a
way that will minimise the possibility of damage. To optimise the power
and energy levels, it was found convenient to use a computer code to
model the propagation of radiation through the laser system, in
conjunction with energy measurements. Details of this code are given
in this appendix.
The basis of the code is the analytic solution to the photon
transport equation in a gain medium given by Frantz and Nodvik (1963).
The photon transport equation is 
Dn 3 n
—  + C.Vn = acn(N2 - N%),
where n(r,t) and N(r,t) are the photon and atomic state population
densities, respectively. The right hand side of the equation is a
source term and is the difference between the rates of stimulated
emission and absorption of the radiation. o is the stimulated emission
cross-section and c the velocity of light. Spontaneous emission and the
finite line width of the laser transition are ignored. The former is
justified on time scales short compared with the lifetime of the upper
level of the laser transition. The pumping of this level is, also, taken
to be a comparatively slow process, as is the non-radiative decay from
the lower level of the laser transition.
With these assumptions, the problem reduces to that of a two level
system and it follows that 
3Ni— - = ocn AN 
0 t
and
3N2
9t = ■ ccnAN,
where AN = (N2 - Ni). Subtracting and substituting for AN, the equation
reduces, in the one dimensional case, to
d
3
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This equation can be solved by making the substitutions
X  X
Ç = - • P = t -
Taking the photon density at x = 0 to be no(t) and the initial population 
difference to be ANo(x), the solutions
‘ 0
n(x,t) =
t-#
1 - {l - exp r - 0 A N q (x') dx’H } exp []-2ocJ ^  no ( ' t ' '
Al.l
and
AN(x,t) = ----------------- Mo_(x)------------------------------
1 + exp [o Jq ANo (x ') d x ’j (exp [2oc (f) dt’(] - l}
A1.2
can be obtained for the region O ^ x   ^L , where L is the length of the 
gain medium.
In the present case, the temporal shape of the initial laser pulse
is approximately Gaussian, that is
n /ln2 , ln2t\
n is the total number of photons per unit area and T the half width at 
half maximum. Substituting this initial pulse shape into equations Al.l 
and A1.2 allows the energy gain, the output pulse shape, n^ (t), and the 
population differences to be determined. The energy gain is defined as
Ll "L ‘it
and, taking the initial population difference to be constant, it can be 
shown that
Gg = In j 1 + exp (oANo L) [exp (2 on) - l]}.
The output pulse shape is given by
n / ln2 , ln2 t2
1 - [l-exp (-0 ANo L)] exp [- ito
and the population difference is
A(x,t) = -------
1 + exp(oANox){exp[^ / i p  j e x p ( - i p ^  ) dt’]-l}
A programme was written which calculates the energy gain, the output 
pulse shape and the population difference. The integrals, which are 
similar to the error function, are evaluated using a 10 point Gaussian 
quadrature method. The equations were adapted for the laser system
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rather than a single amplifier by modifying the output from one amplifier 
to allow for attenuation of the laser beam and a different laser rod 
diameter and using this output as the input for the next amplifier. 
Consequently, it was possible to model the gains throughout the laser 
system and to monitor the likely change in the pulse shape due to gain 
saturation. The depletion of the excited states allowed the 
amplification of the laser pulse back-reflected from the target plasma 
to be checked.
Either the initial population differences or energy gains can be 
used as input to the code. The output includes energies and powers, 
together with their densities, at all points throughout the system.
The option is available to display the temporal pulse shape and the 
reduction of the population differences graphically. The B integral is, 
also, calculated for the particular power levels indicated by the model. 
The calculated energies can be compared with measurements and the initial 
population differences or energy gains adjusted as necessary.
An example, in which the laser pulse is of a comparatively short 
duration, l.Tnsecs, is illustrated in figures Al.l to A1.15. These 
diagrams show the input and output pulse shapes, together with their 
ratio, the power gain, and the depletion of the excited states for each 
amplifier. Also included are the input and output temporal shapes of 
the pulse back-reflected from the target plasma. Table Al.l lists the 
gains, energies and powers, together with the other appropriate 
parameters.
In this case, the greatest gain saturation occurs in the later 
amplifiers, particularly the 54mm amplifier; the first amplifier is 
being run at a very low pump power. The change in the pulse shape as a 
result of the gain saturation can be clearly seen in these diagrams, 
especially if the reflected pulse shape is compared with the Gaussian 
shape of the initial pulse. A similar change can be observed using an 
ITL, vacuum photodiode and Tektronix, 519 oscilloscope to record the 
temporal variation of the laser pulse, an example of the output of the 
laser system being shown in figure 4.1. However, it should be noted 
that, on these time scales, there is an instrumental effect due to the 
519 oscilloscope which results in a sharpening of the leading edge. 
Consequently, the oscilloscope trace is, to some extent, deceptive.
It should be emphasised that all parameters in the code are taken 
to be radially averaged. This was not found to be a serious drawback
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AMPLIFIER 1
NORMALISED INPUT AMD CUTPJT PULSES
AND POWER gain
PH •
-4 2 e 2 4
T]pç AS •o'^ lO OF
Figure Al.l. Input and output pulse shapes and power gain in the
16mm amplifier.
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AmPLIFIER 1
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Figure A1.2. Reduction in the population inversion as a function
of time and position in the 16mm amplifier.
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A M P L I F I E R  2
N O P M a L I S E D  lyPU" A N D  C'UTPJT » l L S E S
A N D  P O W E R  G A I N
PH
-4 2 0 4c
Tînt A= Ro-'IO ?r u,M,r.uip'
Figure A T . 3. Input and output pulse shapes and power gain in the
32min amplifier.
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Figure A l . 4. Reduction in the population inversion as a function
of time and position in the 32mm amplifier.
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AMPLIFIER 3
NORMALISED INPJT AND CMJTPJT »LLSES
and POWER GAIN
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Figure A1.5. input and output pulse shapes and power gain in the
45mm amplifier.
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Figure A1.6. Reduction in the population inversion as a function
of time and position in the 45mm amplifier.
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N‘:PM^ LIS-ED liPUT and output pulses
AND POWER GAIN
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Figure A1.7. Input and output pulse shapes and power gain in the
54mm amplifier.
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Figure Al. 8. Reduction in the population inversion as a function
of time and position in the 54mm amplifier.
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Figure A1.9. input and output pulse shapes and power gain in the
75mm amplifier.
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AMPLIFIER 5
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Figure A1.10. Reduction in the population inversion as a function
of time and position in the 75mm amplifier.
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Figure A1.11. input and output shapes of the back-reflected pulse
and the power gain in the 75mm amplifier.
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AMPLIFIED 4 
REFLECTED NORMALISE: INPUT AND OUTPUT »LL5ES 
AND POWER GAIN
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Figure A l . l 2. Input and output shapes of the back-reflected pulse
and the power gain in the 54mm amplifier.
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AMPLIFIER 3
REFLECTED HOPM^LISED INPUT AND OUTPUT PJLSES
AMD POWER GAIN
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Figure A1.13. Input and output shapes of the back-reflected pulse
and the power gain in the 45mm amplifier.
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AMPLIFIER 5
REFLECTED NORMALISED INPUT AhI DUTPUT PULSES
AND POWER GAIN
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TIflt 4Ç Kùfir ?r
Figure A1.14. Input and output shapes of the back-reflected pulse
and the power gain in the 32mm amplifier.
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AMPLIFIER 1 
REFLECTED NORMALISE: I**FUT AM' OUTPUT OtlSES 
AND POWER GAIN
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Figure Al.l5. input and output shapes of the back-reflected pulse
and the power gain in the 16mm amplifier.
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Table Al.l. Gains, energies and powers for the case illustrated in figures 
Al.l to Al.15
Parameter 16 mm 32 mm 4 5 m m 54 mm 75 mm
Incident pulse : - 
Gain 12. 9 10,3 5.3 3.1 2.0
Input energy,J 0.05 0.39 3.8 18. 9 55.8
Output energy,J 0.64 4.0 19.9 58.8 110.8
Input power,GW 0.029 0.23 2.2 11.1 32.8
Output power,GW 0.38 2.3 11.7 34 .6 65.2
Beam diameter,mm 12 28 41 50 71
Output energy density,Jem ^ 0.57 0.65 1 . 5 3.0 2.8
Output power density,GWcm ^ 0.34 0.38 0.89 1.8 1.6
Attenuation 0. 6 0. 95 0. 95 0 .95
Initial population 2.20x10^ 1 .95x10^® 1.50x10^® 1.20x10 IB 7. 50x10^7
differences,cm
Nd^^ concentration,% 3 2 2 1 0.5
Length of gain medium,cm 40 41.5 41.5 41.5 41.5
Length of unpumped rod 2 x 7 . 0 2 x 4 . 2 5 2 x 4 . 2 5 2 x  4.25 2 X  4 .25
ends,cm
B integral 4.1
Reflected pulse : -
Gain 10.2 7.4 4.5 2.5 1.6
Input energy,J 0.11 1.46 0.33 0.13 55.4
Output energy,J 1.10 10.7 1.46 0. 33 86.9
Input power,GW 0.06 0.86 0.19 0.08 32.6
Output power,GW 0.65 6.3 0.86 0.19 51.1
Output energy density,Jem ^ 0.97 1.7 0.11 0.017 2.2
Output power density,GWcm ^ 0.57 1.03 0.07 0.010 1.29
Attenuation 0 .01 1.0 1. 0 0. 002
Puise duration 1.7 nsec F W H M
Proportion of incident radiation back-reflected through system 0.50 
Stimulated emission cross-section of ED-2 glass 3.00x10 cm' 
Velocity of light in amplifying medium 1. 9x 10^°cm sec ^
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in using the code. It is necessary to remember, however, that in the 
early part of the amplifier chain the peak power density can be 
significantly greater than the average power density and that the B 
integral is more usually calculated from the peak power densities.
A modification to the code allowed the temporal pulse shape to be 
input numerically. Simpson’s rule was used to evaluate the integral of 
the pulse shape. However, when the observed initial pulse shape was 
input, the results were not significantly different from the case when a 
Gaussian profile was used.
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A P P E N D I X  2
T H E  F A R A D A Y  R O T A T O R
A Faraday rotator was used before the last amplifier of the laser 
system to isolate the system from laser pulses back-reflected from the 
target plasma. This device has the advantage over a Pockels cell of the 
active medium being a glass rather than a crystal. The diameter of the 
laser beam at this point in the system, 60mm, is such that the latter 
would be prohibitively expensive.
As discussed in chapter 4, a particularly high magnetic field, 
uniform over the diameter of the laser beam, is required to rotate the 
plane of polarisation of the laser beam through 45°. With Hoya, FR4 
Faraday rotator glass, the magnitude of the field must be 37 kgauss. 
Since failure of the isolator could be catastrophic in terms of the 
damage that could result to the laser system, the field was generated 
using a superconducting magnet in preference to the less reliable pulsed 
systems.
The associated cryostat was designed and built by Thor Cryogenics 
and is shown in figure 4,8. It is made out of stainless steel and the 
liquid helium and nitrogen vessels are separated from each other and 
the surrounding walls by a vacuum. Despite the solenoid being immersed 
in liquid helium, the construction is such that the rotator glass, held 
at the centre of a cylindrical hole through the cryostat body, is only a 
few degrees below the ambient temperature. Consequently, there is no 
danger of condensation forming on the surfaces of the glass.
Before charging the magnet, the cryostat must be cooled and, then, 
filled with liquid helium. First, it is necessary to pump out the 
volume surrounding the liquid helium and liquid nitrogen chambers to a 
pressure of about 10  ^ to 10  ^ torr. Both chambers are filled with 
liquid nitrogen and the cryostat allowed to cool to liquid nitrogen 
temperature, 77K. Helium gas is used to gently blow out the nitrogen 
from the helium vessel. The construction of the cryostat makes it 
imperative that the helium gas pressure is low, 2 p. s. i. being regarded 
as a maximum. The remainder of the liquid nitrogen can be cleared by 
alternately flushing with helium gas and then gently pumping on the 
chamber. Excessive pumping could damage the cryostat and, in any case, 
would probably freeze any remaining liquid nitrogen.
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When the liquid helium chamber is free of nitrogen, liquid helium 
is transferred from the storage dewar using a special tube. This is a 
double-walled stainless steel tube, the space between the walls being 
evacuated. It is most efficient to introduce the liquid helium into the 
bottom of the chamber and, to ensure this, the transfer tube is screwed 
into the top of a narrow bore stainless steel tube that leads from the 
cryostat stack down to the bottom of the cryostat. If the transfer tube 
is not connected to this pipe, the liquid helium will vapourise in the 
cryostat stack; the resulting pressure will tend to reduce the flow of 
liquid helium and, partly because of this, it will take a longer time 
for the liquid to reach and cool the helium vessel and magnet. Once 
liquid has collected, the transfer tube should be unscrewed, so as to 
reduce thermal contact, and liquid helium dribbled into the cryostat 
stack.
The liquid helium level is controlled by an automatic filler and, 
during the day, this can be used. Alternatively, the transfer tube can 
be removed from the cryostat, which is left undisturbed and the cryostat 
refilled in the evening. The latter is more economical.
The liquid helium acts as a powerful vacuum pump, since any gas 
coming into contact with the outside of the liquid helium chamber is 
liquified or solidified. Normally, the vacuum vessel of a cryostat is 
sealed once the cryostat contains liquid helium. In the present case, 
it was often found better to continue pumping on the vacuum chamber with 
the diffusion pump. Presumably, this was necessary, because of some 
poor seals, which leaked on cooling. Nevertheless, a vacuum of 10  ^ to 
10 ® torr could easily be achieved with liquid helium present in the 
cryostat.
When the liquid helium chamber is full, the magnet can be charged. 
First, it is advisable to check the electrical circuits in the cryostat 
for faults by measuring the resistances between the various terminals. 
The power supply is connected to the ends of the solenoid, a lead that 
completes the superconducting circuit being in parallel with the 
solenoid. To charge the magnet, this lead is made resistive by 
operating a small heater. The current in the magnet can then be 
increased, the charging rate and the desired current being controlled 
by dials on the power supply. After the desired solenoid current has 
been reached, the heater is switched off. The lead becomes 
superconducting, completing the superconducting circuit, and the power
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supply can then be run down and switched off.
To discharge the magnet the power supply must be returned to the 
value of the current flowing in the magnet and the heater switched on. 
Once the lead joining the solenoid ends becomes resistive, the magnet 
can be discharged. The time taken for the lead to become resistive 
depends on the heater current; this should be adjusted so that the time 
is, typically, 20 to 30 secs.
If any part of the superconducting circuit becomes resistive, when 
the magnet is charged, heat is generated. This results in the magnetic 
field quenching, since its energy rapidly evaporates the liquid helium 
and the whole of the solenoid becomes resistive. The solenoid windings 
are encased in a resin which can withstand occasional quenchings 
without damage.
On the whole, the cryostat was found to be satisfactory; maintaining 
a good vacuum proved to be the most serious problem. The seal at the 
top of the cryostat stack was modified, this being an improvement, but 
even so it was necessary to refill the liquid helium chamber twice a 
day. Occasionally, the magnet would quench and this was, usually, 
attributed to a vacuum seal failing, possibly through becoming too cold. 
Before the modification was made, it was found necessary to keep the top 
of the cryostat stack free of ice.
In contrast, the operation of the magnet was entirely satisfactory. 
The rejection of the isolator was found to be about 0.001 to 0.002. 
However, the transmission of the forward beam through the isolator was 
poorer than expected, being only 70%. This has not been satisfactorily 
explained. It is thought, at least in part, due to the dielectric 
polarisera having a significantly poorer transmission than was measured 
using a CW Nd^^ YAG laser.
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A P P E N D I X  3
T H E  L E N S  H O L D E R
A lens holder was made to support the large diameter lenses used 
for focusing the output of the laser system. Of the apparatus designed 
for the present experiments, the lens holder proved to be particularly 
successful and, consequently, its design is reproduced in this appendix. 
A photograph of the assembled holder is shown in figure 5.20,
The holder enables two lenses to be used. In all experiments the 
Soro aspheric lens, which was described in chapter 5, is required. In 
addition, there is the option of using a square cylindrical lens in 
conjunction with the Soro lens for line focus experiments. This lens 
combination can be moved in all necessary directions. The movements 
are driven by motors which are controlled from outside the vacuum 
chamber. Dissimilar metals between moving parts were incorporated into 
the design by the manufacturing workshop. The movements were found to 
be precise and smooth and the holder has given trouble-free use in a 
number of experiments.
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ABSTRACT
A review is made of the solar observations id en tif ied  
with the n = 2 - 2 transitions of elements in the 
fourth period of the periodic table. The 
identifications are mainly with transitions of the 
solar abundant elements calcium and iron. The majority 
of observations are of solar fla res . Some new 
identifications are presented with transitions  
belonging to the 2s  ^ 2p*^  - 2s 2p^^  ^ transition arrays 
and within the 2s  ^ 2p  ^ ground configurations.
The transitions are useful for diagnostic purposes, 
such as the determination of d if fe re n tia l emission 
measures and electron densities of solar f la re  plasmas. 
In such applications, i t  is crucial to know the extent 
of spectral line blending. Special attention is given 
to this problem.
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*Present address: Department of Applied Physics, University of Hull, 
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1 INTRODUCTION
Emission lines identif ied  with transitions within the 2s^2p^ -
2s^"^2p^^  ^ array of the solar abundant elements in the fourth period of 
the periodic table are observed in the XUV region of active sun and solar 
flare spectra. There is interest in these transitions because of the ir  
use for diagnostic purposes, such as determining d if fe re n tia l emission 
measures [Dere and Cook, 1979] and electron densities [Dere et a l ,  1979] 
of the high temperature emitting plasmas. The intense iron lines of this  
type fa l l  in a window of the quiet sun spectrum and are, therefore, 
particularly useful for such measurements.
n kThe magnetic dipole transitions within the 2s 2p ground 
configurations occur at longer wavelengths than the 2s*^  2p*^  - 2s^"^2p^*^ 
transitions and can be seen throughout the UV spectral region. These 
transitions are of the same type as the forbidden coronal lines f i r s t  
identified in the v isib le spectral region by Edlen(1945). In addition to 
the diagnostic uses referenced above, the longer wavelength magnetic 
dipole transitions fa l l  in spectral regions which are ideal for the use 
of high resolution spectroscopy. This allows the measurement of line  
profiles. From the Doppler broadening or the Doppler shifted components 
of the lines, information can be obtained about ion temperatures and the 
mass motions of particular regions within the f la re  plasma [Cheng et a l,  
1979]. I t  should be noted that, in cases where the broadening is 
extreme, similar information can be obtained from the shorter wavelength 
resonance lines [Widing and Spicer, 1980].
An analysis of laboratory spectra of the elements in the periodic
table from chromium to nickel [Lawson and Peacock, 1980], together with
other results reviewed by Fawcett (1975), has led to a complete
n kdetermination of the term schemes of the 2s 2p configurations in the 
solar abundant elements in the fourth period of the periodic table.
Because of the usefulness of the n = 2 - 2 transitions in diagnostic 
applications, i t  seems appropriate to review the solar observations of 
these transitions made to date.
-  1 -
All relevant solar observations known to the authors have been 
studied in compiling the l is t in g s . Those used are mainly observations of 
solar f la re s , although some of the transitions occur in the active sun. 
More details  of the experimental conditions under which the observations 
were made are given in the next section.
In this study, i t  became evident that a s ign if ican t number of 
observed lines were blends, p art icu la r ly  in the region to shorter wave­
lengths than 400 Â. C learly, a knowledge of the blending of lines is 
essential i f  the line  in tensities  or profiles  are to be used in a 
diagnostic application. Special attention is given to this problem, any 
evidence or p o ss ib ili ty  of blending being noted.
The application of the iden tif ica tions  reviewed in this study to the 
measurement of electron densities in solar f la re  plasmas is the subject 
of a subsequent paper [Lawson and Peacock, 1983].
2 SOLAR OBSERVATIONS
A number of authors report XUV spectra of the quiet and active sun; 
only the more recent of these are of in terest in the present study. Of 
the spectra recorded photoelectrically , Manson (1972) compares the 
in tensities  of spectra of a very quiet and of an active sun. These are 
the results of rocket f l ig h ts  on 3 November 1965 and 8th August 1967, 
respectively. Malinovsky and Heroux (1973) report observations made from 
a rocket flown on 4 April 1969. At this time, there was some solar 
a c t iv i ty ,  but no flares occurred during the f l ig h t .  Measurements of the 
in tensities  of c lass if ied  lines due to radiation from the whole solar 
disc are presented.
In an analysis by Widing and Sandlin (1968), Manson's observations 
of the very quiet sun, i n i t i a l l y  reported by Manson (1967, 1968), are 
used in conjunction with photographically recorded spectra to give 
class ifica tions  and in tens it ies  of lines fa l l in g  in the wavelength range 
33 -110 A. Freeman and Jones (1970) present the results of three rocket 
f l ig h ts ,  launched on 20 March 1968, 17 April 1969 and 20 November 1969. 
The spectra were recorded photographically, the absolute in tensity  
calibration of the film  being determined.
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The high resolution possible with photographic records has been 
exploited by Behring et al (1972, 1976). These authors present lis t ings  
of wavelengths that are the most accurate available for the XUV spectral 
region. In addition, many new identifications are given. The spectra 
used in the ir  analyses were observed from rockets flown on 16 May 1969 
and 21 September 1973. A further experiment in which photographic 
spectra were obtained is described by Firth  et al (1974), who give the 
results of a rocket f l ig h t  on 14 March 1973. Three spectrographs were 
used, two observing the quiet solar disc and the th ird  a region above the 
solar limb.
The only observations of solar f la re  spectra below a wavelength of
170 A are those of Kastner et al (1974). The spectra were recorded
photoelectrically from the Orbiting Solar Observatory (0S0)-5 s a te l l i te
in 1969. The in tensities of the observed lines were found to be
extremely variable, both from f la re  to f la re  and throughout the life t im e
of a single event. Out of the many flares observed, the spectra of five
flares have been studied in d e ta il ,  special attention being given to the
strongest two. Kastner et al identif ied  some of the spectra with 2s^ 2p*  ^
k+1- 2s2p transitions in iron. These identifications have been modified 
and extended by Fawcett and Cowan (1975), Feldman (1976) and Kononov et 
al (1976a).
The majority of XUV solar f la re  observations to longer wavelengths 
than 170 A were made using the NRL spectroheliograph in the Apollo 
Telescope Mount (ATM) on Skylab. Two important exceptions are the results 
given by Neupert (1971) and Purcell and Widing (1972). These are among 
the f i r s t  observations of high temperature lines in this wavelength 
region. Neupert reports an iden tif ica tion  of the lithium - l ike  doublet 
in iron, observed in spectra from OSO-3. Purcell and Widing present 
various identifications of images in rocket spectroheliograms with argon, 
calcium and iron transitions. The rocket was launched on 4 November 
1969.
The Apollo Telescope Mount on Skylab carries two NRL spectrographs. 
The one denoted by S082A is an objective grating spectroheliograph, which 
photographs dispersed images of the sun between 170 and 630 A with a 
spatial resolution of about 3". In spectra recorded with this
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instrument, Widing (1975) and Widing and P u rce ll(1976) have id en tif ied  and 
determined improved wavelengths of beryllium- and l i th iu m -l ik e  transitions  
in various elements. Dere (1978) has compiled an almost complete l i s t  of 
lines measured on f la re  plates recorded with the spectroheliograph. The 
high temperature lines are c lass ified  according to the temperature of the 
emitting plasma by Sandlin et al (1976) and Widing (1978). These authors, 
also, make a number of id en tif ica t io n s , the la t t e r  with forbidden 
transitions within the 2s 2^p*  ^ ground configurations.
A spectral region not covered by e ither NRL/ATM instrument is that from 
630 to 970 A. One n = 2 - 2 trans ition  occurring in this region, which is 
expected to have s u ff ic ie n t in tensity  to be observed in solar flares is the 
forbidden trans ition  within the ground configuration of boron-like iron. An 
observation of this trans ition  from the OSO-6 s a te l l i t e  is reported by Noyes 
(1972). The theoretical data enabling this id e n t if ic a t io n  to be made was 
provided by Kastner (1971).
The XUV spectra originate in e ither solar flares or the solar corona.
To longer wavelengths, the spectra also contain features which originate in 
the cooler chromosphere - corona trans ition  zone and the chromosphere. 
Features from the la t t e r  region dominate the spectrum as the v is ib le  region 
is approached. Consequently, there are proportionally fewer high 
temperature lines as one progresses through the VUV and v is ib le  regions of 
the spectrum. In addition, high temperature lines expected to be present 
are, sometimes, masked by the spectrum orig inating in the cooler solar 
regions. Despite the VUV and v is ib le  regions being comparatively 
unrewarding in a study of high temperature l ines , the information which can 
be readily gained from measurements of the pro files  and shifts  ju s t i f ie s  a 
search of the available spectra for the few observations of n = 2-2 
transitions which might be seen.
One of the la te s t  rocket f l ig h ts  in which spectra of the VUV region 
were photographed is reported by Ridgeley and Burton (1972). The f l ig h t  was 
on 5 August 1971. Solar limb and disc spectra were recorded in the 
wavelength range 550 to 2000 A with the aim of studying the structure of the 
transition zone.
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The NRL/ATM instrument on Skylab used for observing the wavelength 
region 970 to 4000 A is a double dispersion, normal incidence grating 
spectrograph, denoted S082B. Flare observations of three forbidden lines of 
highly ionised iron made with this instrument are reported by Doschek et al 
(1975). Sandlin et al (1977) and Sandlin and Tousey (1979) give more 
accurate wavelength measurements of these lines, together with a l is t in g  of 
coronal and transition zone lines. The lines are c lassified  according to 
the temperature of the emitting plasma. Cheng et al (1979), also, give an 
improved wavelength for the Fe XX, forbidden line at 1354A. A complete l i s t  
of the spectral lines in this wavelength region emitted by the solar f la re  
on 15th June 1973 is reported by Cohen et al (1978).
Results from the Harvard u ltra v io le t  instrument in the Apollo Telescope 
Mount on Skylab, a near-normal incidence spectrometer-spectroheliometer, are 
presented by Vernazza and Reeves (1978). In tensities of a composite or 
averaged spectrum in the wavelength range 280 to 1350 A are given for 
different solar structures. The use of a photoelectric detecting system 
limited the spectral resolution to about 1.6 A (FWHM). With this  
resolution, i t  is expected that a very s ign ificant number of the observed 
lines w ill be blends, particu larly  at the shorter wavelengths.
Another group who have made VUV observations of the f la r ing  and non­
flaring sun is that at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory. Bruns et al 
(1979) report results obtained with the Orbiting Solar Telescope - 1 on 
board Salyut-4. Like the NRL/ATM, S082B instrument, th e ir  spectrograph 
employs two gratings orientated so as to give dispersion in directions at 
right angles to each other. In this case, however, each grating is used in 
a Wadsworth mount, this resulting in spectra having low astigmatism. None 
of the spectral lines Bruns et al report appear to originate in the very 
high temperature plasmas found only in f lares. Their tentative  
identification of the line at a wavelength of 1354.3A as being a blend of Cl 
and FeXXI is thought incorrect, given the absence of any other high 
temperature lines; this line would appear to be correctly identif ied  with 
the Cl transition .
Several publications concerning observations in the v is ib le  region of 
the spectrum are of interest in the present study. Doll fus (1957) presents 
the results of an analysis, giving classifications determined from the 
spatial distributions of line in tensities . These c lassifications are in 
agreement with those according to ionisation potentials, which, together 
with the majority of identif ica tions, were given by Edlen (1942). The 
spectra were obtained, chiefly by Lyot, using a coronograph in 1936 to 1938 
(Lyot 1939) and during the eclipse in 1952 (Lyot and Doll fus 1953).
Waldmeier (1951) and Pecker et al (1954), also, present observations of high 
temperature lines which provide further confirmation of Edlen's 
identifications. More recently, Jefferies et al (1971) reports observations 
made during the eclipse in 1965.
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3 REVIEW OF SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATIONS
A study of the XUV spectra of the elements in the periodic table from
n kchromium to nickel has enabled the term schemes of the 2s 2p 
configurations of these elements to be almost completely determined (Lawson 
and Peacock 1980). Together with other results , reviewed by Fawcett (1975), 
these data enable the term schemes of the 2s" 2p  ^ configurations to be found 
for the solar abundant elements in the fourth period of the periodic table.
Also used in the present study are the semi-empirical extrapolations of 
Edlen (1979a,b, 1981a,b, 1982). These extrapolations enable the 
experimental data to be smoothed, resulting in more accurate wavelengths and 
providing a check on previous id en tif ica t io n s . This has allowed an apparent 
inconsistency in the boron-like sequence to be explained; the details  are 
discussed in the appropriate section below.
In cases where there are neither d irect observations from which to 
construct the term scheme, nor semi-empirical extrapolations, wavelengths 
have been derived from graphical extrapolations in which the f i r s t  
differences of the wavenumbers have been plotted against the atomic number.
Theoretical re la t iv e  l ine  in tens it ies  for chromium, iron and nickel 
appropriate to the electron densities expected in the solar corona and solar 
f la re s , typ ica lly  IQio to IQiZcmrS, were obtained from the references listed  
in Lawson et al (1981). Estimates of the l ine  in tensities  for calcium were 
made by extrapolating these data and those given by Bhatia et al (1980) for 
titanium.
In compiling the l is t in g s  of c lass if ica tio n s , a l l  appropriate 
observations known to the authors have been considered. The most important 
experiments have been described in section 2, although not a l l  of those 
described have results id en tif ied  with the n = 2-2 transitions of in terest.  
Where iden tif ica tions  have been given in the references, they have been 
checked against the present l i s t  of wavelengths and in ten s it ie s . A search 
was then made to see i f  any further id en tif ica tion s  could be made.
Tables 2 to 8 l i s t  the solar observations id en tif ied  with n = 2-2 
transitions of fourth period elements. Tentative id en tif ica tion s  are 
discussed in the appropriate section of the tex t. In addition to the solar 
wavelengths, calculated or laboratory wavelengths of each transition  are 
given for comparison. These are mainly from the semi-empirical calculations 
of Edlen. Since the solar line  in tensities  and temperature or enhancement 
c lassifications are important in making the id en tif ic a t io n s , these are 
included in the tables. More details  about the various c lass if ica tion  
schemes used by the d if fe re n t authors are presented in table 9. This table  
also explains the in tensity scales and the meaning of the other notations 
used.
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In any diagnostic application, i t  is essential to know the extent of 
spectral line blending. Consequently, an important aspect of this study was 
to check any possib ility  of line blending. In some cases, the solar 
observation is described as being a blend of lines in the original reference. 
In others, i t  has become evident that certain lines must be blends.
Anomalously high in tensities , wavelength discrepancies between solar and 
calculated values and wavelength coincidences of transitions, both expected 
to have observable in tensities normally indicate blends. In addition, l is ts  
of quiet and active sun lines have been checked to see i f  there is any 
likelihood of blends between previously observed lower temperature lines and 
the reviewed lines. In this check, only the f i r s t  order of the quiet and 
active sun spectra were considered. Where there is any evidence of blending, 
this is noted in the final column of tables 2 to 8.
The inclusion of coincident quiet and active sun lines in the tables, 
even when there is no defin ite  evidence of blending, is thought important, 
because the lower temperature lines can be greatly enhanced in solar fla res .  
For example, the 2s  ^ 2p  ^ - 2s2p^*^ transitions of iron appear in a window of 
the quiet sun spectrum between wavelengths of 90 and 145A. This is well 
il lustrated in spectra presented by Kastner et al (1974). Therefore, i t  
might be expected that these lines would be free from blending. However, 
with the spectral resolution possible in the photoelectric system used by 
Kastner et a l ,  this is not the case. There is s ignificant blending both 
between the n = 2 - 2 transitions and with enhanced quiet and active sun 
lines, particu larly  for the transitions in the Cl isoelectronic sequence.
Of the experiments lis ted  in table 1, those of most interest are the 
OSO-5 solar f la re  observations reported by Kastner et al (1974) and the 
NRL/ATT^  spectrohel iograph observations. The Tatter are presented by a number 
of authors. I t  should be noted that there appears to be a systematic 
wavelength error in the results of Kastner et al between wavelengths of 110 
and 120A. This is il lu s tra te d  in figure 1, in which the difference between 
the solar and calculated wavelengths of identif ied  lines are plotted against 
the calculated wavelengths.
FI Isoelectronic Sequence
The solar observations identif ied  with transitions in the FI 
isoelectronic sequence are lis ted  in table 2. I t  can be seen that the 
fluorine-like doublet of iron is observed in active sun spectra.
In a ll  but one case, i t  would appear that the iron doublet lines are 
blended. The exception is the observation by Behring et al (1972, A) of the 
2s22p5 - 2s2pG 25^/ 2 transition at 93.933A; in this case, the Fe X line
at 94.012A is seen as a separate line . Behring et al describe the other
member of the doublet, the ^ P i / 2  " ^^1/ 2  transition at 103.928A, as being 
wide. Since there is no obvious difference between the lines in well
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resolved laboratory spectra, i t  is thought that this indicates blending with 
the unidentified quiet sun l in e ,  whose wavelength, given by Manson (1972), is 
103.89A.
In addition to being blended with the FeX tran s it io n , the line  reported 
by Kastner e t al (1974, K) at 93.94A is thought to be blended with the 
Fe XX, 2s22p32D^^2 - 2s2p^2p^^^ transition  at 93.79A. The additional l ine  
component at 94 .lA noted by Kastner et al is probably due to the Fe X 
trans ition .
The calculated wavelengths for the allowed transitions in this sequence 
are taken from Edlen (1981a). Wavelengths for the forbidden transition  are 
the results of an extrapolation by Stamp (1983). This extrapolation includes 
recent tokamak measurements and is thought to be an improvement on previous 
extrapolations.
01 Isoelectronic Sequence
The c lassifications of lines with oxygen-like transitions are given in 
table 3. No allowed transitions in calcium or nickel have been observed in 
this sequence. Of the id en tif ica tion s  with forbidden trans itions, one is 
tenta tive . This is the line  reported by Cohen et al (1978, D) at 1133.68A, 
which is id en tif ied  with the 2s^2p^ -  iDg) transition of calcium, the
strongest of the transitions within this configuration. This is suggested as
an a lternative  to the tentative id en tif ic a t io n  of this l ine  with the Fe 
I I ,  3d  ^ (a^D) 4s a " ^ ^ 7 / 2  transition made by Cohen et a l .  Without
further information, such as a temperature c las s if ic a t io n , no de fin ite  
id en tif ica t io n  cah be made.
The line  observed by Kastner et al (1974, K) at 91.21A, i f  correctly  
iden tif ied  with the 2s22p4 iD^ -  2s2pS tran s it ion  of iron, must be 
blended to explain the s ign ificant discrepancy of 0.19A between the observed 
and calculated wavelengths. The other component of the blend is most l ik e ly  
the Fe XXI, 2s^2p2 3p^  -  2s2p3 tran s it io n . There may also be a component 
of the qu ie t/active  sun line  at 90 .96 /91 .004A in the line  at 91.21A.
The low type c lass if ica tion  of the line  at 106.28A (Kastner et a l)  is
probably explained by blending with the Ne V I I ,  2s2p3P2 - 2s3d^D2 trans ition .
Other possible blends are noted in table 3.
There is no convincing evidence for the tentative  id en tif ic a t io n  made by 
Vernazza and Reeves (1978) of the solar line  at 592.5A with the 2 s ^ 2 p ^ { ^ ? ^  - 
1^ 2 ) transition  in iron. They suggest that this l ine  is a blend of the Fe 
XIX transition with a S XI tran s it ion . A s ign if ican t contribution from Fe 
XIX would be expected to result in a much greater enhancement of the 
intensity of the active sun line  over that of the quiet sun line  than is 
seen. This is only a factor of 4 to 5. Lower ionisation stages of sulphur
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show similar or greater enhancements. This iden tif ica tion  has, therefore, 
been omitted from table 3. I t  should be noted that the reported observations 
of the 2s22p4 (3p^ - iDg) transition in iron are not expected to be blended 
with the S XI transition; they were observed with the NRL/ATM 
spectroheliograph, an instrument with a much higher resolution than the 
Harvard/ATM spectrometer.
The calculated wavelengths lis ted  for this sequence are from Edlen 
(1981a, 1982), the la t te r  reference being used for the forbidden 
transitions.
NI Isoelectronic Sequence
The NI isoelectronic sequence is the highest in which calcium lines are 
positively identif ied  in the XUV region of active sun spectra. This is 
somewhat unexpected; the temperature of the maximum abundance of Fe XVIII 
ions under ionisation equilibrium, the highest ionisation stage of iron 
observed in active sun spectra, corresponds to that of beryllium- or 
l i th ium -like  calcium (Jordan 1969, 1970).
The 2s^2p^ *^^ 5/ 2  “ 2s2p4 2^^^  ^ transition of Fe XX is thought to be 
present in the spectra of Kastner et al (1974, K). At a ll  l ik e ly  electron 
densities, i t  is expected to be more intense than the observed 2s22p3 
- 2s2p4 20^/2 transition. However, i t  w ill  be masked by the strong 
2s2 2p5 ^^3/ 2  " 2s2pG ^S^/ 2 transition of Fe X V II I ,  this explaining the 
significant wavelength discrepancy.
The lines reported by Kastner et al at wavelengths of 113.45, 118.70 
and 121.85A are expected to be due mainly to Fe XX transitions, although 
they may contain components of other transitions. These transitions are 
noted in table 4, which l is ts  the classifications for the NI sequence. In 
contrast, the line  at 132.83A is chiefly due to the very intense beryllium­
like 2s2 iSg - 2s2pip^ transition of iron.
The line  lis ted  by Widing (1978) at 478.08A was id en tif ied  with the 
2s22p3 (4$2/2 - transition in nickel (Lawson et a l ,  1981). The semi-
empirical extrapolations of Edlen (1982) give a calculated wavelength for 
this transition of 477.7A, showing that this iden tif ica tion  is incorrect.
The calculated wavelengths for the forbidden transitions in table 4 
are, also, taken from Edlen (1982). To date, no semi-empirical 
extrapolations are available for the allowed transitions in this sequence 
and the wavelengths of laboratory observations are given. For the 
transitions in calcium, these are taken from Kononov et al (1976b) and for 
iron from Lawson et al (1981).
CI Isoelectronic Sequence
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The most notable aspect of the observations of the n = 2-2 transitions  
in the Cl isoelectronic sequence, l is ted  in table 5, is the large number 
that are blended. In addition, observed solar lines coincide with several 
of the remaining Cl lines, although in these cases, there is no direct  
evidence of blending.
In the 2s22p2 -  2s2p3 trans ition  array of Ca XV, the 3p  ^ -  3p  ^
transition is expected to have an observable in ten s ity , but is blended with 
an unidentified line  at 176.982A. The - ^p^  trans ition  is weaker, so 
may not be present; in any case, i t  is blended with an Fe X tran s it ion .
Dere (1978, E) id en tif ie s  the solar line  at 208.33A as a blend between the 
3p^-3D^ transition and a SX tran s it ion . A component of the - D^^  
transition of Ca XV may well be present in this line  and would be favoured 
by low electron densities. Nevertheless, i t  is expected to be weak and the 
l ine  is thought to be due mainly to SX.
The id en tif ic a t io n  of the 2s22p2 3p^^^ -  2s2p3 transitions in iron 
by Dere (1978, E) led to a search for observations of these transitions in 
calcium. The wavelength predictions given by Kastner et al (1977) are 391 
and 421a , respectively. Graphical extrapolations using the results of 
Lawson and Peacock (1980) and the observation of the transitions in neon 
(Ridgeley and Burton 1972) resulted in somewhat lower predictions of 383.8 
and 412.9A. The Ca XV ions emit high temperature lines and Widing (1978, X) 
l is ts  lines at 382.82 and 411.61 A, which are given a temperature 
class if ica tion  of I I ,  typical ions being Ca XV to Ca XVII. A search of the 
l i s t  reported by Dere (1978) shows that these are the only lines in this  
spectral region of any temperature c lass if ica t io n  with the expected 
wavelength separation. Edlen (1982) calculates a 2s2 2p2 (3p^ - 3p^) 
s p lit t in g  of 18,360cm“ ,^ whereas the observed s p li t t in g  is 18,271cm"^. Both 
lines are blended with lower temperature lin es , th is , possibly, explaining 
the discrepancy. These id en tif ica tion s  are ten ta tive , but i t  appears that  
they are the only possible ones, i f  both transitions have an observable 
in tensity .
I t  should be noted that the isoelectronic sequence suggested by 
Vernazza and Reeves (1978) for the 2s22p2 3p  ^ _ 2s2p3 trans ition  cannot 
be made to f i t  an extrapolation which includes the observation of the 
transition in iron (Dere 1978, E). The graphical extrapolation being used 
in the present study d iffe rs  markedly from a ll  of the new id en tif ica tion s  
made by Vernazza and Reeves. Their wavelength for the F IV trans ition  is 
in agreement with the tentative id en tif ic a t io n  of this trans ition  made by 
Sandlin et al (1977).
Sandlin et al (1977, T) also, make a tentative  id e n tif ica t io n  of the 
2s^2p2 (3p2 - iDg,) transition  of Ca XV with the solar line  at 1375.95A.
Given the c lass if ica tion  of this line as a high temperature l in e ,  i t  is 
thought that this id en tif ic a t io n  is correct; the trans ition  is expected to
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be one of the most intense within the configuration. However, i t  should be 
noted that there is a small wavelength discrepancy with Edlen's (1982) 
calculated value of 1375.88A. I f  the la t te r  wavelength proves correct, i t  
is l ike ly  that this line w ill  be blended in many spectra with a Ni I I  
transition at 1375.822A.
The apparent discrepancies between the theoretical in tensities of the 
Fe XXI transitions (Mason et al 1979) and the observed in tensities reported 
by Kastner et al (1974, K) are explained by line blending. The emission 
from Fe XXI is found to be comparatively weak in these spectra, this being 
especially so in the spectrum of f la re  E whose lines have in tensities a 
factor of 7 weaker than those of f la re  B. Clearly, the in tensities of those 
lines which are not s ign ificantly  affected by blending should re fle c t  this  
difference. There are only four such lines. An added complication is that 
one of these four is a blend of two Fe XXI transitions, the 2sZ2p23p^ -
2s2p33D transitions.
1 » 2
Of the Fe XXI lines which are components of blends, the 2s22p23p2 - 
2s2p33$^ and 2s22p23p^ - 2s2p33p^ transitions are expected to be present in 
the spectra of Kastner et a l .  The la t te r  is blended with the beryllium -like  
2s21Sq - 2s2pip^ transition of nickel to form the observed line at 117.81A. 
However, both of these transitions are expected to give rise to a line with 
a type IV enhancement classification whereas the line at 117.81A has a type 
I I I  c lass if ica tion . Kastner et al note that in f la re  E this line  is 
observed on the shoulder of a neighbouring line , the intense Fe XXII line at 
117.18a. This gives a possible explanation of the low enhancement 
classification; i t  is the same as that for the line  at 117.18A, which 
contains a component of an active sun line .
The 2$22p23p^ - 2s2p33$^ transition must be supposed blended with a 
line near 102.4A, to explain the s ign ificant discrepancy between the solar 
and laboratory wavelengths, 102.35 and 102.22A, respectively. No line near 
102.4a has been reported. I t  should be noted that, even in a spectrum which 
is more highly resolved, the 3p^  - 3g^  transition may s t i l l  be blended, 
being affected by an active sun line at 102.15A.
The other blended Fe XXI lines are expected to be weaker and i t  is not
possible to say with certainty whether they are present in the spectra of 
Kastner et a l .  Their identifications are, therefore, regarded as being 
tentative.
The 2s22p23Pg - 2s2p33p^ transition , i f  i t  is present at a ll in the
line at 123.76A, must be blended. This transition is expected to be weaker
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than the unblended Zs^2p^^?2  -  tran s it ion  at 121.17A.
Consequently, i t  is necessary to account for the greater in tensity of the 
former, as well as the absence of a change in in tensity  between the two 
f la res . The nearest observed solar line  is at 123.492A and, therefore, i t  
is necessary to suppose the existence of an unreported line  closer to the 
wavelength of 123.76A.
The solar line  at 97.88A is reported by Feldman (1976, I ) ;  although one 
of the OSO - 5 results, i t  is not given in the l i s t  of Kastner et al 
(1974).
As in the NI isoelectronic sequence, no semi-empirical extrapolation  
for the allowed transitions are available and, therefore, observed 
wavelengths are given in table 5. Those for calcium are from Kononov et al 
(1976,b) two wavelengths being adjusted so as to be consistent with the 
wavelengths of the magnetic dipole trans itions. The la t t e r  are taken from 
Edlen (1982). Calculated wavelengths, as discussed above, are given for the 
Ca XV, 2s22p23p^,2 -  2s2p35$2 transitions.
For iron the observed wavelengths are taken from Lawson et al (1981). 
The wavelengths for the iron t r ip le t -q u in te t  intercombination lines are 
calculated from the term schemes of Lawson and Peacock (1980). This 
demonstrates the consistency between the solar and laboratory observations 
as to the positioning of the leve l. The wavelength of the forbidden 
2s22p2 (3Pg - 3p^) trans ition  in iron comes from Edlen (1982).
BI Isoelectronic Sequence
As in the Cl isoelectronic sequence, the l is t in g  of id en tif ica tion s  
with boron-like trans itions, table 6, contains a number of blended lines.
In contrast, however, the emission from boron-like iron in the spectra of 
Kastner et al (1974, K) is comparatively intense. This led to a search of 
these spectra for boron-like calcium and nickel lines.
The most intense 2s^2p - 2s2pZ trans ition  of calcium is expected to be 
the 2Pg^2 - 2p^^2 trans ition  and this is id en tif ie d  with the line  at 164.14A 
in the spectra of Kastner et a l .  This trans ition  is most l ik e ly  blended 
with the Ni XIV transition id en tif ied  by Behring et al (1972, A; 1976, B) 
with the line  at wavelengths of 164.146 and 164.13A, respectively. The 
lines observed by Behring et al may well contain a component of Ca XVI.
The 2s22p2pg^2 - 2s2p22p^^^ trans ition  of calcium, although weaker than 
the 2Pg/2 - ^^3/ 2  tran s it ion , might, also, appear in the spectra of Kastner 
et a l ,  as a component of the line  at 167.50A. This l ine  is thought mainly 
due to an Fe V I I I  tran s it ion . However, i t  should be noted that the other 
members of the Fe V I I I  m ultip le t do not appear in these spectra; in the
-  12 -
absence of other blended components to the 167.50A lin e , this would suggest 
that the ^^ 2 / 2  " ^^1/ 2  transition intensity is s ignificant.
Within the Zs^Zp - 2s2p2 array of nickel, the transition with the 
highest theoretical in tensity, the ^P \ / 2  ~ ^^1/ 2  transition , can be 
identified with the line at 104.60A reported by Kastner et a l.
Given the systematic error in the wavelength calibration of the spectra 
of Kastner et a l ,  shown in figure 1, the - 2s2p22p^^  ^ transition
in iron would be expected to have an observed wavelength in these spectra of 
about 114.49A. The discrepancy with the reported wavelength of 114.41A 
would suggest that the transition is blended. The nearest observed solar 
line is due to Mg V at a wavelength of 114.036A. However, the Mg V line  
would be expected to be resolved as a separate l in e .
The high enhancement c lassification for the line  at 114.41A and the 
reasonable agreement between the theoretical and observed intensities of the 
allowed transitions in this sequence would suggest that most of the emission 
in this line is due to Fe XXII. I f  so, the Z^zZpZp^/, " 2s2p22p^^^ 
transition might appear weakly in the spectra. The nearest line  to the 
calculated wavelength of 100.768A is that at 100.89A. To explain the 
wavelength discrepancy and the low enhancement c lassification  of this l in e ,  
only type I I ,  i t  is necessary to suppose that the line  is a blend with a 
longer wavelength lin e , possibly the unidentified line  reported by Manson 
(1972) at 101.01 and 100.96A.
The inconsistency between wavelengths of the solar identifications of 
transitions within the 2sZ2p2p - 2s2p2^p m ultiplet in iron made by Sandlin
et al (1976) and laboratory measurements of boron-like transitions (Lawson
and Peacock 1980) has been explained by Edlen (1981b). Semi-empirical 
extrapolations have indicated errors in a few of the laboratory wavelengths, 
which, when corrected, allow both the solar and laboratory wavelengths to be 
f i t te d  to the same term schemes.
I t  should be noted, however, that the in tensities of the solar 
observations are s t i l l  not as expected, even allowing for the blends given
in table 6. For example, the 2s22p2p^^^ - 2s2p2'+p^^2 transition is
expected to be at least 3 times stronger than the 2s22p2p^^^ - 2s2p^^P^^^  
transition, at solar electron densities. This would suggest the possib ility  
of there being even more blends.
Semi-empirical extrapolations are available for a l l  boron-like levels. 
The wavelengths of transitions within the 2sZ2p - 2s2p2 transition array are
- 13 -
taken from Edlen (1981b), some of these being adjusted to f i t  that for the 
forbidden transition within the ground configuration of iron. The la t te r  is 
from Edlen (1982).
Be I Isoelectronic Sequence
A strik ing  feature of the c lass ifications  of solar lines isoelectronic  
with Be I is the extreme intensity of the Fe X X I I I ,  2 s ^^Sq -  2s2p^P  ^
transition observed in one of the spectra reported by Kastner et al (1974,
K) at 132.83A. Although blended with the Fe XX, 2s22p3^S3/2 - ZsZp^^p^^^ 
trans ition , most of the emission is due to Fe X X I I I .  Kastner et al note 
that the line is more intense than the Fe IX, quiet sun line  at 171.08A, 
which is emitted from the whole disc of the sun.
The id en tif ic a t io n  of Vernazza and Reeves (1978, U) of a line  at 371.4A 
with the 2s^^Sq -  2s2p^P^ trans ition  of Ca XVII is thought questionable. 
Certain ly, i f  this trans ition  was a s ign if ican t component of the line  a much 
greater enhancement of the in tensity would be expected in the active sun 
spectrum. Nevertheless, the temperature of active solar regions appears to 
be s u ff ic ien t for this ionisation stage to be present and, consequently, the 
transition might contribute some emission to the l in e .
The id e n tif ic a t io n  of the 2s^^Sq -  2s2p^Pj  ^ trans ition  of Mn XXII must 
be regarded as being ten ta tive . I t  is the only observation of manganese in 
the spectra of Kastner et al (1974, K) and there is a small wavelength 
discrepancy, not explained by blending with the Ca X I I ,  -
2s2p^^S^/2 tran s it ion . As confirmation, i t  would be desirable to make an 
id en tif ica t io n  of the corresponding trans ition  in the marginally more 
abundant chromium. However, the chromium tran s it io n , which occurs at a 
wavelength of 149.89A, w il l  be masked by the intense OVI, 2s2$i/2 "
2p ^^3 / 2 , 1 / 2  transitions at 150.05A.
I t  should be noted that the line  at 117.81A id en tif ied  as a blend of 
the 2s^^Sq -  2s2p^P^ trans ition  in nickel and the 2s^2p23p^ - 2s2p^^P^ 
transition in iron, is reported by Kastner et al to be observed on the 
shoulder of the intense line  at 117.18A. This might explain the low 
enhancement c lass if ica tion  given for the 117.81A l in e ;  both id en tif ie d  
components are expected to have the highest c la s s if ica t io n .
Feldman (1976) id en tif ies  the 117.81A line  with the Ni XXII,
2s22p34$g^2 - 2s2p44p^^2 tran s it ion . However, this transition is expected 
to be much weaker than the nickel, 2s2iSq -  2s2pip^ trans ition  and.
- 14 -
consequently, only the la t te r  is given in the tables.
The calculated wavelengths for this sequence are taken from Edlen 
(1981a).
Li I Isoelectronic Sequence
As can be seen in table 8, the l i th iu m -like  doublet is observed in 
several fourth period elements, one member even being iden tif ied  in 
titanium. The line  at 165.42A, l is ted  by Kastner et al (1974, K) is 
identified with the Ni XXVI, 2s2S^/2 " ^P^^3/ 2  transition . I ts  low 
enhancement c lassification and the discrepancy with the calculated 
wavelength, 165.378A, can be explained by blending with an Ar X transition.
Semi-empirical extrapolations (Edlen 1974a, b) are used to give the 
calculated wavelengths.
4 CONCLUSION
A comprehensive review is given of solar observations identif ied  with 
the n = 2-2 transitions of elements in the fourth period of the periodic 
table. These transitions occur in the high temperature plasmas found in 
solar flares and active solar regions.
The spectra are of particular in terest because of the ir  uses for  
diagnostic applications. An understanding of the blending of spectral 
features is , therefore, crucial. Wherever there is any evidence of 
blending, this is noted in the review. An example of a diagnostic 
application is presented in a subsequent paper; electron densities are 
calculated from line intensity ratios of the solar observations lis ted  in 
the present study.
I t  is hoped that the review w ill form a useful basis from which future 
identifications can be made, fa c i l i ta t in g  diagnostic measurements and 
encouraging future observations of the XUV region of solar f la re  spectra.
I t  is evident from the study that the most useful observations in the XUV 
spectral region, particu larly  at the shorter wavelengths, are those having 
the highest spectral resolution. This conclusion favours the photographic 
recording of these spectra.
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